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Introduction 
Lexicon together with grammar forms a core of the language structure. 
Crystal (2005: 117) notes: “Vocabulary is the Everest of a language. There is 
no larger task than to look for order among the hundreds of thousands of words 
which comprise the lexicon. There may be many greater tasks – working out a 
coherent grammatical system is certainly one – but nothing beats lexical study 
for sheer quantity and range”. These words bring to light the complexity and 
vastness of the lexicon which offers an enormous quantity of material for 
research. The present work deals with just one “slice of the lexical cake”, 
namely indirect borrowings from Latin. Borrowed words form a large part of 
the English vocabulary. Crystal (2005: 126) calls English “an insatiable 
borrower” and underlines that over 350 languages are on record as sources of 
its present-day vocabulary, and the locations of contact are found all over the 
world. This readiness of English to absorb foreign elements has given the 
modern language a remarkable etymological variety. Though being the most 
frequently used words in the language, the lexemes of Anglo-Saxon origin 
comprise only a relatively small part of the total modern lexicon of English, 
about 85 per cent of Old English words are no longer in use (Crystal 2005: 27). 
For comparison: only 3 per cent of words in Old English were loan words, 
while Modern English boasts over 70 per cent of borrowings. Thus, Old 
English vocabulary was profoundly Germanic, which is no longer the case in 
Modern English. Nearly half of Modern English general vocabulary comes 
form Latin and French (Crystal 2005: 27). As a consequence, one may 
frequently hear that English is now really a Romance, not a Germanic language 
in terms of vocabulary. Though this claim is completely shattered by Hock 
(1991: 421-425), it makes us reflect upon the scale of borrowing processes from 
the Romance languages into English.  
There is no doubt that the greatest wave of loan words that hit the English 
language was that coming from French after the Norman Conquest of the 
British Isles. But if we think for a moment that French is a fruit of Latin we 
realise that the latter is a very important, sometimes hidden and mysterious 
source of borrowing. Latin is claimed to be the most long-lasting “donor” of 
vocabulary to English because its influence started before the fifth century A.D. 
(when the Anglo-Saxons still lived on the Continent) and continues up to 
present day. Moreover, there is much in common between the present-day 
English and Latin from the point of view of their status: the British Empire of 
the past was as great an expansionist as the Roman Empire and, as a 
consequence, the English language was adopted in many parts of the world as a 
native language, just like Latin was adopted in many parts of the Roman 
Empire as a consequence of the process of Romanisation. This resemblance 
between the two languages makes some scholars envision the future of English 
in terms of the historical development of Latin, i.e. makes one suggest that 
English may well break up into lots of different languages, in the same way as 
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Latin developed into French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian and Italian 
(Viney 2003: 56). Baugh (1951: 249) argues that during the period of the 
Renaissance Latin was a “universal currency, so that the educated all over 
Europe could freely communicate with each other”. Does not this description 
fit the present-day English? Just like Latin during the period of the 
Renaissance, English nowadays is a “universal currency” used in every field of 
international communication.  
All these facts make Latin influence on English a very attractive and 
interesting field of research. The Old English period presents an interesting 
stage in the development of the language from the point of view of borrowing. 
Old English relies more extensively on native material expressing thus its 
preference for indirect borrowings (so-called semantic loans and loan-
formations) as opposed to numerous direct borrowings and assimilation of 
foreign words observed during the Middle English period. Indirect borrowing 
processes may seem less evident and less significant when one speaks of the 
contact of languages and its results, but in fact these phenomena stimulate 
creativity of a language and have more profound effects on its morphology.  
Kastovsky (1992: 309) mentions that we lack a full-scale investigation of 
loan-formations for the Old English period (the studies carried out so far are 
based on limited data). He also underlines that these all-pervasive processes by 
far outweigh the direct loans from Latin and it is necessary to study Old English 
word-formation and its relationship to Latin models systematically. So, there is 
still much to do in the field of analysis of loan-formations. 
The present work is an attempt to give a better description of indirect 
borrowings and to enrich the analysis of these phenomena by application of 
Naturalness Theory. The aims of the work are: 
• to study the cultural and historical background which forms the basis for 
borrowing processes from Latin (which is extremely important for it 
enables us to discover the historical layers of the Latin borrowings as 
well as the semantic fields to which the borrowings adhere); 
• to analyse the Latin and Old English sources of the text of the Historia 
Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum (=HE); 
• to look into the phenomenon of borrowing as a whole, its nature, 
mechanisms and motivation; 
• to elaborate a classification of indirect borrowings based on certain 
criteria which would be convenient and suitable for the research 
undertaken; 
• to identify indirect borrowings (nouns) in HE and analyse them, using 
the data extracted from an electronic corpus of Old English; 
• to analyse borrowings in the framework of Naturalness Theory and to 
state the degree of naturalness of different types of borrowings. 
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I have chosen to process only nouns (derived, compound and simple) in HE  in 
order to limit the range of research which otherwise would be too wide and 
time-consuming. The nouns were chosen for a reason: they are assumed to be 
the most easily borrowed items. Haugen (1950: 224) refers the words of 
Whitney who already in 1881 set up a scale of adoptability for borrowed items, 
and in this scale nouns are at the top, followed by other parts of speech, then 
suffixes, inflections and sounds. Haugen also remarks that these facts are 
abundantly supported by the available lists of loanwords. More recently, 
Danchev and Kytö (2003: 39) have referred that there is a certain scale of 
accessibility to borrowing, and in this scale nouns come first, followed by 
verbs, adjectives, adverbs and prepositions. Also Gusmani (1986: 50, footnote 
10) notes the relative scarcity of the verbal borrowings compared to the 
nominal loans, taking into consideration the fact that it is easier to import 
objects rather than abstract actions. 
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1. Cultural and Historical Background of the Latin 
Influence 
Studying the history of a language requires studying the history of the 
community which speaks the language, especially if the lexical history is 
concerned. Each language has its history of lexical invasions. “The history of 
early English vocabulary is one of repeated invasions, with newcomers to the 
islands bringing their own language with them, and leaving a fair amount of its 
vocabulary behind when they left or were assimilated” (Crystal 2005: 24).  In the 
present work I analyse the Latin influence on the English language. So, in this 
chapter I am going to scan the history of the British Isles and the Roman Empire 
highlighting the points of contact of the respective speaking communities and 
languages, as well as the shared spheres of activity which suggest semantic fields 
of the borrowed lexicon.  
English belongs to the West Germanic branch of the Germanic group of 
languages within the Indo-European family. It is a product of the Germanic 
(mostly  Anglo-Saxon) dialects transported to the British Isles by the Germanic 
tribes during the invasion of the fifth century. Prior to the arrival of the Anglo-
Saxons, the native inhabitants of the British Isles, the Celts, had already been 
visited and conquered by the Romans and, as a result, were largely Romanised. 
Thus, their contact with the newcomers (the Germanic tribes) might have 
resulted in the introduction of a number of borrowings from Latin (sometimes 
via Insular Celtic dialects) into the dialects of the Anglo-Saxons. On the other 
hand, the Germanic tribes had already encountered the Romans on the 
continent, prior to their invasion of the British Isles, and thus their Germanic 
dialects could have already acquired some Latin loan words which were later 
brought to the British Isles. Further contacts with Latin are connected with the 
spread of Christianity. All these historical stages will be analysed below. 
 
 
1.1 The Celts and the Roman Invasion of the British Isles 
The invasion of the British Isles, started by Julius Caesar in 55 B.C., was 
completed by Claudius who is often given the full credit for the invasion and its 
success (Welch 1963: 69). The conquest of Britain did not present a great 
problem, since no organised opposition existed, but the pacification of the 
island was not an easy task. The Celtic tribes continued to revolt throughout the 
entire period of the Roman presence on the island. 
Britain will be used as a model of a Roman colony for the purpose of 
looking into the life of the Romans colonies of that time, for it may suggest 
some spheres of lexical borrowing which resulted form the Roman contact with 
the Celtic and continental Germanic tribes.  
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The life of the Romans was organised according to some quite distinct 
principles. The Romans had their own particular national character called 
genius – literally, ‘the collective attitude of the tribe toward life’. 
Other principles were: 
• pietas – a sense of subordination to divine forces at work in the world, en earnest desire 
to play an honest and worthwhile role in life toward the gods, the nation, one’s family, 
tribe and friends; 
• gravitas – a serious-minded approach to affairs large and small, a sense of 
responsibility; 
• constantia – strength of purpose; 
• firmitas – a refusal to be moved from the proper course of conduct; 
• comitas – the art of being serious without being priggish, sense of proportion, modesty 
and tolerance of the views of others; 
• disciplina – readiness to obey rules and orders and control one’s own behaviour; 
• virtus – courage, magnanimity, great-heartedness, indomitability; 
• frugalitas – reasonable austerity in life and conduct; 
• familia – family (unlike the Greeks, the Romans possessed a strong sense of corporate 
unity, originating and nourished as the basic unit of Roman life); 
and many others (Welch 1963: 35-36). 
So many peoples have shared these immortal Roman values during the period 
of the Roman occupation that these Latin terms descended, little changed, into 
many languages, and English is not an exception (ModE genius, piety, gravity, 
constant, firmament, disciple, virtual, virtue, frugality, family – all descending 
from Latin, directly or via French). This is just a small example of how history 
and culture are connected with the borrowed lexicon, and it shows that we are 
on the right track, scanning the history and culture prior to looking into the 
purely linguistic processes of borrowing.  
Aulus Plautius laboured for four years in the organisation of the Province 
and the client kingdoms with free status (foederati) (Welch 1963: 73). A road 
system was in all newly conquered provinces of first priority. Roman roads 
were cutting as straight as possible across the country. The main Roman road in 
Britain is known as the Fosse Way and parts of it are still in use today. Soon six 
thousand miles of highway bound the island in a firm net and increased the 
integration of the island’s economy. Originally laid for military purposes, they 
now permitted to develop civilian and commercial traffic. They connected the 
outposts and military camps. Londinium was placed at the centre of this 
radiating road system and this fact undoubtedly contributed greatly to the city’s 
continuous growth and development. By the third century it was a thriving port 
and diocesan capital, the largest Roman city north of the Alps, covering an area 
of about 330 acres with the population about 40,000 people (Welch 1963: 215). 
With time the economic situation in the Province improved, the overall 
standard of living was raising and Britain saw a flood of traders and merchants 
from the continent. The building of roads, ports and lighthouses and the 
intensive exploration of inland waterways meant that trade could flourish as 
never before. Britain had for sale or exchange tin, iron, lead, silver, hides and 
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wool, textiles (tossia ‘plaid’), giant hunting dogs (Scottish deerhounds), leather, 
grain, orchard products. The import consisted of Roman luxuries (Samian 
pottery, other cooking vessels of metal and glass, the Rhenish jugs, vases and 
cups (vivas ‘long life’, misce mi ‘mix me a drink’), house furnishings, silver 
table services, silks, jewelry, Italian wins), building stone, olive oil, etc. There 
was a widespread use of the Roman money. Roman banks and money-lenders 
were ready to give credit with high rates of interest to provincials. 
In the fourth century Rome was already experimenting with the division of 
authority between civil and military. During this period Britain, like all other 
provinces, was governed on a new basis, the civil and military powers were 
divided, the civil governor now being called the Vicar of Britain, and the 
military power being under the Duke of Britain. 
Before the Roman conquest, the fundamental territorial unit of the Celts was 
a tribe. It was a small unit of the population ruled by a petty king. The society 
consisted of the nobles (the warriors, the Druids and the skilled craftsmen) and 
the free men (the peasants). There were slaves too, but slavery was a relatively 
minor element in the Celtic society. The Romans found that the simplest and 
the most effective way to organise an area on a permanent basis was to work 
through the existing city pattern. If the cities did not exist on the conquered 
territory, they were simply created on the basis of tribal communities, called 
civitas. Such tribal capitals were technically self-governing.  
Roman civilisation, like that of the Greeks, was essentially urban. The 
Roman Empire, in fact, was a confederation of cities. The city was its centre 
and it was distinguished by certain characteristics: it was theoretically 
independent (governed by the landowning class) and it was the centre of the 
community life, its administrative and market centre. Any conurbation larger 
than a village was called oppidum (town). 
Britain lacked urban communities, so they had to be created. The native 
communities (civitates) formed new urban communities. The first town which 
the Romans founded in Britain to administer the province was Colchester. For 
the construction of the capital a lot of specialists (engineers, technicians, 
architects, masons, stone-carvers, plumbers (workers in lead), sculptors and 
artisans) arrived from the continent. However, very soon London replaced 
Colchester as provincial capital. A city or town was a place where nearby 
farmers could bring their products, meet and exchange news. 
As far as religion goes, the Romans exhibited complete tolerance of the 
religious beliefs of subject peoples. The citizens were free to worship their own 
gods. Immigrants of different classes brought with them their own divinities. 
There is evidence of African, Egyptian, Syrian and Greek temples in Britain. 
The Romans did not find it difficult to identify the gods and spirits of the Celtic 
tribes with the members of their own Pantheon. It was very common to give the 
local gods a twin name.  
A religion attracted unfavourable attention of the Roman authorities only 
when it proved to become a centre of agitation against Rome. For instance, the 
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Druids, who exercised a certain political influence and fiercely resented and 
opposed the advance into the Celtic world, were seen as a potential danger; 
their religion was forbidden throughout the Empire and the cult was wiped out 
with fire and sword. 
From the times of Constantine Britain had been part of a Christian Empire. 
Small Christian communities existed all through the country. It is unknown, 
though, how and when Christianity was introduced in Britain, and there was 
certainly little evidence for Christian observance in Britain at that time. Evidently, 
Britain was a Christian diocese, but it is impossible to state with any precision what 
proportion of the population accepted the faith of Christ (Todd 1999: 196).  
Roman law represented another essential part of public life. The army became 
the means by which Roman law was introduced and enforced in all the provinces. 
Wherever Rome went, the legions went first. In addition to fighting, they 
administered the conquered area, built roads, fortresses and cities. With the 
legions also went the Latin language, some of the arts, the engineering, and the 
architecture of Rome. Welch (1963: 48) notes: “The legions were the great 
civilizing agents of newly conquered territory, the means by which Roman 
order was established throughout the expanding Empire”. Nothing is known of 
any regular state provision for education in Britain. Schools were sometimes set 
up with government encouragement. But there was no universities in Britain, 
the nearest were in Gaul, at Bordeaux and Autun. Agricola, the famous 
governor of Britain who is also considered the founder of British education, 
took steps “to educate the sons of leading men in liberal arts” (Birley 1964: 
114). These included the ability to read and write, the art of speaking correctly 
and the art of interpreting the poets. Both Greek and Latin literatures were 
studied. Educated slaves acted as tutors or litteratores (teaches of letters). The 
pupils used a wax tablet and a stilus. Beatings were frequent and discipline 
rigid. From the elementary school only boys went on to learn from the 
grammaticus, using pen, ink and paper. They studied history, grammar, 
literature and rhetoric.  
An additional stimulus to learning of Latin was the fact that young Britons 
were recruited into auxiliary cohorts (Infantry Cohort I Brittonum) of the 
Roman Army and thus had to know the vocabulary of the camp. There was also 
a demand among the merchants and traders of Londinium and other port towns 
for clerks able to read and write in Latin as well as to keep accounts in its 
cumbersome number system. A significant account on the extent to which 
Latin was used is provided by graffiti – words and remarks scratched on tiles 
and pieces of pottery (Birley 1964: 161). The absence of any inscriptions or 
graffiti in Celtic indicates that only Latin speakers were literate and that the 
knowledge of Latin was widespread among urban classes of society. The 
situation in Britain was very special also due to the fact that the Latin spoken in 
Britain was Latin of the purest and the most classical kind, the speech of the 
upper classes. In other provinces the vulgar Latin used by the common people 
became a lingua franca for all classes in society (Todd 1999: 101). 
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The Roman rule was not eternal. According to some scholars, the decay of 
the Empire started already during the reign of Emperor Hadrian, who was not 
an expansionist (Mann 1996: 58). He worked out a basic frontier policy which 
required the establishment of clear identifiable boundary, either natural or 
Roman-constructed, on each frontier. The reluctance of land-owners of the 
provinces to release labourers for the Army as well as the internal political 
problems in Rome, connected with absence of a constitutional process for an 
orderly succession to the throne, contributed to the worsening of the situation. 
Rome, struggling for its own survival, left the provinces without protection. In 
365 the Picts, the Scots and the Saxons undertook a simultaneous attack against 
the British Province form the north, east and west, described as the barbarica 
conspiratio (Welch 1963: 229). In 410 the British officials applied formally to 
Emperor Honorius for support, but he bade the islanders to look to their own 
defence. Now Britain was on its own, unprepared for independence and ringed 
around by savage predators – the Picts, the Scots and the Germanic tribes from 
the continent. Many sources state that the Romans left Britain by 410. But in 
fact there was no departure of the Romans from the island, for the Britons were 
as Roman as any inhabitants of the Empire in the fifth century. 
 
 
1.2 The Germanic Tribes and the Romans 
The Germanic tribes started to arrive massively in Britain since 430 and all 
throughout the fifth century. They were the Jutes, the Frisians, the Angles and 
the Saxons. They pushed the Celts to Cornwall, Wales, Scotland and Ireland 
and settled on the territory of England. The tribes were very close in speech, 
customs and traditions and gradually merged into one nation called the Anglo-
Saxons. The Germanic tribes are usually characterised as semi-nomadic, their 
life based mainly on cattle raising. Their agricultural methods were somewhat 
primitive, their main form of settlement was a village (they did not have urban 
communities). The search for the new pastures transformed them into bellicose 
and aggressive warriors and their religion was closely connected with the war 
affairs (Ivanova 2006: 7). They brought with them to Britain the Germanic 
dialects which later formed the basis for Old English, often referred to as 
Anglo-Saxon. So, with their arrival the history of the English language began. 
Since this paper interests Latin borrowings in English, it is necessary to look into 
the relations between the Germanic tribes and the Romans and Romanised Celts. 
The first mention of an obscure and remote Germanic tribe, the Saxons, was 
made by Claudius Ptolemaeus (Welch 1963: 209). The Saxons were believed to 
inhabit what are now the Frisian Islands, the coast of Schleswig and the 
lowlands of the Elbe, Weser and Ems. Beyond the fringe of the Roman 
conquest and penetration, they started as fishermen, but as time passed and the 
information about rich and complacent civilisations to the southwest reached 
them, they became raiders, learned the art of constructing swift, manageable 
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ships and were able to find their way in sea out of sight of land. The Saxons 
were brave, reckless, merciless, savage, eager to fight and unafraid to die. In the 
years around the rule of Diocletian (284), they started to venture south along 
the European coast. The white cliffs of Britain were easily visible and stirred 
curiosity and greed. The North coast of Britain with its many rivers and tidal 
estuaries permitted the navigation well inland. The Saxon raids on unsuspecting 
farms and isolated villages were swift and merciless: men were killed, livestock 
slaughtered, children and old women left to die in flaming houses. Gathering 
valuables – tools, weapons, jewelry and young women – they were off as 
quietly as they had come. The Roman government of Britain had to do 
something to protect the Province from the raiders. The construction of signal 
towers was undertaken together with patrolling of the Channel. The area of 
control came to be called the Saxon Shore or Litus Saxonium. But Mann (1996: 
212) poses a question of whether the “Saxon Shore” means ‘the coast subject to 
attacks by the Saxons’ or ‘the coast settled by the Saxons’; surely, there is the 
evidence of the Saxon attacks, but the area could also be settled by the Saxons, 
or other Germanic tribes.  
The relationships of the Germanic tribes and the Romans had never been 
easy. When Augustus planned the stabilisation of the Empire, he intended to 
extend its northern boundary in Europe from the Rhine to the Elbe. His 
generals, Drusus and Tiberius, were sent to submit the Germanic tribes of the 
area, but they realised the project of Augustus only in part. Germany was a 
difficult territory to conquer. Vast forests offered shelter for the Germanic tribes 
who decidedly opposed the penetration of the Romans into their territory. After 
a series of defeats (the most decisive one at Teutoburg), the Romans gave up 
their hopes of the conquest of Germany and set the Rhine and the Danube on 
the north as the Empire frontiers (Welch 1963: 48-49, 99; Birley 1964: 1).  
The common description of Germans as semi-nomads requires some 
modification. The the excavated sites reveal the presence of stable and enduring 
communities, some occupying the same sites for many decades or even 
centuries, others shifting their dwellings without moving too far away (Mann 
1996: 88). So, even in Germany there were “fixed assets” which could certainly 
have enabled Rome to establish control if the Romans had pursued the 
conquest with energy, disregarding the warning of Tacitus who made clear that 
the Germans posed by far the greatest threat to the security of the Empire. Thus, 
the only area of contact between the Germanic tribes and the Romans at that 
time could be the frontier areas along the Rhine and the Danube. The relations 
between the Germanic tribes and the Romans at times were even advantageous 
due to the commercial exchange in some frontier areas. In addition, there is 
evidence of civitas of the Frisii (the Frisians, who occupied the area of what is 
now Holland) in Mann (1996: 159). They had long resisted Rome, but finally 
they were forced to submit by Drusus, presumably in 9 B.C. So another source 
of continental Latin borrowings may be the Frisian dialects, which were 
brought to Britain by the Frisians (Rastorguyeva 2005: 32; Ivanova 2006: 9).  
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At the beginning of the fifth century the Anglo-Saxon raids on Britain 
steadily increased. Some of the raiders came with the families to pave the way 
for permanent settlement. Since that time continuous immigration started. The 
Roman Britons were pushed back, but it was a slow and fighting retreat (the 
proofs are the stories about King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table). 
The use of the Latin language faded but did not easily die. The British monk 
Gildas, writing in the sixth century, refers to Latin as “our language”. Not only 
did he write in Latin, but he also indicated that it was still widely read among at 
least those with some education (Welch 1963: 252; Birley 1964: 160). 
Welch (1963: 250) notes that new mixed generations appeared, which may 
be a sign of one more instance of contact between the Germanic tribes and 
Romanised Celts of Britain and one more possible period of borrowing, even if 
borrowings from Latin during that period are really scarce. The newcomers 
intermingled and interbred with the Roman Britons: “The Germanic peoples 
[…] finally took away the Romano-Celtic character from that part of Britain 
which became England” (Birley 1964: 167) but “some at least of the veneer of 
a remembered civilization leavened the mixture, producing a people 
predominantly Saxon yet different in curious ways from their Germanic 
brethren still living in barbarism across the North Sea” (Welch 1963: 260). 
Todd (1999: 210, 212), to confirm this point of view, remarks that some urban 
centres, such as Colchester, Lincoln, York and Exeter, survived into the fifth 
century, even though being strongly weakened by the decay of Roman 
administration. In several cities the possibility of continuous settlement from 
Roman Britain to the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms seemed highly likely. Birley 
(1964: 170) states also that the civilisation which the Saxons, the Angles, the 
Frisians and other invaders were able to create in Britain reached a higher level 
than that of their kinsmen whom they left behind on the continent. And it is no 
accident that the Anglo-Saxons were able to create a unified kingdom far sooner 
than the continental Germans and that the kingdoms of the Heptarchy (Kent, 
Wessex, Sussex, Essex, East Anglia, Mercia and Northumbria) closely followed 
the political division of Roman Britain (Birley 1964: 170).  
 
 
1.3 The Christianity 
It is difficult to overestimate the role of the Christianity in the history of the 
English language, especially in the process of borrowing from Latin. The 
Christianity reintroduced Latin as the language of the Church in Britain and 
contributed to the spread of literacy and general culture. 
It has already been mentioned that it was Constantine the Great who raised 
Christianity to respectability (though without himself taking its tenets and 
discipline too seriously). But when he died in 337 A.D., his successors 
abandoned his views. There is little evidence that Christianity was widespread 
in Britain at that time. In fact, the Roman government often persecuted the 
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Christians, because they refused to worship the emperor. There existed some 
Christian communities in Britain during the Roman period, but they were 
neither large nor prosperous. The first Christians firmly adhered to the rules of 
personal poverty of the primitive church. In 380 Teodosio imposed Christianity 
as the only official religion of the Empire, but the rigid opposition between the 
Christianity and the pagan beliefs continued. The pagan beliefs were still 
strongly rooted in the country, and though the Christians destroyed many pagan 
temples, the pagans were ready to restore them. However weak and scarce they 
might have been, the Christian communities in Britain did exist. Bede mentions 
that when Augustine arrived to Canterbury he was able to use some churches 
founded in Roman times, and in fact there must have been a number of 
churches all over the country (Birley 1964: 151). 
As for the Germanic tribes, the first to become Christians were the Visigoti. 
In the fourth century a Gothic bishop Ulfilas translated the Bible from Greek 
into Gothic using a modified form of the Greek Alphabet. But the Anglo-
Saxons who invaded Britain were pagans. The Celts who professed Christianity 
were driven back into the west and north of the country.  
In 597 Pope Gregory the Great sent monk Augustine to re-establish 
Christianity in England. He went to Canterbury, the capital of Kent, because the 
wife of the king Aethelberht of Kent had come from Europe and was already 
Christian. Within a year the king himself was converted. Augustine also had 
success with some ruling families and in 601 became the first Archbishop of 
Canterbury. He and his group of monks had little progress with the ordinary 
people. It was the Celtic Church that brought Christianity to the common 
people of the country. Celtic bishops from Wales, Ireland and Scotland walked 
from village to village teaching Christianity. The Two Christian Churches, the 
Roman and the Celtic, were very different in character: one was interested in 
authority, the other – in hearts of ordinary people. The bishops of the Roman 
Church lived at the courts of the kings, which they made centres of Church 
power across England. Crystal (2005: 10) suggests that partly the difficulty in 
developing the faith was linguistic: the Anglo-Saxons hardly understood the 
Latin-speaking monks. Nevertheless, the country became Christian very 
quickly (by 660 only Sussex and the Isle of Wight had not accepted the new 
faith) and soon the newly converted Anglo-Saxons went on the continent to 
teach Christianity to their tribesmen in Germany (McDowall 2004: 13-14). 
The most important thing was that numerous monasteries, or minsters, were 
established. They were the places of learning and education. The monks were 
practically the only literate people. They read and wrote in Latin. Bede the 
Venerable, a Northumbrian monk who worked as a writer and teacher at the 
monastery of Wearmouth, was the first English person who started to write down 
the history of the country. His HE, written in Latin, is a valuable source of 
information about the life of England of that period. 
Latin letters soon began to be used to write down English words. The Latin 
script was modified to suit the needs of English: the shape of some letters was 
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changed, some new symbols were added to indicate sounds for which Latin did 
not have equivalents, some new sound values were attached to Latin letters. 
The monks created libraries of manuscripts and chronicles written in Latin.  
The king who made most use of the Church was Alfred the Great, the king 
of Wessex during the period of 871-899. He used the literate men of the Church 
to establish a system of law, to educate the people and to write down history. 
Alfred himself translated from Latin into West Saxon many books on 
geography, history and philosophy. He started writing the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, written in Old English and partly in Latin, the most important source 
of the period together with HE. During the next hundred years, laws were made 
on a large number of matters. The power started to be concentrated in the hands of 
those who could read and write. 
The first attempts to translate parts of the Bible in English were undertaken 
by Ælfric († c.1020), but the first full translation was done by John Wycliff and 
his followers between 1380 and 1384. Thanks to this translation over a 
thousand Latin words came into English, because Wycliff’s method was to rely 
greatly on glossing the Latin text, seeking where possible to preserve the 
original style (Crystal 2005: 48).  
During the Middle English period Latin was used as well as French in 
administration, education and worship. The Domesday Book (1086), the most 
important historical source of the period, was written in Latin, as well as many 
other public and private documents, such as mandates, charters, contracts, tax-
rules and other administrative and judicial papers (Crystal 2005: 34).  
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2. HE: Latin vs. Old English Version 
I have based my analysis on the critical editions of the Latin and the Old 
English versions of HE, namely Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English 
people by Colgrave and Mynors (1992), Venerabilis Baedae Opera Historica 
by Plummer (1961) and The Old English Version of Bede’s Ecclesiastical 
History of the English People by Miller (1959, 1963).  
 
 
2.1. Bede and HE 
The importance of HE, written by Bede the Venerable, is confirmed by a 
very high number of the manuscripts. HE was known not only in England, but 
also in Western Europe and counts about 160 manuscripts which have survived 
to the present days (Colgrave, Mynors 1992: xvii). The book was finished 
about 731 and was used all though the Middle Ages as a source of historical 
information. Being largely inspired by the Christian Church, HE used the 
chronology based on the system of reckoning from the birth of Christ, also 
called the Incarnation year or the year of grace. This type of chronology was an 
important innovation compared to other systems based on the regnal years of the 
Roman emperors or English kings, and it has been preserved to our days. 
As for Bede himself, he was born presumably in 672 or 673 in a territory of 
the monastery of Wearmouth and Jarrow not yet existent at that time. In 680 he 
was given to the care of Benedict Bishop who founded the monastery of 
Wearmouth in 674. The monastery of Jarrow was founded in 681 by the same 
bishop and was intended to form a single monastery together with the 
monastery of Wearmouth under the rule of Benedict. Since Benedict was often 
absent, he appointed Eosterwine and Ceolfrith his representatives at 
Wearmouth and Jarrow respectively. Bede remained at Jarrow for his studies 
all through his youth. He must have been an outstanding student, since at the 
age of nineteen he was already ordained a deacon by Ceolfrith. In 703 he 
became a bishop and held a typical life of a scholar and a monk, observing 
monastic discipline, learning, teaching and writing. Bede had lived all his life at 
Jarrow, but he is also said to have visited the monasteries of Lindisfarne and 
York (Plummer 1961: xvi). 
Bede lived in the time of political tension in Northumbria, the time of 
general anarchy and decay which affected also the Church. In the letter to his 
pupil Egbert Bede speaks of the greed and evil lives of some bishops, their 
neglect of their duties, their ignorance and carelessness. He also condemns the 
choice of bishops on the basis of birth rather than on the ground of their 
ecclesiastical fitness. Bede also refuses all the heresies of his time, for instance, 
those of Arianism and Pelagianism (Plummer 1961: lxii). Bede’s writings are 
good testimonies of his piety. He constantly invokes the divine assistance to 
help him in his work and begs his readers to pray for him if he committed an 
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error at some point of his work. He urges his readers to prepare themselves for 
the day of death and for eternal joy, to give alms, to be generous and not to 
desire riches.     
Bede died in 735. The result of his life and work are his writings. Plummer 
(1961: xxxvii) subdivides them into three groups: scientific, historical and 
theological. Bede’s scientific works have to do with grammar, natural 
phenomena and chronology (e.g. De Natura Rerum, De Temporibus). 
Theological works consist of commentaries on books of the Old and New 
Testament, homilies and treaties (e.g. In Genesim, In Marcum). As for 
historical works, the most outstanding is HE. Plummer (1961: xlvii) suggests 
that its value and importance was such that it even inhibited the expansion of 
the earlier historical works. All these works testify to Bede’s outstanding 
knowledge of ancient scholars such as Ambrose, Augustine, Cyprian, Jerome, 
Gregory the Great, Cassiodorus, Isidore, and others. Undoubtedly, the library of 
his monastery was very rich, since he quotes from Cicero, Plautus, Terence, 
Josephus, Eusebius, Virgil, Ovid, Horace and Pliny the Young.  
As to HE, Colgrave and Myners (1992: xxx) maintain that “Bede was 
familiar with two histories, both of which may have served him as models, 
namely Rufinus’ translation and adaptation of the Ecclesiastical History of 
Eusebius and Gregory of Tours’ History of the Franks ”. Bede’s main aim was 
to tell the history of conversion of the English people to Christianity and the 
history of foundation of the Catholic Church in England which served the 
unification of the whole country. The book is not just a historical document. It 
is also intended to teach the reader to admire the good and condemn the bad. To 
this effect, Bede tells us numerous stories, bibliographies and miracles, which 
are often incredible to a modern reader, but quite convincing to a really pious 
person of Bede’s time. Plummer (1961: lxiv-lxv) notes: “It was natural to his 
[Bede’s] age, and especially natural to his religious spirit to see direct 
interposition of the supernatural everywhere” and speaks of Bede’s conviction 
that “the cessation of miracles is largely due to man’s sin” and that “some men 
by special grace of holiness have recovered part of this lost heritage”. 
The historical sources of HE are numerous. He borrowed from Pliny, 
Gildas, Solinus, Orosius, Eutropius, Vegetius, Prosper, Gregory the Great and 
many others. He also had at his disposal Liber Pontificalis (the official 
collection of the lives of the popes), letters from the popes, the proceedings of 
the first two synods of the English church, saints’ lives, genealogies, regal lists, 
annals and lists of bishops. His own contribution and that of his contemporaries 
is also very important and transparent in the book.   
 
 
2.2. The Latin Version 
HE was originally written by Bede in Latin. Bede’s style is straightforward 
and simple: he is “a master of dramatic effect […] familiar with the arts of the 
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rhetoricians” and underline his “use of figures of speech, epigrammatic 
contrasts, plays upon the meanings of words with implied secondary allusions, 
all of which are extremely difficult to reproduce in translation” (Colgrave, 
Mynors 1992: xxxvi-xxxvii). 
The critical edition of Plummer (1961) is based on a complete collation of 
the four oldest manuscripts of HE. They are: 
• N (Namur, Bibliothèque de la Ville), 8th c., folio, double columns, occupies 60 folios, 
gatherings of 8, 6 and 4 folios. It belonged formerly to the Monastery of St. Hubert in the 
Ardennes and it was the work of several scribes. The writing is continental. The 
manuscript is described by Plummer as the one accomplished with “deplorable 
carelessness”. Plummer (1961: lxxxvii-lxxxviii) also underlines its “worthlessness (for 
textual purposes)” and says that it shows “how ignorant the scribes were of Latin […] of 
history and geography”. The commonest contractions are mistaken, omissions are very 
frequent. The manuscript is corrected throughout by a later hand, but the corrections are 
often as bad as the original text. No other manuscripts show any special affinity to this 
one. The text of the Manuscript agrees with M and B, against C. 
• M (Cambridge, Ms. Moore), c. 737, folio. It belonged to John Moore, Bishop of Ely and 
after his death was given to the University of Cambridge. It is the standard manuscript of 
all editions since Smith’s. The manuscript was written on the continent in old Hiberno-
Saxon minuscules, perhaps at Epternach or at some other Anglo-Saxon colony on the 
continent. The contractions are frequent in the manuscript. It is corrected throughout by a 
later hand, the spelling is peculiar and arbitrary. 
• B (British Museum, Cotton Tiberius A. XIV), 8th c., folio, double columns. This 
manuscript lacks the Preface and chapters of the First Book at the beginning and ends in 
the year 709 of the chronological summary of the Fifth Book, chapter 24. These losses are 
due to the Great Cottonian Fire of 1731. The writing is in old Hiberno-Saxon minuscules, 
but more pointed, initials of the chapters are illuminated, larger illuminations mark the 
beginning of the Books. Contractions are less frequent than in M. Corrections are made 
by a scribe who had C or a sister-manuscript of C at hand. Plummer (1961: xci-xcii) 
maintains that B is a sister-manuscript to M, since they have the same mode of marking 
documents, the same type of text, they agree in many minute particulars which cannot be 
accidental. But neither of these two manuscripts is derived from the other, since each of 
them has peculiarities of its own (e.g. each has omissions not found in the other, B does 
not abbreviate quotations while M does, etc.). Both of these manuscripts must be copied 
from a common original, more ancient than all the others and which cannot be too far 
removed from an autograph of Bede.  
• C (British Museum, Cotton Tiberius C II), 8th c., folio, double column, gatherings of 8 
folios. This manuscript is slightly imperfect at the end and is slightly damaged by the 
Great Cottonian Fire. It is written in pointed Saxon minuscules, less pointed than in B. 
The initials of each chapter are illuminated and the beginning of each Book is 
characterised by elaborate ornamentations. Contractions are fairly frequent. The 
manuscript is corrected throughout by a later hand. Some Anglo-Saxon glosses were 
written on the blank spaces by a later hand and some interlinear glosses are to be found 
sporadically. Plummer (1961: xciii) maintains that this manuscript is a Durham book, 
which possibly was brought from Lindisfarne.  
M is taken as a basis and all deviations from it are given in the footnotes. Apart 
from these four manuscripts numerous other manuscripts from Oxford and the 
British Museum are used by Plummer and have been collated in certain text 
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passages. Plummer also tries to investigate their relation to the four primary 
manuscripts and to one another.  
Plummer (1961: xcii) notes that “where M and B differ, C more often agrees 
with B than with M; in other words, where they differ B is more often right 
than M”. Thus, one may conclude that Plummer works in the following way: 
he uses M as a basis, he compares is with B, and if they differ, he consults C. If 
C coincides with B, then B is right, if C coincides with M, then M is right. So, 
M is the basis, B is a support and C is a verifier of the rightness of the basis and 
the support, i.e. if M and B disagree the right is the one which agrees with C. 
Plummer has also introduced a very important distinction concerning the 
manuscripts of HE. He subdivides all the manuscripts into ‘C-type’ (e.g. C) 
and ‘M-type’ (e.g. M, B and N) on the basis of several important points which 
are as follows: 
1. The clause in which Bede asks for the prayers of his reader is placed at 
the end of the Preface in the M-type and at the end of the whole work in 
the C-type. 
2. Chapter 14 of Book 4 is present in the M-type and absent in the C-type. 
3. The words ‘cuius supra meminimus’ in chapter 18 of Book 4 are present 
in the M-type and omitted in the C-type. 
4. In the chronological summary of chapter 14 of Book 5: in the M-type 
the years 733 and 734 occur in a sort of appendix after the close of the 
work; the C-type ends the annal 731 with the word ‘archiepiscopus’ 
omitting the words ‘nonus…imperii’, then follow the annals 733, 734 
after which there is Bede’s notice of his life and works. 
5. In the list of Bede’s works the M-type retains Jerome while the C-type 
omits the excerpts from Jerome on the Prophets. 
There exist also conflate manuscripts which use the C-type as their basis, but 
are it is contaminated by insertions and corrections from the M-type. Plummer 
further subdivides the manuscripts of the C-type into the Durham group 
(headed by the Ms. Durham Cathedral Library B ii. 35) and the Winchester 
group (headed by the Ms. Winchester Cathedral No3). These two groups agree 
with one another and differ from C in the following points: 
• insertion of considerable additions in Bede’s chronological summary; 
• unskillfully made divisions between the chapters, sometimes even in the 
middle of the sentence (these divisions differ from manuscript to manuscript). 
The original manuscript from which the manuscripts of these two groups derive 
is closely related to C, must have contained additions in the chronological part 
and must have had divisions between the chapters marked imperfectly or not at 
all. Plummer (1961: cv) suggests that this original manuscript is of northern 
origin (since the inserted matter has mainly to do with Wilfrid), probably 
coming from Hexham, Ripon, York or Lindisfarne. The Durham group is in 
general much nearer to C than the Winchester group.  
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Colgrave and Mynors (1992) add some information absent in Plummer. 
Colgrave and Mynors describe the two oldest manuscripts used by them as 
virtually contemporary to the author, and underline that their state is almost 
impeccable which testifies to the high tradition of accuracy in the 
Northumbrian scriptoria. They also add that the M-type is a later form, and 
maintain that the C-type was mainly used in the British Isles, while the M-type 
was characteristic of the continental copies. Colgrave and Mynors print the M-
text with all C-variations found in the notes. Their C-text is established from 
the following C-type manuscripts: 
• K (Kassel, Landesbibliothek, 4° MS. theol. 2 (CLS VIII, no. II 40)), late 8th c., Northumbria; 
• C (London, British Museum, Cotton Tiberius C. II (CLA II, no. 191)), 2nd half of the 8th 
c., Southern England; 
• O (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 43 (4I06)), early 11th c. 
Their M-text is based on the following manuscripts: 
• M (Cambridge, University Library, Kk. 5. 16 (CLA II, no. 139), known as Ms. Moore), 
c. 737, Northumbria; 
• L (Leningrad, Public Library, Lat. Q. v. I. 18 (CLA XI, no. 1621)), c. 747, Wearmouth 
or Jarrow; 
• U (Wolfenbüttel, Herzog-August Bibliothek, Weissenburg 34 (CLA IX, no. 1385)), late 
8th c., north-eastern France; 
• E (Würzburg, Universitätsbibliothek, M. p. th. f. I18), the 2nd third of the 9th c., Würzburg; 
• N (Namur, Public Library, Fonds de la ville II), 9th c. 
This edition differs from Plummer’s in the fact that it takes into consideration 
the very important Leningrad manuscript (its text is very close to M, but more 
accurate; both might have been taken from the author’s copy (Colgrave, 
Mynors 1992: xliv)), and some manuscripts from Cambridge and foreign 
libraries, ignored by Plummer, but the value of Plummer’s edition is not 
diminished by these facts. In the present research I used Plummer’s edition as 
the basis, consulting Colgrave and Mynors when necessary. 
 
 
2.3. The Old English Version 
The point of reference of the present study for the Old English version of 
HE is the critical edition of Thomas Miller (1959, 1963). It contains the Old 
English version and the Modern English translation of the text. Miller uses the 
following manuscripts in his work: 
• T (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Tanner 10), 10th c., 138 leaves. The manuscript is 
defective at the beginning (Book 1, chapter 16) and at the end (Book 5, chapter 14). It 
was written by 5 scribes who differ greatly in handwriting and to some extent in 
spelling. Probably, the scribes worked simultaneously on all Books. Miller (1959: xiv) 
notes that the book cannot have been produced in a large populous centre because some 
of the scribes seem quite illiterate. 
• C (British Museum, Otho B. XI.), late 10th c., 53 leaves. The manuscript consists of 38 
leaves of HE, the rest being the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. The portions of HE include: 
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Book 3 (chapters 7-29), Book 4 (chapters 11-32), Book 5. Several scribes were 
employed in copying. The manuscript probably originates from the south. 
• B (Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 41), 11th c., 242 leaves (complete). The 
manuscript originates from the south. It was done by two scribes with a possibility of 
intervention of a third one. A scribe adds 6 verses at the end of the book addressing the 
reader. They are followed by a homily in a later hand and the inscription in Latin and English 
communicating that the book is a gift of bishop Leofric to St. Peter’s Church, Exeter.  
• O (Oxford, Corpus Christi College 279), 161 leaves. The manuscript is defective at the 
beginning (up to Book 1, chapter 15) and at the end (after Book 5, chapter 19). There is 
a great variety of hands, even in the middle of the word, which means that it was 
written in a flourishing community with abundance of trained scribes. The manuscript 
is defaced with erasures, interlineations and marginal additions. The later West-Saxon 
forms replace the earlier Anglian forms. The manuscript originates from the south and 
is copied from an Anglian original. 
• Ca (Cambridge University Library, Kk. 3, 18.), dated later than B, 97 leaves. The 
manuscript is almost complete. It contains West-Saxon genealogy and is the only 
manuscript which has page headings and numbers of the chapters. It was written by one 
scribe. Latin glosses are sometimes found between the lines.  
• Z (3 passages published by Prof. Zupitza in the Zeitschrift für deutsches Alterthum, v. 
18, 1886, pp. 185-186 under the heading “Drei alter Excerpta aus Ælfreds Beda”), 10th 
c., on a leaf of Cotton Domitian A. IX. fol. 100. The initial letters of each piece are 
ornate and coloured. Miller (1959: xx) notes that these abstracts seem older than any 
other manuscript, and this proves the faithful transmission of the text. Variations show 
that the earlier text contained Anglian forms now no longer in the text of T. 
T is the basis of Miller’s edition, and B is used to correct the defects of T and 
supplement it. Then C, O and Ca follow in order of preference. Miller (1959: 
xxiii) maintains that all the manuscripts are of common origin. He proves it by 
several considerations: 
1. The division into chapters is substantially the same in all the manuscripts. 
2. All the manuscripts place the Interrogations at the end of Book 3 
(probably, their translation was an afterthought). 
3. All the manuscripts place the appeal to the reader at the end of the work (not as 
in Ms. Moore, where the appeal is placed at the end of the Preface).  
4. There are other common peculiarities found in all the manuscripts. 
After a thorough analysis of the manuscripts, Miller (1959: xxiii) concludes that 
the text followed by the translator was not that of Ms. Moore used as the basis 
for the Plummer’s Latin edition, but a C-type text, probably Ms. Cotton 
Tiberius C II, mentioned in Plummer as C. Also Plummer (1961: cxxix) agrees 
with this point of view, saying that the translator used a good and pure 
manuscript of C-type. 
Miller also relates some peculiarities in the text which state the relation of the 
manuscripts to the archetype and determine its locality. According to his point of 
view, T is the best representative of the archetype. Then comes C. These two 
manuscripts are seen as the oldest ones and independent witnesses. After a 
linguistic study of the text, based mainly on the analysis of some prepositions and 
their function, Miller (1959: xxxiii) concludes that the origin of the Old English 
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version of HE is “in North Mercia, touching on one side the district of the 
Rushworth Gospels, on the other that of the Vespasian Psalter”. 
Further analysis leads him to the conclusion that the work of Bede from the 
linguistic point of view agrees more with the Vespasian Psalter than with any 
other document, and that the date of HE should be placed somewhere between 
the early nineth – the end of the tenth centuries.  So, Miller claims that the 
original was an Anglian and not a West-Saxon work. This means that the role 
of Alfred the Great in the issue of translation is under a serious doubt: “It is 
absolutely impossible to assume that these barriers of race were suddenly 
broken down, and that Alfred the Great adopted the idiom of a subject Anglian 
tribe” (Miller 1959: xlix). 
Miller’s general conclusion is as follows: “As we have seen there is no trace 
of a West Saxon original. But there is an early tradition assigning the 
translation to Alfred […] Ælfric considers Alfred’s translations the only correct 
ones […] The only internal evidence in favour of Alfredian authorship is the 
insertion of the West-Saxon genealogy, which comes down only to the king’s 
accession” (Miller 1959: lvi). Several solutions are given as possibilities to 
reconcile the tradition of Alfredian origin and the Anglian dialect of the text. 
Alfred may have adopted an existing translation or the translation may have 
been executed by Mercian scholars on the order of the king. According to 
Miller, the translator shows some familiarity with Scotch localities and 
circumstances, and a certain tenderness for Scotland, since a lot of Mercian 
bishops were missionaries from Scotland. 
“The tender regard for things of Scotland is associated with the Pascal 
controversy […] he [the translator] omits Book 5, 15, which speaks of the 
perversity of Iona on this point […] This consideration also counts for the very 
remarkable omission of Book 3, 25, 26, giving an account of the triumph of the 
orthodox under Wilfrid, with the defeat and retirement of Colman [a bishop of 
Scotch origin]. The allusion to his defeat at the opening of Book 4, is carefully 
suppressed” (Miller 1959: lviii).  
Such feelings, to Miller’s mind, were out of place in the court of Alfred, but 
were more likely to be found in one of the Mercian monasteries. Miller 
underlines the importance, history and situation of South Yorkshire (the district 
of the Vespasian Psalter), and suggests that it may be a possible birthplace for 
the Old English version of HE. 
The analysis of the place-names in the manuscripts permits Miller to 
conclude that T is distinctly Midland, C comes next, O has a larger admixture 
of Southern forms, Ca introduces even more of Southern forms, B is distinctly 
Southern and is close to the later Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and Ælfric. 
According to Miller, B may be called the Wessex version of HE, but the 
archetype was definitely not West-Saxon. The final judgement is as follows: 
“T. originated in North Mercia, is most archaic of the MSS., and belongs to the 
tenth century. MS. C. comes from South Mercia, MS. O. from the West of 
Mercia, and both are on the confines of the tenth and eleventh centuries. MS. 
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Ca. is a copy of O., by a hand from the borders of SW. Mercia made in the 
eleventh century. MS. B. is associated with Hants, exhibits an eleventh century 
spelling, and a certain affinity with later MSS. of A.S.C. [the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle] ” (Miller 1963: xxii). 
Since the present research is based on Miller’s edition, I am going to analyse 
mainly the basic text, i.e. the text of T as the most archaic variant of HE, and, 
thus, the closest to the original.  
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3. Some Aspects of Borrowing Processes  
Gusmani (1986: 9) notes that the study of the phenomena connected with 
linguistic borrowings often lacks precise definitions, and substantial 
divergences in evaluation of single cases prove that we are still far away from 
attributing identical meaning to this notion. 
There are numerous classifications based on different criteria of evaluation 
of the phenomena. In this section I am going to discuss various problems 
concerning borrowing processes and their possible solutions, define the 
phenomenon of linguistic borrowing, specify the criteria I use for delimitation 
of borrowing processes and elaborate a classification of indirect borrowings 
based on these criteria. 
 
 
3.1. Defining Direct and Indirect Borrowings  
Haugen (1950: 212) defines borrowing as “the attempted reproduction in 
one language of patterns previously found in another”. He also criticises the 
term as such saying that in the linguistic sphere “the borrowing takes place 
without the lender’s consent or even awareness, and the borrower is under no 
obligation to repay the loan” and adds: “One might as well call it stealing, were 
it not that the owner is deprived of nothing and feels no urge to recover his 
goods” (Haugen 1950: 211). Nevertheless, the term is still in use and no other, 
more appropriate alternative has been found so far.  
In order to create a classification of linguistic phenomena, one should first 
define the criterion on which the classification will be based. Gusmani (1986: 
196, 232) maintains that the only adequate criterion for the classification of 
borrowings is the nature of psychological mechanisms which lie at the basis of 
borrowing processes and that formal aspects of borrowings should not be taken 
into consideration. The classification based on this principle is offered by 
Haugen. He argues that there are two processes at the basis of borrowing: 
importation of foreign material and substitution of foreign material with native 
one. Consequently, he subdivides all loans into: 
• loanwords, which show morphemic importation without substitution; 
• loanblends, which show morphemic substitution as well as importation;  
• loanshifts, which show morphemic substitution without importation 
(Haugen 1950: 212-215). 
Unfortunately, when working with historical languages it is often quite 
impossible to inquire into the psychological mechanisms. Moreover, in this 
case we have at our disposal only the results of borrowing processes in written 
form, and it is much more efficient to apply formal criteria to such kind of 
material. The knowledge of psychological processes which lie at the basis of 
borrowing processes is extremely important and should be taken into 
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consideration, but, to my mind, it should not be used as the only criterion for 
classification of the linguistic phenomena in discussion. 
In the present work I mainly deal with indirect borrowings or calques in 
Old English. So, first of all, it should be specified what an indirect borrowing 
is. There are numerous classifications of borrowings, but I have chosen as the 
basis for the present research the classification proposed by Gneuss, since he 
is the author of the most comprehensive study of indirect borrowings from 
Latin into Old English (based on Vespasian Psalter) entitled Lehnbildungen 
und Lehnbedeutungen im Altenglischen. Of course, Gneuss’s material in “not 
the most ideal for bilingual study”, as Haugen (1956: 761) remarks, because 
“interlinear glosses do not necessarily reflect actual OE usage”. The lack of 
necessary data when working with written sources of early periods is a 
common problem, but one should try to use the material available at best. 
Again, following Haugen (1956: 763), “since there are no manuscripts 
antedating Latin influence on English, it is necessary to make inferences from 
the material itself”. 
Linguistic borrowings in general are called Lehngut by Gneuss. He notes 
that there are two ways of borrowing linguistic items: direkte Entlehnung (what 
I call direct borrowing) and indirekte Entlehnung (in my terminology indirect 
borrowing) (Gneuss 1955:1). A direct borrowing process is a direct transfer of a 
lexical item from a donor language into a borrowing language which 
presupposes the imitation of the phonetic and semantic aspects of this item. An 
indirect borrowing process, in its turn, does not involve the imitation of the 
phonetic aspect of a foreign word, but the copying of its semantic and/or 
morphological structure and projecting it on an item of the native lexicon. 
Haugen (1956: 764) calls Gneuss’s terminology “unhappy” and “misleading”, 
saying that the term indirekte Entlehnung suggests that it is “less directly 
related to its model, or that some other intermediary has intervened”. It is true 
that indirect borrowings are less directly related to the model in the sense that 
they are less loyal reproductions and at first glance bear no trace of the foreign 
model from the formal point of view. Direct borrowings are visible, their outer 
form or surface aspect speaks more or less clearly of their origin, while indirect 
borrowings are hidden, not visible on the surface, but bearing foreign influence 
in their inner form. This is especially the case with semantic loans, called by 
Orr “invisible exports” (cited in Ullmann 1962: 166). An indirect borrowing 
does not presuppose that there is an intermediary in the borrowing process, but, 
as mentioned above, it simply means that the results of the process are hidden, 
less visible than the results of the direct borrowing process.   
The results of the two borrowing processes described above are direct 
borrowings (Lehnwörter in Gneuss’s terminology) and indirect borrowings 
(called Lehnprägungen by Gneuss).  
Direct borrowings are easier to identify, and consequently they are studied 
better than indirect ones. A direct borrowing, after its introduction into a 
borrowing language, undergoes the processes of phonological, morphological 
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and lexical adaptation which adjust the borrowing to the requirements of the 
receiving linguistic system. These processes are the main object of research 
concerning direct borrowings.  
The study of indirect borrowings presents numerous problems. For instance, 
it is not easy to distinguish semantic loans from independent parallel 
developments of meanings of corresponding words in Latin and Old English or 
from mere translation of a foreign word by a semantically “nearest” native 
equivalent. It is also difficult to decide whether a loan-formation is genuine or it 
is a mere morphological parallel development. Moreover, it is not always easy to 
identify the true model of an indirect borrowing, since there may be several candidates 
for the position of a model. Sometimes it seems that a borrowing has been influenced 
by several foreign words (see the discussion on mildheortnes in Section 3.2.5) 
Indirect borrowing processes are very complex. Their delimitation, 
definition and classification is not an easy task. Let us introduce immediately a 
basic terminology: leaving apart all the units larger then a morphological word, 
one may subdivide all indirect borrowings into semantic loans (SLs, 
Lehnbedeutungen in Gneuss’s terminology) and loan-formations (LFs, 
Lehnbildungen in Gneuss’s terminology). Semantic loans in their turn are 
subdivided into analogical and substitutive, while loan-formations are represented 
by loan-translations (LTs, Lehnübersetzungen in Gneuss’s terminology), loan-
renditions (LRs, Lehnübertragungen in Gneuss’s terminology) and loan-creations 
(LCs, Lehnschöpfungen in Gneuss’s terminology).  
Semantic loan presupposes that an existing native lexeme adopts a meaning 
or a part of meaning of a foreign lexeme. If it shares some meanings with the 
model, and, on the basis of these common meanings, adopts another additional 
meaning from the model, then the semantic loan is called analogical. If, on the 
other hand, the native lexeme adopts additional meaning from the model 
without having any other meanings shared with the model, a substitutive 
semantic loan takes place. However, the choice of a replica for a substitutive 
SL cannot be absolutely arbitrary. In order to establish a relationship between a 
foreign word and a native correspondent, there should be some kind of 
semantic affinity between the model and the replica: they should have some 
semantic features in common, or belong to semantic spheres which are linked 
by certain relations, or they should be used in similar contexts.    
Loan-formations are in principle complex (derived or compound) 
formations newly created in the borrowing language on the model of lexical 
units of the donor language. All loan-formations are generally accompanied by 
a semantic loan, because newly created words usually bring a new notion and a 
new meaning in the borrowing language. This is especially the case when a 
complex word is not fully motivated, i.e. its meaning is not fully transparent 
and deducible from the sum of meanings of its component parts. Gusmani 
(1986: 189) argues, when speaking of loan-formations, that this type of calques 
always leads to the creation of a new signification, but then becomes more 
permissive speaking of loan-formations, which (at least in general) presuppose 
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the appearance of a new semantic unit  beside the formal one (1986: 222). 
Haugen (1956: 764) is more radical saying that “all loans are also semantic 
loans, and the difference between them is the purely formal one of whether the 
replica reproduces the phonemes of the model (loanword) or the morphemes 
(loanshift)”. What he tries to say is that borrowings without a SL do not exist. 
What are we supposed to do, then, with borrowings of prestige which very 
often do not differ semantically from native synonyms? Do they introduce a 
new meaning in the borrowing language? The two words may differ 
stylistically, but their meaning may be the same. So, I insist that borrowings 
without a SL do exist.  
 
 
3.2. Types of Loan-formations 
Some problems arise as to a definition of different types of loan-formations. 
If in Kastovsky (1992: 315) we find that a loan-rendition may be a rendition of 
a simple word of a donor language by a complex (compound or derived) word 
in the borrowing language, in Gneuss (1955: 33) a loan-rendition by definition 
presupposes only derived and complex words as models (not simple ones 
though). Furthermore, Gneuss (1955: 31) maintains that only words/lexemes 
(compound or derived) may be the basis for a loan-translation, while Kastovsky 
(1992: 313) says that also syntactic groups (i.e. syntagmas) may act as the bases 
for loan-translations. Gneuss (1955: 109) classifies such cases as loan-
creations, while he calls loan-renditions the cases when an Old English nominal 
syntagma translates a Latin compound (1955: 114). However, among the 
compounds formed on the basis of Latin nominal syntagmas there may be cases 
of loan-translations (exact copies of the elements of a Latin syntagma) and 
cases of loan-renditions (quasi-exact copies of the elements of a Latin 
syntagma). It is possible that prior to becoming complex (compound) words, 
these indirect borrowings might have been nominal syntagmas also in Old 
English, and then they underwent the process of univerbation, turning into 
compounds. I will try to combine the classification of Gneuss (1955) with a 
more recent one of Kastovsky (1992). The classification which is obtained as a 
result of this combination is as follows: 
― LT: model – derived or compound word, or syntagma; replica – derived 
or compound word, or syntagma (all morphological constituents are 
semantically equivalent to those of the model); 
― LR: model – simple, derived or compound word, or syntagma; replica – 
derived or compound word, or syntagma (al least one morphological 
constituent semantically corresponds to the model) ; 
― LC: model – simple, derived or compound word, or syntagma; replica – 
derived or compound word, or syntagma (no morphological constituent 
of the replica semantically corresponds to the model, but the newly 
created word bears a new meaning borrowed from the donor language). 
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3.2.1. Defining Morphological Structure 
It is evident that the criterion used for the above mentioned classification is 
the correspondence of morphological structures of a model and a replica. It is 
not always possible, though, to state without doubt the exact structure of a 
word. As mentioned in Kastovsky (1992: 313), some lexical items (e.g. Lat. 
instruere, dēcipere, continēre, etc.) can be seen as complex (if one singles out the 
prefixes) or as simple (if the prefixes are considered to be non-existent due to the 
fact that they have lost their meaning). Since Latin prefixal verbs are often 
translated by Old English verbs with prefixes (sometimes redundant or without a 
specific meaning), I am going to stick to the point that such items are complex. 
As far as suffixation goes, for uniformity reasons I shall regard -nes, -dōm, -hād 
and -scipe as suffixes, even if some of these suffixes were initially lexical items 
with full lexical meaning. 
But is the correspondence of morphological structures of a model and a 
replica enough for identifying and describing indirect borrowings? 
 
3.2.2. Static and Dynamic Approaches 
Another issue that comes in play is the distinction between word-formedness 
and word-formation. Word-formedness represents the static approach and has 
to do with morphological structure of a word and its analisability, whereas 
word-formation is seen as a dynamic process and has to do with derivational 
patterns. Gneuss (1955: 34) in his analysis of indirect borrowings stresses the 
importance of paying attention to the correspondence between morphological 
structures of a model and a replica, not of word-formation patterns. So, he 
adopts the static approach. But Gneuss himself sometimes does not follow his 
principle of constructional equivalence. Let us see an example (1955: 84): 
(1) OE gehālgung ‘consecration’ – Lat. sanctificātio ‘consecration’ 
Gneuss calls this case a loan-translation, but it is a loan-translation only 
dynamically (the derivational pattern of both words is ‘verb + suffix’). 
Statically, these words are not completely equal: OE (ge)hālg + -ung (‘prefix 
(optional) + root + suffix’) vs. Lat. sanct(us) + fac(ere) + -tĭo (‘root + root + 
suffix’). So, statically we are dealing with a loan-rendition rather than a loan-
translation.  
This discrepancy between derivational and structural approaches in 
classification is also underlined by Kastovsky (1992: 315). This distinction 
results really important. In some cases, the static and dynamic points of view do 
not contradict each other as to the classification: 
(2) OE hidercyme ‘arrival’ – Lat. adventus ‘arrival’ 
This case is a loan-rendition both from the static and the dynamic points of 
view. Statically, hidercyme is a loan-rendition, because its morphological 
structure is prefix + root: hider ‘hither, here’ which may be seen as a prefix + 
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cyme, a deverbal noun derived from cumen/cyman ‘to come’ with the help of 
back-formation. The morphological structure of the Latin model is ‘prefix + 
root + suffix’: advenīre ‘arrive, come, reach’ (from ăd-, a prefix used with 
deverbal derivatives with the meaning of ‘direction to, approaching, bringing 
near’, + vēnīre ‘to come, arrive’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. So, the morphological constructions of the model and the 
replica do not coincide, and thus hidercyme is a loan-rendition from the static 
point of view. Dynamically, given that *hidercuman/hidercyman does not exist 
as a verb, hidercyme cannot be derived from the verb directly. Thus, hidercyme 
must have been derived by combining hider ‘hither, here’, seen as a prefix, + 
cyme, a deverbal noun, from cumen/cyman ‘to come’ with the help of back-
formation. This means that the derivational pattern of the replica is ‘prefix + 
noun’, while the Latin model follows the derivational pattern ‘verb + suffix’: 
advenīre ‘arrive, come’ + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting 
action. The two patterns do not coincide, so hidercyme is a loan-rendition also 
from the dynamic point of view. 
However, there are other cases where the static and the dynamic points of 
view contradict each other:  
(3) OE hālwendnes ‘salubrity, healthyness’ – Lat. salūbritās ‘sanity, 
salubrity, health’ 
Statically, it is a loan-rendition, because the morphological structure of the 
replica is ‘root + root + suffix’ (hālwende ‘healing, salutary, wholesome, 
beneficial’ (from hāl ‘entire, whole; healthy, well, sound’ + wendan ‘to turn, 
go, return, change’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a noun suffix), whereas that of the Latin 
model is ‘root + suffix’ (salūber ‘healthy, wholesome, robust, salutary’ (from 
salvus ‘safe, healthy, whole, entire’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives). The problem here is that both nouns are derived from an 
adjective with the help of a suffix, so why cannot it be a loan-translation if the 
derivation patterns coincide perfectly? From the dynamic point of view this 
case can be identified as a loan-translation, while from the static point of view 
(following Gneuss) the construction is considered a loan-rendition. 
Thus, if one takes into consideration only the static approach, one misses out 
on derivation. Even if the Old English translators created some words 
mechanically, by simply joining constituent parts corresponding to the parts of 
Latin models, one cannot claim that all indirect borrowings were coined in this 
way. The creation of a new word seems to be rather a dynamic process 
governed by certain derivational patterns and rules. The existence of sets of 
indirect borrowings proves this point. The words of a chain and their 
derivational patterns are related to each other, they could not have been coined 
separately by mechanical joining of constituent parts. In this case they could 
have resulted different in structure or pattern, but they do not. So, in my 
analysis of indirect borrowings I am going to take into consideration both 
approaches, and, if there is a difference in these two approaches as to the 
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classification, the labels will be given with reference to each of them, and the 
borrowing will belong to the mixed type (LT-LRs). 
 
3.2.3.  Conversion and Back-formation 
One more thing that has to be specified is the situation with conversion and 
back-formation. In literature conversion is frequently called “zero derivation”, 
i.e. it is equalled to suffixation and the suffix is zero in this case. Back-
formation may be seen as a case of negative suffixation, where a suffix is not 
added, but deleted. Since I should determine whether a word is a precise copy 
(loan-translation) or a quasi-precise copy (loan-rendition) of a foreign model, I 
have to establish (for the dynamic approach) whether conversion and back-
formation are instances of suffixation or they are separate derivational patterns. 
If they are instances of suffixation, then dynamically suffixation in the model 
and conversion in the replica is seen as a loan-translation. If they are not, in the 
same situation a loan-rendition occurs. I will stick to the latter point of view, 
since I am operating in the framework of Naturalness Theory, and in this theory 
conversion is not seen as zero-derivation, but as a morphological metaphor 
(Dressler 2005: 269). It should be mentioned that conversion is present both in 
Latin and in Old English, but not always Latin conversion is rendered by 
conversion in Old English and Latin suffixation by suffixation in Old English. 
There are also cases when Latin conversion is rendered by Old English 
suffixation and Latin suffixation by Old English conversion. The term “zero-
suffix”, compared to a materialised suffix, seems inappropriate in the 
framework of Natural Linguistics. Actually, conversion cannot be considered 
as zero-suffixation since suffixation is highly iconic, while conversion is non-
iconic. Moreover, suffixation is also highly indexical, while conversion is much 
less indexical. As for back-formation, it is even anti-iconic, “because less form 
contradicts more meaning” (Dressler 1985b: 328). The operations of conversion 
and back-formation are seen as the worst operations from the point of view of 
diagrammaticity. Dressler (1984: 83) notes that they occur only in very special 
circumstances and “their occurrence in natural languages can be explained 
according to the standards of typological and system-specific adequacies”. 
The conclusion is that conversion and backformation are derivational 
mechanisms absolutely different from affixation in the degree of naturalness. 
So, conversion, back-formation and suffixation cannot be seen as one and the 
same derivational mechanism, and only if Latin conversion is rendered by 
conversion in Old English (or Latin suffixation by suffixation in Old English) I 
will speak of a dynamic loan-translation. Let us see an example: 
(4) OE underðēod(ed) ‘subject’ – Lat. subiectum ‘subject’ 
This case is a loan-translation. Underðēod is a noun derived from the past 
participle of underþēodan/underþīedan/underþydan ‘to subjoin, add, subjugate, 
subject, subdue’, already this verb being a loan-translation from Lat. subiugāre 
‘to subdue, subjugate’ by conversion. The Latin model subiectum is also a noun 
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derived from the perfect participle of the verb subiugāre by conversion. Thus, 
both the Old English past participle and the Latin perfect participle by conversion 
become nouns. This means that the case is a dynamic LT. 
But if Latin suffixation is rendered by Old English conversion (or 
subtraction), or Latin conversion by Old English suffixation, a dynamic loan-
rendition takes place: 
(5) OE forðgeong ‘progress, advance, success’ – Lat. prōcessus ‘progress, 
success’ 
This case is a loan-rendition. Hall (1916: 116) and Bosworth and Toller (1898: 
322) give the verb forðgan(gan) ‘to proceed, to forth, advance’, absent in Sweet 
(1940): forþ ‘forwards, onwards, continually’ + gan(gan) ‘to go, proceed’ must 
be already a loan-translation on the model of Lat. prōcēdere. If it really exists, 
then forðgeong is a noun formed from forðgan(gan) by means of subtraction. 
The Latin model, on the other hand, involves suffixation: prōcēdere ‘to 
proceed, advance, continue, pass” (from pro-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, 
forwards’, + cēdere ‘to arrive, pass, cease’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. Thus, Latin suffixation is rendered by Old 
English subtraction (and not by Old English suffixation, e.g. possible but non-
existent loan-translation *forðgannes), and consequently the word is a loan-
rendition from the dynamic point of view. 
 
3.2.4. Classification – Static and Dynamic Approaches 
I have already mentioned that the classification given in Section 3.2. is 
defective, since it takes into consideration only the static point of view. So, it 
should be refined in some way. 
Lexical borrowings are practically copies of foreign words. When speaking 
of borrowing processes, one should note the importance and the centrality of a 
model (a foreign word). The model triggers the process of creation of a 
borrowing. Copies or replicas have a certain degree of precision or loyalty 
regarding the model, i.e. replicas may possess different degree of structural, 
derivational and semantic precision with respect to their models. So, when 
classifying borrowings, one should pay attention to the degree of precision with 
which the model is imitated. 
It seems logical to say that the most precise and loyal copies among 
borrowings are direct borrowings (Lat. episcopus – OE biscop) and pure LTs 
(LTs both from the static and the dynamic point of view). E.g.: 
(6) Lat. sollemnitās ‘solemn feast, formality’ – OE symbelnes ‘a feast-day, 
holiday, solemnity’. Symbelnes (from symbel ‘feast, (religious) 
festival’ + -nes, a nominal suffix) is built on the model of Lat. 
sollemnitās (from sollemnis ‘solemn; solemnity, solemn rite, 
ceremony’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns usually derived 
from adjectives). 
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The cases when an indirect borrowing results to be statically a LT and 
dynamically a LR or statically a LR and dynamically a LT possess less degree 
of precision and loyalty to the model: 
(7) Lat. incendium ‘fire, conflagration’ – OE bærnnis ‘fire, burning, 
conflagration’. Bærnnis, from (ge)bærnan ‘to set on fire, to burn’ + -nis, 
a nominal suffix, is built on the model of Lat. incendium: from 
incendere ‘to burn, to set on fire’ (in-, a prefix, + candēre ‘to burn, 
blaze, flare, be on fire’) + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective 
and abstract meaning. 
In pure LRs (LRs both from the static and the dynamic point of view, see 
example (8) below) and SLs we observe even more evident detachment from 
the model.  
 (8) Lat. prōcessus ‘progress, success’ – OE forðgang ‘progress, advance, 
success’. Forðgang is a deverbal noun built by means of subtraction 
from the verb forðgan(gan) ‘to proceed, go forward, forth, advance’ 
(from forþ ‘forwards, onwards, continually’ + gan ‘to go, proceed’). It  
reflects the Latin deverbal noun prōcessus, from prōcēdere ‘to proceed, 
advance, continue, pass” (pro-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, 
+ cēdere ‘to arrive, pass, cease’) + -tŭs, a suffix of  deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
These cases are, so to say, more audacious acts of creativity compared to direct 
borrowings and LTs. So, the degree of detachment from the model may help us 
to specify whether we have to do with a LT or a LR in a certain case. Such 
detachment may be observed in the morphological structure of the replica 
(static LR) or in the derivational pattern (dynamic LR). 
Thus, to refine the classification of indirect borrowings, I propose the 
following changes (the elements are disposed in the order of maximal loyalty to 
the model: maximal loyalty, minimal creativity – 1, minimal loyalty, maximal 
creativity – 5): 
1. Pure LTs 
2. LT-LRs (mixed type) (static LT + dynamic LR or static LR + dynamic LT) 
3. Pure LRs 
4. SLs 
5. LCs 
Semantic loans take the 4th place in the hierarchy since they use already 
existing lexemes of a borrowing language, adding a new meaning to the 
meaning or set of meanings of these lexemes. LCs are considered to be the 
most creative and less loyal copies of a model since they have to do with the 
creation of new lexemes in the language, but unlike LTs and LRs, they share 
with their models only the meaning, but their form is absolutely free from the 
influence of the model.  
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3.2.5. A Semantic Issue 
Apart from the peculiarities concerning the morphological structure and 
derivational patterns of indirect borrowings and their models, described above, 
there seems to be a problem with the semantic accuracy of parts of the replica 
with respect to the model. A certain degree of detachment may be observed in 
the semantics of a constituent part of a replica compared to its model.  
When dealing with loan-translations, one may come across cases when 
morphological constituents and derivational patterns of a model and a replica 
perfectly coincide, but the meanings of the constituent parts of the replica do 
not correspond perfectly to the meanings of the model’s constituents (i.e. there 
is no perfect or quasi-perfect (synonymous) correspondence). Let us take an 
example from Gneuss (1955: 31): 
(9) Lat. misericordia ‘mercy’ – OE mildheortnes ‘mercy’ 
Gneuss (1955: 31) describes this case as a loan-translation. Mildheortnes, from 
mildheort ‘gentle, merciful’ (from mild ‘gentle, mild, kind’ + heort ‘heart’, this 
word is already a loan-translation) + -nes, a nominal suffix, is built on the 
model of Lat. misericordia: misericors ‘merciful, pitiful’ (from miser ‘poor, 
unhappy; suffering’ + cor(d) ‘heart’) + -ĭa, a suffix forming abstract 
deadjectival nouns. OE mild ‘gentle, mild, kind’ and Lat. miser ‘poor, unhappy, 
suffering’ can hardly be seen as having the same meaning. Nevertheless, 
Gneuss calls this case a loan-translation. A better equivalent seems to be OE 
earmheartnis/armhertnisse (earm/arm ‘poor, miserable, wretched’), mentioned 
by Gneuss as really rare. Should one deduce from this example that a deviation 
in meaning of the constituent parts does not really influence the classification, 
that only the morphological structure of the borrowed items really matters? 
Should semantics really be out of question when one speaks of the 
classification of indirect borrowings? To my mind, it should not. Let us try to 
look at the above mentioned case more attentively. 
As mentioned above, Lat. misericordia derives from misericors, which 
literally means a ‘suffering heart’, i.e. ‘ones heart which suffers for somebody 
else being in a difficult situation’. As a consequence, misericordia is a state when 
one suffers/shows compassion for somebody else being in a difficult situation. 
OE mildheort, from which mildheortnes is derived and which literally means a 
‘gentle/kind heart’ or ‘kind-hearted’, is quite different in its semantics from 
misericors, because it does not mean ‘ones heart suffering for somebody else 
who is in a difficult situation’ but it means ‘a kind heart of a person who cares for 
the people in trouble’. This ‘kind heart/kind-hearted’ may have been influenced 
by Lat. clēmens ‘meek, moderate, calm, good’, from which Lat. clēmentia 
‘clemency, mercy, goodness’ derives (in some translated works, Lat. clēmentia is 
rendered by OE mildheortnes). That a ‘suffering heart’ and a ‘kind heart’ can be 
seen as synonyms is questionable. A ‘kind heart’ is not necessarily a ‘suffering 
heart’. A “suffering heart”, in its turn, may be seen as “kind” in the sense that it 
suffers for somebody else, but not necessarily. In any case, the semantic 
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development (or semantic motivation, as Gusmani (1986: 176) calls it) of the 
Latin and the Old English words seems to differ. This difference does not allow 
us to state that mildheort (and, as a consequence, mildheortnes) is a pure LT on 
the model of Lat. misericors (misericordia). From the static and dynamic points 
of view this case is a LT, but from the semantic point of view it is a LR. 
Earmheart/earmheartnis, on the other hand, should be considered a pure LT 
from the static, dynamic and semantic points of view. 
The same problem is encountered when dealing with OE miltsung:  
(10) Lat. miserātio ‘mercy, charity, compassion’ – OE miltsung ‘mercy, 
pity, compassion’. OE miltsung, from (ge)miltsian ‘to pity, to 
symapthise, compassionate; to make mild/merciful’ + -ung, a nominal 
suffix, seems to be a perfect static and dynamic LT on the model of Lat. 
miserātio: miseror ‘to have compassion, pity, feel for’ (from miser 
‘unhappy, poor, suffering, miserable’ + -or, a verbal suffix) + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The only problem 
is that Lat. miseror derives from miser ‘unhappy, poor, suffering, 
miserable’, while OE (ge)miltsian evidently derives from mild ‘gentle, 
mild, kind’. The two verbs mean the same thing but their semantic 
development is different. 
Cases like mildheortnes and miltsung can be classified as the mixed type and can 
be inserted among LT-LRs type. The classification, thus, will look as follows: 
1. Pure LTs (from the static, dynamic and semantic points of view) 
2. LT-LRs (mixed type) (static LT + dynamic LR; static LR + dynamic 
LT; static and dynamic LT + semantic LR) 
3. Pure LRs 
4. SLs 
5. LCs 
It may be very difficult to speak of the semantically precise copying of Latin 
prefixes and suffixes, since the meaning of affixes is not so easy to define. But, 
at least when speaking of full lexical roots, the degree of semantic precision 
may be determined. The parts of a loan-formation should be at least 
synonymous in their meaning to those of a model. Only in this case a loan-
formation may be classified as a pure LT. 
Let us now enumerate some other borderline cases like those of 
mildheortnes and miltsung.  
(11) Lat. prōfectus ‘profit, progress, success’ – OE forþspōwnis ‘well-being, 
prosperity’. OE forþspōwnis, since forþspōwan did not exist as a verb, 
derives from forþ ‘forwards, onwards, further’ + spōwan ‘to succeed, 
profit, avail’ + -nis, a nominal suffix, and may be built on the model of 
Lat. prōfectus: prōficere ‘to proceed, go ahead, make progress, 
increase’ (from pro-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, + facere 
‘to do, create, accomplish’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
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denoting action. Here the doubt is whether the meaning of OE 
spōwan ‘to succeed, profit, avail’ may be seen as synonymous to 
Lat. facere ‘to do, create, accomplish’. Evidently, it cannot. 
(12) Lat. invāsio ‘violence, assault’ – OE inswōgennis ‘attack, surprising 
encounter’. OE inswōgennis derives from inswōgan ‘to come upon, 
surprise, attack, invade’ (in-, a prefix, + swōgan ‘to rush in, enter with 
force, invade’) + -nis, a nominal suffix, and may be built on the model 
of Lat. invāsio: from invādere ‘to invade, assault, occupy, attack’ (in-, 
a prefix, + vādere ‘to go, march, advance’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. Again, the meaning of OE 
swōgan ‘to rush in, enter with force, invade’ does not perfectly 
coincide with that of Lat. vādere ‘to go, march, advance’. 
(13) Lat. accūsātio ‘accusation’ – OE oncunnis ‘accusation’. OE oncunnis 
derives from oncunnan/acunnan ‘to know, be competent; accuse’ 
(on-, a prefix, + (ge)cunnan ‘to know, have knowledge’) + -nis, a 
nominal suffix, and may be built on the model of Lat. accūsātio: 
accūsāre ‘to accuse, impute, inculpate, blame, condemn’ (ăd-, a 
prefix, + caus(a) ‘cause, reason, motive, occasion’ + -a, a thematic 
vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. The meaning of OE (ge)cunnan ‘to 
know, have knowledge’ seems to have little to do with Lat. causa 
‘cause, reason, motive, occasion’. 
(14) Lat. agnitio ‘knowledge’ – OE ongesetenes ‘knowledge’. OE 
ongesetenes derives from on-, a prefix, + (ge)settan ‘to put, set, fix, 
found, establish’ + -nes, a nominal suffix, and may be built on Lat. 
agnitio: from agnoscere ‘to recognise, understand’ (ăd-, a prefix, + 
noscere ‘to learn, know, get to know, observe, recognise’) + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The meaning of 
OE (ge)settan ‘to put, set, fix, found, establish’ does not perfectly 
coincide with that of Lat. noscere ‘to learn, know, get to know, 
observe, recognise’. 
(15) Lat. mansuētūdo ‘gentleness, goodness, meekness’ – OE monþwǣrnes 
‘gentleness, good nature, courtesy’. OE monþwǣrnes derives from 
monþwære ‘gentle, kind’ (from mon/man(n) ‘man’ + þwǣre ‘united, 
harmonious, peaceful, pleasing, gentle, obedient’) + -nes, a nominal 
suffix, and may be built on the model of Lat. mansuētūdo: mansuēs 
‘obedient, meek, domesticated’ (from mānus ‘hand’ + suescere ‘get 
accustomed, be used to’) + -tūdo, a suffix  of abstract deadjectival 
nouns. The meaning of OE monþwǣre ‘gentle, kind’ may be 
synonymous to that of Lat. mansuēs ‘obedient, meek, domesticated’, 
but the semantic development of the two words seems different. 
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Of course, such inaccuracies in rendering the semantics of the parts of a model 
may signal that the word is not an indirect borrowing, but a native word, and it 
has nothing to do with a foreign word considered as its model. But this is not 
always the case.  
Anyway, the semantic aspect is very important, though often overlooked. 
Gusmani (1986: 181) remarks that in borrowing the mimetic process works 
both on the level of expression and on the level of content. So, semantics 
should not be left out of question. Gusmani (1986: 181) further notes that the 
semantic issue is often seen as secondary in the analysis of borrowings, and 
says that we end up then forgetting that there is a psychological process at the 
basis of certain linguistic facts, and it should be recovered at least 
approximately if the description pretends to be adequate with regard to the 
object. It is extremely difficult, when dealing with historical languages, to 
recover the psychological processes at the basis of borrowing, but, as justly 
remarked by Gusmani, one should at least make some attempts at recovering 
such processes.  
So, when classifying indirect borrowings, it is very important to pay attention 
to the degree of precision with which a replica imitates a model, more precisely, 
the degree of precision of the morphological structures, derivational patterns and 
semantics of the constituent parts of a replica with respect to the model. This may 
help to understand better the mechanisms of borrowing in general. 
 
 
3.3. Criteria for Distinguishing Indirect Borrowings from 
Independent Parallel Developments 
Of course, when looking for indirect borrowings in a text, one may be prone 
to mistake a simple translation by an Old English equivalent or a parallel 
development for an indirect borrowing. 
A word of a borrowing language may have several meanings which coincide 
with those of a word of a donor language, but it does not necessarily mean that 
a SL has taken place. The meaning of a word of a borrowing language may 
have developed independently, without any influence of a foreign language, if 
one meaning is logically deducible from another one. If a foreign language has 
a word with the same meanings, it does not necessarily mean that it has 
provided a model. Gneuss (1955: 26) calls such cases “unabhänhig-parallel 
Bedeutungsentwicklungen”.  
The same can be said about loan-formations. If the morphological structures 
of a word of a donor language and a corresponding word of a borrowing 
language perfectly or partially coincide, it does not necessarily mean that we 
deal with a LT or a LR. It might well be an independent parallel development 
of morphological structures (Gneuss (1955: 39) calls it “Bauentsprechung”) 
which has nothing to do with foreign influence.  
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Latin and OE seem to be typologically close, especially as far as derivation 
is concerned: compounding, common in Old English, is extremely rare in 
Latin, but in derivation both languages extensively use suffixation and 
prefixation. So, frequent correspondence between the Latin agent suffix -tŏr 
and the Old English agent suffix -end seems quite normal, and the words with 
this suffix in Old English may well be parallel developments. 
Let us have a look at the following example: 
(16) OE wīsdōm ‘knowledge, learning, experience’ – Lat. scientia 
‘science, knowledge, cognition’ 
The Old English word may seem to be built on the model of Lat. scientia: OE 
wīsdōm, from wīs ‘learned, experienced, the one who knows’ (from witan ‘to 
know, understand, be aware of’), + -dōm, a nominal suffix, corresponds to Lat. 
scientia: sciens ‘learned, expert, informed, the one who knows’ (from scīre ‘to 
know, understand’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form deadjectival nouns and nouns 
derived from participles. Nevertheless, it is a very common notion. Moreover, the 
word’s token frequency in the corpus is really high (513 matches), which testifies 
to the fact that it was a pre-existing Old English word. Thus, this is a sure case of 
parallel development. 
There are also a number of cases where several Latin words which differ in 
structure but are synonymous in meaning correspond to one Old English word. 
In this case, it is probably a pre-existing word used to translate the Latin words 
and not an indirect borrowing. For instance: 
(17) OE bebod ‘command, order, decree’ – Lat. mandātum ‘command, order’ 
Deverbal bebod, from the past participle of biddan ‘to ask, order, command, 
require’ or bebēodan ‘to command, ask, announce’, translates the Latin 
deverbal noun mandātum, from the perfect participle of mandāre ‘to send, 
order’. There are some other Latin correspondences to OE bebod: Lat. iussum 
‘order, command, law’, Lat. praeceptum ‘command, rule, teaching’, Lat. 
imperium ‘order, command’. Moreover, it is a common notion which does not 
present any novelty, so it seems rather a mere Old English equivalent used to 
translate the Latin words than an indirect borrowing. 
Thus, there is a need for certain criteria which permit to discard the words 
which are unlikely to be indirect borrowings. Gneuss (1955: 38-40) suggests 
such criteria. They can be summarised as follows: 
― New notion. An indirect borrowing often presents a new notion, 
something previously unknown or something which belongs to a foreign 
culture. For instance, it is unlikely that OE ondlifen ‘food, sustenance’ 
had been created to render Lat. victus ‘food, sustenance’. The Anglo-
Saxons surely had had a word to express this meaning prior to the 
Roman influence. It is a very common notion since it has to do with 
eating and drinking which are necessary for the life of any human being. 
The culture and history of the nation which borrows words and of the 
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nation which lends the model should be taken into consideration, 
because this information helps to understand what was known and what 
was unknown to the borrowing nation. 
― Perfect copy. An indirect borrowing is more likely so, if it presents a 
perfect copy of the model both structurally and semantically (though 
there is always a danger to mistake an independent parallel development 
of meaning or structure for an indirect borrowing). Of course, imperfect 
rendering of the morphological structure of a model may signal that one 
has to do with a parallel development rather than with an indirect 
borrowing. However, it may also signal the fact that the interfering 
linguistic systems have different morphological organisation and use 
different derivational patterns, so a LR may serve as a possibility of 
adaptation of a foreign model to the requirements of the borrowing 
system (for details see the discussion in Section 5.3.1.)   
― Length and complexity. The longer and the more complex the word is, 
the more probably it is an indirect borrowing (a loan-formation). 
― Other attempts at translation. If there are any other attempts at the 
translation of a word, other variants which resemble the structure of the 
model, it is likely that the word is an indirect borrowing (variants of 
translations are more easily found in glosses and texts with several 
versions of translation). 
― Group support. If there exist variants which resemble the structure of a 
model in other related languages (languages of the same group, in this 
case, the Germanic languages), this may act as another proof of the fact 
that the model has really been borrowed. 
― “Monosemy”. An indirect borrowing is more likely so, if it is 
“monosemic”, i.e. if it has just one meaning. 
― Rarity. For semantic loans and loan-formations accompanied by a 
semantic loan, the rarity of occurrence of the new meaning in the texts 
may testify in favour of an indirect borrowing. Rarity of occurrence of a 
loan-formation may also testify to the fact that the word has been 
indirectly borrowed, but here there is a problem: if the word is used once 
or just several times, it may not have been really accepted in a 
borrowing language and thus has not really been a part of its vocabulary, 
but just an occasionalism, a word belonging only to an author’s idiolect.  
― Productivity of pattern. If a word is considered an indirect borrowing, 
usually it is supposed to be built with the help of productive derivational 
patterns/derivational morphemes of the borrowing language. 
Of course, it is difficult to find an indirect borrowing which would satisfy all 
these requirements perfectly, but it should fit at least some of them. Often, even 
these criteria do not suffice to establish whether one has to do with an indirect 
borrowing or a parallel development. For instance:  
(18) OE wunenes ‘dwelling’ – Lat. mansio ‘stay; habitation, shelter, dwelling’ 
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The morphological structures of both words perfectly coincide. OE wunenes 
derives from wunian ‘to dwell, remain, continue, inhabit’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and may be built on the model of the Latin mansio: manēre) ‘to 
remain, dwell, inhabit’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting 
action. But the notion in question is so common and does not present any novelty 
in meaning, so it is very probably a parallel development. However, the token 
frequency of this word in the corpus is really low (only 10 matches), and this 
may speak in favour of indirect borrowing. 
Another interesting fact is that quite often one comes across cases of 
existence of two synonyms in OE: one is a simple word and another is a 
derived word with the suffix -nysse/nes/nis which is often formed on the basis 
of the simple synonym, e.g. grēne vs. grēnnis both meaning ‘greenness’ (see 
grēnnis in Section 4). This may suggest that the simple synonym is a native 
word, while the derived synonym is an indirect borrowing from Latin created to 
render more precisely the Latin model and probably to underline the 
“abstractness” of the notion in question. To my mind, the existence of simple 
synonyms may act as another criterion which proves the possibility of indirect 
borrowing. That is why synonyms are largely taken into consideration in my 
analysis of indirect borrowings (see Section 4). 
Gusmani (1986: 10) notes that it is necessary to try to make plausible the 
historical relation of dependence between the element in question and the 
foreign model, excluding, for instance, the possibility of independent creation. 
Where such a relation of dependence is not demonstrable or is not probable or 
is plainly negated, there is no sense to speak of borrowing on the basis of 
apparent similarity. But what criteria should be used to decide whether such 
relation is plausible or probable is not clear. Of course, the absence of a foreign 
model is a strong argument against the possibility of borrowing. But if the 
model is present and perfectly corresponds to a supposed replica, then it 
becomes very difficult to discard the possibility of borrowing. 
 
3.3.1. Hybrid Loan-formations 
Hybrid loan-formations are a matter of hot discussion. They are formations 
consisting of both foreign and native elements. Haugen (1950: 214) seems to 
view them as an area of transition between direct borrowing (“morphemic 
importation” in Haugen’s terms) and indirect borrowing (Haugen prefers to call it 
“morphemic substitution”), because one part of the borrowed word is “imported” 
as it is and another part is “substituted”. Speaking of indirect borrowings, more 
precisely, of loan-formations, Haugen (1950: 214) notes: “But are these anything 
more than an extension of the process observed in the preceding ‘hybrid’ 
examples?”. Still, Haugen considers them as loans, more precisely loan-blends. 
However, he warns against applying the term “hybrid” to the formations which 
employ foreign elements, but do not have a foreign model (Haugen 1950: 221). I 
accept such point of view, but only if the model is really absent. 
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Gusmani has a different opinion on the problem. He maintains that the label of 
“hybrid” loan-formations (loan-formations consisting of a foreign and a native 
element) is often applied to cases which have nothing to do with foreign influence 
(Gusmani 1986: 70). For instance, he argues that sācerdhād ‘sacerdotalism, 
priesthood’ is a creation which is absolutely independent of foreign influence 
(Gusmani 1986: 11). He says that the Latin origin of the OE sācerd ‘priest’ in no 
way compromises the native character of sācerdhād ‘priesthood’ which has not 
been influenced by any foreign model (Gusmani 1986: 11). But a possible model 
does exist: it is Lat. sacerdōtium ‘sacerdotalism’. It is quite plausible that OE 
sācerdhād (from sācerd ‘priest’ + -hād, a nominal suffix) was created on the 
model of Lat. sacerdōtium (from sacerdōs ‘priest’ + -ĭum, a nominal suffix) and is 
a hybrid LT. To my mind, there is no reason to consider sācerdhād an independent 
parallel development not influenced in any manner by a foreign model, taking into 
consideration the presence of a foreign word, which is valid as a model, and its 
quite precise formal and semantic imitation in the replica. The fact that sācerdhād 
is one of the many abstract nouns ending in -hād (Gusmani 1986: 11, footnote 4) 
does not really act as an additional proof that it is a native formation. Gneuss’s 
criterion of the productivity of a pattern, mentioned above, states that it is 
absolutely normal that indirect borrowings are created with the help of productive 
derivational patterns/derivational morphemes of the borrowing language rather 
than unproductive ones. Furthermore, if one decides, following Gusmani, to call 
sācerdhād a native formation, then, logically, on the basis of the same 
considerations, one should consider also prēdicere ‘preacher’ as a native formation. 
In fact, Gusmani (1986: 62-63) argues that it is a native formation. But later he 
corrects himself and says that it is, however, possible that Lat. praedicātor 
provided the model for a derivational loan-formation, taking into consideration the 
frequency of rendering “nomina agentis” in -tŏr with OE derivatives in -ere 
(Gusmani 1986: 111). So, it remains not clear, why Gusmani permits a 
possibility of loan-formation in the case of Lat. praedicātor (from preadicāre 
‘to preach’ + -tŏr, a nominal agentive suffix) – OE prēdicere (from prēdician 
‘to preach’ + -ere, a nominal agentive suffix) and denies it in the case of Lat. 
sacerdōtium (from sacerdōs ‘priest’ + -ĭum, a nominal suffix) – OE sācerdhād 
(from sācerd ‘priest’ + -hād, a nominal suffix). 
Another example, given by Gusmani, is OE engellic ‘angelic’ with its Lat. 
model angelicus. It is described as a direct borrowing adapted to OE derivation by 
means of substituting the Latin adjectival suffix -ĭcus with the native suffix -lic 
(Gusmani 1986: 65). The similar case of OE regollīce ‘regularly’ is, however, 
judged by Gusmani (1986: 70) as an independent development. By analogy 
with Gusmani’s reasoning regarding sācerdhād and regollīce, one is expected 
to maintain that also engellic is an independent creation on the basis of the prior 
direct borrowing engel ‘angel’ from Lat. angelus and that engellic has nothing 
to do with Lat. angelicus. As has already been mentioned above, I consider all 
such cases as hybrid LTs. The argument that they are built from perfectly 
integrated direct borrowings with the help of productive native derivational 
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morphemes and productive native derivational or compositional patterns does 
not prove that they have not been influenced by a foreign model. If the usage of 
native productive patterns excludes any foreign influence, then one should 
negate the existence of loan-formations as such. Gusmani (1986: 71) calls the 
Latin correspondents of the above mentioned Old English words just stimuli 
(but not models!) which triggered the native word-formation process. Such 
statement, again, forces us to reject the existence of loan-formations in general, 
since every model of a loan-formation may be reduced to just a stimulus for 
native word-formation, especially when LCs are concerned. 
 
3.3.2 Doubts Concerning the True Nature of Loan-creations 
Speaking of LCs, Haugen (1950: 220) remarks that they are “not strictly 
loans at all”. He continues: “These did not come into being as direct imitations 
of a foreign model, but were secondarily created within the borrowing 
language” and “are no replica at all” (Haugen 1956: 762). He also underlines 
that a so-called LC is “a completely native kind of creation, when this has 
occurred in response to stimuli from another culture” (Haugen 1950: 222). 
Haugen (1956: 765-766) insists on the point arguing that loan-creations “can 
come into being without any bilingual contact at all […] Knowledge of the 
object alone, without its name, would have sufficed” and prefers to call them 
“induced creations, differing from other native creations […] in being 
stimulated by foreign models, but not imitated from them”. The comment that a 
LC is “no replica at all” is doubtful, because the meaning of a foreign word 
does act as a model for the newly created term in the borrowing language, at 
least from the semantic point of view. The absence of formal similarity does 
not authorise one to discard a foreign word with the same meaning as a model. 
If a LC is not a replica, then one should not speak of a model at all, but Haugen 
does, saying that such native creations are stimulated by foreign models. It 
seems that there is a little bit of confusion between cultural and linguistic 
issues, and between the notion of model and that of stimulus in the discussion 
of Haugen. He tries to exclude the possibility of bilingual contact and to base 
the creation of a new word on the knowledge of a new object, but then he 
speaks of the influence of the foreign model which just stimulates the creation. 
Gusmani is more precise in his arguments. He neatly separates culture from 
language and says that in the case of LCs it is possible to suppose a cultural or 
conceptual interference, but not a linguistic one, so he speaks of the possibility 
of calling LCs “conceptual calques” (Gusmani 1986: 244-245). It may be 
possible, but if the item in question is not a material object but an abstract 
notion, then it is very probable that it has penetrated into the borrowing 
language in its linguistic form rather than as a pure concept. In this case one 
cannot exclude the linguistic interference and consequently one cannot discard 
the foreign model. In addition, if the process of creation of borrowings 
presupposes bilingualism, it is difficult to imagine a bilingual person who is 
unaware of the presence of a certain word in the foreign language which 
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designates a borrowed concept and who leaves it without attention when 
creating a new term in his/her own language.  
Gusmani (1986: 244-245) argues that LCs are not true borrowings because 
they have neither formal nor semantic relations with the model, that a foreign 
word may be just a stimulus for the creation of a native word and that the 
interference in this case is not linguistic but rather conceptual. He also justly 
notes that it is practically impossible to identify the individual who created a 
certain borrowing (Gusmani 1986: 134). Also Haugen (1950: 212) maintains 
that “we shall rarely if ever be able to catch a speaker in the actual process of 
making an original borrowing”, and again: “we cannot follow the fate of 
individual words and expressions from their earliest introduction, we can only 
guess the factors that have influenced the form of any given word” (1950: 216). 
So, we must admit that we know really little (at least when speaking of remote 
historical periods) about how the process went in a certain situation and we 
cannot exclude the possibility of the presence of a certain model in the act of 
creation of a borrowing, if such model can be found. In the case of LCs we do 
not know if a creator of a borrowing is influenced by a foreign word, or just by 
a new foreign concept. When such concept is abstract, then it is very probable 
that it came to be known first in its linguistic form, i.e. in the form of a foreign 
lexeme found in written records. So, to my mind, the influence of the foreign 
linguistic system cannot be excluded in such cases.  
Let us conclude saying that in the presence of a model and of the perfect 
correspondence of a replica to the model, one can hardly deny a foreign influence 
in the creation of a new word, especially when such a word designates a new 
notion.  
 
 
3.4. Sets of Indirect Borrowings  
Sometimes, when dealing with indirect borrowings, one may come across 
derivational chains which might have been inspired by foreign derivational 
patterns. I will call such cases “sets of indirect borrowings”. A set of indirect 
borrowings is a set of several cognate words which are borrowed indirectly and 
their word-formation patterns seem to be related to each other as well as to the 
model. Let us have a look at an example: 
(19) OE wællhrēownys ‘ferocity, cruelty’ – Lat. crūdēlitās ‘cruelty, inhumanity’ 
This case is identified as a dynamic loan-translation and as a static loan-
rendition. The adjective wællhrēow ‘fierce, cruel (from wæll ‘slaughter, 
carnage; bodies of those who have fallen in battle’ + hrēow/hrēaw ‘raw, not 
cooked’) is a loan-rendition on the model of the Latin crūdēlis, derived from 
crūdus ‘raw, not cooked’ (from crŭŏr ‘blood’) + -ēlis, a suffix used to derive 
adjectives from adjectives, and is based on the correspondence of OE 
hrēow/hrēaw and Lat. crūdus. The noun wællhrēownes, in its turn, is derived 
from the adjective wællhrēow + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, on the model of 
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the Latin crūdēlis ‘cruel, inhuman’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives, and dynamically is a loan-translation. The adjective and the 
noun, thus, present a chain of two indirect borrowings: first the adjective was 
borrowed indirectly from Latin, and then the noun was derived from the 
adjective, but also this one followed the Latin model.  
Such sets prove that not always the process of indirect borrowing was a 
mechanic conjunction of constituent parts, but in many cases it was a deliberate 
process governed by certain derivational patterns. So, the dynamic aspect of 
indirect borrowing is very important in the description of the phenomenon. 
Sometimes the first link of a chain of borrowings may be represented by a 
direct borrowing (it seems to be the case with sācerdhād and prēdicere 
discussed in Section 3.3.), but this fact does not contradict what has been said 
above. The only correction which may be done in considering such cases is that they 
are to be called rather “sets of borrowings” than “sets of indirect borrowings”.  
 
 
3.5. Mistaken Derivational Patterns 
A mechanical structural copying of a model (part by part) may seem to have 
taken place in some cases, but even in such cases one may suspect that a 
translator followed a derivational pattern (even if it was mistaken). Let us have 
a look at the cases where static loan-translation is accompanied by dynamic 
loan-rendition, i.e. the cases when the constituent parts coincide perfectly, but 
the derivational pattern is different: 
(20) OE oferflōwnis ‘superfluity, abundance, overflow’ – Lat. superfluitās 
‘abundance, redundancy, overflow’ 
This case combines static loan-translation and dynamic loan-rendition. OE 
oferflōwnis derives from oferflōwian ‘to overflow’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and may have been built on the model of Lat. superfluitās: superfluus 
‘excessive, redundant, superfluous’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives. The word may seem mechanically created, but one may also 
suppose that the translator mistook the derivational pattern deriving Lat. 
superfluitās from the verb superfluere ‘to overflow, be redundant’ + -tās, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns, rather than from the adjective mentioned 
above, and then a perfect dynamic loan-translation takes place instead of a 
loan-rendition. 
The same is valid for wiþcoren: 
(21) OE wiþcoren ‘rejected, outcast’ – Lat. improbus ‘bad, evil, dishonest’ 
Wiþcoren is derived by conversion from the past participle of wiþcēosan ‘to 
reject’ (wiþ ‘against, opposite’, used as a prefix with negative meaning, + 
cēosan ‘to choose, decide; accept’ may already be a loan-translation). The Latin 
derivational pattern is im- (=in-, a prefix with negative/privative meaning) + 
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probus ‘good, honest’. The translator might have considered this adjective as 
derived from the Latin verb improbāre ‘to disapprove, reject, reprove’ which 
was in its turn analysed as derived from probāre ‘to prove, judge, evaluate, 
accept’ with the help of the negative prefix in-, and then a perfect dynamic 
loan-translation is possible. But the reality is quite different: the Latin verb 
improbāre is derived from the Latin adjective improbus. 
Thus, the possibility of a mistaken derivational pattern permits us to see 
some indirect borrowings as pure LTs rather than as loan-formations of mixed 
type (LT-LRs). 
 
 
3.6. Redundant Formations  
In some cases Old English indirect borrowings are a little bit redundant, i.e. 
it seems that in search of transparency Old English translators in some cases 
went too far. Let us take some examples: 
(22) OE ordfruma ‘origin, originator, creator, chief’ – Lat. auctor ‘the one 
who makes grow; creator, founder; witness, source; master, model’ 
This case seems a loan-creation. Fruma already means ‘beginning, origin’ but it 
is completed by ord which means ‘origin, source’ to make the meaning more 
precise or to intensify it. I call such cases “redundant formations (superfluous 
type)”: the constituent parts of such indirect borrowings are superfluous and seem 
to repeat one another (actually, they mean the same thing). 
There are similar cases which are labelled as redundant formations 
(precision type). Their parts do not mean the same thing, as in the redundant 
formations of superfluous type, but one part is added seemingly without 
necessity. Such addition is not provoked by the form of the Latin equivalent, 
but probably by its meaning, and seems to aim at better explanation and 
specification/sharpening of the meaning: 
(23) OE mæssesong ‘mass’ – Lat. missa ‘mass’ 
In this hybrid loan-rendition, song seems to be added for precision, for a better 
explanation of the concept, for the purpose of making the word more 
transparent, more understandable. 
The existence of such compounds has been noted by several scholars. 
Gusmani (1986: 73-74) speaks of “composti chiarificanti” (clarifying 
compounds) composed of one borrowed term and one native term, which 
sometimes can be tautological and seem to have a similar function to that of a 
gloss. He seems to evaluate such compounds as native creations which would 
motivate otherwise non-transparent direct borrowings, i.e. in his opinion, these 
phenomena are just the mechanisms of adaptation of direct borrowings to the 
receiving system. I will consider them indirect borrowings, more precisely, hybrid 
LR which are preferred to direct borrowings due to their better transparency. 
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It should also be mentioned that such compounds do not always comprise a 
foreign term. They may be composed of two native terms. Sauer (1992: 399) 
calls these phenomena “tautologische Komposita” (tautological compounds) 
and says that they were quite common in Old English, especially in poetry. 
Since such compounds are characteristic of Old English, they might well be 
native creations. But it may not be the case in situations when a new notion is 
borrowed from a foreign language. In this case, a redundant formation is just a 
productive native derivational pattern used to render a foreign model. 
 
 
3.7. Borrowed Productivity 
First of all, it should be underlined that productivity should not be confused 
with type or token frequency, since these phenomena belong to different levels. 
Dressler and Ladanyi (1998: 35) note that “productivity refers to language as 
system, type frequency […] to the level of language as norm, and token 
frequency to the level of performance”.  Thus, productivity is more basic than 
frequency, and both type and token frequency must be derived from productivity.  
In my data from HE there is a great number of examples where the Old 
English suffix -nysse/nes/nis corresponds to the Latin suffixes -tĭo and -tās in 
the formation of abstract nouns. Probably, the productivity of the Old English 
suffix -nysse/nes/nis may be attributed to the influence of the productivity of 
the two Latin suffixes. There was another suffix in Old English with seemingly 
the same meaning -þo/ðo: e.g. heihþo ‘height’, læþþo ‘hatred’ (Kastovsky 
1992: 338), but it was hardly as productive as -nysse/nes/nis. Gusmani (1986: 
147) remarks that the introduction of a series of borrowings may contribute to 
the reanimation of the native patterns used only sporadically so far. Probably, 
the introduction of numerous abstract nouns, formed on the model of Lat. s, 
contributed to the productivity of the native suffix -nysse/nes/nis during the Old 
English period. 
The considerations expressed above are only suppositions for the moment, 
as well as the considerations regarding frequent correspondence of the Old 
English prefix forð- (and also for-, probably, a reduced form of forð which 
appeared due to assimilation) and the Latin prefix pro-. A separate research is 
needed to prove the possibility of foreign influence on the productivity of 
certain morphemes in Old English. 
 
 
3.8. Borrowing as a Result of Linguistic Interference 
3.8.1. Borrowing from the Historical Point of View 
When speaking of the contact of languages, it should be specified that it is not 
the languages as systems which interfere, but the speakers of the languages who, 
in their individual speech acts, accomplish the process of linguistic interference.  
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Gusmani remarks that borrowings are the innovations which have their roots 
in the individual linguistic act and which, with time, can spread and be used by 
a larger number of speakers. The fact that borrowings are ultimately connected 
with the activity of single bilingual individuals is now universally accepted 
(Gusmani 1986: 13). When speakers create borrowings, they are stimulated by 
the necessity to name something which does not have a name in their native 
language, or by the prestige which the donor language experiences in the 
cultural environment of the speakers. When creating a borrowing, an individual 
refers to just one precise meaning of the foreign model, since the act of creation is 
always bound to a certain context. As noted by Gusmani (1986: 185), only very 
rarely the polysemy of the model will be faithfully reproduced in the replica. 
There may be also misunderstandings of morphological structure, derivational 
patters or meaning of the model which will be reflected in the replica. 
Some scholars warn against considering as borrowings occasional attempts 
of certain individuals at direct or indirect borrowing. They exclude such 
occasionalisms from the stock of borrowings, because they are usually used just 
once and never undergo integration and adaptation in the borrowing language 
(for the processes of integration and adaptation see Section 3.8.3. below). To 
my mind, this is not a good reason to discard them from the present research. If 
we maintain that borrowings are the result of individual acts of interference, then 
we are to consider as borrowings all the results of such acts, no matter whether 
they are integrated and adapted or not. Even if the loan has not been accepted by 
other speakers it does not mean that the act of interference has not taken place. It 
has, and if its result is documented, one has a right to consider it a borrowing.  
Regarding the attitude of common speakers towards borrowed items, it 
should be mentioned that borrowings are not always seen as such by native 
speakers. Haugen (1956: 762) remarks: “once the loan has been accepted by 
other speakers, it is no longer an innovation, and ceases to be a loan, except in a 
purely historical sense”, and adds: “great numbers of words in English which 
once were adopted are now quite indistinguishable from native words by any 
synchronic test” (1950: 211). This is absolutely true. Some integrated and 
frequently used borrowings are not seen as foreign elements by common 
speakers. As for indirect borrowings, they may not be seen as loans at all, 
because they consist of native constituents. Nevertheless, for a historical linguist 
such phenomena always remain borrowings since s/he is aware of their origin. 
Haugen (1956: 762) criticises loan-word studies saying that their weakness is in the 
fact that “they include as loans a great deal of material which was already 
naturalized in the period under discussion”. But loan-word studies are 
predominantly historical studies, and borrowing is a historical process. Haugen 
(1950: 229) himself remarks: “But to identify the results of a historical process like 
borrowing is simply not possible by purely synchronic study”. So, it is quite natural 
that a lot of scholars look at the question from a diachronic perspective.  
In view of the fact that the present research presupposes the creation of a very 
panoramic, diachronic picture, I shall consider borrowings from the historical point 
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of view and view them as loans, no matter whether they were seen as such by 
common speakers of the language at a certain moment. After all, as Gusmani 
(1986: 20) notes, the study of borrowings always remains a historical discipline.  
 
3.8.2. Bilingualism 
Gusmani (1986: 18) argues that bilingualism is an indispensable condition 
for the creation of borrowings. He also maintains that indirect borrowings 
presuppose an advanced degree of bilingualism (Gusmani 1986: 222). This 
position is justified by the very mechanism of indirect borrowing: in order to 
create an indirect borrowing a person should be able to analyse a foreign model 
and, on the basis of such analysis, produce a replica using the most adequate 
correspondences from his/her own language.  
The decisive role of bilingualism in the process of borrowing is also 
underlined by Haugen (1950: 210) who says that “for any large-scale 
borrowing a considerable group of bilinguals has to be assumed”. Old English 
is particularly rich in indirect borrowings, and Middle English in direct ones, 
but this does not mean either that in the Old English period bilingualism was 
more advanced than during the Middle English period, or that there was a 
considerable group of bilinguals in these periods. It is close to impossible to 
evaluate the degree of bilingualism during these remote periods of the history 
of the English language (see the comments on bilingualism in Middle English 
in Section 5.3.1., and especially Fischer’s position). Anyway, “large-scale 
borrowing” and “considerable group of bilinguals” are very general and 
flexible notions.  
 
3.8.3. Adaptation and Integration 
When the act of interference has taken place, most of the borrowings tend to 
undergo the processes of adaptation and integration.  
Adaptation is a process which adjusts a borrowing to the phonetic, graphic, 
morphological requirements of the borrowing linguistic system and inserts it in 
a certain semantic field adjusting its boundaries and the meaning of its 
elements. The main function of this process is to reduce the opacity of a foreign 
term. Adaptation takes place in the case of both direct and indirect borrowing. 
The only difference is that indirect borrowings do not undergo phonetic and 
graphic adaptation since they consist of native elements. But they undergo 
morphological and lexical adjustment. Creators of a borrowings face the choice 
of derivational morphemes and derivational patterns when they copy a foreign 
model. They should find the best correspondence in their native language for a 
foreign derivational pattern and morphemes which can be singled out in the 
foreign word. If the situation of contact between two languages persists, the 
choice of patterns and morphemes for indirect borrowings may be facilitated 
with time by the example of previously coined terms. 
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Semantic or lexical adaptation is very important and presupposes the 
insertion of a borrowing into the general lexicon of a borrowing language. This 
implies the reorganisation of certain semantic fields to which a new word 
belongs. In the case of necessity borrowings, the new words are just added to 
the lexicon because there is a necessity to name a new notion and they just fill 
in the vacant spaces in the lexicon. As far as prestige borrowings are concerned, 
they may create the situation of competition with corresponding native terms, 
and this competition sooner or later will result either in the elimination of one 
of the terms as superfluous, or in the restructuring of the meaning of competing 
words and the specification of their semantic functions. 
Integration is interpreted as the usage of a borrowed item by the speakers of 
the borrowing language. Other conditions being equal, it seems logical to 
expect a major degree and speed of integration for indirect borrowings 
(especially those of necessity) compared to direct borrowings, because the 
former are more motivated and transparent. The degree and speed of integration 
of direct borrowings often depends on prestige.  
From the point of view of integration, some borrowings may be occasional, 
others totally institutionalised. In other words, integration reflects the degree of 
success of a borrowing in a receiving language.    
When speaking of borrowings in historical languages, such as Old English, 
the only data at our disposal are written records. Such data does not always 
permit us to evaluate correctly the degree of integration of a borrowing, since 
written records do not give the complete representation of the usage of words in 
a language and cannot tell us a lot about the attitude of the speaker to 
borrowings. The only possibility to discover the approximate degree of 
integration is the so-called token frequency, i.e. the counting of word 
occurrences in the entire corpus of written records of a certain period in the 
history of a language. I am going to consider this parameter in my analysis of 
the data from HE. 
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4. A Lexical Analysis of Indirect Borrowings (Nouns) 
Found in HE 
This section contains the list of indirect borrowings (nouns) found in HE by 
means of comparison of its Latin and Old English versions. The texts used for 
analysis are Venerabilis Baedae Opera Historica by C.Plummer (1961) and 
The Old English Version of “Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English 
People” by T. Miller (1959-1963). The dictionaries used are Il Vocabolario 
della Lingua Latina by L. Castiglioni and S. Mariotti (2007) for Latin; The 
Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon by H. Sweet (1940), A Concise Anglo-
Saxon Dictionary by J. R. C. Hall (1916), and A Thesaurus of Old English by J. 
Roberts, C. Kay and L. Grundy (2000) for Old English.  
The borrowings are arranged in order of their occurrence in the text of HE. 
The index of indirect borrowings is provided at the end of the present work in 
order to facilitate the search of indirect borrowings in the text of Section 4. 
Each borrowing is given together with its Latin equivalent found in the Latin 
version of the text. The borrowings are classified according to the matrix 
provided in Section 3 and corpus token frequency of each word is given. The 
corpus used for the research of token frequency is the York-Toronto-Helsinki 
Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose kindly provided by Oxford Text Archive. 
All possible spellings of Old English words in question, found in the corpus, 
are given in the analysis of the borrowings. The borrowing processes are 
described by showing the correspondence of the morphological, derivational 
and semantic structure of the Latin models and their Old English replicas. Some 
additional information and remarks (other occurrences of a word in the text of 
HE, additional information from ThOE and B&T, etc.) are provided in the form 
of comments. The Latin equivalents found in B&T are given only when they 
are found not only in Bede, but also in other Old English sources. Gneuss’s 
criteria, described in Section 3, are applied to the borrowings in order to 
evaluate their genuine character and distinguish them from independent parallel 
developments which have nothing to do with borrowing processes and Latin 
models. By applying these criteria, some candidates for indirect borrowings 
have been discarded. Some of them can be found in the Appendix.  
For SLs not all Gneuss’s criteria have been taken into consideration. Corpus 
token frequency was not considered due to the fact that SLs presuppose a very 
fine semantic analysis of the word. Moreover, the bases for SLs are usually 
native words of a very frequent use and often already polysemous. Thus, finding 
the token frequency of a certain meaning of a word in the corpus is a very long, 
time-consuming and complex process, often requiring the analysis of a vast 
context. The criteria of length, complexity and productivity have been omitted in 
the analysis of SLs, since SLs are formed on the basis of already existing native 
words and do not involve the creation of new lexical items. Thus, length, 
complexity and productivity result irrelevant for SLs. The criterion of new 
notion, on the other hand, is very important. Perfect copy, in the semantic sense, 
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is represented by analogical SLs, while substitutive SLs are imperfect, since they 
lack a common meaning in the model and the replica, acting as an index for the 
transfer of an additional meaning. The group support for SLs is given only if 
B&T gives the Latin equivalents for words in other Germanic languages, because 
only in this case one may be sure that the words had the same borrowed meaning 
in all the Germanic languages mentioned. The criterion of monosemy becomes 
that of polysemy when speaking of SLs, since polysemy is a necessary and 
inevitable outcome of the process of semantic borrowing.   
The analysis of the borrowings given below, based on type frequency, 
allows us to provide the following evaluation of the data: 
• There are 442 indirect borrowings in the text.  
• Out of these, 371 are LFs and 71 SLs. Thus, we observe a prevalence 
of LFs over SLs.  
• Out of the 371 LFs, 206 are obtained by means of derivation and 165 
by means of compounding. This slight prevalence of derivation over 
compounding in the formation of indirect borrowings might seem 
surprising, if we consider the fact that in Latin compounding was not 
so well-developed, so, seemingly, Latin could not supply a large 
number of models for compound words. The numerous occurrences of 
compounds among indirect borrowing may be explained by the fact that 
in Old English compounding was well-developed, and the Latin models 
for Old English compounds were the noun phrases rather than 
compound words. Thus, the copying of the Latin models in Old English 
is often associated with the intervention of univerbation, especially in 
the case of compounding.  
• Out of the 371 LFs, 205 are pure LTs, 46 belong to mixed type (LT-
LRs), 91 are LRs and 29 are LCs.  
• Out of the 205 LTs, 28 are hybrid LTs (out of these, 2 are double 
HLTs). 
• Out of the 46 LF of mixed type, 2 are hybrid LFs. 
• Out of the 91 LRs, 18 are hybrid LRs (out of these, 2 are double 
HLRs) 
• Out of the 29 LCs, 4 are hybrid LCs. 
• Out of the 205 LTs, 26 are the cases with the inversion of the elements 
in the Old English compound compared to the Latin model. This fact 
proves a light tendency of LTs towards static LRs and their possible 
attribution the mixed type (LT-LRs).  
• Out of the 205 LTs, 7 are tending to mixed type (LT-LRs), if we do 
not take into consideration the possibility of mistaken derivational 
patterns adopted by the translators of HE. 
• Out of the 46 LFs of mixed type (LT-LRs), 4 are tending to LRs, if we do 
not take into consideration the possibility of mistaken derivational patterns. 
• Out of the 71 SLs, 44 are analogical SLs and 27 are substitutive SLs. 
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Some other things concerning the data below must be noted:  
1. The frequent correspondence of the Old English suffix -nysse/nes/nis 
and the Latin suffixes -tĭo and -tās for abstract nouns, of the Old English 
prefix forð- and the Latin prefix pro-, of the Old English adjective ef(e)n 
and the Latin prefix con- is quite striking. 
2. There are a number of cases when a Latin noun phrase of the pattern 
adjective + noun is translated into Old English as a compound of the 
pattern ‘noun + noun’. Such cases are considered as static LRs, since they 
show the tendency to adapt a foreign structure to the requirements of the 
native linguistic system where ‘noun + noun’ compounding is a very 
frequent pattern. 
3. Redundant formations or tautological compounds (Sauer 1992: 399) 
seem to be characteristic of Old English word-formation. In Latin 
models such tautology is absent, so this may be seen as evidence against 
borrowing. On the other hand, the productive patterns of the borrowing 
language are usually employed in copying a foreign model. Moreover, 
the desire to overdescribe, to be precise is quite legitimate in the context 
of borrowing. Thus, tautological compounds should not be discarded as 
possible indirect borrowings. 
4. Quite often one comes across the existence of two synonyms in Old 
English: one is a simple word and another is a derived word with the suffix 
-nysse/nes/nis (the basis for derivation in this case is often the simple 
synonym). This fact may suggest that the simple synonym is a native 
word, while the derived synonym is an indirect borrowing from Latin 
created to render a Latin model more precisely and probably to 
underline the “abstractness” of the notion in question. 
  
 
LIBER PRIMUS 
 
1 CHAPTER 
1. wīngeard(as) ‘vine; vineyard’ – Lat. vīneās ‘vine; vineyard, place where 
vines grow’. 
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wīneard, wīngerd 
Corpus token frequency: 124. 
Description: OE wīngeard derives from wīn ‘wine’, a direct borrowing from 
Lat. vīnum, + geard ‘fence, enclosure, court-yard’, and is built on the model of 
Lat. vīnea, from vīnum ‘wine, grapes, vine’. 
Comments: Here the word must have been used in the sense of ‘vine’. The 
word is found later in chapter 1 with the same Latin equivalent. There are also 
wīnbēam and wīntrēow used in the sense of ‘vine’ as synonyms of wīngeard 
(ThOE, s.v.). Also these words may be HLTs on the model of Lat. vīnea, seen 
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as other attempts at translation. B&T (s.v.) gives some Latin equivalents for the 
Old English word (Lat. vīnea, vītis), which suggest that the word wīngeard 
might have been really borrowed from Latin.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wīnbēam, wīntrēow (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Goth. weina-gards, OS wīn-gardo, OHG wīn-gart, 
Icel. vin-garðr (B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results.  
 
2. sǣwiht(a) ‘marine animal, sea-animal’ – Lat. marique generīs ‘sea species’. 
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sǣwiht derives from sǣ ‘sea, lake’ + wiht ‘creature, being’, 
and is built on the model of the Latin nominal syntagma marīs genus. 
Comments: The word in marked as infrequent in ThOE. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: -  
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
3. mereswȳn ‘porpoise, dolphin’ – Lat. delphīnēs ‘dolphin’.   
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mereswīn 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE mereswȳn derives from mere ‘sea, ocean’ + swȳn/swīn ‘wild 
boar, pig’, and is created to render Lat. delphīn. 
Comments: There existed in Old English also a direct borrowing from Lat. 
delphīnus – OE delfīn ‘dolphin’ (Serjeantson 1935: 285), marked in ThOE 
(s.v.) as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts. Moreover, 
ThOE (s.v.) gives another synonym for the word – hran ‘whale’, also having 
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the meaning ‘dolphin’. B&T (s.v.) gives some Latin equivalents for the Old 
English word (delphīn, bacharus), which suggest that the word might really 
have been borrowed from Latin. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: +/- a direct borrowing delfīn 
(Serjeantson 1935: 285) 
• Group support: + Icel. mar-swin, OHG meri-suin (G. meer-schwein) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
4. meregrot(an) ‘pearl’ – Lat. margarītām ‘pearl’.  
Classification: phonologically-triggered LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: meregreot 
Corpus token frequency: 10. 
Description: OE meregrot derives from mere ‘sea, ocean’ + grot/greot 
‘particle; sand’, and is created to render Lat. margarīta. 
Comments: This word represents a border-case between direct and indirect 
borrowing. There existed in Old English also a direct borrowing from Lat. 
perla – OE pærl ‘pearl’ (Serjeantson  1935: 278), marked in ThOE (s.v.) as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts. It is evident that the Old English 
equivalent resembles phonetically the Latin model. Thus, initially there might 
have been an attempt at direct borrowing and OE acquired a loan-word from 
Latin. But then folk-etymology caused the mutation of the word, and it became 
clearly analysable as a compound: mere ‘sea’ + grot ‘pebble’. But it is also 
possible that the foreign model was reinterpreted on the spot, without the 
adoption of a direct borrowing, and a peculiar type of loan creation emerged – a 
phonologically-triggered loan-creation.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: +/- a direct borrowing pærl 
(Serjeantson  1935: 278) 
• Group support: + OS meri-grita, Goth. mari-kreitu-s, OHG meri-grioz 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
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• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
5. sealtsēaþ(as) ‘saline spring, salt spring’- Lat. fontēs salīnārum ‘saline spring’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sealtsēaþ derives from sealt ‘salt’ + sēaþ ‘well, spring, fountain’, 
and is built on the model of the Latin nominal syntagma fons salīnārum. 
Comments: The word in marked as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sealtwilling (marked as 
infrequent), sealtwylle (ThOE, s.v.)  
• Group support: + OHG salz-suti (with the Latin equivalent salīna) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
6. behealdend(um) ‘beholder, spectator, observer’ – Lat. intuentībus ‘the one 
who watches attentively, observer’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE behealdend derives from behealdan ‘to look at, observe, 
consider, reflect on, pay attention to’ (be-, a prefix, + healdan ‘to hold, posses, 
keep, guard, preserve, save; observe, regard; sustain’, this verb may already be 
a LT or an analogical SL) + -end, the present participle inflection which 
developed into a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the 
model of Lat. intuens, the present participle of intuēri ‘to look attentively, 
observe, examine, consider’ (in-, a prefix with locative or intensifying meaning, 
+ tuēri ‘to observe, consider, contemplate; guard, conserve, maintain; sustain’. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gīemend, 
scēawere, hāwere, wlātere), but behealdend was coined to imitate Latin 
models. The word is never marked as noun in the corpus. It must not have been 
institutionalised to the full as a noun.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bescēawere (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
bescēawigend, inscēawere (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), onlōciend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
7. ǣfenglōmmung ‘evening gloaming; twilight’ – Lat. crepusculum  ‘dusk, 
twilight, gloaming’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ǣfenglōmmung derives from ǣfen ‘evening’ + glōm/glōmmung 
‘gloaming, twilight’ (from glōwan ‘to glow’), and is created to render Lat. 
crepusculum (from creper ‘obscure, uncertain’). 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE glōm, 
glōmung, scīma, dægrēd), but ǣfenglōmmung was coined to imitate Latin models. 
The word may also be a redundant formation (precision type): properly ‘evening 
gloaming’, not any gloaming, as is suggested by the Latin equivalent. Also B&T 
(s.v.) gives it (in the variant ǣfenglōm) with the same Latin equivalent, so it might 
be an attempt at rendering the Latin word.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣfenlēoht, ǣfenscīma, nihtglōm 
(all marked as infrequent and found mostly in poetry), ǣfenglōm(a), 
deorcung (marked as infrequent), twēonelēoht (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
8. sōþfæstnys(se) ‘truth, truthfulness (here); justice’ – Lat. vēritātīs ‘truth, 
reality, rule, impartiality’.  
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Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sōþfæstnes, sōþfæstnis, sōðfestnes, 
sōðfestnys, sōðfæstnes, sōðfæstnis, sōðfæstnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 297. 
Description: OE sōþfæstnys derives from sōþfæst ‘truthful, just, righteous’ (from 
sōþ ‘truth, justice, reality’ + fæst/fæst ‘strong, secure, firm, fixed’) + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. vēritās: vērus ‘truthful, real, 
sincere, genuine’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 155) as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on vēritās. There exists a simple synonym sōð, which 
means ‘truth’. ThOE (s.v.) gives only the word sōþfæstnes with the meaning 
‘truth of speech or thought, veracity’, other meanings being ‘faithfulness, 
sincerity, good faith; righteousness, justice, equality’, which are synonymous to 
sōð ‘truth, fidelity to a promise; righteousness, justice, equality’, and riht, 
rihtnes, rihtwīsnes, all meaning ‘righteousness, justice, equality’. So, 
sōþfæstnes might have really been a LF created to render a specific meaning or 
connotation. The word sōþfæstnes is repeated later in chapter 7, 11/14, and 
15/26 book 1; in chapter 5 book 2, chapter 14/17 book 2, chapter 5/7 book 3, 
chapter 13/15 book 3, chapter 15/21 book 3 twice, chapter 20/28 book 3, 
chapter 22/30 book 3, chapter 1 book 4, chapter 18/16 book 4, chapter 28/27 
book 4, chapter 12/11 book 5, chapter 15/14 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5, 
chapter 22/23 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. The word is found in 
chapter 16/27 book 1, chapter 12/15 book 2, chapter 19/27 book 3, chapter 
22/30 book 3, chapter 24/23 book 4 twice with the Latin equivalent iustitia 
‘justice, law, righteousness’: iustus ‘just, honest, regular, normal, legal’ (from 
iūs ‘law, right, privilege, justice’ + -tŭs, a suffix used to form denominal 
adjectives) + -itia (= -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives 
and present participles of verbs).  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
9. hēanes(se) ‘highness, height; excellence, sublimity (here)’ – Lat. 
sublīmitātīs ‘highness; sublimity, pure essence’.  
Classification: analogical SL (may be based on a previous pure LT, see 
Comments below). 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: hēanis, hēanys, hēahnes, hēahnys, 
hēannes, hēannis, hēannys 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hēanes is ‘height, highness’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. sublīmitās, is ‘sublimity, authority, excellence’. 
Comments: The word is also found in chapter 4 book 2, in chapter 7 book 2, 
chapter 4/6 book 3 with the Latin equivalent culmen ‘supreme power, highest 
authority’. It is found in chapter 14/16 book 2, chapter 11/13 book 3 with the 
Latin equivalent excellentia ‘excellence, highness, superiority, eminence’. It is 
found in chapter 15/21 book 3 with the Latin equivalent arx ‘height, hill, ridge, 
altitude; fortress, defence (in that context, fortress of the Christianity/faith)’. It 
is found again in chapter 9/12 book 2 three times with the Latin equivalents 
sublīmitās, fastīgium ‘climax, summit, extremity’ and apex ‘apex, summit’; in 
chapter 11/14 book 2 and chapter 14/16 book 3, chapter 13/12 book 5 with the 
Latin equivalent altitūdo ‘height, altitude’; in chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 3 
book 4, chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
altum ‘height’. It is found in chapter 13/12 with the Latin equivalent summitās 
‘point, extremity, summit’. All these examples speak against the possibility of a 
LF, but there is a native word hīehþ(u) with the same meaning, and this may testify 
to the fact that the synonym hēanes was created on a Latin model.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + oferhlīfung (marked as found mostly 
in glossaries and glossed texts), sticolnes, ūpnes (both marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
10. ārēdnes(se) ‘stipulation, condition (here)’ – Lat. condiciōnē ‘condition, 
accord, state, situation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: arednys, arædnis, anrednes, anrednys. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE ārēdnes derives from ārǣdan ‘to arrange, settle, decide, solve’ 
(ā-, a prefix with many meanings which has lost its transparency, + rǣdan ‘to 
discuss, deliberate, decide’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
the model of Lat. condicio: condīcere ‘to arrange, settle, fix, decide’ (con-, a 
prefix denoting unity/union, relation, simultaneity, completion of action, + 
dīcere ‘to pronounce, say, express, mention, sustain, discuss, talk over’) + -ĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter, in chapter 14/25 book 1, 
chapter 4 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. ThOE (s.v.) gives numerous 
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synonyms like (ge)rǣde, gerād, foreweard, for(e)word, forewyrd, (ge)þinge 
with the same meaning of ‘stipulation, condition’, and distinguishes ārǣdnes 
from ānrǣdnes, which means ‘persistent effort; decision, resolution; 
agreement, unanimity, concord’. B&T (s.v.) gives this word with its Latin 
equivalent conditio, which may serve as a proof that it was a LF on the model 
of Lat. condicio.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + (ge)rǣdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
11. hālwendnes(se) ‘salubrity, healthiness (here); salvation, redemption’ – 
Lat. salūbritātē ‘sanity, salubrity, health’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hālwendnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE hālwendnes derives from hālwende ‘healing, salutary, 
wholesome, beneficial’ (hāl ‘entire, whole; healthy, well, sound’ + wendan ‘to 
turn, go, return, change’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. salūbritās: salūber ‘healthy, wholesome, robust, salutary’ (from 
salvus ‘safe, healthy, whole, entire’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives. 
Comments: There existed also Old English words hǣlþ and hǣl(u) with the 
meaning ‘mental/spiritual health’ (ThOE, s.v.). There is also the word hālnes, but 
its meaning is ‘wholeness; health’ like that of hǣlþ, hǣl(u). This may testify in 
favour of a LF in the case of hālwendnes which was introduced to cover the 
meaning ‘salubrity, healthiness’, i.e. the quality of something which is good for 
health (in Bede – salubrity of the air of Ireland). The meaning of ‘salvation, 
redemption’ must be a later development, probably by means of a SL.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: -  
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
2 CHAPTER 
No phenomena are found. 
 
3 CHAPTER 
12. hidercyme ‘arrival, advent (of Christ)’ – Lat. incarnātiōnē ‘incarnation’.  
Classification: analogical SL (based on a previous pure LT, see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hidercyme is ‘arrival’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. incarnātio, is ‘advent (of Christ); incarnation’. 
Comments: This semantic loan has a LR as its basis: see hidercyme(s). See also 
menniscnys(se). The true model must have been Lat. adventus ‘advent’. This 
word is repeated in chapter 13/23 book 1 once with the same Lat equivalent as 
the above mentioned and once with the Latin equivalent adventus ‘arrival’ (in 
the syntagma Ongolcynnes hidercymes meaning ‘the arrival of Angles’), so in 
this case hidercyme is a LR.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tōcyme, hērcyme (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in poetry), also menniscnes, flǣscgebyrd 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
(ge)flæsc(en)nes, flǣsclicnes, flǣscniming (marked as infrequent and 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), inflǣscnes (marked as 
infrequent), onflǣscnes, inlīchomung (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
4 CHAPTER 
13. ǣrendgewrit ‘letter, written message, mandatory letter, epistle’ – Lat. 
epistolām ‘letter, message, epistle’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ǣrendgewryt 
Corpus token frequency: 48. 
Description: OE ǣrendgewrit derives from ǣrende ‘message, mission’ + gewrit 
‘written work, something written, letter’, and is created to render Lat. epistula. 
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Comments: There existed Old English words stafas and gewrit with the meaning 
‘letter’ (ThOE, s.v.), but it is evident that they were not seen as adequate to render 
the meaning of Lat. epistula, i.e. letter with a certain important message, letter 
with a mission. Thus, a direct borrowing was created (OE (e)pistol ‘letter’, see 
Serjeantson 1935: 287) and a LF was created to render this new shade of 
meaning. This case seems a redundant formation (precision type): properly a 
letter with a message, a mission, a request for activity is meant, not just any letter 
or narration. This word is repeated in chapter 10/13 book 1 with the same Latin 
equivalent, in chapter 13/23 book 1, chapter 21/29 book 3 with the Latin 
equivalent littera ‘letter, message’ and in chapter 16/32 book 1 with the Latin 
equivalent epistula again. It is also found twice in chapter 4 book 2, chapter 
17/19 book 5 with the Latin equivalent epistula and in chapter 17/19 book 5 
without a Latin equivalent. See also ǣrendraca(n).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: +  direct borrowings (e)pistol 
and carte (Serjeantson 1935: 287 and ThOE), ǣrendbōc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14. gefremednes(se)‘accomplishment, fulfilment (here); effect’ – Lat. 
effectum ‘accomplishment, fulfilment, realisation; effect, result’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gefremednis. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE (ge)fremednes derives from (ge)fremed (the past participle of 
fremian ‘to support, commit, benefit, advance, frame, do, make’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. effectus: efficere 
‘to commit, execute, do, form, construct, product’ (ex-, a prefix, + facere ‘to do, 
execute, accomplish, generate, create’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The variant gefremnes (ThOE, s.v.) must be a pure LT, which also had 
the meaning ‘effect’, even if there were already the Old English words (ge)weorc, 
gewyrd (ThOE, s.v.) with the same meaning. See also fulfremednes and fylignes.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + (ge)fremnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), gefyllednes, gefyllnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
5 CHAPTER 
15. Drihtn(es) ‘ruler, king, royal leader; the Lord, God, Christ (here)’ – Lat. 
Dominī ‘proprietor, ruler; the Lord, God’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: drihten, drihtn, dryhten.  
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE drihtn is ‘ruler, leader’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. dominus, is ‘the Lord, God’. 
Comments: This case is also described by Gneuss (1955: 51) as a SL. This 
word is found also in chapter 14/25 book 1, chapter 5 book 4, chapter 19/17 
book 4 and in numerous other chapters with the same Latin equivalent. See also 
Hǣlend, sceppend.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + god, hēahgod, hlāford (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
  
16. menniscnys(se) ‘human nature, humaneness; humanity; incarnation 
(here)’ – Lat. incarnātiōnē ‘incarnation’.  
Classification: substitutive SL (based on a previous pure LT, see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mænniscnys, menniscnis, menniscnys, 
mennisclicnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE menniscnys is ‘humanness, 
human nature’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. incarnātio, is ‘incarnation’ 
(seen as the process of becoming a human being). 
Comments: This word is repeated in chapter 9/11 book 1 and at the beginning 
of many other chapters of all the five books with the same Latin equivalent. 
Menniscnys may be a previous pure LT on the model of Lat. hūmānitās in the 
sense of ‘human nature; humanity’ used later as a basis for the substitutive SL 
described above. See also hidercyme.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tōcyme, hērcyme (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in poetry), flǣscgebyrd (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), (ge)flæsc(en)nes, flǣsclicnes, 
flǣscniming (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), inflǣscnes (marked as infrequent), onflǣscnes, inlīchomung 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG mannisc-nissa, mennisg-heit (with the Latin 
equivalents hūmānitās, incarnātio) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
6 CHAPTER 
17. cynegewǣd(um) ‘royal robes’ – Lat. purpurām ‘purple, purple toga; 
royalty, signs/insignia of power’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. rēgiae vestēs. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE cynegewǣdu derives from cyneg/cyning ‘king, ruler’ + wǣdu/wǣdo/wǣd 
‘robe, dress, clothing, garment’, and is created to render Lat. purpura. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. The true model may be 
Lat. rēgiae vestēs, as B&T (s.v.) suggests. There existed in Old English also a 
direct borrowing from Lat. purpura – OE purpur(a) ‘purple robe, royal robe’ 
(Serjeantson 1955: 273).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing purpur(a) 
(Serjeantson 1935: 273), cynegerela (given with the Latin equivalent 
rēgius vestītus) (B&T, s.v.), cynegierela, cynerēaf (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
18. fordēmednes(se) ‘condemnation, proscription’ – Lat. prōscriptiōnībus 
‘proscription, governmental decree’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE fordēmednes derives from fordēmed ‘condemned, doomed’, a 
deverbal adjective from fordēman ‘to condemn, sentence, doom, prejudice’, + -
nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. The verb fordēman (for-, a prefix with the 
meaning of intensification and perfectivity, + dēman ‘to judge, decree, 
condemn, estimate, consider’) may already be a LT (static and dynamic) and a 
LR (semantic) built on the model of the Latin verb prōscrībere. And 
fordēmednes is a noun built on the model of Lat. prōscriptio: prōscrībere ‘to 
proscribe, band’ (prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, also temporal 
priority, + scrībere ‘to write, describe, compose, establish, determine, decide’) 
+ -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The verb fordēman and the noun fordēmednes seem to form a set of 
indirect borrowings. Both words are found in B&T with the Latin equivalents 
condemnāre and condemnātio respectively. Moreover, the noun is marked in 
ThOE as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts. Both of these 
facts speak in favour of a LF. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forspillednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
19. ondetnys(se) ‘thanksgiving, praise; confession’ – Lat. confessiōnīs 
‘confession; recognition, acknowledgement’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: anddetnys, andetnes, andetnys, andettnes, 
ondetnes, ondetnis, ondettnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 101. 
Description: OE ondetnys derives from ondettan/andettan ‘to acknowledge, 
praise; confess’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of 
Lat. confessio: confitēri ‘to confess, admit, acknowledge’ (con-, a prefix, + 
fatēri ‘to confess, recognise, admit say, declare, manifest’) + -tĭo, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb ondettan/andettan ‘to 
acknowledge, praise; confess’ (on(d)-/an(d)-, a prefix, + ?hātan ‘to command, 
bid, name, call’) is already a SL on the model of the Latin verb confitēri 
(Gneuss 1955: 78).  
Comments: B&T gives the word with the Latin equivalent confessio. The word 
ondetnis is described in Gneuss (1955: 79) as a LT, but it may well be a 
substitutive SL, taking into consideration its meaning ‘thanksgiving, praise’ 
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absent in the Latin model. The verb andettan and the noun andetnes form a set 
of indirect borrowings. See also andetter(e). The word ondetnys is found also 
in chapter 14/17 book 2, chapter 19/17 book 4, chapter 26/25 book 4, chapter 
13/12 book 5, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found 
in chapter 16/20 book 2, chapter 14/18 book 3, chapter 26/25 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent professio ‘official declaration/promise’, from profitēri ‘to 
declare, confess’ (pro-, a prefix, + fatēri ‘to confess, declare, acknowledge, 
admit’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. It is found 
in chapter 14/13 book 5 twice and chapter 15/14 book 5  with the Latin 
equivalent paenitentia ‘penance; penitence, repentance; confession’. In all these 
chapters, though, OE ondetnys is accompanied by hrēow ‘penitence, 
repentance’, so, in this cases, Lat. paenitentia may correspond to OE hrēow, 
rather than to OE ondetnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + andettednes (marked as 
infrequent), scrift, scriftsprǣc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
7 CHAPTER 
20. prēosthād(es) ‘priesthood, clergy’ – Lat. clēricūm ‘clergy’. 
Classification: HLT on Lat. presbyterātus (see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 20. 
Description: OE prēosthād derives from prēost ‘priest, presbyter’ (a direct 
borrowing from Lat. presbyter) + -hād ‘state, rank, order, condition, character, 
form, manner’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 1992: 386), and is formed to 
render Lat. clēricus. 
Comments: See also mæsseprēosthād. The true model must have been Lat. 
presbyterātus: presbyter ‘priest’ + ātus, a suffix used to form denominal nouns 
with the meaning of ‘position, office, job’. In Old English there existed also a 
direct borrowing from Lat. clēricus – OE cleric/cleroc ‘clerk, clergyman’ 
(Serjeantson 1935: 286). B&T (s.v.) gives two Latin equivalents (clēricūm, 
sacerdōtium) for the Old English word, which may testify to the fact that it is 
an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sācerdhād, hād, prēosthēap, 
prēosthīred, prēostgesamnung (marked as infrequent), hādnotu 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
21. gestlīðnys(se) ‘hospitality’ – Lat. hospitiō ‘hospitality; hotel, shelter’. 
Classification: pure LT on Lat. hospitālitās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gestlīðnes, gestlīþnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
Description: OE gestlīðnys derives from gæstlīðe/gestlīðe ‘hospitable’ 
(gest/gæst/giest/gist/gyst ‘stranger, guest’ + līðe ‘gentle, soft, calm, mild; gracious, 
kind, agreeable, sweet’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. hospitium: hospes ‘guest, stranger; hospitable’ + -ĭum, a suffix used 
to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. hospitālitās. The word is 
found later in the same chapter and in chapter 14/25 and 16/27 book 1 with the 
same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 5 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
hospitālitās ‘hospitality’: hospitālis ‘of the guest; hospitable’ (from hospes 
‘guest, stranger’ + -ālis, an adjectival suffix) + -tās, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns from adjectives. Another lexeme already existed in Old English 
(cf. ThOE andfeng), but gestlīðnys was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Moreover, B&T (s.v.) gives hospitālitās as a Latin equivalent of the word, 
which may testify to the fact that it is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
giæstern and onfongennes(se). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + giestning (marked as 
infrequent), cumlīðnes, onfengennes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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22. gebed(um) ‘supplication, request; prayer’ – Lat. ōrātiōnībus ‘speech; prayer’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)bed is ‘request’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. ōrātio, is ‘prayer’. 
Comments: This word is also found in chapter 16/27 book 1, accompanied by the 
synonym bēn ‘prayer, request, petition’ with the Latin equivalent prex ‘prayer, 
oration, speech’ for both. It is also found in chapter 9/12 book 2 with the Latin 
equivalent dēprecātio ‘prayer’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + (ge)bēn, (ge)bedrǣden, 
(ge)clipung, forbēn (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
23. wæcc(um) ‘keeping awake, vigil, night watch; religious vigil’ – Lat. 
uigiliīs ‘insomnia, vigil; religious vigil’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: weac(e), wacen. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE wæcce is ‘keeping awake’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. vigilia, is ‘religious vigil’. 
Comments: The word is repeated also in chapter 15/26 book 1, chapter 14/17 
book 3, chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 26/25 book 4 four 
times with the same Latin equivalent and in chapter 16/27 book 1 translating a 
verbal phrase with the same meaning.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ciricwæcce (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
24. ārfæstnes(se) ‘favour, kindness, grace, virtue, goodness, pity; piety, 
devoutness, firmness in the law (here)’ – Lat. pietātīs ‘pity, affection, mercy; 
sense of duty, justice, virtue; piety, devotion’.  
Classification: analogical SL (based on a previous LR). 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: aarfæstnes, ārfæstnis, aarfæstnys, 
ārfestnes, ārfestnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE ārfæstnes is ‘pity, kindness’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. pietās, is ‘piety, devoutness’. 
Comments: This SL may have as a basis a previous LR. The adjective ārfæst 
may also be an analogical SL in the meaning ‘devout, religious, pious’, created 
on the model of Lat. pius ‘merciful, honest, respectful, affectionate; devout, 
religious’. In this case we deal with a set of indirect borrowings formed by the 
adjective ārfæst and the noun ārfæstnes. The word ārfæstnes is repeated in 
chapter 16/27 book 1, in chapter 9/12 book 2, chapter 2/3 book 3, chapter 11/13 
book 3 twice, chapter 16/22 book 3, chapter 18/24 book 3, chapter 19/27 book 
3, chapter 16/12 book 4, chapter 21/19 book 4, chapter 23/22 book 4, chapter 
24/23 book 4 twice, chapter 25/24 book 4, chapter 26/25 book 4, chapter 27/26 
book 4, chapter 30/29 book 4 twice, chapter 32/31 book 4 twice, chapter 33/32 
book 4, chapter 6 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 twice, 
chapter 20/22 book 5, chapter 22/24 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. 
The word is found in chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 22/24 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent clēmentia ‘clemency, mercy, goodness’: clēmens ‘meek, moderate, 
calm, good’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived predominantly from 
adjectives and present participles. See also ārlēasnis and ǣfestnys(se). B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents pietās, clēmentia, which may testify to the fact that the 
Old English word is an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣwfæstnes, ēstfulnes, 
wilsumnes, wynsumnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
25. trymnys(sum) ‘firmness, solidity, strengthening; firmament, support; 
confirmation, agreement; encouragement, exhortation (here)’ – Lat. 
exhortātiōnībus ‘exhortation, encouragement’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: trymnes, trymnis, trumnes, trumnys, 
trymmenes, trymenis. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE trymnys is ‘firmness, support’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. exhortātio, is ‘encouragement, exhortation’. 
Comments: This word is described in Gneuss (1955: 125) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL) in the meaning ‘firmament, help, support’, corresponding to Lat. 
firmāmentum, but in Bede it has another meaning. Also the other meanings of 
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the word suggest that it was influenced by multiple SLs. The verb 
trymman/trym(m)ian ‘to make firm; encourage, exhort, confirm’ must also be a 
substitutive SL on the model of Lat. exhortāri ‘to exhort, comfort’, and thus we 
have a set of indirect borrowings which consists of the verb trymman and the 
noun trymnys. The word trymnys is also mentioned in chapter 14/25 book 1 
with the Latin equivalent confirmātio ‘confirmation, encouragement’ (not of 
God, but of St. Gregory) and in chapter 16/27 book 1 with the Latin equivalent 
persuāsio ‘persuasion, faith, conviction’. In chapter 17/33 book 1 it is found 
with the Latin equivalent hortātus ‘exhortation, advice, incitement’. It is also 
found in chapter 4 book 2, in chapter 6 book 2, in chapter 7 book 2, in chapter 
9/12 book 2, chapter 16/22 book 3, chapter 22/21 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4, 
chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 19/21 book 5, chapter 
20/22 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent exhortātio. It is found in chapter 
14/17 book 3 once with the Latin equivalent mūnīmentum ‘fortification, 
protection, support’ (in physical sense) and once with the Latin equivalent 
fulcīmentum ‘support’ (in physical sense), in chapter 14/19 book 3 with the 
Latin equivalent incitāmentum ‘incitement, encouragement’. It is found in 
chapter 20/18 book 4 with the Latin equivalent mūnīmentum ‘fortification, 
protection, support’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
26. dēofulgyld(a) ‘devil-worship, pagan worship, idolatry (here); image, idol’ 
– Lat. īdōlatrīae ‘idolatry’.  
Classification: HLR on Lat. simulācrum daemonīs (see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dēofolgield, dēofolgild, dēofolgeld, 
dēofolgyld, dēofulgeld, dēofulgild, dīofolgyld, dīofolgild, dīofolgield, dīofolgeld, 
dīofulgield, dīofulgild. 
Corpus token frequency: 214. 
Description: OE dēofulgyld derives from dēofol ‘devil, demon’ (a direct 
borrowing from Lat. diabolus) + gyld/gield/gild/geld ‘service, worship, 
sacrifice, tribute, payment, tax; stead’, and is created to render Lat. īdōlolatrīa. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter translating a noun phrase 
(simulācrum daemonīs ‘devil’s image’). The noun phrase may be the true 
model of the Old English word. The word is also found in chapter 3 book 2 
with the Latin equivalent īdōlōrum cultus, in chapter 5 book 2, chapter 6 book 2 
twice, chapter 10/13 book 2, chapter 1 book 3, chapter 15/21 book 3, chapter 
17/1 book 4, chapter 18/16 book 4, chapter 28/27 book 4, chapter 10 book 5, 
chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin equivalent īdōlatrīa. B&T (s.v.) gives 
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Latin equivalents for the Old English word: deabolī vel dæmonūm cultus, 
īdōlolatrīa, īdōlum, simulācrum. This may testify to the fact that the Old 
English word is a LF. See also dēofolcræft.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dēofolscipe (marked as infrequent), 
fēondgyld, hǣþengild, hǣþenscipe, īdelgield, dēofolcræft (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
27. andetter(e) ‘person making confession; a person who proclaims the 
Christian faith (here)’ – Lat. confessōrēm ‘the one who confesses; the one who 
proclaims the Christian faith’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: anddetter. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
Description: OE andettere derives from ondettan/andettan ‘to confess, 
acknowledge, praise’ + -ere, a suffix which forms agent nouns, a direct 
borrowing from Latin (see Gneuss 1955: 34), and is built on the model of Lat. 
confessor: confitēri ‘to confess, admit, acknowledge’ (con-, a prefix denoting 
unity/union, relation, simultaneity, completion of action, + fatēri ‘to confess, 
recognise, admit, say, manifest, express, declare’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns. The verb ondettan/andettan ‘to confess, acknowledge, 
praise’ (and-/on-, a prefix + hātan ‘to command, bid, name, call’) is a semantic 
loan (Gneuss 1955: 78). 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 79) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT) from andettan, which is a semantic loan. See also ondetnys(se). In this 
case we deal with a set of indirect borrowings containing the verb andettan and 
the nouns ondetnys and andettere. The word andettere is also found several 
times later in this chapter with the same Latin equivalent. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dǣdbēta, dǣdbētend, 
dǣdbētere (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
28. munucgegyrela(n) ‘monk’s dress, monastic garb’ – Lat. caracalla 
‘cloak/dress with sleeves and hood’.  
Classification: HLC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE munucgegyrela derives from munuc ‘monk’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. monachus (Serjeantson 1935: 281), + 
(ge)gyrela/(ge)gierela ‘dress, clothing’ is created to render Lat. caracalla. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. See also 
biscopgegyrla(n) and dīacongegyrla(n).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + munucrēaf, munucscrūd 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
29. godgyld(um) ‘idol worship; idol; altar to a heathen god (here) (this 
meaning is not found in the dictionaries)’ – Lat. ārīs ‘altar, monument; 
enclosure, barrier’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: godgield, godgild, godgeld. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE godgyld is ‘idol’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. āra, is ‘idol stead, altar to a heathen god’. 
Comments: The SL may be based on an earlier LC. See also wībed. There 
existed in Old English also a direct borrowing from Lat. altar – OE alter/altare 
‘altar’ (Serjeantson 1935: 286).  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + altar, wēofod, wēohsteal, 
mæssesteall (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
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• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
30. onsægdnes(se) ‘sacrifice; thing sacrificed’ - Lat. hostiās ‘animal 
sacrificed; victim’/immolātiōnē ‘sacrifice, victim’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: onsægdnis, onsægdnys, ansægdnys, 
asægdnes, sægdnes, sægdnys, onsægednes, onsægednys, onsægednis. 
Corpus token frequency: 84. 
Description: OE (on)sægdnes derives from onsǣgan ‘to prostrate, cause to sink 
down’/onsecgan ‘to offer, sacrifice’ (on-, a prefix, + sǣgan ‘to cause to sink, lay low, 
destroy’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built more probably on the 
model of Lat. immolātio: immolāre ‘to sacrifice, kill, offer’ (in-, a prefix, + molere ‘to 
grind, mill’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: This word is repeated twice later in this chapter, in chapter 12/15 
book 2, chapter 23/22 book 4, chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 11/10 book 5 with 
the Latin equivalent sacrificium ‘sacrifice’: sacrificāre ‘to sacrifice’ (from 
sacer ‘saint’ + facere ‘to do, make’, + -a, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of 
the infinitive) + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective and abstract 
meaning. It is found in chapter 16/27 book 1 with the Latin equivalent 
immolātio ‘sacrifice, victim’. The word is found also in chapter 23/22 book 4 
once with the same Latin equivalent hostia and once with the Latin equivalent 
victima ‘victim’. B&T (s.v.) gives Latin equivalents for the word (sacrificium, 
immolātiōnē, cērimōniās, eucharistiām, victimae, hostiae), which may testify to 
the fact that it is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE geblōt, blōtung, giefu, gield, hūsel, lāc, offrung, oflǣte, 
tīber), but onsægdnes was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + onsægung (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), āsegendnes (marked as 
infrequent), onsægnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
31. wiþfeohtend ‘adversary, opponent, enemy, rebel’ – Lat. rebellēm ‘rebel’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wiðfeohtend 
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Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE wiþfeohtend derives from wiþfeohtan ‘to fight against, rebel’ + 
-end, the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns, and is built on the model of Lat. rebellis: rebellāre ‘to 
rebel, resist’ (re-, a prefix with meanings ‘again, against, away’, + bellāre ‘to 
make war, fight’) + -is, an adjectival suffix. The verb wiþfeohtan ‘to fight against, 
rebel’ (wiþ ‘against, opposite’ +  feohtan ‘to fight’) may also be a pure LT on the 
model of Lat. rebellāre. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 5 book 2 with the same Latin 
equivalent. There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
wiþfeohtan and the noun wiþfeohtend. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (adversāriō, rebellēs), which may testify to the fact that it is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE andsaca, 
scildhete, (ge)winna), but wiðfeohtend was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
wiðerwearda(n). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wiþerwinna (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
32. bīgang(e) ‘cultivation, tillage; practice, service, worship (here)’ – Lat. 
cultū ‘cultivation, care; cult, worship’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: begang, begong, bīgæng, bīgeng, bīgong, 
bīggand, bīggeng. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE bīgang is ‘cultivation’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. cultus, is ‘practice, worship’. 
Comments: Bīgang is a noun formed by subtraction from begān/begangan ‘to 
cultivate, till; take care, worship, honour, practise’ which may be already an 
analogical semantic loan from Lat. colere ‘to cultivate; take care, practise, 
exercise’. Thus, we deal with a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
begān and the noun begang. See also bīgenga, landbīgenga and forðgeong. 
The word bīgang is found later in this chapter, in chapter 16/29 book 1, in 
chapter 5 book 2,  chapter 6 book 2, chapter 8/9 book 2 twice, in chapter 10/13 
book 2 three times, chapter 12/15 book 2, chapter 17/13 book 4 (with the 
meaning ‘cult’) with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 11/10 book 
5 with the Latin equivalent cultūra ‘cultivation, cure, education, cult (in this 
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context)’: colere ‘to cultivate, take care, practise, exercise’ + -ūra, a suffix used 
to form deverbal abstract nouns. Other lexemes already existed in Old English 
(cf. ThOE herung, lof, lofherung, lofung, weorþung, wuldor), but bīgang(e) 
acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ongang, ārweorþung, begangol 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
33. ǣfestnys(se) ‘faith, religion, piety, devoutness’ – Lat. religiōnīs 
‘religion, religiosity’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ǣfæstnis, ǣfæstnes, ǣfestnes, ǣfestnis, 
aefestnes, ǣwfæstnys, ǣwfæstnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 37. 
Description: OE ǣfestnys derives from ǣfest/ǣfæst ‘married; pious, devout, 
religious’ (from ǣ/ǣw ‘law, divine law, scripture, book of the Bible’ + fest/fæst 
‘fixed, firm, secure, strong, fortified’, considered as a suffix by Kastovsky (1992: 
390)) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a noun suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. religio: 
religāre ‘to link, attach’ (re-, a prefix meaning ‘back, counter, again’, + ligāre ‘to 
link, fix, unite, ratify’) + -ĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns. The adjective 
ǣfest/ǣfæst ‘pious, devout, religious’ must also be a SL on Lat. religiōsus. 
Comments: This word is repeated several times later in this chapter, in chapter 
14/25 book 1 several times and in chapter 18/34 book 1, in chapter 8/9 book 2 
three times, in chapter 9/12 book 2, chapter 10/13 book 2, chapter 16/20 book 2 
twice, chapter 4/6 book 3, chapter 6/5 book 4, chapter 14/11 book 4, chapter 
25/24 book 4 twice, chapter 27/26 book 4, chapter 7 book 5, chapter 11/10 
book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5, chapter 19/21 book 5, chapter 22/23 book 5 with 
the same Latin equivalent. There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting 
of the adjective ǣfest and the noun ǣfestnes. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE ǣw, (ge)lēafa), but ǣfestnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. Moreover, B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (religio), 
which may testify to the fact that it is really an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing crēda  
(ThOE (s.v.), Serjeantson 1935: 286) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
34. underðēod(dum) ‘subject’ – Lat. subiectīs ‘subject’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. subiunctus.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: underþēod. 
Corpus token frequency: 39. 
Description: OE underðēod, a noun derived from the past participle of 
underþēodan/underþīedan/underþydan ‘to subjoin, add, subjugate, subject, 
subdue, subordinate’ (under ‘under’ + þēodan ‘to join, attach, engage’), 
corresponds to Lat. subiectum, a noun derived from the perfect participle of 
subicere ‘to subdue, subjugate’. The verb underþēodan itself is a LT on the 
model of Lat. subicere ‘to subdue, subjugate’ (sub- ‘under’ + iacere  ‘to throw, 
launch’) or subiungere ‘to subject, submit’ (sub- ‘under’ + iungere ‘to unite, 
connect, link’). 
Comments: Probably, the true model of the Old English noun is Lat. subiunctus 
‘subjected, submitted’, the perfect participle of subiungere. The Old English 
noun might have been built on the model of Lat. subiunctus, derived from of 
the verb subiungere ‘to subject, submit’, rather than on the model of subiectum, 
since OE þēodan ‘to join, attach, engage’ corresponds better to Lat. iungere ‘to 
unite, connect, link’ from the semantic point of view, than to Lat. iacere ‘to 
throw, launch’. It is also possible that both Latin models have influenced the 
Old English word. B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin equivalents for the word 
(subditōrum, discipulōrum), which may testify to the fact that it is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also underþēodnys(se). There is a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the verb underþēodan, the noun underþēod and the 
noun underþēodnes.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + underling, hīerend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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35. onlīcnys(sum) ‘likeness, similarity; form, statue, idol, image (here)’ – Lat. 
simulācrīs ‘image, statue, presentation’ (from simulāre ‘to make similar’).  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: anlīcnes, anlīcnis, anlīcnys, anlȳcnys, 
onlīcnis, onlīcnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE onlīcnys is ‘likeness’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. simulācrum, is ‘image, idol’. 
Comments: The word is repeated also in chapter 14/25 book 1 and in chapter 
16/27 book 1 with the Latin equivalent imāgo ‘image, reflection, figure, copy, 
portrait’ (of God). B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin equivalents for the word 
(imāgo, similitūdo), which may testify to the fact that it is really an indirect 
borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gesetnes, gebēacnung, 
gefēgednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
36. onbryrdnys(se) ‘ardour, strong feeling; inspiration, excitement (here); 
contrition’ – Lat. instinctū ‘impulse, excitement, inspiration’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: inbryrdnis, inbryrdnes, onbryrdnes, 
anbryrdnes, anbryrdnys, inbrydnis, inbrydnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 55. 
Description: OE onbryrdnys derives from onbryrdan ‘to inspire, excite, incite’ 
(on-, a prefix, + bryrdan ‘to stimulate’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and 
is built on the model of Lat. instinctus: instinguere ‘to stimulate, excite, 
inflame’ (in-, a prefix with locative or intensifying meaning, + stinguere ‘to 
switch off, turn out’) + -tŭs, a suffix forming deverbal nouns denoting action. 
The verbs inbryrdan and onbryrdan meaning ‘to inspire, excite, incite’ are 
mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 76) as SLs. 
Comments: The noun onbryrdnys is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 77) as a 
Lehnübersetzung (LT). This word is repeated later in this chapter, in chapter 
33/32 book 4, chapter 6 book 5 (in the variant inbrydnes) with the same Latin 
equivalent, and in the variant inbryrdnes in chapter 10/13 book 2 corresponding 
to the Latin verb inspīrāre ‘to blow in; inspire, excite’. It is found in chapter 
25/24 book 4 (in the variant inbryrdnis meaning ‘fervour, excitement’), in 
chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 31/30 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
conpunctio ‘acute pain; humility’. There must be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the verb inbryrdan and the noun inbryrdnes. The meaning 
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‘contrition’ looks like a later SL. B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin equivalents for 
the word (compunctio, instinctū, instructio), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a onwece, bryrdnes, 
onbryrding (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), forþtihtung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), fæstnung, āwecenes, āwehtnes, 
onwæcenes (all marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
37. wilsumnes ‘willingness, desire; freewill offering; firmness in the law, 
piety, devotion (here); vow’ – Lat. dēvōtio ‘offering, vow, devotion’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wilsumnis, willsumnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE wilsumnes is ‘desire’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. dēvōtio, is ‘devotion’. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter, in chapter 12/15 book 2, 
chapter 2/3 book 3, chapter 7/9 book 3, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4, 
chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 7 book 5, chapter 11/10 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 
twice, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives several 
Latin equivalents for the word (dēvōtio, vōtōrum), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wynsumnes, ēstfulnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
38. þrōwung(e)  ‘suffering; passivity, martyrdom’ – Lat. martyrium ‘martyrdom’.  
Classification: analogical SL on Lat. passio (see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ðrouung, ðrōwung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE þrōwung is ‘suffering’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. martyrium, is ‘martyrdom’. 
Comments: This word is repeated several times later in this chapter with the 
same Latin equivalent. It is found also in chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 25/24 
book 4, chapter 11/10 book 5, chapter 18/20 book 5, chapter 22 /24 book 5 
twice with the Latin equivalent passio ‘suffering, torment; passion (of Christ)’: 
pati ‘to suffer, be tormented, tolerate, resist’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. This Latin word must be the true model of the 
SL. See also ðrōwiend(e) and martyrdōm(e). B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin 
equivalents for the word (martyrium, passiōnē), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + martyrdōm, martyrhād, 
þrōwerhād, þrōwiendhād (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG druuunga (with the Latin equivalent passio) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
39. cȳþnys(se) ‘acquaintance, knowledge; witness, testimony (here); 
Testament, scripture’ – Lat. testimōnium ‘testimony, proof’. 
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cūðnes, cȳðnes, cȳðnys, cȳðnis, cȳþnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE cȳþnys is ‘knowledge’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. testimōnium, is ‘testimony’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 71) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). This word is found also in chapter 16/27 book 1 several times with the 
meaning of ‘Old Testament’ (aldan cȳðnesse) and ‘testament’ (cȳðnis) and the 
Latin equivalent testāmentum ‘Testament’, which is another SL. This word is 
found also in chapter 7 book 2, chapter 31/30 book 4, chapter 32/31 book 4, 
chapter 18/20 book 5 in the meaning of ‘proof, testimony’ with the Latin 
equivalent testimōnium. See also þēodscipe(s). Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE āþ, þēodscipe), but cȳðnes acquired a new meaning in 
order to imitate Latin models. Moreover, B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin 
equivalents for the word (testimōnium, testāmentum), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: - 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + gecȳþednes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
(ge)witnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
40. fulluht(es) ‘baptism’ – Lat. baptismatīs ‘baptism’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: fullwiht, fulwiht, fullwuht, fulwuht. 
Corpus token frequency: 406. 
Description: OE fulluht derived from full ‘full, complete’ + wigle/wuht ‘pagan 
worship, divination, augury’, and is created to render Lat. baptisma. 
Comments: This word is described in Gneuss (1955: 86) as a Lehnschöpfung (LC). 
The noun fulluht and the verb fulwian/fulwihtian form a set of indirect borrowings. 
The word is found also in chapters 15/26 and 16/27 book 1 several times, in chapter 
2/3 book 3 twice, chapter 17/13 book 4, chapter 7 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 14/19 with the Latin equivalent 
baptismus/baptismum ‘baptism’. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the 
word (baptismus). See also fulwihtbæð and fulwihtstōw.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cristnung, fantbæþ, 
fulwihtbæþ, fulwihtwæter (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
41. nēownys(se) ‘newness, novelty; youth’ – Lat. novitātē ‘novelty’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: nēownes, nīwnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE nēownys derives from nēow/nīw(e) ‘new, recent’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal  suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. novitās: novus ‘new, 
young’ + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives several Latin equivalents for the word (novitātē, 
juventūtēm), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. The meaning ‘youth’ may be a later SL, since there existed other 
synonyms (cf. ThOE geoguþ, geoguþhād), which must have been native. If this 
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notion is considered common and not new, then there is a strong suspicion that 
this case may be an independent parallel development, but the low token 
frequency suggests that is may well be an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
42. martyrdōm(e) ‘martyrdom’ – Lat. martyriō ‘martyrdom’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: martirdōm. 
Corpus token frequency: 117. 
Description: OE martyrdōm derives from martyr ‘martyr’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. martyr (Serjeantson 1935: 286), + -dōm ‘judgement, power, might; state, 
status’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 1992: 384), and is built on the model of 
Lat. martyrium: martyr ‘martyr’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective 
and abstract meaning. 
Comments: This word is also repeated in chapter 16/27 book 1 with the same 
Latin equivalent. The variant martirhād (corpus token frequency: 8) is found in 
chapter 11/10 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (martyriō, martirium), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also þrōwung(e). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + martyrhād, þrōwung, 
þrōwerhād, þrōwethād, þrōwiendhād (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG martar-toam (with the Latin equivalent 
martyrium) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 384) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
43. wyrcnes ‘work, working, action, operation, performance’ – Lat. operātio 
‘work, activity’.  
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Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wyrcnis, weorcnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 7 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE wyrcnes derives from wyrcan ‘to work, build, perform’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. operātio: operāri ‘to 
operate, work, practice, do’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The nouns wyrcnes and wyrcung are mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 
152) as Lehnübersetzungen (LTs). The word is found also in chapters 3 and 4 
book 2, chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 14/19 book 3 translating the Latin present 
participle of Lat. operāri ‘to operate, work’. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalent for the word (operātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE weorc, gegearwung), but wyrcnes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wyrcung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
44. mægen(a) ‘ability, capacity, power; virtue; miracle (here)’ – Lat. virtūtūm 
‘capacity, value, virtue, courage; miracle, prodigy’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mægn, megen. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE mægen is ‘ability, capacity’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. virtūs, is ‘miracle’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 72) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). The word is found also in chapter 3/5 book 3, chapter 6/8 book 3 three 
times, chapter 7/9 book 3 twice, chapter 9/11 book 3, chapter 11/13 book 3, 
chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 13/15 book 3, 14/19 book 3 six times, chapter 
19/27 book 3, chapter 3 book 4 three times, chapter 7/6 book 4, chapter 8/7 
book 4, chapter 11/9 book 4 twice, chapter 13/10 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 
four times, chapter 27/26 book 4, chapter 28/27 book 4 twice, chapter 29/28 
book 4 three times, chapter 32/31 book 4 (with the meaning ‘miracle’), chapter 
9 book 5, chapter 16/18 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 twice and in many other 
chapters with the same Latin equivalent, but mostly with the meaning ‘virtue’, 
which might be another analogical SL. It is found in chapter 31/30 book 4 with 
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the meaning of ‘miracle’, but without a Latin equivalent. Also B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalents for the word (virtūs, vīrēs, mīrāculum), which may testify 
to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wundor), but mægen acquired a new meaning 
in order to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: + OHG magan, megin (with the Latin equivalents 
vigor, virtūs) (B&T, s.v.) 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
45. burhwarumen ‘citizens’ – Lat. urbīs cīvēs (lit. ‘city inhabitants’) ‘citizens, 
inhabitants of the city’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE burhwarumen derives from burh/burg ‘town, fortified place, 
city’ + ware/waru/wear ‘dweller’ (from warian ‘to occupy, hold, live in’) + 
menn ‘people’ (pl. of mann), and is created to render Lat. urbīs cīvēs. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. It seems a redundant 
formation (superfluous type), since waru/waran already means ‘people’, as 
well as men. The variant burgwaru is found in Liber Secundus and must be a 
pure LT. See also ceasterwar.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + burgwaru, burhwerod, 
ceasterlēod, ceatersǣtan, ceasterwaran, burglēod, burgsǣta (marked 
as found mostly in glossaries), burgsittend, burhmann, castelmann 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
46. cwealmnys(sum) ‘torment, pain, suffering’ – Lat. cruciātībūs ‘torture, torment’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cwealmnis, cwylmnes. 
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Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE cwealmnys derives from cwylm(i)an ‘to torment, mortify the 
flesh’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
cruciātus: cruciāre ‘to torture, torment, cause to die’ + -tŭs, a suffix forming 
deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (cruciātus), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE firen, morþor, pīn, sūsl, 
wracu, wræc), but cwealmnys was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cwylming, martyrung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
47. tōslitnys(se) ‘laceration; dissention, disagreement’ – Lat. discerptiōnē ‘laceration’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE tōslitnys derives from tōslītan ‘to tear to pieces, break, 
lacerate; sever, separate, destroy’ (tō-, a preposition of motion, time, later a 
prefix, + slītan ‘to tear, rend, destroy, slander’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. discerptio: discerpere ‘to tear into 
pieces, reduce to fine particles’ (dis-, a prefix meaning separation, division, 
negation, also used for intensification, + carpere ‘to divide, tear to pieces, 
break’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (discertiōnē, 
dissensio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. The meaning ‘disagreement, dissention’ must be a later substitutive 
SL.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + slītnes, slītung; tōdrǣfnes 
‘disagreement’ (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
8 CHAPTER 
48. gelēafsum(an) ‘credulous, credible; believer, religious person’ – Lat. 
fidēlēs ‘believer; Christian’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lēafsum. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE gelēafsum is ‘credulous’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. fidēlis, is ‘believer, the one who believes in God, 
religious person’. 
Comments: Gneuss (1955: 100) describes this Old English word as a 
Lehnbedeutung (SL). It is found also in chapter 16/20 book 2 (in the variant 
lēafsum), in chapter 9/11 book 3 and chapter 5 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (crēdibilis, 
fidēlis), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also ungelēafsum. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gelēafful (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
49. symbeldag(as) ‘feasting-day, (religious) festival day’ – Lat. dies festōs 
‘festive days, holidays’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: symbeldæg 
Corpus token frequency: 15. 
Description: OE symbeldag derives from symbel ‘feast, (religious) festival’ + 
dag ‘day’, and is built on the model of the Latin syntagma diēs festus. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 87) as a Lehnübertragung 
(LT), and later (Gneuss 1955: 155) as a possible but indemonstrable LF on Lat. 
diēs festus. The word is found in chapter 20/18 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent and in chapter 16/27 book 1 with the Latin equivalent festum 
‘holiday, festival’. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(diēs festus, nātālitia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also symbelnes and restedag. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + symbel, symbelnes, symbeltīd, 
hāligdæg, restedæg (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
50. gedwol(a) ‘error; heresy’ – Lat. hēresis/haeresis ‘heresy’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dwol, gedwel, gedweol, gedwild, gedwyld. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE gedwol is ‘error’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. haeresis, is ‘heresy’. 
Comments: This word is found earlier in this chapter with the Latin equivalent 
vēsānia ‘madness, delirium, stupidity’. It is found in chapter 19/17 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent hēresis. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(error, hæresis, vēsānia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also gedwolmann. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedwolsprǣc (marked as 
infrequent), scinnlāc, trēowlēasnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTER 9 (no Old English translation) 
Latin CHAPTER 10 (no Old English translation) 
 
9/11 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 11) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
9/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
51. underþēodnys(se) ‘subjection, submission’ – Lat. subiectiōnēmque ‘subjection’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. subiugātio. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: underðēodnys, underþēodnes, 
underþēodnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
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Description: OE underþēodnys derives from underþēodan ‘to subjoin, add, 
subjugate, subject, subdue’ (under ‘under’ + þēodan ‘to join, attach, engage, 
apply’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
subiectio: subicere ‘to submit, subject’ (sub- ‘under’ + iacere ‘to throw, found, 
establish’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The 
verb underþēodan ‘to subjoin, add, subjugate, subject, subdue’ is also a pure 
LT on the Lat. subiungere ‘to subject, submit’. 
Comments: Probably, the true model of the Old English noun is the Latin noun 
subiugātio ‘subjection, submission’, since OE þēodan ‘to join, attach, engage’ 
corresponds better to Lat. iugāre ‘to unite, connect, link’ from the semantic 
point of view, than to Lat. iacere ‘to throw, launch’. The word, rather than 
being built on the model of Lat. subicio, must have been built on the model of 
Lat. subiugātio: subiugāre ‘to subject, submit’ (from iugāre ‘to unite, connect, 
link’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. Lat. 
subiectio must be the model for another pure LT in Old English – OE 
underdrifennes ‘subjection’, from drīfan ‘to thrust, impel, push’, which 
corresponds semantically to Lat. iacere ‘to throw, thrust’. The word 
underþēodnys is found also in chapter 18/16 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
subiectio. See also underðēod(dum). Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (subjectio, humilitās), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hīersumnes, underdrifennes 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), hīennes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
52. ǣrendraca(n) ‘messenger (here); ambassador’ – Lat. lēgātī ‘delegate, 
messenger, ambassador’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ǣrendwraca, ǣrendwreca, ǣrendwræca, 
ǣrendwreoca. 
Corpus token frequency: 119. 
Description: OE ǣrendraca derives from ǣrende ‘message, mission’ + 
raca/wreca/wraca/wræca ‘speaker’ (from wreccan ‘to speak, utter, say’), and is 
created to render Lat. lēgātus. 
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Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/33 book 1 with the same Latin 
equivalent. This word is repeated in chapter 12/15 and 16/27 book 1 translating a 
verbal phrase, in chapter 14/25 book 1, chapter 16/22 book 3 with the Latin 
equivalent mittens ‘messenger’ (the present participle of mittere ‘to send, send to 
tell’); in chapter 16/29 book 1, in chapter 5/7 book 3, chapter 16/20 book 2, 
chapter 5 book 4, chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 19/21 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent lēgātārius ‘heir; messenger’. It is found in chapter 8/9 book 2 with the 
Latin equivalent missus ‘messenger, envoy’; in chapter 9/12 book 2 three times, 
chapter 1 book 4 with the Latin equivalent nuntius ‘announcer, messenger’. The 
meaning ‘ambassador’, mentioned above, must be a later analogical SL. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (nuntius, apostolus, angelus, 
lēgātāriōs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ār, boda, 
fērend, sand, wracu, wræc), but ǣrendraca was coined to imitate Latin models. 
It is evident that the native synonyms mentioned above were not seen as adequate 
to render the meaning of Lat. lēgātus, i.e. a messanger or speaker employed for a 
certain important mission. Thus, a LF was created to render this new shade of 
meaning. See also ǣrendgewrit. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + spellboda, bodiend, foreboda, 
forebodere (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
mǣrsere (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
53. gescyldnys(se) ‘protection, safekeeping’ – Lat. dēfensiōnēm ‘protection’. 
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gescildnes, gescildnis, gescyldnes, scyldnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 30. 
Description: OE (ge)scyldnys derives from (ge)scyldan/scieldan ‘to protect, 
defend’ (the prefix must have been added in order to make the Old English word 
resemble perfectly the Latin model) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. dēfensio: dēfendere ‘to defend, protect’ (de-, a prefix, + 
fendere, a primitive verb used only when accompanied by affixes) + -tĭo, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
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Comments: Another possible model is Lat. prōtectio (from tegere ‘to cover, 
hide’). Gneuss (1955: 154) mentions gescyldnys as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on the model of Lat. prōtectio, dēfensio. This word is 
repeated later in this chapter with the same Latin equivalent and in chapter 5 
book 2 with the Latin equivalent tuitio ‘protection, conservation, defence’: tuēri 
‘to observe, defend, protect, take care’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(dēfensio, prōtectio, tuitio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
gebeorg, bewerung, friþu, scead, scield, wǣr), but gescyldnys was coined to 
imitate Latin models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + scilden (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), forescieldnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts, must be a 
LT on Lat. prōtectio) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
54. ceasterwar(an) ‘citizens, inhabitants of a town’ – Lat. cīvēs ‘citizen’.  
Classification: HLC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cæsterwar, ceastorwar, cesterwar. 
Corpus token frequency: 32. 
Description: OE ceasterwar derives from ceaster ‘town, city’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. castrum (Serjeantson 1935: 274), + war/waru/wear ‘dweller’ (from 
warian ‘to occupy, hold, live in’), and is created to render Lat. cīvis. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 92) as a Lehnschöpfung (LC). 
It is found also in chapter 16/22 book 3, chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 20/22 book 5 
with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(cīvēs, cīvitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also burhwarumen.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + burgwaru, burhwerod, 
ceasterlēod, ceatersǣtan, burglēod, burgsǣta (marked as found mostly 
in glossaries), burgsittend, burhmann, castelmann (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results.  
 
10/13 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 10, but corresponds to Latin chapter 13) 
55. forðgeong(e) ‘going forth, going out from; rectum; passage, drain privy; 
success, progress, advance (here)’ – Lat. prōcessū ‘going forth; progress, success’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forðgang, forþgang, forðgong. 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
Description: OE forðgeong is a deverbal noun built by means of subtraction 
from the verb forðgan(gan) ‘to proceed, go forward, forth, advance’: forð 
‘forwards, onwards, continually’ + gān ‘to go, proceed’. The verb forðgan(gan) 
is already a LT on the model of Lat. prōcēdere. The noun forðgeong, in its turn, 
is built on the model of Lat. prōcessus: prōcēdere ‘to proceed, advance, 
continue, pass’ (prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, also temporal 
priority, + cēdere ‘to arrive, pass, advance, cease’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action.   
Comments: The word is found in chapter 21/23 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. There seems to be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
forðgan(gan) and the noun forðgeong. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (meātus, sēcessus, lātrīna, prōcessus, prōgressus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fær, faru, gang, lād, wǣg, sīþ ‘going 
forth’; gelimp, sige ‘progress, success’), but forðgeong was coined to imitate Latin 
models. The striking polysemy of the word may be the result of the later SLs. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþscipe (marked as 
infrequent), forþstæpe (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), froþstæpping (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: - 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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11/14 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 11, but corresponds to Latin chapter 14) 
56. genihtsumnys ‘sufficiency, abundance, plenty’ – Lat. cōpiīs ‘abundance, 
richness, quantity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: (ge)nyhtsumnes, genihtsumnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 24. 
Description: OE (ge)nihtsumnys derives from (ge)nihtsum/nyhtsum ‘abundant, 
satisfied, contended’ (genyht ‘sufficiency, abundance, plenty’ + -sum, an adjectival 
suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. cōpia: 
cōpis ‘abundant’ (con-, a prefix denoting unity/union, relation, simultaneity, 
completion of action, + ops ‘resources, means, richness’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to 
form abstract nouns derived from adjectives.  
Comments: Other possible models of the word must be Lat. abundantia:  
abundans ‘abundant’, from abundāre ‘to abound, exceed’ (ab-, a prefix, + 
undāre ‘to abound, flood, inundate’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives and present participles of verbs; or adfluentia ‘affluence’:  
adfluens ‘affluent, abundant’, from adfluere ‘to flow; abound’ (ad-, a prefix, + 
fluere ‘to flow, go down, run, go’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
derived from adjectives. The word is also found in chapter 21/19 book 4, 
chapter 29/28 book 4 with the Latin equivalent cōpia. The Old English word 
genyht means ‘sufficiency, abundance, plenty’, and this may act as a proof of 
the fact that genihtsumnys is a LF while genyht is a native term. Gneuss (1955: 
154) gives it as a possible but not demonstrable LF on Lat. abundantia. Also 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (abundantia, ūbertās, 
cōpia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE genyht, 
fyllu, wela, spēd), but genihtsumnys was coined to imitate Latin models. See 
also oferflōwnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + oferflōwednes, genyhtsumung 
(both marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results.  
 
57. æfteryldo ‘old age, past time (here); later times, days to come’ – Lat. retrō 
aetās  ‘past time’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE æfteryldo derives from æfter ‘behind; after’ + yldo/ield(o) 
‘period, age, time, old age’, and is built on the model of the Latin syntagma 
retrō aetās.   
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. The meaning given in 
ThOE (‘days to come’) is morphosemantically logical, but it does not seem to 
match the Latin original in the Anglo-Saxon translation of Bede. Taking into 
consideration the fact that both OE æfter and Lat. retrō mean ‘behind’ and 
‘after’, the translator of Bede must have created æfteryldo on the basis of the 
common meaning ‘behind’ (and not ‘after’) characteristic of the Old English 
and of the Latin words. Of course, OE æfteryldo might have meant literally 
‘days after’ (days to come), as ThOE maintains, but it might have meant ‘days 
behind’ (i.e. past days) as well, as the analysis of the Latin original and its 
Anglo-Saxon translation of Bede suggests. B&T (s.v.) gives two Latin 
equivalents of the Old English word (aetās prōvectā, posterius aevum), which 
may testify to the fact that the word was really a LF. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: - (preposition + noun). 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
58. wællhrēownys(se) ‘ferocity, cruelty, severity’ – Lat. crūdēlitās ‘cruelty, inhumanity’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wælhrēawnys, wælhrēownys, 
wælhrēownes. 
Corpus token frequency: 26. 
Description: OE wællhrēownys derives from wællhrēow ‘fierce, cruel’ (wæl(l) 
‘slaughter, carnage; bodies of those who have fallen in battle’ + hrēow/hrēaw 
‘raw, not cooked’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. crūdēlitās: crūdēlis ‘cruel, inhuman’ (crūdus ‘raw, not cooked’, 
from cruor ‘blood’, + -ēlis, a suffix used to derive adjectives from adjectives) + 
-tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. The adjective 
wællhrēow ‘fierce, cruel’ may already be a LR on Lat. crūdēlis. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (crūdēlitās), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wrāþ, grimnes), but 
wællhrēownys was coined to imitate Latin models.   
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wælgrimnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
59. weoruldmen ‘worldly men, laymen’ – Lat. saeculārēs virī  
‘secular/worldly men’.  
Classification: LR (since the first part of the Old English compound is a noun 
and the first part of the Latin model is an adjective). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: worldman(n), worldmen(n), 
woroldman(n), woroldmen(n), woruldman(n), woruldmen(n), woruldmon(n). 
Corpus token frequency: 43. 
Description: OE weoruldmen derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world 
‘world; life, way of life’ + men ‘men’ (pl. of mann), and is built on the model of 
the Latin syntagma saeculārēs virī.  
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (saeculārēs 
virī, saeculārium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. The word seems to have also the meanings ‘human-being’ 
and ‘man of the world’ (ThOE, s.v.). So, the meaning ‘worldly man’ may be an 
analogical SL. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lǣwedmann (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG weralt-mann ‘a man’ (B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
60. wiþcoren(an) ‘evil, reprobate, damned, rejected (person)’ (a noun in the 
present context) – Lat. improbōs ‘bad, evil, dishonest’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LT, dynamic LR if the pattern is not mistaken, 
see Comments below).  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wiðcoren. 
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Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: The Old English noun wiþcoren, derived from the past participle 
of wiþcēosan ‘to reject’ (wiþ ‘against, opposite’ + cēosan ‘to choose, decide; 
accept’), is created on the model of Lat. improbus: im- (=in-, a prefix with 
negative/privative meaning) + probus ‘good, honest’. The verb wiþcēosan ‘to 
reject’ may already be a LT on Lat. improbāre. 
Comments: It seems that the translator considered the Latin adjective improbus 
as derived from the verb improbāre ‘to disapprove, reject, reprove’, which was 
in its turn analysed as derived from probāre ‘to prove, judge, evaluate, accept’ 
with the help of the negative prefix in-. But in fact the Latin verb improbāre is 
derived from the adjective improbus. So, if the translator mistook the 
derivational pattern, we deal with a pure LT. Otherwise, it is a dynamic LR. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (improbus, reprobōrum), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE forden, forloren), but 
wiþcoren was coined to imitate Latin models. There exists also the Old English 
word wiþercorennes (ThOE, s.v.) which may be another LT built on Lat. 
improbitās, and it may form a set of indirect borrowings together with the verb 
wiþcēosan and the adjective/noun wiþcoren.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + un(ge)coren, wiþercoren (corpus 
token frequency: 23), ungecost (marked as infrequent), (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG widar-kiusan (with the Latin equivalent 
reprobāre) (B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
Result: 7.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/15 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 15) 
61. eardungstōw(e) ‘dwelling place, abode, habitation’ – Lat. locūm manendī 
‘place of dwelling’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 51. 
Description: OE eardungstōw derives from eardung ‘dwelling’ (eardian ‘to 
dwell, settle, occupy’ + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns) + stōw 
‘place’, and is built on the model of Lat. locus manendī ‘place of dwelling’ (from 
manēre ‘to remain, dwell’).  
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Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent 
locus habitātiōnīs ‘place of living, habitat’ and in chapter 26 book 1 with the 
Latin equivalent mansio ‘dwelling, shelter’. It is also found in chapter 33 book 
1 with the Latin equivalent habitātio ‘place of living, dwelling’. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (habitāculum, habitātiōnīs locus, 
tabernāculum), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE eard, 
eardung, eardwīc, geard, hām, tūn, wīcstōw, sele, folcstede, hāmstede, hūs), but 
eardungstōw was coined to imitate Latin models. See also wunenes and 
eardunghūs. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wunungstōw, eardunghūs 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
62. wæstmbǣrnys(se) ‘fruitfulness, fertility’ – Lat. fertilitās ‘fertility, 
abundance, richness’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wæstmbeorennis, wæstmbǣrnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
Description: OE wæstmbǣrnys derives from wæstmbǣre ‘fertile, fruitful’ (from 
wæstm ‘growth, fertility; fruit, plant’ + beran ‘to bring, produce, bring forth’) + 
-nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. fertilitās: 
fertilis ‘fertile, productive, rich’ (from ferre ‘to bring, produce, generate’ + -ĭlis, 
a suffix used to form deverbal adjectives) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives. The adjective wæstmbǣre ‘fertile, fruitful’ may already 
be a LR on the model of Lat. fertilis. 
Comments: Another possible model for this word is Lat. fēcunditās: fēcundus 
‘fertile’ (from fētus ‘full, rich; fruit, creation, product’) + -tās, a suffix used to 
form abstract nouns from adjectives. A pure LT on the model of Lat. fertilitās 
must be OE berendnes (marked as infrequent in ThOE). The word 
wæstmbǣrnys is repeated in chapter 16/27 book 1 with the Latin equivalent 
fēcunditās ‘fertility, richness, abundance’ (in the meaning of ‘fertility of a 
woman’). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (fertilitās, 
habundantia, ūbertās, foecunditās), which may testify to the fact that the word 
is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English 
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(cf. ThOE wæstm, eorþwela), but wæstmbǣrnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wæstmberendnes, 
wæstmbǣro (both marked as infrequent), berendnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
63. landbīgenga(n) ‘native, original inhabitant of a place; farmer, cultivator’ – 
Lat. indigenīs ‘original inhabitant of a place’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: londbīgenga. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE landbīgenga derives from land/lond ‘land’ + beganga/bīgenga 
‘inhabitant’ (from begān ‘to cultivate, till; to occupy, possess’, see bīgenga), 
and is created to render Lat. indigena: indu- (=in-, a prefix with locative 
meaning) + -gena, (=-genus, a suffix derives from gignere ‘to generate, 
produce, create’). 
Comments: Gneuss (1955: 147) does not exclude Lehnschöpfung (LC) in this 
case, based on the model of Lat. incolātus. The word is repeated in chapter 12/16 
book 1 as bigenga with the same Latin equivalent indigena, in chapter 18/16 
book 4 as londbīgenga with the same Latin equivalent. The meaning ‘farmer, 
cultivator’ must be a later SL. A pure LT on the model of Lat. indigena must be 
OE inborena. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (incole, 
indigenīs, colōnus, agricolīs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
ingefolc, ingeþēod, ingemen, landfolc, landwaru, lēode, lēodweras, scīr, 
landesmann, landmann), but landbīgenga was coined to imitate Latin models. 
See also bīgenga. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + inborena (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), inbūend 
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(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), inbyrdling, 
inlenda (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
landbūend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG lant-pikengeo (with the Latin equivalents 
accola, indigena) (B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
64. wībed(um) ‘idol table (Sweet 1940, s.v.); altar (in a Christian Church)’ – 
Lat. altāriā ‘altars (also pagan)’/ āra ‘altar, monument’. 
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wēofod, wīgbed. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE wībed is ‘idol table, pagan 
altar’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. altārium, is ‘Christian altar’. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 85) as a borderline-case 
between Lehnbedeutung (SL) and Analogiesetzung. The word is also found in 
chapter 16/27 book 1 with the same Latin equivalent, in chapter 3 book 2, 
chapter 10/13 book 2 twice with the Latin equivalent āra, in chapter 12/15 
book 2 once with the Latin equivalents altar and ārula ‘small altar’. It is found 
in chapter 16/20 book 2, chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 14/19 book 3 twice, 
chapter 17/23 book 3, chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 11/10 book 5, chapter 
17/19 book 5, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the Latin equivalent altar. See also 
godgyld. In Old English there was also a direct borrowing from Lat. altar – OE 
alter/altare ‘altar’ (Serjeantson 1935: 286). Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (altar, āra, ārulās), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing altar 
(Serjeantson 1935: 286), wēofodsteall (marked as infrequent),  
wēohsteall, mæssesteall (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/16 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 16) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
Latin CHAPTERS 17-22 (no Old English translation) 
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13/23 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 13, but corresponds to Latin chapter 23) 
65. biscophād(e) ‘bishopric, episcopate, office of bishop’ – Lat. pontificātūm 
‘pontificate, papacy, popedom’.  
Classification: HLT on Lat. episcopātus (see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: biscephād, biscuphād, bisscephād, 
bisscophaad, bisscophād, bysceophād.  
Corpus token frequency: 85. 
Description: OE biscophād derives from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop 
‘bishop, high priest, chief priest’, a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus, + -hād 
‘state, rank, order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix 
(Kastovsky 1992: 386), and is built on the model of Lat. pontificātus: pontifex 
‘bishop, priest, pontifex’ (pons ‘bridge’ + -fex, a nominal suffix denoting agent) 
+ -ātus, a suffix used to form denominal nouns with the meaning of ‘position, 
office, job’. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. episcopātus. The word is 
described in Gneuss (1955: 83) as a hybride Lehnübersetzung (HLT) on the 
model of Lat. episcopātus. It is found also in chapter 4 book 2 and chapter 3/5 
book 3, chapter 5/7 book 3, chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 14/16 book 3, 
chapter 14/17 book 3 twice, chapter 14/20 book 3 three times, chapter 15/21 
book 3 twice, chapter 16/22 book 3, chapter 17/23 book 3, chapter 18/24 book 
3, chapter 21/29 book 3 twice, chapter 1 book 4 three times, chapter 2 book 4 
three times, chapter 3 book 4 twice, chapter 6/5 book 4, chapter 7/6 book 4 
twice, chapter 16/12 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 twice, chapter 29/28 book 4, 
chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 1 book 5, chapter 3 book 5, chapter 6 book 5 
three times, chapter 8 book 5 three times, chapter 12/11 book 5 twice, chapter 
16/18 book 5 twice, chapter 17/19 book 5 twice, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the 
Latin equivalent episcopātus. It is found in chapter 7 book 2, chapter 16/18 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent pontificātus. The word is found in chapter 
14/17 book 2, chapter 2 book 5, chapter 8 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 with 
the Latin equivalent praesulātus ‘presidency, episcopate’. It is found further in 
chapter 19/27 book 3 with the Latin equivalent sacerdōtiī gradus ‘priestly 
office, office/position of bishop’. It is found in chapter 29/28 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent episcopātus gradus ‘office/position of bishop’. It is also found 
in the variant biscopdōm (bysceopdōm) in chapter 1 book 4, chapter 3 book 4, 
chapter 16/18 book 5 with the Latin equivalent episcopātus. See also 
biscopþegnung, ærcebiscophād, biscopscīr and bisceopstōl. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalents (episcopātus, mūnus episcopāle, flāminium, episcopī 
prōvincia) for the Old English word, which may testify to the fact that it is an 
indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopdōm, 
bisceophādþegnung (marked as infrequent), bisceopscīr, 
bisceopþegnung, bisceoprīce, bisceopseld (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
66. hidercyme(s) ‘arrival; advent (of the Christ)’ – Lat. adventus ‘arrival’.   
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (in Bede; other 6 cases are SLs, see hidercyme). 
Description: The word is found in the syntagma Ongolcynnes hidercymes 
meaning ‘the arrival of Angles’, so in this case hidercyme is a LR (hider ‘hither, 
here’ + cyme, a deverbal noun from cuman/cyman ‘to come’), and is built on the 
model of Lat. adventus: advenīre ‘to arrive, come, reach’ (from ad-, a prefix used 
with deverbal derivatives with the meaning of ‘direction to, approaching, 
bringing near’, + venīre ‘to come, arrive’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action.   
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 21/23 book 5 with the same 
Latin equivalent. *Hidercuman/hidercyman does not seem to have existed as a 
verb in Old English, so we cannot derive hidercyme from this verb. See also 
menniscnys(se). Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cyme, 
sīþ, tōcyme), but hidercyme was coined to imitate Latin models. Nevertheless, 
the existence of tōcyme, þidercyme ‘arrival there’, hāmcyme ‘homecoming’ 
(ThOE, s.v.) casts a shadow on the legitimacy of indirect borrowing in this 
case, since these words show that the pattern is productive and hidercyme might 
have been created in Old English independently.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: +  ofercyme, hidertōcyme (both 
marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
67. wuldor ‘arrogance, vanity; glory, splendour, magnificence; praise, 
worship, honour; glory/majesty of heaven (here)’ – Lat. glōria ‘glory, honour, 
fame; vanity, vain glory; glory of heaven’.  
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Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wuldur, woldor, wuldr. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE wuldor is ‘splendour, magnificence’. 
A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. glōria, is ‘glory, majesty of heaven’. 
Comments: This word is described in Gneuss (1955: 65) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found also in chapter 6/8 book 3 twice, chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 
12/14 book 3, chapter 19/17 book 4, chapter 21/19 book 4, chapter 31/30 book 
4, chapter 7 book 5, chapter 11/10 book 5, chapter 15/14 book 5 with the same 
Latin equivalent. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + heofon, heofonwuldor, 
hīehþu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTER 24 (no Old English translation) 
 
14/25 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 25) 
68. oferfērnes ‘crossing possibility, ford, fordable place’ – Lat. locīs  
transmeābilībus ‘places where it is possible to cross’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE oferfērnes derives from oferfēran ‘to pass, traverse’ (from ofer 
‘over, above, across’ + fēran ‘to go, march, sail travel’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of the Latin syntagma locus transmeābilis.  
Comments: The Old English verb oferfēran may be a pure LT on the model of 
Lat. transmeāre ‘to pass, traverse, trespass’ (from trans-, a prefix meaning 
‘over, across, beyond’ + meāre ‘to pass, go’). In this case there would be a set 
of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb oferfēran and the noun oferfērnes. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE brycg, ford, wæþ), but 
oferfērnes was coined to imitate Latin models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
69. wealhstod(as) ‘interpreter (here); mediator’ – Lat. interpretēs ‘mediator, 
messenger; translator, interpreter’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: walhstod. 
Corpus token frequency: 10. 
Description: OE wealhstod, literally ‘the one who stands for a 
foreigner/represents a foreigner’, probably derives from wealh ‘foreigner, 
stranger’ + stod (?preterite of standan ‘to stand’), and is built on the model of 
Lat. interpres: inter ‘between’ + pretium ‘value, price, cost’.  
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 2/3 book 3 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (interpres, 
interpretum, mediātor), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. The meaning ‘mediator’ may be a later SL, but it may also 
be a basic LC on the model of Lat. interpres, while ‘translator, interpreter’ is a 
later SL.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + becweþere (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), wendere 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), þēodend, 
reccere, rihtraciend, traht(n)ere (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
70. Hǣlend(es) ‘Saviour’ – Lat. Salvātōrīs ‘Saviour’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hālend, hēlend. 
Corpus token frequency: approximately 2221. 
Description: OE hǣlend derives from hǣlen ‘to heal, cure; save’ + -end, the 
present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns, and is built on the model of Lat. salvātor: salvāre ‘to 
cure, heal; save, conserve’ + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 56) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). It is also found in chapter 17/33 book 1, chapter 5 book 4, chapter 19/17 
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book 4, chapter 9 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It 
is found in chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 1 book 5, chapter 22/24 book 5 with the 
Latin equivalent Iēsūs Christus. See also sceppend. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents (Iēsūs Christus, Salvātor) for the Old English word, which may 
testify to the fact that it is an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ālīesend, eftlīesend (marked 
as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
hālwenda, onlīesend (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), nergend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OS heliand, OHG heilant (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
71. wunenes(se) ‘dwelling-place, abode, habitation (here); continuance, 
perseverance’ – Lat. mansiōnēm ‘stay; habitation, shelter, dwelling’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wunes, wununes.  
Corpus token frequency: 9 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE wunenes derives from wunian ‘to dwell, remain, continue, 
inhabit’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
mansio: manēre ‘to remain, dwell, inhabit’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 27/26 book 4, chapter 29/28 book 4, 
chapter 12/11 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5 four times, chapter 22/24 book 5 with 
the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(locūm mansiōnīs, habitāculō, habitātiōnē, mansiōnēm), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE eard, eardung, eardwīc, geard, hām, tūn, wīcstōw, sele, 
folcstede, hāmstede, hūs), but wunenes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
meaning ‘continuance, perseverance’ must be a later SL. See also eardungstōw(e).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + wunung, wunungstōw, 
eardungstōw (the last two cases must be LTs on Lat. locūm 
mansiōnīs) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
72. ealdorburg ‘metropolis’ – Lat. mētropolis ‘mother city, capital’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: aldorburig, ealdorburh. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE ealdorburg derives from ealdor/aldor ‘chief, head, leader, ruler, 
parent, paterfamilias; ancestor’ + burg/byrig ‘fortified place, town, city’, and is 
created to render Lat. mētropolis.  
Comments: The word is found also later in this chapter and in chapter 2 book 2 
with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (rēgia arx, mētropolis), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. ThOE (s.v.) gives OE hēafod, hēafodburg, 
hēafodport (marked as infrequent) for ‘capital (city)’ which must be 
synonymous indirect borrowings on Lat. caput. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: -  
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
15/26 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 15, but corresponds to Latin chapter 26)   
73. fæsten(um) ‘fortress, fortification; fastening, lock; fast (here)’ – Lat. 
iēiūniīs ‘diet, fast; starvation, hunger’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: festen.  
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE fæsten is ‘fortification’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. iēiūnium, is ‘fast’. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 121) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found also in chapter 6/8 book 3, chapter 17/23 book 3 three times, 
chapter 26/25 book 4 three times, chapter 4 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5 twice, 
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chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalent for the word (jējūnium), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
74. wiðerwearda(n) ‘adverse; adversary, enemy (here); devil’ – Lat. adversā 
‘adverse; adversary’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wiþerweard. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE wiðerwearda is a deverbal noun derived from wiþerweardian 
‘to be opposed/adverse to’, mentioned in ThOE (s.v.) as encountered mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts: from wiþer ‘against, opposite’ + weardian ‘rule, 
govern, direct, defend’, or werian ‘to turn back, drive back’, described in 
Gneuss (1955: 152) as a Lehnübertragung (LR). OE wiðerwearda is built on 
the model of Lat. adversum, a deverbal noun derived from adversus, the perfect 
participle of advertere ‘to turn against/to’ (ad-, a prefix meaning ‘to; against’, + 
vertere ‘to turn, rotate; translate; change; transform oneself’).  
Comments: It is not clear whether the noun (or the adjective) is derived from 
the verb or the verb from the noun (or the adjective). In any case, we deal with 
a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns wiðerwearda, 
wiðerwordnes (see below) and the verb wiðerwerdian. There is a certain 
phonetic similarity of OE weardian and Lat. vertere, which may suggest the 
possibility of interference of folk-etymology, since the meanings of the two 
verbs do not really coincide. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (contrārius, adversārius, adversāriō, adversum, hostēs, rebellēs, 
obstinātus, prāvum, reprobī, perfidōrum, ereticīs), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE fēond, gram, hatiend, sceaþa, unwine), but 
wiðerwearda was coined to imitate Latin models. The meaning ‘devil’ must be 
a later SL. See also wiðerwordnesse below. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + wiþerling (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts); 
wiþersaca, wiþerwinna, wiþeriend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Goth. wiþra-wairþs, OS wiðar-ward, OHG widar-
wart (with the Latin equivalents contrārius, adversus, adversārius) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
75. mæssesong ‘mass’ – Lat. missās ‘mass’.  
Classification: HLR.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mæssesang. 
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE mæssesong derives from mæsse ‘mass’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. missa (Serjeantson 1935: 286), + sang/song ‘song, singing’, and is 
formed to render better Lat. missa.   
Comments: This case is a redundant formation (precision type): song seems to be 
added for precision, better explanation of the concept, for the purpose of making 
the word more transparent, more understandable. This word is repeated twice in 
chapter 16/27 book 1, chapter 23/22 book 4, chapter 13/12 book 5, chapter 20/22 
book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (missās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also onsymbelnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing mæsse 
(Serjeantson 1935: 286), mæssung, onsymbelnes (both marked as 
infrequent), sang, mæsseþēnung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
76. ætēownes(se) ‘appearance, manifestation, revelation’ – Lat. ostensiōnē 
‘exhibition, manifestation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ætēawnis, ætēwnes, atēownys, 
ætēowednys, ætȳwednes, ætȳwednys, ætȳwnys, ætȳwnes.  
Corpus token frequency: 15. 
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Description: OE ætēownes derives from ætēowan/ætīewan ‘to show, display, 
reveal’ (Hall 1916, s.v., suggests that æ- is a verbal prefix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. ostensio: ostendere ‘to present, 
show, expose’ (ob-, a prefix with the meaning of comparison or opposition, + 
tendere ‘to extend, offer, present’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 9/11 book 3 with the same Latin 
equivalent meaning ‘exhibition/manifestation of heavenly wonder’. It is found in 
chapter 9 book 5 without a Latin equivalent. Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalent for the word (revēlātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE sweotolung, ypping), but æteownes was coined to imitate Latin models. See 
also onwrigenis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ēawdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results 
 
77. ānnes(se) ‘oneness, unity, agreement (here); solitude’ – Lat. ūnitātī ‘unity; 
identity, similarity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ānnis, ānnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 74. 
Description: OE ānnes derives from ān ‘one’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, 
and is built on the model of Lat. ūnitās: ūnus ‘one, single; same’ + -tās, a suffix 
used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: This word is found in chapter 4 book 2, chapter 5 book 4 twice, 
chapter 19/17 book 4 twice, chapter 20/22 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. 
Also B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ūnitās, conventio, 
sōlitūdo), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. The meaning ‘solitude’ may be a SL or another LT on the model of 
Lat. sōlitūdo, while ‘agreement’ is definitely a later SL. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + ānmōdnes (must be a LT on 
Lat. ūnanimitās), ānfealdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results 
 
78. gehwyrfednes(se) ‘inclination, conversion (to Christianity)’ – Lat. 
conversiōnī ‘conversion; revolution, change, mutation’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gehwyrfnes, hwyrfnes, gehwyrfednys, 
gehwearfnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE (ge)hwyrfednes derives from gehwyrfed/gehwierfed ‘changed, 
transformed; converted’, the past participle of hwyrfen/hwierfan ‘to turn, 
change, transform, revolve, return; convert (to a religion)’ which may already 
be a SL, + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. 
conversio: convertere ‘to revolt, return, change, mutate, transform, translate’ 
(con-, a prefix denoting unity/union, relation, simultaneity, completion of 
action, + vertere ‘to turn, rotate; translate; change; transform oneself’) + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 5 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (conversio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. OE 
gehwyrfnes must be a pure LT on Lat. conversio.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gehwearfnes, (ge)cierrednes, 
(ge)cierring (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
79. efnceasterwaran ‘fellow-citizens’ – Lat. concīvēs ‘fellow-citizens’.  
Classification: HLT (dynamic and semantic), HLR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efenceasterwar. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE efnceasterwar derives from efen ‘even, unchanged, equal’ + 
ceasterwar ‘citizen’ (see ceasterwar, a HLC), and is built on the model of Lat. 
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concīvis: con-, a prefix meaning union, simultaneity, relation, completion of 
action, + cīvis ‘citizen’.  
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the noun 
ceasterwar and the noun efenceasterwar. Another lexeme already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE gefēra), but efnceaterwar was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also ceasterwar. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
80. hǣlo ‘health, healing, safety; salvation (here)’ – Lat. salūtīs ‘health, 
wellbeing; salvation’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hǣlu, hāelo. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hǣlo is ‘healing’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. salūs, is ‘salvation’. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 56) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). The word is found also in chapter 6 book 2, chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 
17/23 book 3, chapter 18/24 book 3, chapter 12/9 book 4, chapter 21/19 book 4, 
chapter 23/22 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 twice, chapter 26/25 book 4, 
chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 1 book 5 twice, chapter 9 book 5, chapter 13/12 
book 5, chapter 14/13 book 5 twice, chapter 15/14 book 5 three times and in 
many other chapters with the same Latin equivalent and with the meaning of 
‘salvation’. It is found in chapter 3 book 4 twice, chapter 13/10 book 4, chapter 
26/25 book 4 meaning ‘salvation (of soul)’ with the Latin equivalent sānitās 
‘good health, healing’. It is found in chapter 13/10 book 4 twice with the Latin 
equivalent sānātio ‘healing, recuperation’. It is also found in chapter 1 book 5 
with the Latin equivalent ēvāsio ‘rescue, escape, liberation’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + generednes (marked 
infrequent), generenes, ālīesendnes, ālīesnes, eftlīsing (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), hǣlnes, hālwendnes, 
lǣcedōm, onlīesnes, (ge)līesnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries 
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and glossed texts), līesing (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG heili (with the Latin equivalent salūs) (B&T, 
s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
16/27 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 27) 
81. mæsseprēost ‘mass-priest, high priest’ – Lat. presbyterūm ‘priest’.  
Classification: double HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 427. 
Description: OE mæsseprēost derives from mæsse ‘mass’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. missa (Serjeantson 1935: 286), + prēost ‘priest’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. presbyter, and is created to render Lat. presbyter. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 3 book 2 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is a redundant formation (precision type): mæsse seems to be 
added for precision, better explanation of the concept, for the purpose of 
making the word more transparent/understandable. This word is repeated in 
chapter 17/33 book 1, chapter 13/16 book 2, chapter 5/7 book 3, chapter 9/11 
book 3 three times, chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 13/15 
book 3 four times, chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 15/21 book 3 three times, 
chapter 16/22 book 3 twice, chapter 17/23 book 3 twice, chapter 19/27 book 3, 
chapter 20/28 book 3 three times, chapter 21/29 book 3, chapter 22/30 book 3, 
chapter 1 book 4, chapter 2 book 4, chapter 17/13 book 4, chapter 18/16 book 4 
twice, chapter 23/22 book 4 twice, chapter 28/27 book 4, 30/29 book 4, chapter 
33/32 book 4 twice, chapter 1 book 5, chapter 6 book 5 three times, chapter 10 
book 5, 11/10 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5, chapter 16/18 book 5, chapter 
17/19 book 5 twice, chapter 18/20 book 5, chapter 22/23 book 5, chapter 22/24 
book 5 and in many other chapters with the same Latin equivalent. It is found 
in chapter 26/25 book 4 three times, chapter 28/27 book 4, chapter 6 book 5, 
chapter 11/10 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin equivalent sacerdōs 
‘priest’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (presbiter, 
sacerdōs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing prēost, 
hīredprēost, mæssere, mæsseþegn (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Icel. messu-prestr (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
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• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
82. frigenes(sum) ‘question; inquiry, questioning, interrogation (here)’ – 
quaestiōnībus ‘question, problem; questioning, interrogation’. 
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: frygenis, frignes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE frigenes derives from (ge)frignan ‘to ask, question’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. quaestio: quaerere ‘to search, 
request, interrogate’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter once corresponding to the 
Latin verb quaerere and two times without a Latin equivalent. It is found in 
chapter 9/12 book 2 corresponding to the Latin verb interrogāre and in chapter 
13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent interrogātio. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE geǣsce, geāscung, fregen, frignung, sōcn), but 
frigenes was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + befrīnung (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
83. brōðorlīcnes ‘brotherliness, friendship, brotherly love; fraternity, 
brotherhood’ – Lat. frāternitās ‘fraternity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE brōðorlīcnes derives from brōðorlic ‘brotherly’ ((ge)brōðor 
‘brothers’ (pl.) + (ge)lic ‘similar, equal’, later a suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. frāternitās: frāternus ‘brotherly’ 
(frāter ‘brother’ + -nus, a suffix used to form deverbal and denominal adjectives) 
+ -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: This word is repeated many times later in this chapter with the same 
Latin equivalent. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
brōþorscipe, brōþorsibb), but brōðorlīcnes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + brōþorscipe, brōþorrǣden 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
84. unālȳfednes(sum) ‘unlawfulness, licentiousness, profligacy’ – Lat. 
inlicitīs ‘something unlawful’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE unālȳfednes derives from unālȳfed ‘not allowed, unlawful’ 
(un-, a negative prefix, + ālȳfed/ālīefed ‘lawful, allowable’, from ālīefan/līefan 
‘to allow’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
inlicitus: in-, a negative/privative prefix, + licitus ‘legitimate, lawful’, the 
perfect participle of licēri ‘to make an offer, evaluate’. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. illecebra. The word is found 
also in chapter 26/25 book 4, chapter 6 book 5, in its variant unālēfednes with 
the meaning ‘licence’ (about bodily pleasures), and in chapter 15/14 book 5 
with the Latin equivalent illecebra ‘attraction, incitement’: illicere ‘to attract, 
invite’ (in-, a prefix with the meaning of  intensification, + lacere ‘to attract’) + 
-bra (= -bula, a nominal suffix denoting instruments). B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word ((corporālī) inlecebre, (carnīs) inlecebrīs), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. It is 
clear that the meaning is that of the carnal profligacy seen as unlawful by the 
Christian Church.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eargnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
eargscipe, forþorlǣtenes (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
85. mildheortnes(se) ‘mercy, pity’ – Lat. misericordia ‘mercy, compassion, pity’.  
Classification: LT (static and dynamic), LR (semantic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mildheortnis, mildheortnys, mildhertnes, 
myldheortnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 335. 
Description: OE mildheortnes derives from mildheort ‘gentle, merciful’ (mild 
‘gentle, mild, kind’ + heort ‘heart’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. misericordia: misericors ‘merciful, pitiful’ (miser 
‘poor, unhappy; suffering, mad of love’ + cor(d) ‘heart’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to 
form abstract deadjectival nouns. The adjective mildheort ‘gentle, merciful’ is 
already a LT. 
Comments: The word is classified as a semantic LR, since the meanings of OE 
mild and Lat. miser do not exactly coincide. The word is mentioned in Gneuss 
(1955: 67) as a Lehnübersetzung (LT). There must be a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the adjective mildheort and the noun mildheortnes. 
The word is found in chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 3 book 4 twice, chapter 
11/9 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. It is also found in chapter 11/13 
book 3, chapter 14/17 book 3 with the Latin equivalent clēmentia ‘clemency, 
mercy, goodness’: clēmens ‘meek, moderate, calm, good’ + -ĭa, a nominal 
suffix. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (misericordia, 
clēmentia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ār, liss, līþ, 
milts), but mildheortnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also miltsung.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + earmheortnes (a pure LT on 
Lat. misericordia) (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
86. ætēacnes(se) ‘increase’ – Lat. augmentō ‘increase’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: toecnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE ætēacnes derives from ætēacan/ætīecan/ætēcan ‘to add to, 
increase’ (æt, a preposition of time, place, motion, specification, instrument ‘at, 
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to’, + ēacian/ēacan/ēcan/īecan ‘to increase, enlarge, add’) +  -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. augmentum: augēre ‘to grow, 
make grow, increase, amplify, strengthen’ + -mentum, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting product/result of an action. The verb 
ætēacan/ætīecan/ætēcan ‘to add to, increase’ may already be a LR. 
Comments: This word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. It is described in 
Gneuss (number 192) as a Lehnübertragung (LR). The word is found also in 
chapter 16/22 book 3, in the variant tōēcnes, with the same Latin equivalent. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ēacnung, wæstm, 
onwæstm, weaxung, sprytting, ēaca), but æteacnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also weaxnis.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ætēaca (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), tōēcnes, tōætȳcnes, 
tōgeīhtnes (all marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
87. cnēoris(se) ‘generation, family, race, tribe” – Lat. generātiōnēm 
‘generation; reproduction’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cnēorys, cnēores, cnēres. 
Corpus token frequency: 53. 
Description: OE cnēoris derives from cnēo(w) ‘generation, degree of descent’ + 
ris(se), probably, a noun derived from the verb rīsan/arīsan ‘to rise, stand up, 
get up; originate’. It is built on the model of Lat. generātio: generāre ‘to 
generate, produce, derive, descend, create’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. 
Comments: This word is also found earlier in this chapter translating a verbal 
phrase with the same meaning and later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is also found in chapter 1 book 3 with the Latin equivalent genus 
‘family, origin, descendance’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (generātio, posteritās, gens, tribus, familia), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE cynn, folc, hūsscipe, mǣgþ, gecynd, mennisc), but 
cnēoris was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gecnēorednes, cnēorisn 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
88. godwrecnis ‘impiety, wickedness, sinfulness’ – Lat. grave facinus  ‘grave 
fact, serious crime, misdeed’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE godwrecnis derives from godwrec/godwræc ‘impious; wicked’ 
(god ‘heathen god; God’ + wrec/wræc ‘exile, misery, punishment’, from 
wrecan ‘to drive, push, expel, punish’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and 
is built to render the Latin syntagma grave facinus. The adjective 
godwrec/godwræc ‘impious; wicked’ may already be a LC. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. impietās. There may be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the adjective godwrec and the noun godwrecnes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bismernes, godscyld, 
unmiltsung (marked as infrequent, must be a LT or a LR on the model 
of Lat. impietās) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
89. geþēodnes(se) ‘juncture, conjuncture, joining, joint; conjugation, 
translation; union, relationship (here)’ – Lat. coniunctiōnēm ‘union, 
conjugation, relationship’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: geðēodnes, geðēodnys, þēodnys, þēodnis, 
geðīodnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 10. 
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Description: OE (ge)þēodnes derives from (ge)þēodan/(ge)þīedan ‘to join, 
associate’ (ge-, a prefix, + þēodan/þīedan ‘to join, associate’) + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. coniunctio: coniungere 
‘to unite, connect, link, join’ (con-, a prefix denoting unity/union, relation, + 
iungere ‘to link, unite, marry’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action.  
Comments: The word is mentioned in Kastovsky (1992: 325) as a LT. The 
meaning ‘union, relationship’ may be a SL based on a previous LT. The word 
is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 with the Latin equivalent appetītus ‘desire, 
inclination’: appetere ‘to go towards, try to reach, grip, desire, get near’ (ad-, a 
prefix, + petere ‘to direct oneself to, go to, attack, assail’) + -tŭs, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. It is found in chapter 31/30 book 4 
with the Latin equivalents artus ‘juncture, joint (in this context)’ and compāgēs 
‘cohesion, construction, juncture, joint, union’: compingere ‘to put together, 
unite, construct’ (con-, a prefix, + pangere ‘to fix, plant, stabilise’) + -ēs, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns. It is found in chapter 6 book 5 twice with 
the Latin equivalent iunctūra ‘union, juncture (in this context, joint), 
connection, link’: iungere ‘to link, unite, marry’ + -ūra, a suffix used to form 
deverbal abstract noun. The word is found again in chapter 20/22 book 5 twice 
with the Latin equivalent societās ‘unity (in this context), society, union, 
alliance’ (of the church, ecclesiastical unity, unity of all churches regarding the 
question of the Easter, in this context): socius ‘united, associated, common’ + 
-tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. This case  must be a 
SL. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (conjunctio, cōpulām, 
junctio, junctūre, conjugātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE gefēre, gefērscipe, gemāna, gesīþ, gesīþscipe), but geþēodnes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. The striking polysemy of the word must be the 
result of numerous SLs.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + geþēodrǣden, samwrǣdnes 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.)  
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
90. ungelēafsumnes(se) ‘paganism, false religion’ – Lat. infidēlitātē 
‘infidelity, lack of faith’.  
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Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE ungelēafsumnes derives from ungelēafsum ‘infidel, 
unbelieving’: un-, a negative prefix, + gelēafsum ‘credible, faithful’ (gelēaf 
‘belief, faith’ + -sum, an adjectival suffix), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix.  
It is built on the model of Lat. infidēlitās, from infidēlis: in-, a negative prefix, + 
fidēlis ‘credent, faithful, believing’ (fidēs ‘faith, trust, belief’ + -ēlis, a suffix 
forming deadjectival and denominal adjectives), + -tās, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns from adjectives. The adjectives ungelēafsum ‘infidel, 
unbelieving’ is described by Gneuss (1955: 100) as a SL.  
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the 
adjective/noun ungelēafsum and the noun ungelēafsumnes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hǣþennes, īdelnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
91. gemǣnsumnis(se) ‘participation; fellowship, union; communion, Eucharist 
(here)’ – Lat. commūniōnē ‘commonness, participation; communion’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static) (a static and dynamic LR if the 
derivational pattern is not considered mistaken, see Description below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gemǣnsumnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6 (all in Bede). 
Description: Since the adjective (ge)mǣnsum does not seem to have existed in 
Old English, OE (ge)mǣnsumnis must have been derived from (ge)mǣnsumian 
‘to participate in, live with, partake of (Eucharist), communicate’, from 
(ge)mǣne ‘common; fellowship, intercourse’, or a SL, + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. commūnio: commūnis ‘common, 
public; community’ (con-, a prefix denoting unity/union, related to cum ‘with’, 
+ mūnus ‘office, duty, work, service’) + -ĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns. Also the verb (ge)mǣnsumian ‘to partake of (Eucharist)’ must be a LT 
or a SL. 
Comments: The meaning ‘communion, Eucharist’ may be a later analogical SL 
on the basis of a previous LT, or all the other meanings may be SLs on a 
previous LT. There may have been a misunderstanding of the Latin derivational 
pattern by the translator who might have derived the Latin noun commūnio 
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from the verb commūnīre ‘to strengthen, fortify, defend; *participate” (con-, a 
prefix denoting unity/union, relation, simultaneity, completion of action, + 
mūnīre ‘to construct, fortify, protect’) + -ĭo, suffix used to form deverbal nouns. 
Then the word is a dynamic LT. There may be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the verb gemǣnsumian and the noun gemǣnsumnes. This word is 
repeated many times later in this chapter and in chapter 24/23 book 4 with the 
same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(commūnio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE dǣl, 
gemāna, geþēod, gehlytto), but gemǣnsumnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also dǣlneomend(e) and hūsl.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dǣlnimendnes, dǣlnumelnes, 
dǣlnumennes (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
mǣnsung; hūsel, godes līchama, (ge)mǣnsumung, gemāna, mæsselāc 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
92. unwīsnes(se) ‘ignorance (here); wickedness’ – Lat. ignōrantiām 
‘ignorance, absence of knowledge’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the suffix -ans in the Latin model is taken 
into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE unwīsnes derives from unwīse ‘foolish, stupid; ignorant’ (un-, a 
negative prefix, + wīs ‘wise, sensible, learned’, from witan ‘to know, understand, 
be aware of’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
ignōrantia: ignōrans ‘ignorant’, the present participle of ignōrāre ‘not know’ (in-, 
a negative/privative prefix, + noscere ‘to know, learn, observe, conceive’), + -ĭa, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives and present participles of verbs. 
Comments: Gneuss (1955: 155) mentiones unwīsdōm as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on insipientia, so unwīsnes may be a LF. Kastovsky (1992: 
316) gives the Old English LR unondcūðignes with the same Latin equivalent. 
The meaning ‘wickedness’ must be a later SL. This word is repeated later in this 
chapter, in chapter 11/9 book 4, chapter 30/29 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ignōrantia, 
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malitiae), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE uncȳþþu, 
ungewiss), but unwīsnes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + unwīsdōm, unandcȳþignes 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), unfrōdnes 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
93. monþwǣrnes(se) ‘gentleness, courtesy, gentleness, meekness’ – Lat. 
mansuētūdinēm ‘gentleness, goodness, meekness’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: manðwǣrnes, manðwǣrnys, 
manþwǣrnys, manþwǣrnes, mannðwǣrnes, monþwǣrnys, monðwǣrnes, 
monnðwǣrnes, monnþwǣrnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 30. 
Description: OE monþwǣrnes derives from monþwǣre/man(n)þwǣre ‘gentle, 
kind’ (mon/man(n) ‘man’ + þwǣre ‘united, harmonious, peaceful, pleasing, 
gentle, obedient’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. mansuētūdo: mansuēs ‘obedient, meek, domesticated’ (manus ‘hand’ + 
suescere ‘to get accustomed, be used to’) + -tūdo, a suffix used to form abstract 
deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 154) as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on Lat. mansuētūdo. There may be a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the adjective monþwǣre, which may be a 
phonologically-triggered LC created by means of folk-etymology on the model 
of Lat. mansuēs, and the noun monþwǣrnes. The word is found also in chapter 
2/3 book 3, chapter 19/27 book 3 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (mansuētūdo), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
94. feornis ‘distance’ – Lat. longinquitās ‘length, farness, distance’.   
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: færnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE feornis derives from feor/fierr/fyr(r)/fir(r) ‘far, distant, remote’ 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
longinquitas: longinquus ‘long, extensive, far’ + -tās, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fyrlen, fyrlu), but feornes was coined to 
imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungehendnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
95. ondweardnes(se) ‘presence (here); present times; action, operation’ – Lat. 
praesentia ‘presence; present times’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: andweardnes, andweardnys, 
andwerdnys, anweardnys, anweardnes, anwerdnys, ondweardnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 86. 
Description: OE ondweardnes derives from ondweard/andweard/anweard/onweard 
‘present’ (on(d)-/an(d)-, a prefix, + weardian ‘to watch over, guard, keep, 
possess’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
praesentia: praesens ‘present, in person’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives and present participles of verbs. 
Comments: The meaning ‘present times’ may be a later analogical SL. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (præsentia, præsens tempus, 
præsens), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
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borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ætwist, 
nēawest, midwist), but ondweardnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
word is found also in chapter 8/9 book 2, chapter 26/25 book 4, chapter 29/28 
book 4 twice with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 14/18 book 
3 and chapter 29/28 book 4 with the Latin equivalent praesens ‘present’. It is 
also found in chapter 22 /23 with the Latin equivalent impraesentiārum ‘in 
present’.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
96. hālgung(e) ‘consecration, blessing’ – Lat. ordinātiōnē ‘nomination, 
ordination, consecration’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gehālgung. 
Corpus token frequency: 31. 
Description: OE hālgung derives from hālgian ‘to make holy, sanctify’, which 
is already a SL (see Gneuss 1955: 58), + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns, and is built on the model of Lat. ordinātio: ordināre ‘to nominate, 
establish, order, consecrate’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 84) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT), but with a different Latin equivalent (sanctificātio). There is a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb hālgian and the noun hālgung. This 
word is repeated later in this chapter, in chapter 15/18 book 2, chapter 20/28 
book 3 twice with the same Latin equivalent. The word is found also in chapter 
5 book 4, chapter 29/28 book 4 with the Latin equivalent consecrātio 
‘consecration’. The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent dēdicātio ‘dedicatio, consecration (in this context), inauguration’: 
dēdicāre ‘dedicate, consecrate’ (de-, a prefix, + dicāre ‘to indicate, dedicate’) + 
-tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (encenia, sanctificātio, ordinātio, consecrātio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See 
also hādung.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hādung, bletsung, segnung, 
ealhālgung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG heilagunga (with the Latin equivalent 
sanctificātio) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 7.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
97. aldorlicnes(se) ‘authority (here); knowledge, wisdom’ – Lat. auctōritātēm 
‘authority, importance, prestige’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: aldorlicnis, ealdorlicnys, ealdorlicnes, 
ealldorlicnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 26. 
Description: OE aldorlicnes derives from aldorlic/ealdorlic ‘princely, chief, 
magnificent’: aldor/ealdor ‘chief, prince, head of a family, ancestor’ (from eald 
‘old’) + -(ge)lic ‘similar, equal’, later a suffix, + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. auctōritās: auctor ‘founder, creator, author; 
master, model’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: This word is repeated many times later in this chapter, in chapter 4 
book 2, chapter 7 book 2, chapter 6/8 book 3, chapter 14/17 book 3 twice, 
chapter 16/22 book 3 twice, chapter 19/27 book 3, chapter 20/18 book 4, 
chapter 28/27 book 4 twice, chapter 10 book 5, chapter 19/21 book 5 twice with 
the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(auctōritās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE dōm, 
folgoþ, miht, onsting, rīce, scīr, þrymm), but aldorlicnes was coined to imitate 
Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ealdordōm, ealdordōmlicnes, 
ealdorscipe (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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98. foregeng(ena) ‘one who goes ahead, forerunner, predecessor, ancestor 
(here); lord, master; servant, attendant’ – Lat. praedēcessōrūm ‘predecessor’.  
Classification: LR.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forgenga. 
Corpus token frequency: 24. 
Description: Since there exists the Old English verb foregān/foregangan ‘to 
precede’, which may be already a LT on Lat. praecēdere (see below), we must 
assume that the noun foregenga is derived from this verb. Foregenga seems to 
have been derived from foregeng, the preterite of foregān ‘to go’: fore- ‘for, before, 
above’, later a prefix, + gān ‘to go’. The word is built on the model of Lat. 
praedēcessor: prae- ‘before, in front of’, as a prefix it denotes precedence in time 
and space, + dēcessor ‘predecessor’, from dēcēdere ‘to go away, retire, leave’ (de-, 
a prefix with the meanings of privation, movement, intensification, + cēdere ‘to go 
away, retire, leave’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
foregān and the noun foregenga. The word is found also in chapter 7 book 2, 
chapter 31/30 book 4, chapter 8 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is 
found in chapter 4/6 book 3 with the Latin equivalent praecessor, which must 
be a variant of praedēcessor, and in chapter 7/9 book 3 with the Latin 
equivalent praedēcessor, in chapter 14/18 book 3, chapter 3 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent prodēcessor (=praedēcessor). It is also found also in chapter 
12/14 book 3 with the Latin equivalent antecessor ‘predecessor’: antecēdere ‘to 
precede, surpass’ (ante-, a prefix, + cēdere ‘to go away, retire, leave’) + -tŏr, a 
suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (prædēcessor, prodromus), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. See also forðgeong. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + foregengel (marked as infrequent), 
forerynel, forestæppend, foreiernere, foreiernend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + D. voor-ganger, G. vor-gänger (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
99. mǣgð(e) ‘race, tribe; nation, people; province (here)’ – Lat. prōvinciām 
‘province, conquered country, government’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mǣgþ, mǣgt, mēgþ, mēgð.  
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE mǣgð is ‘nation, people’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. prōvincia, is ‘province’. 
Comments: The word is repeated later in chapter 5 book 2, in chapter 8/9 book 
2 three times, in chapter 9/12 book 2, chapter 11/14 book 2 three times, chapter 
12/15 book 2 three times, chapter 13/16 book 2, chapter 16/20 book 2 three 
times, in chapter 1 book 3 twice and in many following chapters with the same 
Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(prōvincia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mearc, mearcland (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
100. þēodscip(es) ‘connection, association, junction; instruction; a collection of 
regulations; discipline (here)’ – Lat. disciplīna ‘discipline, instruction, education’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: þēodscyp, ðēodscip, ðēodscyp, ðiodscip. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE þēodscip is ‘connection’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. disciplīna, is ‘discipline’. 
Comments: There is another semantic loan: þēodscip is repeated later in the 
same chapter (OE aldan þēodscipe – Lat. testāmentō veterī ‘Old Testament’ 
and OE nēowan þēodscipe – Lat. testāmentō novō ‘New Testament’) with the 
Latin equivalent testāmentum ‘testament’ (from testāri ‘to attest, declare, prove, 
attest’ + -mentum, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting product/result 
of an action). Thus, the new meanings ‘testament; pact, alliance’ are other SLs. 
The word is found also in chapter 2/3 book 3, chapter 3/5 book 3, chapter 14/19 
book 3 twice, chapter 16/22 book 3, chapter 17/23 book 3, chapter 1 book 4 
twice, chapter 2 book 4 twice, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 7/6 book 4, chapter 
11/9 book 4, chapter 13/10 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 twice, chapter 25/24 
book 4, chapter 28/27 book 4, chapter 8 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 twice, 
chapter 22/24 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent disciplīna and with the 
same meaning ‘discipline, education’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (disciplīna), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also geþēodnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: +/- lārēowdōm, ontimbernes 
(with the meaning ‘instruction’, but the meaning ‘discipline, control’ 
is absent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
101. sceppend(es) ‘creator’ – Lat. Creātōrīs ‘creator, founder’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sceapend, sceoppend, scieppend, 
scypend, scyppend. 
Corpus token frequency: approximately 296. 
Description: OE sceppend derives from scieppan ‘to create, shape, form’ + -end, 
the present participle inflection that developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns, and is built on the model of Lat. creātor: creāre ‘to 
create, produce, cause’ + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 57) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). The word is found also in chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 11/9 book 4, 
chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4 twice, chapter 28/27 book 4, chapter 
13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent conditor ‘creator, founder, author’: 
condere ‘to found, establish, compose’ (con-, a prefix, + dare ‘to give’) + -tŏr, a 
suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent 
for the word (Creātor), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also Hǣlend. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + frumsceppend (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ordfruma, wyrcend, 
settend, metend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
102. onhyrenes(se) ‘imitation’ – Lat. imitātiōnī ‘imitation, copying’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: onhyrenis. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE onhyrenes derives from onhyrian ‘to imitate’ (on(d)-/an(d)-, a 
prefix, + hyrian ‘to imitate’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
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the model of Lat. imitātio: imitāri ‘to imitate, reproduce, simulate’ + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 5 book 4 and in chapter 29/28 
book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent 
for the word (imitātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
efenlǣcung, līcettung), but onhyrenes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + onhyring, hyring (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results.  
 
103. gerȳne ‘mystery, mysterious saying; obscure/esoteric subject; sacrament 
(here)’ – Lat. sacrāmentā ‘sacrament, mystery (ecclesiastical)’.  
Classification: analogical SL on Lat. mystērium. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gerīn. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)rȳne is ‘mystery’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. sacrāmentum or mystērium, is ‘sacrament’. 
Comments: This word is repeated several times later in this chapter with the 
same Latin equivalent and eleven times with the Latin equivalent mystērium 
‘mystery, secret, religious mysterious ritual’, always in the religious meaning, 
only once in the meaning of the mystery of birth. The word is found in chapter 
8/9 book 2 three times, in chapter 12/15 book 2 four times, in chapter 1 book 3, 
chapter 2/3 book 3 twice, chapter 3/5 book 3, chapter 5/7 book 3, chapter 15/21 
book 3, chapter 17/23 book 3, chapter 22/30 book 3, chapter 18/16 book 4, 
chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 28/27 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
sacrāmentum and in chapter 9/12 book 2 with the Latin equivalent mistērium. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (mystērium, sacrāmentum), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hāligdōm (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG ki-runi (with the Latin equivalents mystērium, 
sacrāmentum) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
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Result: 5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
104. gegadrung(e) ‘a whole formed by joining; coming together, conflux, 
assembly, union; heap, mass accumulation; bond, tie, fastening; copulation 
(here)’ – Lat. cōpulātiōnē ‘conjunction, connection; copulation’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gegaderung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)gadrung is ‘a whole formed 
by joining’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. cōpulātio, is ‘copulation’. 
Comments: The meaning of ‘copulation’ is not found in ThOE. This word is 
repeated later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent cōpula ‘link, 
connection’, also here with the meaning of sexual intercourse (OE gegadrung 
līchoman – Lat. carnīs cōpulām). It is found in chapter 8/9 book 2 with the 
Latin equivalent cōpula carnālis ‘carnal connection/union’. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalents for the word (congregātio, cōpula (carnīs)), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hǣmed, hǣmedþing, hrepung, 
gemāna, gemang, wīfcȳþþu, wīflāc, wīfgemāna, wīfung), but gegædrung 
acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin models. See also gerestscipe 
and gemængnis(se). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + līchmanlice geþēodnes, 
gemæcnes (marked as infrequent), gemeng(ed)nes, beddgemāna 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
105. mōnaðāðl(e) ‘menses, menstruation’ – Lat. menstruā ‘menses, menstruation’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 5 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE mōnaðāðl derives from mōnað ‘month’ + āðl/ādl ‘disease, 
sickness’ is built on the model of Lat. menstruum ‘menstruation’. 
Comments: This word is repeated many times later in this chapter with the 
same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the Old 
English word mōnaþblōd (menstruum) and gives also OHG manod-bloti with 
the same Latin equivalent, which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE gecynd), but mōnaþādl was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
blōdryne. 
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mōnaþblōd (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), mōnaþgecynd, blōdryne 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
106. undēaðlicnes(se) ‘immortality’ – Lat. inmortālitātēm ‘immortality, eternity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: undēaðlicnys, undēadlicnes, 
undēadlicnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 20. 
Description: OE undēaðlicnes derives from undēaðlic/undēadlic ‘immortal’: un-, 
a negative prefix, + dēaðlic/dēadlic ‘mortal, subject to death, deadly’ (from dēað 
‘death’ + -(ge)lic ‘similar, equal’, later a suffix), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. immortālitās, from immortālis ‘immortal, 
eternal’: in-, a negative/privative prefix, + mortālis ‘mortal’ (mors ‘death’ + -ālis, a 
suffix used to form denominal adjectives), + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives. The adjective undēaðlic/undēadlic ‘immortal’ may already 
be a LT on Lat. immortālis. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the 
adjective undēaðlic and the noun undēaðlicnes. This word is repeated later in 
this chapter and in chapter 15/21 book 3 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (immortālitātē), which may testify 
to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ālīf, līf, ēce līf), but undēaðlicnes was coined 
to imitate Latin models. See also dēaðlicnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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107. fremsumnes(se) ‘benefit, profit, advantage; kindness (here)’ – Lat. 
benignitātē ‘benignity, kindness, beneficence, generosity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 10. 
Description: OE fremsumnes derives from fremsum ‘beneficial; kind’ (fremu 
‘benefit, advantage, gain’ + -sum, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. benignitās: benignus ‘benign, 
loving, pleasing; beneficial, generous’ (bene ‘good’ + gignere ‘to generate, create, 
produce’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. The 
adjective fremsum ‘beneficial; kind’ may already be a SL or LR on Lat. benignus. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 154) as a possible but not 
demonstrable LF on benignitās. There may be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the adjective fremsum and the noun fremsumnes. Probably, the 
meaning ‘kindness’ is a later SL based on a previous LT built on the model of 
Lat. benificium. In fact, the word is found also in chapter 9/12 book 2 twice, in 
chapter 10/13 book 2, chapter 17/13 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4, chapter 10 
book 5 with the Latin equivalents beneficium ‘benefit’, from beneficus: bene 
+ -ficus (from facere ‘to do’), + -ĭum, a nominal suffix. This Latin word may be 
the true model of the Old English noun. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (benignitās, benificium), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. There is OE fremu which means ‘benefit, 
advantage’, and this demonstrates that fremsumnes is an indirect borrowing. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fremung, hȳþþo, notu, 
rǣd, þearf), but fremsumnes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþdǣd (marked as infrequent), 
hȳþegung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), gehȳþelicnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), ongehȳþnes (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
108. forðlǣdnis(se) ‘bringing forth (of young), production’ – Lat. prōlātiōnē 
‘emission, extension, prolongation, amplification’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE forðlǣdnis derives from forþlǣdan ‘to bring forth’ (forþ- ‘forwards, 
onwards, further’ + lǣdan ‘to lead, carry, bring, place, put’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. prōlātio: prōferre ‘to bring forth, 
put forward, produce, generate’ (prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, 
also temporal priority, + ferre ‘to bring; say, proclaim, tell, present, propose; 
produce, generate’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
The verb forþlǣdan ‘to bring forth’ may already be a LT on Lat. prōferre. The 
same may be valid for the Old English verb forðberan with the same meaning. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. There may be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb forðlǣdan and the noun forðlǣdnis. 
It seems that there was an interference of folk-etymology in this case (cf. OE 
forðlǣdnis and Lat. prōlātio). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (prōlātio, prōductio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE fōstor), but forðlǣdnes was coined to imitate Latin models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lǣdnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
109. geofu ‘gift; clemency; forgiveness, remission; sacrifice; grace (here)’ – 
Lat. grātia ‘favour; gratitude; grace’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: geafu, gefu, giefu, gifu, gyfu. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE geofu is ‘gift’. A new meaning, 
borrowed from Lat. grātia, is ‘grace’. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 65) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found also in many chapters in books 2 and 3, in chapter 13/10 book 
4 twice, chapter 17/13 book 4 twice, chapter 18/16 book 4, chapter 19/17 book 
4, chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4 four times, chapter 29/28 book 4 
three times, chapter 30/29 book 4 twice, chapter 31/30 book 4, chapter 32/31 
book 4, chapter 33/32 book 4, chapter 10 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5, chapter 
20/22 book 5 twice with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
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equivalents for the word (dōnus, mūnus, beneficium, virtūs, facultās, grātia), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ār, gāstgifu (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), godes 
ēst, godes giefu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
110. gerestscipe ‘sexual intercourse’ – Lat. concubitūm ‘place where to lie 
down (bed); copulation, coitus’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)restscipe derives from (ge)rest ‘rest, resting place, bed’, or 
restan ‘to rest’ + -scipe ‘position, state, status, rank’, later a nominal suffix, and 
is built on the model of Lat. concubitus: concumbere ‘to lie down with 
somebody’ (con-, a prefix meaning union, simultaneity, relation, completion of 
action, + cubāre ‘to lie, lie in bed, rest, have amorous relationships with 
somebody’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: This word is marked as rare in ThOE. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (quiēs, ōtium, concubitus), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE hǣmed, hǣmedþing, hrepung, gemāna, gemang, 
wīfcȳþþu, wīflāc, wīfgemāna, wīfung), but gerestscipe was coined to imitate 
Latin models. See also gegadrung(e) and gemængnis(se).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + līchmanlice geþēodnes, 
gemæcnes (marked as infrequent), gemeng(ed)nes, beddgemāna 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.), gegadrung (Bede) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 388) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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111. unforhæf(e)dnis(se) ‘unchastity, incontinence’ – Lat. incontinentiae 
‘incontinence, incapacity to control one’s impulses’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: unforhæfdnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE unforhæf(e)dnis derives from unforhæfed (un-, a negative prefix, 
+ forhæfed ‘continent’, the past participle of forhabban ‘to stop; to be silent about; 
retain; to keep back, restrain, refrain/abstain from’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. The verb forhabban ‘to retain; to keep back, restrain, refrain/abstain from’ 
(for-, a prefix, + habban ‘to have, own, possess’) may already be a SL or LT. 
Unforhæf(e)dnis is built on the model of Lat. incontinentia, from incontinens 
‘incontinent’: in-, a negative/privative prefix, + continens ‘continent, moderate’, 
from continēre ‘to break, stop; to contain, suppress, restrain’ (con-, a prefix, + 
tenēre ‘to keep, possess, occupy’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from 
adjectives and present participles of verbs.  
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
forhabban, the adjective unforhæfed and the noun unforhæfednes. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (incontinentiae), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also forhæfdnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forhealdnes, 
ungehealdsumnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
112. clǣsnung(e) ‘cleaning; purifying, purification (here); purity’ – Lat. 
purgātiōnīs ‘cleaning; purification’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: clǣnsnung, clǣnsung, geclǣnsung, 
geclǣsnung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE clǣsnung is ‘cleaning’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. purgātio, is ‘purification’. 
Comments: OE clǣnsian/clǣnsnian ‘to clean, purify (heart and soul)’ is 
described in Gneuss (1955: 89) as a Lehnbedeutung (SL). So, there is a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb clǣnsian and the noun clǣsnung. This 
word is repeated also later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent pūrificātio 
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‘purification’ (from pūrificāre ‘to clean, purify’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action) and in chapter 5 book 2 with the Latin 
equivalent purgātio. It is found in chapter 18/24 book 3, chapter 29/28 book 4, 
chapter 15/14 book 5 with the Latin equivalent castīgātio ‘punishment, penalty; 
immaculacy, impeccability, innocence, perfection, purity’ (from castus ‘pure, 
innocent’). It is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin equivalent castitās 
‘chastity, morality, purity’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(ēmundātio, pūrificātio, castīgātio, expiātio, castitās), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also unclǣnnes(se) and 
clǣnnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + feormung; clǣnnes, 
orcēasnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
sȳferlicnes, un(ge)wem(med)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
113. oferflōwnis ‘superfluity, abundance, overflow’ – Lat. superfluitās 
‘abundance, redundancy, overflow’.  
Classification: LT (static and semantic), LR (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: oferflōwnes, oferflōwnys, oferflōwednes, 
oferflōwednys, oferflōwennis, oferflōwennys, oferflōwendnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE oferflōwnis derives from oferflōwian ‘to overflow’ (ofer ‘over, 
above, across’ + flōwan ‘to flow, be abundant’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. superfluitās, from superfluus ‘excessive, 
redundant, superfluous’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from 
adjectives. Superfluus ‘excessive, redundant, superfluous’, in its turn, is derived 
from superfluere ‘to overflow, be redundant’ (super-, a prefix meaning ‘over, 
above’, + fluere ‘to flow, run; be abundant’) + -us, a suffix used to form 
deadjectival or deverbal nouns. The verb oferflōwian ‘to overflow’ may already 
be a LT on Lat. superfluere. 
Comments: This word is repeated several times later in this chapter with the 
same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(superfluitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also genihtsumnys.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + oferflewednes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ofering, 
oferflōwendnes, oferflōwendlicnes (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
114. flōwnis(se) ‘flowing, flowing out, flux of blood (here)’ – Lat. fluxum 
‘flowing, flux of blood, current, stream’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: flōwnes, flōwednes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE flōwnis derives from flōwan ‘to flow, be abundant’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. fluxus: fluere ‘to flow, 
run; be abundant’ + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (fluxus, 
torrens), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE flēwsa, 
ærning, spring, gang, ūtryne, bæþ), but flōwnis was coined to imitate Latin 
models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + flōwing, ūtirning (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), flēding 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results.  
 
115. untrymnes ‘weakness, illness, infirmity’ – Lat. infirmitās ‘weakness, 
illness, infirmity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: untrimnes, untrumnes, untrumnis, 
untrumnys, untrymnis, untrymnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 250. 
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Description: OE untrymnes derives from untrym/untrum ‘weak, in bad health’ 
(un-, a negative prefix, + trym/trum ‘firm, fixed, strong, vigorous, active, 
sound’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
infirmitās: infirmus ‘weak, ill, sick’ (in-, a negative/privative prefix, + firmus 
‘fixed, strong, vigorous, solid, resistant’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 155) as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on infirmitās. This word is repeated many times later in this 
chapter with the same Latin equivalent and twice with the Latin equivalent 
aegritūdo ‘illness, infirmity; anxiety, sorrow’. It is also found in chapter 7 book 
2, chapter 7/9 book 3, chapter 10/12 book 3, chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 
14/19 book 3 three times, chapter 17/23 book 3, chapter 1 book 4 twice, chapter 
3 book 4, chapter 5 book 4 twice, chapter 6/5 book 4, chapter 9/8 book 4, 
chapter 11/9 book 4, chapter 12/9 book 4 twice, chapter 14/11 book 4, chapter 
20/18 book 4, chapter 21/19 book 4 three times, chapter 24/23 book 4 five 
times, chapter 25/24 book 4, chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 2 book 5, chapter 3 
book 5, chapter 4 book 5, chapter 5 book 5, chapter 13/12 book 5, chapter 
14/13 book 5 twice, chapter 17/19 book 5 twice, chapter 22/24 book 5 with the 
Latin equivalent infirmitās. It is found again in chapter 7/9 book 3 with the 
Latin equivalent dissolūtio ‘dissolution (meaning disease, in this context)’. It is 
encountered in chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 21/19 book 4 
twice with the Latin equivalent languor ‘tiredness, weakness, illness’. The 
word is found also in chapter 11/9 book 4 with the Latin equivalent morbus 
‘illness, disease’. It is found again in chapter 14/11 book 4, chapter 30/29 book 
4, chapter 5 book 5 with the Latin equivalent aegritūdo ‘illness, infirmity; 
anxiety, sorrow’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(aegritūdo, infirmitātē, inbēcillitātēm), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE ādl, broc, coþu, unhǣlþ, unhǣlu, unmiht, untrymþ), but 
untrymnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also OE untrymþ 
means ‘disease, infirmity, sickness’ is an additional proof that untrymnes is an 
indirect borrowing.  See also tȳdernes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + medtrumnes, tīedernes, 
unmihtignes, untrymmigo (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), wanhālnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
116. blōdryne ‘flux of blood, issue; menstruation (here)’ – Lat. menstruām 
‘menses, menstruation’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE blōdryne is ‘flux of blood’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. menstruum, is ‘menstruation’. 
Comments: The meaning ‘menstruation’ is not found in ThOE, but B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (sanguinīs fluxus), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Blōd ‘blood’ + ryne ‘flow’ 
(from rinnan ‘to flow’) may be a pure LT on the model of Lat. sanguinīs fluxus, 
and the meaning ‘menstruation’ must be a later SL. Another lexeme already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gecynd), but blōdryne acquired a new 
meaning in order to imitate Latin models. See also mōnaðāðl. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mōnaþblōd (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), mōnaþgecynd, mōnaðāðl 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
117. godspel(le) ‘gospel’ – Lat. evangeliō ‘gospel’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 467. 
Description: OE godspel derives from god ‘god’ + spel(l) ‘narrative, history, 
tale, prose, message, homily’, and is created to render Lat. evangelium. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 94) as a Lehnübersetzung (LT). 
The word is found also in chapter 8/9 book 2, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 19/17 book 
4, chapter 17/19 book 5, chapter 22/24 book 5 three times with the same Latin 
equivalent. There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the noun godspell and 
the verb godspellian (see Gneuss 1955: 94). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (evangelium, bonūm nuntium), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + cristes ǣ, cristes bōc, 
godspellbōc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OS god-spell, Icel. guð-spjall, OHG gotspel (B&T, 
s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
118. besmitenes(se) ‘defilement, impurity, dirtiness; stain, smear’ – Lat. 
coinquinātiōnīs ‘dirt, pollution’.  
Classification: pure LT (or a SL). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: besmitennys, bismitenys, bismitenes, 
bismitenis. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
Description: OE besmitenes derives from besmītan/besmittian ‘to defile’ (be-, a 
prefix with the meaning of intensification, ‘about, around’ (Kastovsky 1992: 
379), + smītan/smittian ‘to daub, smear; pollute’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. coinquinātio: coinquināre ‘to pollute, 
smear, defile’ (con-, a prefix meaning union, simultaneity, relation, completion 
of action, + inquināre ‘to pollute, defile, corrupt; smear, spread’) + -tĭo,  a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent 
inquinātio. In the religious meaning, this word is a later analogical SL. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sordēs, inquināmentum, pollūtio, 
coinquinātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE unclǣnnes, 
smitte, wamm, (ge)wemming), but besmitenes was coined to imitate Latin 
models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bismernes, fāgnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
119. ingewitnis ‘knowledge; conscience (here)’ – Lat. conscientia ‘knowledge, 
cognition; conscience’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ingewitnes, ungewitnys. 
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Corpus token frequency: 3 (2 of them in Bede). 
Description: OE ingewitnis is formed by combining in-, a prefix, + 
(ge)wit(t)nes ‘witnessing, seeing, knowing’ (from witan ‘to know, understand, 
be aware of’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix). (Ge)wit(t)nes may already be 
a LR. Ingewitnis is built on the model of Lat. conscientia: con-, a prefix 
meaning union, simultaneity, relation, completion of action, + scientia 
‘knowledge, cognition, science’ (from sciens ‘the one who knows, knowing, 
aware, conscious’, from the present participle of scīre ‘to know, understand’, + 
-ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived from adjectives or present 
participles of the verbs). 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the noun 
gewitnes and the noun ingewitnes. The word is found in chapter 26/25 book 4 
in the variant gewitnes (corpus token frequency: 198) with the same Latin 
equivalent conscientia. It is found in chapter 14/13 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent scientia ‘knowledge’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (scientiām, conscientia), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE wīsdōm, cȳþþu, andgiet; gewitt, ingehygd, ingeþanc, ingeþōht), but 
ingewitnes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + oncnāw(en)nes, (ge)witnes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
120. unclǣnnes(se) ‘dirt, impurity; spiritual impurity (here)’ – Lat. 
inmunditiām ‘dirt, impurity’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: unclǣnnis, unclǣnnys, unclēnnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE unclǣnnes is ‘uncleanness’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. immunditia, is ‘spiritual impurity’. 
Comments: This word is repeated later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent and in chapter 5 book 2 without a Latin equivalent. Gneuss (1955: 
89) describes the Old English verb (ge)clānsian as a Lehnbedeutung (SL) on 
Lat. mundāre, ēmundāre. So, there is a chain of indirect borrowing consisting 
of the verb clǣnsian and the noun unclǣnnes. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
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equivalents for the word (obscēnitās, immunditia, spurcitia (in the moral 
sense)), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also clǣsnung and clǣnnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + unclǣno (marked as found mostly 
in glossaries and glossed texts), unsȳfernes, unwemmednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
121. gesomnung(e) ‘assembly, council; congregation (here)’ – Lat. 
congragātiōnī ‘congregation, society, union’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gesamnung, samnung, somnung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)somnung is ‘assembly’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. congregātio, is ‘ecclesiastical congregation’. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 8/7 book 4 once with the same Latin 
equivalent and once with the Latin equivalent conventus ‘assembly, reunion; 
convent’. It is found in chapter 11/9 book 4 three times, chapter 13/10 book 4, 
chapter 21/19 book 4, chapter 26/25 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent 
congregātio. It is also found in chapter 7 book 2, chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 3 
book 4 with the Latin equivalent ecclēsia. It is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 
with the Latin equivalent conventiculum ‘reunion, grouping’ (not an indirect 
borrowing in this case). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(congragātio, ecclēsia, synagōga, lēgātāriōs, conventus, conventio, concilium), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cyrice, (ge)laþung, 
sigelaþung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), ciricwaru (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
122. gemængnis(se) ‘mingling, mixture; union, sexual intercourse (here)’ – 
Lat. amixtiōnēm ‘mixing, contact’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: gemængnes, gemengednes, 
gemengednys, gemengnes, gemengnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
Description: OE (ge)mængnis derives from (ge)mengan ‘to mix, have sexual 
intercourse (this meaning may be a SL)’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, 
and is built on the model of Lat. admixtio: admiscēre ‘to mix, incorporate, 
involve’ (ad-, a prefix, + miscēre ‘to mix, unite, produce’) + -tĭo, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The meaning of ‘mixing, mingling’ must be a later SL, or, more 
probably, the meaning of ‘sexual intercourse’ is a later SL based on a previous 
LT. This word is repeated four times later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent and three times (OE gemengnes þæs flǣsces - Lat. carnīs 
commixtio) with the Latin equivalent commixtio ‘mixing, conjunction, mixture; 
carnal union’: commiscēre ‘to mix together, conjugate’ (con-, a prefix denoting 
unity/union, relation, simultaneity, completion of action, + miscēre ‘to mix, 
unite, conjugate’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (commixtio, admixtio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hǣmed, hǣmedþing, 
hrepung, gemāna, gemang, wīfcȳþþu, wīflāc, wīfgemāna, wīfung), but 
(ge)mængnis was coined to imitate Latin models. See also gegadrung and 
gerestscipe.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gerestscipe, beddgemāna 
(both marked as infrequent), līchmanlice geþēodnes, gemæcnes 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.), gegadrung (Bede) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
123. unrehthǣmd(e) ‘fornication, adultery’ – Lat. adulteriō ‘adultery, 
betrayal, fornication’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: unrihthæmed, unryhthæmde, 
unryhthæmed. 
Corpus token frequency: 34. 
Description: OE unrehthǣmed derives from unreht/unriht ‘wrong, wicked, 
unjust; wickedness, injustice’ (un-, a negative prefix, + riht/reht ‘straight, erect, 
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right’) + hǣmad/hǣmed ‘sexual intercourse, connection, marriage’ (from 
hǣman ‘to have sexual intercourse’), and is formed to render Lat. adulterium: 
adulter ‘corrupt, false, adulterous’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of 
collective and abstract meaning.  
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (adulterium, 
fornicātio, luxuriae, voluptās), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. See also unrihtwīfung. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forleg(en)nes, forliggang 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), unrihthǣming (marked as infrequent), hǣmedscipe, 
dyrne(ge)legerscipe (both marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), dyrneforlege(r)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
124. forlegenes(se) ‘fornication’ – Lat. fornicātiōnē ‘fornication, prostitution’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic and semantic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forlegennys, forlegnes, forlignes. 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE forlegenes derives from forlicgan ‘to commit fornication’ (for-
, a prefix meaning ‘loss, destruction’, intensification or perfectivity, + licgan ‘to 
lie, remain, be’) +  -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. fornicātio: fornicāre ‘to fornicate, contaminate’ (from fornix 
‘prostitute’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The 
verb forlicgan ‘to commit fornication’ may already be a LC according to 
Gneuss (1955: 90). 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 5 book 2, chapter 5 book 4 with 
the same Latin equivalent. There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of 
the verb forlicgan and the noun forlegenes. In the case of the verb, there must 
be an interference of folk-etymology (cf. OE forlicgan and Lat. fornicāre). 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (fornicātio), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
unrehthǣmd(e).    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
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• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + unrihthǣmed, forliggang 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), unrihthǣming (marked as infrequent), hǣmedscipe, 
dyrne(ge)legerscipe (both marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), dyrneforlege(r)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
125. forsēones(se) ‘prevision, divine providence’ – Lat. prōvīsiōnē ‘caution, 
precaution, prudence, provision’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: foresēones, foresēonis, foresēonnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE forsēones derives from foresēon ‘to foresee, provide’ (fore- 
‘for, before, above’, later a prefix, + (ge)sēon ‘to see, possess the power of 
sight, look, behold’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal  suffix. It is built on the 
model of Lat. prōvīsio: prōvidēre ‘to see ahead, foresee, provide, take care’ 
(prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, also temporal priority, + vidēre 
‘to see, perceive, observe, notice’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. The verb foresēon ‘to foresee, provide’ may already be a SL or 
LT on Lat. prōvidēre. 
Comments: Sweet 1940 (s.v.) underlines that this word is encountered only in 
Bede. The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 100) as a Lehnübersetzung (LT). 
The word is found also in chapter 8/7 book 4, chapter 11/9 book 4, chapter 6 
book 5, chapter 20/22 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in 
chapter 32/31 book 4 with the Latin equivalent prōvidens grātia ‘providence’. 
There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb foresēon and 
the noun forsēones. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(prōvīsio, prōvidentia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also foresēond.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forescēawung, giefu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
126. micelnis(se) ‘bigness, abundance; magnificence, greatness (here)’ – Lat. 
magnitūdinē ‘bigness, abundance; greatness, importance’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: micelnes, micelnys, mycelnes, mycelnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE micelnis is ‘bigness’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. magnitūdo, is ‘magnificence’. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 73) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL) in the meaning ‘greatness, magnificence’. The word is found also in 
chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 14/13 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the OHG michil-nessi with the Latin equivalent mājestās. It 
also gives the Latin equivalents for the OE word (multitūdo, magnificentia, 
magnitūdinē), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE æþelu, 
mōd, þrymm), but micelnis acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin 
models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + æþelcundnes (marked as 
infrequent), weorþfulnes, weorþnes, weorþscipe (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG michil-nessi (with the Latin equivalent 
mājestās) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
127. foresetenes(se) ‘purpose, intention (here); preposition; task, service, duty’ 
– Lat. prōpositiōnīs ‘presentation, exposition; preposition, phrase’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: foresetnes, foresetnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE foresetenes derives from foresettan ‘to place before, in front; 
intend’ (fore- ‘for, before, above’, later a prefix, + settan ‘to set, depose, 
establish’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
prōpositio: prōpōnere ‘to place before, present, propose’ (prō-, a prefix 
meaning ‘in front of, forwards’, also temporal priority, + pōnere ‘to place, set, 
dispose’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb 
foresettan ‘to intend’ may already be a LT or a SL on Lat. prōpōnere. 
Comments: The word is described in Gneuss (1955: 97) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
foresettan and the noun foresetenes. The word is found in chapter 24/23 book 4, 
chapter 17/19 book 5 twice, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
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prōpositum ‘intention, purpose, proposition’. The meanings ‘preposition’ and 
‘task, service’ must be later SLs. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (prōpositio, prōpositum, præpositio), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
128. bysmrung(e) ‘mockery; blasphemy (here: dreaming of obscene things, 
sexual pleasure)’ – Lat. inlūsiōnēm ‘irony, mockery; (relig.) error, mistake, 
wrong belief’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bismrung, biosmrung, bysmerung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE bysmrung is ‘mockery’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. illūsio, is ‘blasphemy’. 
Comments: The word may be a LR, since its corpus token frequency is not very 
high (16) and it is found only in 3 texts, all translations of the Latin originals. 
This word is repeated three times later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 9 book 5 with the Latin equivalent inlūsōriā 
vīsio ‘imaginary vision’. There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting 
of the verb bysmerian (a SL in the meaning ‘to blaspheme’) and the noun 
bysmrung. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (blasphēmia, 
illūsio, infāmia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bismer, bismersprǣc, cursung, 
dysignes, hearmcwide, hierwing (marked as found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), hierwnes, yfelsacung, yfelsung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
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129. lustfulnis ‘pleasure, desire’ – Lat. dēlectātio ‘pleasure, enjoyment’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lustfulnes, lustfullnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 33. 
Description: OE lustfulnis derives from lustfull ‘lustful’ (lust ‘pleasure, desire, 
lust’ + full ‘full, perfect, complete’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. dēlectātio: dēlectāre ‘to enjoy, bring enjoyment, take 
pleasure’ (de-, a prefix with the meaning of completion, intensification, 
privation, + lactāre ‘to attract, flatter, gratify, please’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action.  
Comments: The verb lustfullian is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 154) as a 
possible but not demonstrable LF on Lat. dēlectāre. So, there may be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb lustfullian and the noun lustfulnes. 
This word is repeated six times later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (oblectāmentā, 
dēlectātio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE lēof, liss, 
lust, nēod, willa, wynn), but lustfulnis was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + blēofæstnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), (ge)lustfullung, scyrtung 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
130. þoncmeotung(e) ‘deliberation” – Lat. dēlīberātiōnē ‘deliberation’.   
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE þoncmeotung derives from þancmetian ‘to consider, 
deliberate’ (þong/þanc ‘thought; favour, grace, satisfaction’ + metan ‘to 
measure, mark off, fix, compare’) + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns, 
and is built on the model of Lat. dēlīberātio: dēlīberāre ‘to deliberate, decide, 
reflect’ (de-, a prefix with the meaning of  completion, intensification, 
privation, + lībrāre ‘to measure on scales, examine’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb þancmetian ‘to consider, 
deliberate’ may already be a LR on Lat. dēlīberāre. 
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Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. There may be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the noun þoncmeotung and the verb þongmetian.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ymbþreodung (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), geþeaht, geþeahtung 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +  
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
131. unrihtwillung(um) ‘improper desire’ – Lat. voluptātībus ‘pleasure, 
enjoyment, passion, entertainment’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE unrihtwillung derives from unriht ‘wrong, wicked, unjust’ (un-, 
a negative prefix, + riht/reht ‘straight, erect, right’) + willung ‘desire’ (from 
willan ‘to wish, be willing, desire’ + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns). It is built on the model of Lat. voluptās: volup ‘pleasingly, with 
pleasure/desire’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives.  
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 14/19 book 3 once in the form of 
an noun phrase unrihtre willunge with the Latin equivalent cupiditās ‘desire, 
passion, amorous passion’, and once in the form of a compound mentioned 
above with the Latin equivalent inlicitā voluptās ‘illegal pleasure/passion’. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (cupiditās, concupiscentia), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTER 28 (no Old English translation) 
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16/29 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 29) 
132. hūslfat(u) ‘sacrificial or sacramental vessel’ – Lat. vāsā sacrā 
‘holy/sacred vessels’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hūselfatu, hūsulfatu. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE hūslfat derives from hūsl ‘sacrifice; Eucharist, Lord’s Supper’, 
which is already a SL, + fat/fæt ‘vessel, casket, cup, pot’, and is created to 
render Lat. vāsum sacrum. 
Comments: It is found in chapter 18/20 book 5 with the Latin equivalent vāsā 
sanctā ‘holy/sacred vessel’. There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of 
the noun hūsl and the noun hūslfætu. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (vāsā sacrā), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also hūsl. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + blōdorc (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
133. wīgbedhrægl ‘altar-cloth’ – Lat. uestīmentā altariūm ‘vestments for the altar’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements in the 
replica compared to the model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE wīgbedhrægl derives from wīgbed/wēofod/wībed/wīgbid 
‘altar’ (wīg/wēoh ‘idol’ + bēod ‘table’), which is already a SL, + hrægl/hrægel 
‘dress, cloth’, and is built on the model of Lat. vestīmentum altarīs. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. There is a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the noun wīgbed and the noun wīgbedhrægl.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + pæll, wēofodscēat (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
134. biscopgegyrla(n) ‘episcopal robes’ and dīacongegyrla(n) ‘deacon robes’ – 
Lat. sacerdōtālia uel clēricīlia indūmentā ‘vestments for the priests and clerks’.  
Classification: both HLTs. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 and 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE biscopgegyrla drives from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop 
‘bishop, high priest, chief priest’ (a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus) + 
(ge)gyrla/gierla/gierela ‘dress, clothing’. OE dīacongegyrla derives from 
dīacon ‘deacon’, a direct borrowing from Lat. diaconus (Serjeantson 1935: 
286), + (ge)gyrla/gierla/gierela ‘dress, clothing’. Both Old English words are 
built on the model of the Latin syntagma sacerdōtāle uel clēricīle indūmentum. 
Comments: Both words are marked as infrequent in ThOE. See also 
munucgegyrela. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTERS 30-31 (no Old English translation) 
 
16/32 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 32) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
17/33 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 17, but corresponds to Latin chapter 33) 
135. biscopseðl(e) ‘episcopal see, bishop’s seat’ – Lat. sēdēm episcopālēm 
‘episcopal seat’.  
Classification: HLT (a static HLR if the inversion of the elements in the replica 
compared to the model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bisceopseðl, bisceopsetl, biscepsetl, 
biscopseld, biscopsetl, bisscopseðl, bysceopsetl, byscepsettl. 
Corpus token frequency: 48. 
Description: OE biscopseðl derives from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop 
‘bishop, high priest, chief priest’ (a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus) + 
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seðel/setl/selt/seðl/sedel ‘sitting, residence, abode, seat’, and is built on the 
model of Lat. sēdēs episcopālis. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 3 book 2, in chapter 2/3 book 3 
with the same Latin equivalent, and in chapter 7 book 2, chapter 5/7 book 3 
with the Latin equivalent sēdēs; in chapter 11/14 book 2 and chapter 12/15 
book 2, chapter 5/7 book 3, chapter 12/11 book 5 twice, chapter 17/19 book 5 
with the Latin equivalent sēdēs episcopātus, in chapter 5/7 book 3 twice, 
chapter 3 book 4, chapter 16/18 book 5 with the Latin equivalent sēdēs 
episcopālis, in chapter 5/7 twice, chapter 16/12 book 4 twice, chapter 30/28 
book 4 with the Latin equivalent episcopātus. It is found in chapter 12/11 book 
5, chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent cathedra episcopālis 
‘episcopal seat/see’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sēdēs 
episcopālis, episcopātus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopdōm, bisceoprīce, 
bisceopscīr, rīce, scīr, setl, stōl (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
136.   æfterfylgend(um) ‘successor’ – Lat. successōrībus ‘successor, heir, substitute’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: æfterfyligend, efterfylgend. 
Corpus token frequency: 33. 
Description: OE æfterfylgend derives from æfterfolgian/æfterfyligan/æfterfylgan 
‘to succeed, pursue’ (æfter ‘behind, after’ + fylgan/fyligan/folgian ‘to follow’) + 
-end, the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to 
form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. successor: succēdere 
‘to go under, enter, substitute, follow, succeed’ (sub-, a prefix meaning ‘under, 
in front of, immediately after’, also substitution, inferiority, + cēdere ‘to go, 
pass’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. The verb æfterfylgan 
‘to succeed, pursue’ may already be a LT. 
Comments: The word is found also later in this chapter and in chapter 3 book 2; 
chapter 4 book 2, chapter 11/14 book 2, chapter 14/17 book 2, chapter 16/20 
book 2, chapter 10/12 book 3, chapter 14/18 book 3 twice, chapter 22/30 book 
3, chapter 6/5 book 4, chapter 12/11 book 5, chapter 16/18 book 5, chapter 
18/20 book 5, chapter 21/23 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. There may 
be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb æfterfylgan and the noun 
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ægterfylgend. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
folgere), but æfterfylgend was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + æfterfolgere, æftergenga, 
æftergengel (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
18/34 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 18, but corresponds to Latin chapter 34) 
137. hēahfæder ‘God; patriarch (here)’ – Lat. patriarcha ‘patriarch’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hæhfæder, hehfæder, hehfeder. 
Corpus token frequency: 111. 
Description: OE hēahfæder deives from hēah ‘high, sublime, important’ + 
fæder ‘father’, and is formed to render Lat. patriarcha.  
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (patriarcha, 
pater), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fæder, godfæder, wuldorfæder; 
forþfæder, mynsterfæder (marked as infrequent), abbod (a direct 
borrowing from Lat. abbātēm (Serjeantson 1935: 286)) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG hoh-fater (with the Latin equivalent patriarca) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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LIBER SECUNDUS 
 
1 CHAPTER  
138. setl ‘seat, bench; see, seat of authority; bishopric, see (here)’ – Lat. sēdēm 
‘seat; position; see’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sætl, selt. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE setl is ‘seat’. A new meaning,  
borrowed from Lat. sēdēs, is ‘see, bishopric’. 
Comments: The word is repeated later in this chapter and in chapter 14/17 book 
2, in chapter 12/14 book 3 with the meaning ‘seat/position of the king’, in 
chapter 16/22 book 3 twice, chapter 1 book 4, chapter 2 book 4, chapter 3 book 
4, chapter 16/12 book 4, chapter 8 book 5, chapter 12/11 book 5, chapter 17/19 
book 5 twice with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives numerous Latin 
equivalents for the word (recubitōs, cathedrās, soliō, sēdīs, sessiōnēm, obsidio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceoprīce, bisceopscīr, 
bisceopseld, rīce, scīr, stōl, bisceopdōm (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
139. hūsulportic(e) ‘vestry, sacristy’ – Lat. sēcrētārium ‘sacristy, vestry’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE hūsulportic derives from hūsel ‘sacrifice; Eucharist, Lord’s 
Supper’, which is already a SL, + portic ‘porch, vestibule’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. porticus (Serjeantson 1935: 275). It is built on the model of Lat. 
sēcrētārium: sēcrētum ‘mystery, sacrament, secret religious cult’ + -ārĭum, 
from -ārĭus, a suffix used to form nouns denoting places. 
Comments: This word is mentioned as rare in ThOE. There is a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the noun hūsul and the noun hūsulportic. See also hūsl. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + hāligdōmhūs (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
hræglhūs, scrūdelshūs (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
140. hȳrd(um) ‘family, body of retainers; leader, ruler; priests, clerics, 
members of a religious house (here); religious community, brotherhood’ – Lat. 
pastōrībus ‘pastor, minister, guide’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hēord, hīerd, hīrd, hīred. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hȳrd is ‘leader, guide’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. pastor, is ‘pastor, minister’. 
Comments: The word is repeated later in this chapter, in chapter 4 book 2 two 
times and in chapter 6 book 2 with the same Latin equivalent.  B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalent for the word (pastor), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hīredprēost (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG hirti (with the Latin equivalents pastor, 
custōs) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
141. byrgenlēoð ‘epitaph’ – Lat. epitaphiūm ‘epitaph’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE byrgenlēoð derives from byrgen ‘burying’ + lēoð ‘song, poem 
to be sung ore recited’, and is created to render Lat. epitaphius.  
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sepulcrāle 
carmen, epitaphiūm), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + byrgelssang (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), byrgelslēoþ (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
142. gāst ‘evil spirit; soul, spirit; saint; the Holy Spirit (here)’ – Lat. spīritus 
‘soul, spirit, the Holy Spirit’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE gāst is ‘spirit’. A new meaning,  
borrowed from Lat. spīritus, is ‘the Holy Spirit’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 53) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(SL). It is found also in  chapter 9/12 book 2 twice, chapter 9/11 book 3 several 
times, chapter 13/15 book 3 twice, chapter 14/19 book 3 four times, chapter 3 
book 4, chapter 19/17 book 4 twice (Hāligne Gāst – Spīritūm Sanctūm), chapter 
21/19 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4 (Hālgan Gāstes – Spīritus Sanctī), chapter 
28/27 book 4, chapter 30/29 book 4 twice, chapter 13/12 book 5 three times, 
chapter 14/13 book 5 and in many other chapters with the same Latin equivalent.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hēahgǣst (marked as 
infrequent), se hālga gāst (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
143. cȳpemen ‘merchants’ – Lat. mercātōrībus ‘merchants’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cīepemen, cīepemon, cīpemon, cȳpeman, 
cȳpemon, cȳpman, cȳpmen. 
Corpus token frequency: 20. 
Description: OE cȳpeman derives from cȳpe/cēap ‘goods, stock, merchandise’ 
or (ge)cȳpan/(ge)cēapian ‘to buy’ + man ‘man’, and is built on the model of 
Lat. mercātor: mercāri ‘to buy, acquire’ + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal 
agent nouns. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (mercātor, 
negōtiātor, nundinātor), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
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indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
cȳpa), but cȳpemann was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cȳpend (must be a LT on Lat. 
mercātor), mangere, massere (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
144. cēapstōw(e) ‘market, market-place’ – Lat. forum ‘square, market’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE cēapstōw derives from cȳpe/cēap ‘goods, stock, merchandise’ or 
(ge)cȳpan/ (ge)ceapian ‘to buy’ + stōw ‘place’, and is created to render Lat. forum. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 3 book 2 with the Latin 
equivalent emporium ‘market, commercial centre’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (forum, emporium), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE cīeping, market), but cēapstōw was coined to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cēapstrǣt, cēapunggemōt 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
145. bīgenga(n) ‘cultivator, farmer; inhabitant (here)’ – Lat. incolae ‘inhabitant’.  
Classification: substitutive SL.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bīggenga, beganga. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE bīgenga is ‘cultivator, farmer’. 
A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. incola, is ‘inhabitant’. 
Comments: This SL may be called partially analogical, since bīgenga is derived 
from begān ‘to cultivate, till; to occupy, possess’, just like incola is derived from 
colere ‘to cultivate; dwell, visit’. The word is found also in chapter 4 book 2, 
chapter 6/8 book 3, chapter 26/25 book 4, chapter 22/24 book 5 with the same 
Latin equivalent and in chapter 12/15 book 2 with the Latin equivalent cultor 
‘cultivator, peasant; inhabitant’. It is found in chapter 26/25 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent accola ‘inhabitant’, from accolere ‘to inhabit, dwell’ (ad-, a prefix, + 
colere ‘to cultivate; dwell, visit’). In chapter 1/2 book 3 and in chapter 12/14 
book 3 the word is found with the Latin equivalent cultor, but with the meaning 
‘follower, worshiper’. There must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of 
the nouns bīgang, bīgenga, landbīgenga and eorðbīgenga. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (incola, cultor), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE būend, eardiend, wunigend), but bīgenga acquired a new 
meaning in order to imitate Latin models. See also landbīgenga, bīgang and 
eorðbīgeng(an). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eardgegenga (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), eardere (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
eorþbīgenga (marked as infrequent), ineardiend, insittend, weartere 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: + 
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
146. æfenerfeweard(as) ‘co-heirs’ – Lat. cohērēdēs ‘co-heirs’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efnerfeward. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE æfenerfeweard derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + 
erfeweard ‘heir’ (ærfe/ierfe ‘inheritance, property, possession, cattle’ + weard 
‘watchman, guardian, protector, possessor’), and is built on the model of Lat. 
cohērēs: con-, a prefix with the meaning of ‘union, relation’, + hērēs ‘heir’.  
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 22/30 book 3 with the same 
Latin equivalent. There must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the 
noun ærfeweard and the noun æfenerfeweard. See also ærfeweard. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
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• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + midyrfenuma (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
2 CHAPTER 
147. gesetenes(se) ‘tradition’ – Lat. trāditiōnēs ‘transmission, teaching, 
narration, relation; tradition’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gesætnys, gesetednes, gesetednys, 
gesetenis, gesetennes, gesetnes, gesetnis, gesetnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 196. 
Description: OE (ge)setenes derives from gesettan ‘to put, set, fix, found, 
establish’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
trāditio: trādere ‘to give, pass, transmit’ (trans-, a prefix, + dare ‘to give, put, 
fix’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss as gesetnes (1955: 115), which is 
a LR on the model of Lat. possessio, and as gesetenis (Gneuss 1955: 143), 
which is a LR on the model of Lat. sessio, also trāditio. The word is found later 
in this chapter several times and in chapter 20/22 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 5 book 2, chapter 5 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent dēcrētum ‘decree, principle, decision’. It is also found in chapter 
16/22 book 3, chapter 18/20 book 5 with the Latin equivalent institūtio 
‘formation, establishment (of heavenly kingdom, in this context)’: instituere ‘to 
found, construct, fix, prepare, create, introduce, establish’ (in-, a prefix, + 
statuere ‘to found, construct, set, fix’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. This case may be a LT, while other cases are SLs. The 
word is found in chapter 3 book 4, chapter 4 book 4, chapter 5 book 4, chapter 
18/20 book 5 with the Latin equivalent institūtum ‘institution, rule, tradition, 
custom’. It is found again in chapter 5 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
statūtum ‘statute, decree, rule’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (positio, situs, fundātio, trāditio, institūtio, constitūtio, compositio), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + inseten, insetnis (both marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), āsetnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
148. nēdþearfnis(se) ‘necessity’ – Lat. necessitātē ‘necessity’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: nēadþearfnes, nēadþearfnys, 
nēdðearfnes, nēdþearfnys, nȳdþearfnys, nȳdþearfnis, nȳdþearfnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 17. 
Description: OE nēdþearfnis derives from nēdþearf ‘need, necessity’ (nȳd/nīed 
‘requirement, what is required’ + ðearf ‘need, want necessity, what is needed’) 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. necessitās: 
nesesse ‘necessary’ (ne-, a negative prefix, + cēdere ‘to renounce’) + -tās, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 154) as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on Lat. necessitās. It seems to be a redundant formation 
(superfluous type). The word is also found in chapter 1/2 book 3, chapter 24/23 
book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (necissitātē, opportūnitātībus), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE behēfþ(u), behōf, nīed, nīedþearf, þearf, wilnung, nēadung), 
but nedþearfnis was coined to imitate Latin models. See also þearfeðnis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + nīedbehǣfednes (marked as 
infrequent), nēadhād, nȳdmægen (both marked as infrequent and 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
149. inlīhtnes(se) ‘illumination; revelation, inspiration (here)’ – Lat. 
inlūminātiōnēm ‘illumination; revelation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: onlīhtnes, onlīhtnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
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Description: OE inlīhtnes derives from inlīhtan/inlīhtian ‘illuminate’ (in-, a 
prefix, + līhtan ‘to light’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. inlūminātio: illūmināre ‘to illuminate’ (in-, a prefix, + lūmināre ‘to 
illuminate’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The 
verb inlīhtan/inlīhtian ‘illuminate’ is already a LT on Lat. illūmināre. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 68) as a LT. It is also found in 
chapter 8/9 book 2 with the same Latin equivalent. There must be a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the verb inlīhtan and the noun inlīhtnes. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalent for the word (illūminātio), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + atȳwednes, godgesprǣce, 
onblāwnes (marked as infrequent), onbryrdnes, onlīhtnes, 
ongewrigennes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
150. seonoðstōw(e) ‘(meeting) place of a synod’ – Lat. locūm synodī 
‘place/location of a synod’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements in the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE seonoðstōw derives from seonoð ‘synod’ + stōw ‘place’, and is 
crated to render Lat. locus synodī. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (conciliābulum, 
locus sinodālis), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
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Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
3 CHAPTER 
151. ēastsǣ ‘eastern sea’ – Lat. orientālī marī ‘eastern sea’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE ēastsǣ derives from ēast ‘eastern’ + sǣ ‘sea’, and is built on the 
model of Lat. orientāle mare.  
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 16/22 book 3 with the same 
Latin equivalent.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ēastgārsecg (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
152. bōclond ‘land held by a charter, freehold lands’ – Lat. territōriā ‘territories’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bōcland. 
Corpus token frequency: 12. 
Description: OE bōclond derives from bōc ‘book, document, charter’ + lond 
‘land’, and is created to render Lat. territōrium. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 18/24 book 3 once with the Latin 
equivalent possesio ‘possession, fund, estate, farmstead’ and once with the 
Latin equivalent possessiuncula terrae ‘small land-possessions’. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ex scriptō sīve charta possessa terra, 
terra cōdicillāris), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. The true model of OE bōcland must be Lat. terra 
cōdicillāris.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a bōcæceras, earningland 
(both marked as infrequent), āgenland (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
153. norðportic(e) ‘northern transept/vestibule, north-porch’ – Lat. porticū 
aquilōnālī ‘northern porch/vestibule’.  
Classification: HLT (a static HLR if the inversion of the elements in the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE norðportic derives from norð ‘northern’ + portic ‘porch, 
vestibule’, a direct borrowing from Lat. porticus (Serjeantson 1935: 275), and is 
created to render Lat. porticus aquilōnālis.  
Comments: -  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
4 CHAPTER  
154. ærcebiscophād(e) ‘office of archbishop’ – Lat. archiepiscopī gradu 
‘archbishop’s post/position’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: arcebysceophād. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: The Old English noun ærcebiscophād derives from 
ærcebiscop/ercebiscop/ærcebysceop/ærcebiscep/ærcebiscup/ærcebisceop 
‘archbishop’, a direct borrowing from Lat. archiepiscopus, + -hād ‘state, rank, 
order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 
1992: 386). It is created to render Lat. archiepiscopī gradus. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 21/29 book 3 (in the variant 
ærcebiscopes hāde) with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 17/19 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent gradus archiepiscopātus ‘post of archbishop’. 
See also biscophād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
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• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + arcebiscopdōm, 
arcebiscoprīce, arcehād (marked as infrequent), arcerīce (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
155. forðspōwnis(se) ‘well-being, prosperity’ – Lat. prōfectūm ‘profit, 
progress, success’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: Since the verb forðspōwan does not seem to have existed in Old 
English, the noun forðspōwnis must have been created by compounding forð 
‘forwards, onwards, further’ + spōwan ‘to succeed, profit, avail’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix. It was built on the model of Lat. prōfectus: prōficere ‘to 
proceed, go ahead, make progress, increase’ (prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, 
forwards’, also temporal priority, + facere ‘to do, create, accomplish’) + -tŭs, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. It is found also in 
chapter 5 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE duguþ, ēad, hǣl(u), (ge)sǣlþ, wela), but forðspōwnis 
was coined to imitate Latin models. See also ēadignes(se) and orsorhnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ēadignes, gesǣlignes, 
orsorgnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
156. symbelnes(se) ‘feasting, holiday, solemnity’ – Lat. sollemnitātēm ‘solemn 
feast, formality’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: symbelnys, simbelnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 37. 
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Description: OE symbelnes derives from symbel ‘feast, (religious) festival’ 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
sollemnitās: sollemnis ‘solemn; solemnity, solemn rite, ceremony’ + -tās, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns usually from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 29/28 book 4 and chapter 20/22 book 
5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found also in chapter 18/24 book 3 with 
the Latin equivalent festum ‘holiday, solemnity’. It is found in chapter 21/19 
book 4 twice, chapter 23/22 book 4, chapter 20/22 book 5 twice with the Latin 
equivalent sollemne ‘solemnity, solemn feast/ceremony’. The word is repeated 
again in chapter 20/22 book 5 with the Latin equivalent festīvitās ‘joy, festivity, 
holiday, festival’: festīvus ‘pleasant, joyous, festive’ (festus ‘joyous, festive; 
holiday, solemnity’ + -īvus, an adjectival suffix) + -tās, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns usually from adjectives. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (festīvitātē, solemnitātē), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE wist, seledrēam, frēols, symbel), but symbelnes was coined 
to imitate Latin models. The fact that also symbel means ‘feast-day, holiday’ is 
an additional proof that symbelnes is an indirect borrowing. See also symbeldag 
and restedag.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wistfullnes (marked as 
infrequent), wistfullung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), symbeldag, symbeltīd, hēahtīd, 
beboddæg (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
157. ǣrist(e) ‘rising up, origin, pedigree; resurrection’ – Lat. resurrectiōnīs 
‘rising, resurrection’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ǣryst, ǣrest. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE ǣrist is ‘rising up’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. resurrectio, is ‘resurrection’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 64) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found also in chapter 14/17 book 3 three times, chapter 15/21 book 3, 
chapter 22/30 book 3, chapter 8/7 book 4, chapter 19/21 book 5, chapter 20/22 
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book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent 
for the word (resurrectio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. See also ūpāstīgnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ūpārīsnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), eftǣrist, eftcynn (both marked 
as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ūprist, 
edcenning (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
158. stilnes(se) ‘stillness, quiet; rest, death (eternal rest) (here)’ – Lat. quiētē 
‘calmness, quiet, peace; rest, death (eternal dream)’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: stillnes, stillnys, stilnis, stilnys, stylnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE stilnes is ‘quiet, stillness’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. quiēs, is ‘death’. 
Comments: The meaning ‘death’ is not registered either in ThOE, or in B&T 
and Toller dictionary. The word is found in chapter 9/11 book 3, chapter 26/25 
book 4, chapter 1 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent, but with the meaning 
‘stillness, quiet’ (not a SL) and in chapter 14/16 book 3, chapter 25/24 book 4, 
chapter 29/28 book 4, chapter 9 book 5 with the Latin equivalent silentium 
‘silence, calm, tranquillity’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: +/- OHG stilnissi (with the Latin equivalents 
traquillitās, silentium) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
159. rōdetācn(e) ‘cross (as a Christian image); sign of the cross done with 
fingers’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. signum crucīs (a static LR if the inversion of the 
elements in the Old English compound compared to the Latin model is taken 
into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: rōdetācen. 
Corpus token frequency: 82. 
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Description: OE rōdetācn derives from rōde ‘cross; sign of the cross’ + tācn 
‘sign’ (in the present passage the sign of the cross was used to confirm the 
decisions of the synod). It is created to render Lat. signum crucīs. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 and in chapter 2 book 5 
in the variant rode tacne with the Latin equivalent signum sanctae crucīs ‘sign 
of the (holy) cross’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rōd, bletsung, cristelmǣl, crūc, 
cros (marked as infrequent), sigebēacn, trēow, wudu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
5 CHAPTER 
160. sūðmǣgþ(um) ‘southern province’ – Lat. austrālībus prōvinciīs 
‘southern provinces’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sūðmǣgð. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE sūðmǣgþ derives from sūð ‘southern’ + mǣgð ‘government; 
province, country, territory’, and is built to render Lat. austrālis prōvincia.  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 18/24 book 3 and in chapter 22/23 
book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE sūþland, sūðhealf, sūþdǣl), but sūþmǣgþ was coined to 
imitate Latin models. See also mǣgð. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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161. frēonama ‘surname’ – Lat. cognōmentō ‘surname’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE frēonama derives from frēo ‘free, noble’ + nama ‘name’, and 
is built on the model of Lat. cognōmentum, from cognōmen ‘surname’ (con-, a 
prefix with the meaning of ‘union, relation’, + nōmen ‘name’).  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 (in the variant frēo 
nama) with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 12/11 book 5 with 
the Latin equivalent memoratum nōmen ‘famous name’ (speaking of the name 
given to a bishop by the Pope at the consecration).  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tōnama, cūþnoma (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
162. weaxnis(se) ‘growth, increase’ – Lat. crēmentīs ‘growth, increase’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: weaxnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE weaxnis derives from (ge)weaxan ‘to grow, increase’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. crēmentum: 
crescere ‘to grow, increase’ + -mentum, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 3 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. In chapter 29/28 book 4 there is also the variant grōwnes ‘growth, 
increase, what springs up’ (corpus token frequency: 2), but without any Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (crēmentō), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wæstm, onwæstm, weaxung, 
ēaca, mā), but weaxnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also ætēacnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + grōwnes, tōēcnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
163. clǣnnis(se) ‘cleanliness, purity; chastity (here)’ - Lat. castimōniae 
‘chastity, morality’ (from castus ‘pure, innocent, honest, chaste’).  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: clǣnes, clǣnis, clǣnnes, clǣnnys, 
clēnnes, clēnnis, clēnnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE clǣnnis is ‘cleanliness’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. castimōnia, is ‘chastity’. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 24/23 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found also in chapter 14/18 book 3 with the Latin equivalent 
virginitās ‘virginity’. It is found again in chapter 20/28 book 3 and in chapter 
16/18 book 5 with the Latin equivalent castitās ‘chastity, morality, purity’. The 
word is repeated in chapter 4 book 4, chapter 11/9 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent sincēritās ‘purity, integrity, loyalty, frankness’. There must be a set 
of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns clǣnnes and unclǣnnes. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (pūritās, castimōnia), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
clǣsnung and unclǣnnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + orcēasnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), sȳferlicnes, 
un(ge)wem(med)nes, hygdignes (marked as found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), scamfæstnes (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
164. inswōgennis(se) ‘attack, surprise encounter’ – Lat. invāsiōnē ‘violence, assault’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE inswōgennis derives from inswōgan ‘to come upon, surprise, 
attack, invade’ (in-, a prefix, + swōgan ‘to rush in ,enter with force, invade’) + 
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-nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. invāsio: 
invādere ‘to invade, assault, occupy, attack’ (in-, a prefix, + vādere ‘to go, 
march, advance’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
The verb inswōgan ‘to attack, invade’ is mentioned in ThOE (s.v.) as rare and 
is a LT on Lat. invādere. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. There may be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb inswōgan and the noun inswōgennis. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ongang, onrǣs, 
onryne, onscyte, ūpgang), but inswōgennis was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
165. gedrēfnis(se) ‘agitation, anxiety; misery, trouble, adversity, affliction; 
confusion, turbulence, tumult, commotion (here)’ – Lat. perturbātiōnīs 
‘disorder, confusion’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gedrēfnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)drēfnis derives from (ge)drēfan ‘to agitate, cause fear, 
horror’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
perturbātio: perturbāre ‘to agitate, cause disturbance’ (per-, a prefix, + turbāre 
‘to agitate, confuse, make disorder’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is encountered in the corpus in the variant gedrēfednes 
(corpus token frequency: 65), which may be a LR. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalent for the word gedrēfnes (perturbātio) and several Latin equivalents for 
the word gedrēfednes (perturbātio, conturbātio, confūsio, trībulātio, scandalum), 
which may testify to the fact that the words are really an indirect borrowings. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hǣst, scūr, storm, 
geþræc, geþring, ungerec), but gedrēfnis was coined to imitate Latin models. 
See also geswencednes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + styrenes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
166. onsymbelnes(se) ‘celebration of the mass’ – Lat. celebrātīs missārum 
sollemniīs ‘the rites of masses celebrated’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE onsymbelnes derives from on-, a prefix, + symbel ‘feast, 
(religious) festival’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is created to render 
Lat. celebrātā missārum sollemnia.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also mæssesong.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mæssesang, mæsseþēnung, 
mæssung (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
167. hūsl ‘sacrifice; Eucharist, Lord’s Supper’ – Lat. eucharistiām ‘sacrifice, 
thanksgiving; Eucharist’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hūsol, hūsel. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hūsl is ‘sacrifice’. A new 
meaning,  borrowed from Lat. eucharistia, is ‘Eucharist’. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 three times with the 
same Latin equivalent. See also gemǣnsumnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + godes līchama, 
gemǣnsumnes, gemǣnsumung, mæsselāc (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), gemāna (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
168. dysignes(se) ‘folly, stupidity; error, foolish practice; blasphemy (here)’ – 
Lat. stultitia ‘stupidity, folly; blasphemy’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dysignys, disignes. 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE dysignes is ‘folly, stupidity’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. stultitia, is ‘blasphemy’. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 10/13 book 2 with the same 
Latin equivalent. It is found again in the same chapter and in chapter 17/13 
book 4 with the Latin equivalent superstitio ‘superstition, superstitious cult’ 
(also this case must be a SL). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (stultitia, blasphēmia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bismer, biscmersprǣc, 
bismerung, hearmcwide, hierwing (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), hierwnes, wiþersacung, wōdnes, 
yfelsacung, woffung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
169. dǣlneomend(e) ‘sharer, partaker, participator’ – Lat. participes ‘the one 
who takes part in smth., participator’  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dǣlnimend, dǣlnymend. 
Corpus token frequency: 22. 
Description:The verb dǣlniman does not seem to have existed in Old English, so 
dǣlneomend must have been created by compounding of dǣl ‘part, division, 
portion’ + niman ‘to take’ + -end, the present participle inflection which developed 
into a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns, on the model of Lat. particeps: 
pars ‘part, portion’ + -ceps (from capere ‘to take, grip’). Both words look like 
present participle forms converted into nouns. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 132) as a 
Lehnübersetzung (LT). It is found in chapter 9/12 book 2, in chapter 12/15 
book 2, chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 22/23 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (particeps, 
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participium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE efenhlytta, 
gefēra), but dǣlneomend was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
gemǣnsumnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
170. efnbiscop(um) ‘co-bishop’ – Lat. coepiscopīs ‘co-bishop’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efenbiscop, efenbysceop. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE efnbiscop derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + 
biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop ‘bishop’ (a direct borrowing from Lat. 
episcopus), and is built on the model of Lat. coepiscopus: con-, a prefix with 
the meaning of ‘union, relation’, + episcopus ‘bishop’.  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. See also efenmæsseprēost. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + efenmæsseprēost, efensācerd 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
171. boda(n) ‘messenger; prophet (here)’ – Lat. praecōnēm ‘messenger; prophet’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bæda, beda, beoda. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE boda is ‘messenger’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. praeco, is ‘prophet’. 
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Comments: Gneuss (1955: 94) speaks of OE bodian – Lat. praedicāre and OE 
bodiend – Lat. praedicātor as SLs. So, there is a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the verb bodian and the nouns bodiend and boda. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (prophēta, vātēs), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wītega), but boda acquired a new meaning in 
order to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
6 CHAPTER 
172. geswencednes(se) ‘adversity, affliction’ – Lat. adflictiōnēs ‘affliction, 
blow/strike, torment’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: geswæncednes, geswæncednys, 
geswencednys, geswencednis, geswencnes, geswencnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 35. 
Description: OE (ge)swencednes derives from (ge)swencan ‘to torture, ill-treat, 
to afflict, oppress’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. adflictio: adflīgere ‘to fight, throw, kill’ (ad-, a prefix, + flīgere ‘to kick, 
strike’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Gneuss (1955: 154) mentiones this word as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on Lat. trībulātio. The word is found in chapter 11/9 book 
4, chapter 17/15 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent adflictio. The variant 
geswencnes, given in ThOE (s.v.), must be a pure LT. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (adflictio, trībulātio), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE gebroc, gedreof, earfoþe, (ge)swenc, wāwa, wēa, 
wrāþ, sār), but geswencednes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that 
also geswenc means ‘adversity, affliction’ is an additional proof that 
geswencednes is an indirect borrowing. See also gedrēfnis, wiðerwordnes and 
geswencnis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedrehtnes (marked as 
infrequent), (ge)dreccednes, dreccing (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), gedrecenes, folcgedrēfnes 
(marked as infrequent), forþrǣst(ed)nes (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), geswincfulnes, ungeþwǣrnes, 
wiþermēdnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
geþryccednes (marked as infrequent)  (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
173. ungelēafsum(um) ‘unbelieving, incredulous; unbeliever, man without 
faith’ – Lat. infidēlībus ‘unbelieving, unbeliever; disloyal, pagan’.  
Classification: analogical SL.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE ungelēafsum is ‘incredulous, 
unbelieving’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. infidēlis, is ‘man without faith’. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 8/9 book 2 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is word is found in chapter 14/19 book 3 with the Latin equivalent 
incrēdulus ‘unbelieving, without belief’ (marked as an adjective in the corpus, 
but it is a noun in fact). Both OE and Latin adjectives become nouns by 
conversion/substantivisation. There may be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the adjectives/nouns gelēafsum and ungelēafsum. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (incrēdulus, infidēlībus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
gelēafsum.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungelēafful, ungelīfed, 
ungelīfend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
174. unrihtwīfung(e) ‘adultery, fornication, unlawful wedlock (here)’ – Lat. 
conubiō nōn lēgitimō ‘illegal marriage’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
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Description: OE unrihtwīfung derives from unriht ‘wrong, wicked, unjust’ + 
wīfung ‘marriage’, and is created to render Lat. conubium nōn lēgitimum.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ǣwbryce, wōhhǣmed), but unrihtwīfung was 
coined to imitate Latin models. See also unrehthǣmd. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dyrnegelegerscipe, 
hǣmedscipe (both marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), dyrneforlegernes, forlegennes, forliggang (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
unrihthǣmed, unrihthǣming (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
175. biscopscīr(e) ‘office/ministry of bishop; bishopric, see (here)’ – Lat. 
ecclēsiās ‘people’s assembly, church, temple’.  
Classification: HLC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bisceopscīr, biscepscīr, biscopscȳr, 
bisscopscīr, bysceopscīr. 
Corpus token frequency: 30. 
Description: OE biscopscīr derives from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop 
‘bishop’ (a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus) + scīr ‘natives of a country; 
people of a shire, region, district, province’, and is created to render Lat. ecclēsia. 
Comments: The word is found later in chapter 5/7 book 3 twice with the Latin 
equivalent parochia ‘parish, diocese, church’ and once with the Latin 
equivalent episcopātus ‘episcopacy’. It is found in chapter 15/21 book 3, 
chapter 7/6 book 4, chapter 17/13 book 4, chapter 17/19 book 5 three times, 
chapter 22/23 book 5 with the Latin equivalent episcopātus, and in this case the 
Old English word is a LR. It is also found in chapter 1 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent dioecēsis ‘diocese’. The word is found again in chapter 17/13 nook 
4, chapter 16/18 book 5 twice with the Latin equivalent parochia. It is found in 
chapter 17/19 book 5, chapter 22/23 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
praesulātus ‘presidency, episcopate’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for 
the word (episcopī prōvincia, dioecēsis, parochia, episcopātus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
biscophād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopdōm, bisceoprīce, 
bisceopseld, rīce, scīr, setl, stōl (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
7 CHAPTER 
176. fōtādl(e) ‘gout, podagra’ – Lat. podagra ‘gout, podagra’.  
Classification: LC/LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 25. 
Description: OE fōtādl derives from fōt ‘foot’ + āðl/ādl ‘disease, sickness’, and 
is created to render Lat. podagra. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE dropa, 
līþa), but fōtādl was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fōtcoþu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
177. onweorpnes(se) ‘action of throwing, throwing’ – Lat. iniectū ‘insertion, 
throwing on’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE onweorpnes derives from onweorpan (inweorpan) ‘to throw, 
turn aside’ (on-, a prefix, + weorpan ‘to throw, cast, toss’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. iniectus: inicere ‘to throw in, pour in/on’ 
(in-, a prefix, + iacere ‘to throw, toss, emit’) + -tŭs, a suffix forming deverbal 
nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE geweorp, 
drāf), but onweorpnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also āworpenes.   
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + āworpennes, forweorpnes 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), tōworpnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
178. bærnnis(se) ‘fire, burning, conflagration’ – Lat. incendiā ‘fire, conflagration’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bærnnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE bærnnis derives from (ge)bærnan/beornan/biernan ‘to set on fire, 
to burn’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. incendium: 
incendere ‘to burn, to set on fire’ (in-, a prefix, + candēre ‘to burn, blaze, flare, be 
on fire’) + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 14/19 book 3 twice, in chapter 22/21 
book 4, in the figurative meaning ‘flame of peril (enmity)’ (OE bernisse 
frecernisse – Lat. incendium perīculī), with the same Latin equivalent. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE bryne, brand, bærning), but 
bærnnis was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forswǣlednes, inbryne, 
swǣlednes (all marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), forbærning, ontendnes, ǣlednes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
179. hrēonis(se) ‘storm, tempest, bad weather’ – Lat. tempestātēs ‘time, 
moment, weather, bad weather, tempest’.  
Classification
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: hrēohnes, hrēohnys, hrēones. 
Corpus token frequency: 29. 
Description: OE hrēonis derives from hrēoh ‘rough, violent; bad weather, 
storm, tempest’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. 
tempestās: tempus ‘time, period; difficulty, hard times’ + -tās, a suffix used to 
for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 13/15 book 3 and in chapter 8/7 
book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent 
for the word (tempestās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
storm, hrēoh, ungeweder), but hrēones was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also hrēoh means ‘bad weather, storm, tempest’ is an additional proof 
that hrēones is an indirect borrowing.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþswebbung (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), unsmyltnes (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
180. sceðenis(se) ‘hurt, harm, injury, damage’ – Lat. lesiōnē ‘lesion, damage’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE sceðenis derives from (ge)sceððan ‘to harm, injure, mar’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. laesio: laedere ‘to damage, strike, 
affect, wound’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE daru, 
wierding, hīenþo, orne, sceaþung, sceþþu), but sceðenis was coined to imitate 
Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gederednes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
8 CHAPTER (Latin chapter 8 is not translated into Old English, in some 
OE MSS chapter 8 corresponds to Latin chapter 9) 
 
8/9 CHAPTER  
181. ongytenis(se) ‘understanding, knowledge, cognizance’ – Lat. agnitiōnēm 
‘knowledge, approval, acceptance, recognition’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ongietenis, ongytenes. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE ongytenis derives from ongietan ‘to see, look upon, behold, 
understand; to weigh, consider, deliberate, to know, recognise; to take, seize, 
grasp’ (on-, a prefix, + gietan ‘to obtain , get, acquire’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix. It is built on Lat. agnitio: agnoscere ‘to recognise, understand’ 
(ad-, a prefix, + noscere ‘to learn, know, get to know, observe, recognise’) + -tĭo, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb ongietan ‘to 
understand; know; seize, grasp’ is marked in ThOE (s.v.) as infrequent and 
found mostly in glossaries, so it may be a SL or a LT. 
Comments: There must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
ongietan and the noun ongytenis. The word is found also in chapter 10/13 book 
2 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (intellectū, agnitio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
andgiete, cȳþþu), but ongytenis was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
ongesetenesse.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tōcnāw(en)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
182. aldorbold ‘royal palace, mansion’ – Lat. villa rēgālis ‘royal country-house’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE aldorbold derives from ealdor/aldor ‘chief, head, leader, ruler; 
ancestor’ + bold ‘habitation, dwelling, building; palace, mansion’, and is created 
to render Lat. villa rēgālis. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English ThOE (cf. ThOE bold, cafertūn, cynehām), but 
aldorbold was created to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cynebolt, cynehof (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), cynestōl 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
9/10 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 10) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
11 CHAPTER (no Old English translation) 
 
9/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
183. Godgesprǣc(e) ‘oracle’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: godgesprēc, godsprēc. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE god(ge)sprǣc derives from god ‘god’ + (ge)sprǣc ‘speech, 
what is said, words’, and is created to render a Latin model. 
Comments: The possible Latin models may be praesāgio, praesāgium, 
praedictio, praedictum. The word is found later in this chapter once without a 
Latin equivalent and once with the Latin equivalent ōrāculum ‘oracle; 
prophecy’. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gerȳne, 
gesprǣc), but godgesprǣc was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
onwrigenis, forecwid and ætēownes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
184. ēaðmōdnes(se) ‘favour, kindness, grace; meekness; humility (here)’ – Lat. 
humilitātēm ‘lowness; weakness; humility’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ēaðmōdnis, ēaðmōdnys, ēaþmōdnes, 
ēadmōdnys, ēadmōdnes, ēadmōdnis. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE ēaðmōdnes is ‘kindness, 
meekness’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. humilitās, is ‘humility’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 76) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). The verb ēaðmōdian ‘to make humble, humble oneself’ and the adjective 
ēaðmōd ‘obedient, submissive; humble, lowly, humble-minded’ are also 
mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 76) as SLs. So, there is a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the adjective ēaðmōd, the verb ēaðmōdian and the noun 
ēaðmōdnes. The word ēaðmōdnes is found in chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 
14/17 book 3, chapter 19/17 book 3, chapter 20/28 book 3, chapter 2 book 4, 
chapter 3 book 4, chapter 11/9 book 4, chapter 3 book 5, chapter 17/19 book 5 
with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the 
word (humilitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
185. onwrigenis ‘explanation, interpretation; exposure, revelation (here)’ – Lat. 
ōrāculum ‘oracle; prophecy’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. revēlātio. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: anwrigenys, onwrigenes, onwrigenys, 
onwrigines, onwrignes, onwrignis. 
Corpus token frequency: 30. 
Description: OE onwrigenis derives from onwrēon ‘to show, display, not 
conceal, expose’ (on-, a prefix, + wrēon ‘to cover, conceal, obscure, hide’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It does not seem to have been built on Lat. 
ōrāculum: ōrāre ‘to say, speak, pronounce’ + -culum (= -culus, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting instruments or places), but on Lat. revēlātio: 
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revēlāre ‘to discover, uncover, make clear’ (re-, a prefix, + vēlāre ‘to cover, 
veil’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb 
onwrēon ‘to show, display, expose’ may already be a LT on Lat. revēlāre. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter twice, in chapter 9 book 5, 
chapter 10 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent ōrāculum. It is found in chapter 
6/8 book 3, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 8 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
revēlātio. It is found also in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
relātio ‘relation, narration, story’: referre ‘to bring back, go back, report, 
announce, say’ (re-, a prefix, + ferre ‘to bring, give, transport; say, refer, tell, 
propose’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (revēlātiōnēm, expositiōnīs, ōrāculā), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See 
also ætēownes and Godgesprǣc.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + āwrigennes, opennes, 
openung, unwrigednes (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
186. sǣting(um) ‘snare, trap, ambush’ – Lat. insidiīs ‘snare, trap, ambush’.  
Classification: LR (static), LT (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sǣtung, sētung. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE sǣting derives from sǣt(i)an/gesǣtnian ‘to lie in wait for’ + -ung, 
a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. insidiae: insidēre ‘to sit, occupy, stay, situate’ 
(in-, a prefix, + sedēre ‘to sit, remain immobile’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns derived predominantly from adjectives and present participles. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter and in chapter 22/23 book 5 
with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (insidiās, insidiantēs, sēditio, aucupātiōnē), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE weard, beswic, hōc), but sǣtung was coined to imitate 
Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
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• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gesǣte, onsǣtnung (both 
marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
187. nearonis(sum) ‘narrowness, pain, bodily discomfort; anxiety (here)’ – 
Lat. angōrībus ‘compression, suffocation; anxiety, anguish, suffering, sadness’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: nearones, nearunis, nearunys, neorunys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE nearonis is ‘narrowness’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. angor, is ‘anxiety’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of this word is not very high (28), so 
nearonis may be a LT, probably from Lat. angustia ‘narrowness; need, misery’: 
angustus ‘narrow, tight’ + -ĭa, a nominal suffix. The word is mentioned in 
Gneuss (1955: 154) as a possible but indemonstrable LF on angustia. The word 
is mentioned later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent maeror ‘affliction, 
sadness, sorrow, grief’. It is found in chapter 13/10 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent angustia ‘narrowness, tightness’ (here, in its basic meaning). It is 
found also in chapter 14/11 book 4 with the Latin equivalent anxietās ‘anxiety, 
anguish’ (from anxius ‘anxious’). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (angustiae, asthma, anxiām, anxietātīs, trībulātiōnē), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE byrd, caru, gǣlsa, gehþu, gīemen, sorg, 
gewinn, ymbhoga), but nearonis acquired a new meaning in order to imitate 
Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedrēfednes, gedrēfnes, 
gīem(e)nes, hohfulnes, unsibsumnes (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
188. nēahnes(se) ‘nearness, neighbourhood’ – Lat. (in) proximō ‘in the neighbourhood’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. proximitās. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: nēhnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE nēahnes derives from nēah/nēan ‘near, close at hand’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and must be built on Lat. proximitās: proximus 
‘near, close’ + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent vīcīnia ‘vicinity, neighbourhood’: vīcīnus ‘neighbouring, close, near’ 
(from vīcus ‘village, district, region’ + -īnus, an adjectival suffix) + -ĭa, a suffix 
used to form abstract nouns derived predominantly from adjectives and present 
participles. In chapter 14/16 book 3 there is the Old English word nēaweste 
‘neighbourhood’ with the Latin equivalent vīcīnia ‘vicinity, neighbourhood’, 
but it does not seem to be an indirect borrowing in this case. Tt is found also in 
chapter 7 book 5 (OE in nēawiste – Lat. in vīcīnia); in chapter 15/14 book 5 
(OE in nēaweste – Lat. in vīcīnia) with the Lat. equivalent vīcīnia. In chapter 
13/10 book 4 OE on nēaweste ‘in the neighbourhood’ translates Lat. in proximō 
‘in the neighbourhood’. Also in chapter 25/24 book 4 OE in nēaweste translates 
Lat. in proximō. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
nēawest, nēahdǣl, nēahstōw), but nēahnes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gehendnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
189. feagītsung(e) ‘greed, avarice, covetousness, love of money’ – Lat. amorē 
pecūniae ‘love of wealth, riches, property’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: feohgītsung. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE feagītsung derives from feoh ‘domestic animals, livestock; 
property, wealth, riches, money’ + gītsung ‘desire, want, longing’ (from 
(ge)gītsian ‘to covet, desire, crave’ + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns). It is built to render Lat. amor pecūniae. 
Comments: The variant feohlufu must be a pure LT built on Lat. amor 
pecūniae. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (pecūniae 
cupīdo, avāritia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE uncyst, 
gīfernes), but feagītsung was coined to imitate Latin models. See also gȳtsung. 
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + feohgeornes (marked as 
infrequent), feohgȳfernes (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), feohlufu, gītsiendnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
10/13 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 10, but corresponds to Latin chapter 13) 
190. godcundnes(se) ‘divinity, divine nature (here); ritual, rite, service’ – Lat. 
dīvīnitātīs ‘divinity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: godcundnis, godcundnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 194. 
Description: OE godcundnes derives from godcund ‘divine, godlike’ (god 
‘god’ + -cund, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on Lat. dīvīnitās: dīvīnus ‘divine’, from dīvus ‘god, divinity’ + -īnus (= -nus, 
a suffix used to form denominal adjectives), + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract 
nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
godcundspēd, godmægen), but godcundnes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + godcundlicnes, godhād (both 
marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
191. ealdorbisceop ‘bishop, archbishop, chief bishop’ – Lat. pontificūm 
‘bishop, priest, pontifex’.  
Classification: HLC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: aldorbiscop, aldorbisscop, ealdorbiscop. 
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Corpus token frequency: 18. 
Description: OE ealdorbisceop derives from ealdor/aldor ‘chief, head, leader, 
ruler’ + biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop/bisscop ‘bishop, high priest, 
chief priest’ (direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus), and is created to render the 
Lat. pontifex. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 8 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
mētropolītanus episcopus ‘metropolitan bishop, chief bishop’. This case is a 
HLR. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (senior episcopus, 
archiepiscopus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also hēahbysceop. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hēahbiscop, ealdorsācerd, 
hēahsācerd, forebiscop (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), hēafodbiscop (marked as infrequent) 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
192. nyttnes ‘benefit, advantage, profit; utility, usefulness (here)’ – Lat. 
ūtilitātīs ‘utility, profit’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: nytenes, nytnes, nytnis, nytnys, nyttenes. 
Corpus token frequency: 16. 
Description: OE nyttnes derives from nytt ‘useful, profitable, beneficial’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. ūtilitās: ūtilis ‘useful, profitable’ 
(from ūti ‘to use, benefit from’ + -ĭlis, a suffix of deverbal or denominal adjectives) 
+ -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 15) as a possible but not 
demonstrable LF on ūtilitās. It is found later in this chapter, in chapter 14/16 
book 2, chapter 18/24 book 3, chapter 10 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. The variant nytlicnes must be a pure LT on Lat. ūtilitās. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (ūtilitās), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in 
Old English (cf. ThOE nytt(o), þēnung), but nyttnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. The fact that also nytto means ‘utility, usefulness’ is an additional 
proof that nyttnes is an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + nytlicnes, nytwierþnes, 
nytweorþlicnes (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
193. wiðmetenes(se) ‘comparison’ – Lat. conparātiōnēm ‘comparison’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wiðmetenys, witgemetnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (1 of which witgemetnis) + 8 wiðmetennes. 
Description: OE wiðmetenes derives from wiðmetan ‘to compare’ (wiþ 
‘against, opposite’ + metan ‘to compare; to measure, mark off, fix’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. comparātio: comparāre ‘to 
compare’ (con-, a prefix, + parāre ‘to prepare, acquire’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb wiðmetan ‘to compare’ may 
already be a LT on Lat. comparāre. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Kastovsky (1992: 315) as a LT. It is found 
in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. There is a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the verb wiðmetan and the noun wiðmetenes. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (comparātio), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + efennes, wiþmeting (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), wiþgemetnes 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
194. geþeahter(as) ‘counsellor, advisor’ – Lat. consiliāriī ‘counsellor, advisor’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: geðeahter. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
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Description: OE (ge)þeahtere derives from geþeaht ‘council, advice, proposal, 
assembly, meeting’ + -ere, a nominal agentive suffix, a direct borrowing from 
Latin (Gneuss 1955: 34). It is built on Lat. consiliārius: consilium ‘council, advice, 
proposal’ (from consulere ‘to consult, deliberate’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to form 
nouns of collective and abstract meaning) + -ārius, an agentive nominal suffix. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ǣwita, 
dēma, folcwita, rǣdbora, rǣdwita, gespreca, wita, þyle, rǣdgifa), but 
geþeahtere was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + geþeahta (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), geþeahtend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
195. ēadignes(se) ‘happiness, well-being, prosperity; blessedness (here)’ – Lat. 
beātitūdinīs ‘happiness; blessedness’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ēadignys. 
Corpus token frequency: 59. 
Description: OE ēadignes derives from ēadig ‘happy, blessed’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. beātitūdo: beātus ‘happy, blessed’ + 
-tūdo, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: Gneuss (1955: 61) mentions OE ēadig – Lat. beātus as a 
Lehnbedeutung (SL). So, there must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of 
the adjective ēadig and the noun ēadignes. Ēadignes is found in chapter 30/29 
book 4, chapter 31/30 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalents for the word (beātitūdo, opulentia), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE ēad, duguþ, gōd, hǣlu, sǣl, gesǣlþ, gesynto, wela), 
but ēadignes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also ēad means 
‘happiness, well-being, prosperity’ is an additional proof that ēadignes is an 
indirect borrowing. See also forðspōwnis(se), orsorhnes and gesǣlignes(se). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþspōwnes (marked as 
infrequent), grōwnes, gesundfulnes, gesǣlignes, orsorgnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
196. hālignes(se) ‘holiness, sanctity (here); ritual, rite, service; a holy place; 
relics’ – Lat. pontificē ‘priest’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. sanctitās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hālignis, hālignys. 
Corpus token frequency: 67. 
Description: OE hālignes derives from hālig ‘holy, saint’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. sanctitās: sanctus ‘saint’ + -tās, a suffix 
used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 84) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). It is found later in this chapter with the same Latin equivalent pontifex. It is 
found in chapter 7/9 book 3, chapter 11/13 book 3 twice, chapter 6/5 book 4, 
chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 3 book 5, chapter 16/18 book 5, chapter 22/23 book 
5 with the Latin equivalent sanctitās. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (sanctitās, sanctimōnia, sanctuārium), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hāligdōm (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG heilagnissa (with the Latin equivalents 
sanctitās, sanctificātio) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
11/14 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 11, but corresponds to Latin chapter 14) 
197. fulwihtbæð(es) ‘baptism’ – Lat. lavācrī salūtārīs ‘healing bath; baptism; purification’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: fulluhtbæð, fulluhtbæþ, fulluhtbað, 
fulwihtebæþ. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE fulwihtbæð derives from fulwiht ‘baptism’ + bæð ‘bath’, and is 
created to render Lat. lavācrum salūtāre. 
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Comments: This case seems a redundant formation (precision type). There is a 
set of indirect borrowings consisting of the noun fulwiht and the noun 
fulwihtbæð. The word is found several times in the following chapters as a 
noun phrase fulwihtes bæðe translating Lat. fons baptismī and lavācrum, e.g.: in 
chapter 14/18 book 3 (OE fulwihtes bæðe – Lat. lavācrum baptismī); chapter 
16/22 book 3 (OE fulwihtes bæðes – Lat. fontē salūtārī); chapter 17/23 book 3 
(OE fulwihtes bæðes – Lat. aqua baptismatīs); chapter 17/13 book 4 (OE 
fulwihtebæþ – Lat. lavācrum salūtīs, OE fulwihte bæðe – Lat. fontē, OE 
fulwihtes bæðes – Lat. sacrōsanctō fontē, OE fulwihte bæþe – Lat. unda 
baptismatīs ‘wave/water of baptism’); chapter 18/16 book 4 (OE fulwihte bæð 
– Lat. lavācrum vītae, OE fulwihtes bæðe – Lat. fontē salvātōrīs); chapter 6 
book 5 (OE fulwihte bæðe – Lat. salūtārī fontē); chapter 7 book 5 (OE fullwihte 
bæðes – Lat. fontē baptismatīs); chapter 17/19 book 5 (OE fullwihte bæþe – 
Lat. fontē salvātōrīs). The word must be a pure LT on Lat. lavācrum baptismī. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (baptismī fons), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also fulluht 
and fulwihtstōw. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cristnung, fulwihtwæter 
(marked as infrequent), fantbæþ, fulwiht (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
198. forlǣtnes(se) ‘abandonment, absence, cessation, letting go; departure; absolution, 
forgiveness, remission of sins (here)’ – Lat. remissiōnīs ‘letting go; remission’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forlǣtnys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE forlǣtnes is ‘letting go’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. remissio, is ‘remission’. 
Comments: The word is found in Gneuss (1955: 70) as a Lehnbedeutung (SL). 
The corpus token frequency of the word is very low (8). This may speak in 
favour of a LT. OE forlǣtnes, from forlǣtan ‘to let go, leave behind, give up, 
dismiss’ (for-, a prefix, + lǣtan ‘to leave, place, put, permit, admit, cause to 
happen’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, may have been built on Lat. 
remissio: remittere ‘to leave behind, let go, abandon, cease’ (re-, a prefix, + 
mittere ‘to send, produce, leave’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
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denoting action. The word is found also in chapter 6 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent remissio. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(intermissio, remissio, dēsōlātio, perditio), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ālǣtnes, forgiefednes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), godforgifnes 
(marked as infrequent), onlīesednes, eftforgifnes  (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
199. fulwihtstōw(e) ‘baptistery’ - Lat. baptistēriā ‘baptistery’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE fulwihtstōw derives from fulwiht ‘baptism’ + stōw ‘place’, and 
is created to render Lat. baptistērium. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (baptismatīs locus, baptistērium), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. The true model must have been Lat. 
baptismatīs locus. See also fulluht and fulwihtbæð. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/15 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 15) 
200. ungesǣlignes(se) ‘affliction, misfortune, calamity’ – Lat. infēlīcitātē 
‘unhappiness, misfortune’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ungesǣlignys. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE ungesǣlignes derives from ungesǣlig ‘empty, useless; 
calamitous, unhappy, unfortunate, suffering misfortune’ (un-, a negative prefix, 
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+ (ge)sǣlig ‘joyful, happy; fortunate, prosperous’, from sǣl ‘happiness, well-
being, prosperity’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on Lat. 
infēlīcitās: infēlix ‘unhappy, unfortunate, sad’ (in-, a negative prefix, + fēlix 
‘fortunate, happy, rich, prosperous, blessed’) + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract 
nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the noun 
gesǣlignes and the noun ungesǣlignes. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (infēlīcitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE flōd, 
þrēa, þrēanīed, unsǣl, ungesǣlþ, ungetīmu, ungelimp, unsīþ, hearm, fǣr), but 
ungesǣlignes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also unsǣl and 
ungesǣlþ mean ‘affliction, misfortune, calamity’ is an additional proof that 
ungesǣlignes is an indirect borrowing. See gesǣlignes.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungemēdnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
heardsǣlnes (marked as infrequent), wiðermōdnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
201. gesǣlignes(se) ‘happiness, joy, well-being, prosperity (here); celestial 
bliss; fat, fortune, destiny; chance, hap, event; lushness, richness’ – Lat. 
fēlīcitātīs ‘happiness; prosperity; fortune; happy events, success; celestial bliss; 
fertility, lushness’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static).  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gesǣglignes, gesǣlignis, gesǣlignys. 
Corpus token frequency: 12. 
Description: OE (ge)sǣlignes derives from (ge)sǣlig ‘joyful, happy; fortunate, 
prosperous’ (from sǣl ‘happiness, well-being, prosperity’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. fēlīcitās: fēlix ‘fortunate, happy, rich, 
prosperous, blessed’ + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 22/30 book 3 with the same 
Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (fēlīcitās), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ēad, duguþ, gōd, hǣlu, sǣl, 
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gesǣlþ, gesynto, wela, bliss, liss, gefēa), but gesǣlignes(se) was coined to imitate 
Latin models. The fact that also sǣl means ‘happiness, well-being, prosperity’ is 
an additional proof that gesǣlignes is an indirect borrowing. The striking polysemy 
of the word is the result of numerous later semantic loans. See ungesǣlignes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþspōwnes (marked as 
infrequent), grōwnes, gesundfulnes, orsorgnes, gōdnes, blīþnes, 
wynsummung (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed text) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
13/16 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 13, but corresponds to Latin chapter 16) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
14/16 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 16) 
202. færnis ‘locomotion, going, progress, way (here); track, trail’ – Lat. 
transitus ‘going; passage, track’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: fernis. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE færnis derives from (ge)faran ‘to go, progress, travel’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. transitus: transīre ‘to pass, 
pass through, go’ (trans-, a prefix, + īre ‘to go, walk, direct oneself, move, 
proceed’) + -tŭs, a suffix forming deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fær, 
færeld, faru, fōr, gang, hwyrft, lād, ryne, sīþ, sīþfæt, wadung, wǣg), but færnis 
was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also fær means ‘going, 
progress, way’ is an additional proof that færnis is an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþgang (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
203. gecēlnis(se) ‘cooling power, refreshment’ – Lat. refrīgerium ‘refreshment’.  
 Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cēlnis, cealdnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE (ge)cēlnis derives from (ge)cēlan/(ge)cōlian ‘to become/be 
cold’ (from cōl/ceald ‘cold, cool; coldness, coolness’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. refrīgerium: refrīgerāre ‘to 
make cold, cool, refresh’ (re-, a prefix, + frīg(us) ‘cold, chill’ + -ā, a thematic 
vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of 
collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (refrīgerium, 
aura), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Anither lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cēling), 
but gecēlnis was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/17 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 17) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
15/18 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 15, but corresponds to Latin chapter 18) 
No phenomena are found. 
 
Latin CHAPTER 19 (no Old English translation) 
 
16/20 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 20) 
204. cyningcyn(ne) ‘royal race’ – Lat. rēgiō generē ‘royal origin, regal descendance’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cynecyn. 
Corpus token frequency: 5 (all in Bede + 13 cases of cynecynn). 
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Description: OE cyningcyn derives from cyning ‘king, royal leader’ + cynn 
‘kind, race, sort, family’, and is created to render Lat. rēgium genus. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 14/18 book 3 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found also in chapter 1 book 3 with the Latin equivalent regnī 
orīgo ‘royal family origin’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(gens regia, prōlēs regia, stirps vel familia regia), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
205. unscæððednis(se) ‘innocence’ – Lat. innocentībus ‘innocents’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. innocentia ‘innocence’. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: unscæððignys, unsceððignys, 
unsceaðfulnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 24. 
Description: OE unscæððednis derives from unscæðed/unscæðful/unscæðig/unscended 
‘uninjured, innocent, guiltless’ (un-, a negative prefix, + scæðed/scæðful/scæðig 
‘injurious, causing harm, noxious’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on Lat. innocentia: innocens ‘innocent’ (in-, a negative prefix, + nocens 
‘harmful, malign’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived 
predominantly from adjectives and present participles. The adjective 
unsceððende ‘innocent, harmless’ is mentioned in Kastovsky (1992: 314) as a 
LT on Lat. innocens. Also the adjective unscæðed/unscæðig may be a LT on 
the same Latin model. 
Comments: There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the adjectives 
unscæðed/unscæðig, unsceððende and the noun unscæððednis. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (innocentia), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE bilewitnes, unbealu), but unscæððednis was coined to 
imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/-(not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + unscyldgung (both marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), unscæðfulnes, 
unscyldignes, un(ge)scæðignes, ungescæððignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
206. cyricsong(e) ‘church/ecclesiastical singing (here); hymn, song of praise’ – 
Lat. cantāndī in ecclēsia ‘singing in the church’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. ecclēsiae carmen. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cyricsang, ciricsong.  
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE cyricsong derives from cyric ‘church’ + song ‘song’, and is 
created to render Lat. ecclēsiae carmen. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 16/12 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent ecclēsiae carmen ‘church songs’. It is found again in chapter 18/20 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent carmen ecclēsiasticum ‘church songs’. See 
also sealmsong and cyricsangere. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sang; cantic, canticsang 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), lof, lofsang, sealm, ymen, ymensang (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
 
LIBER TERTIUS 
 
1 CHAPTER 
207. lēodhata ‘tyrant’ – Lat. tyrannus ‘tyrant’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE lēodhata derives from lēode ‘natives of a country’ + hata 
‘threatener’, from gehatan/behatan ‘to threaten, menace’, and is created to 
render Lat. tyrannus. 
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Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (tyrranus), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
208. wēdenheortnis(se) ‘madness, frenzy, folly’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static and semantic) on Lat. vēsānia or insānia. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wēdenheortnes, wēdenheortnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE wēdenheortnis derives from wēdenheort ‘crazed, ill’ (wēden(d) 
‘crazed, ill, maddened, furious’ + heort ‘heart’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on Lat. vēsānia or insānia: vēsānus/insānus ‘insane, crazy, 
mad, furious, violent’ (vē-/in-, a negative prefix, + sānus ‘healthy, sane’) + -ĭa, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns derived from adjectives.  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 19/17 book 4 corresponding to Lat. 
vēsānia. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (vēsānia, furiīs, 
insāniās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
wēdenheort, dwolung, ungemynd, gewēd, wēding, wōdnes), but wēdenheortnis 
was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also wēdenheort means 
‘madness, folly’ is an additional proof that wēdenheortnis is an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wōdheortnes, ungewitfæstnes 
(both marked as infrequent), wōdendrēam (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ungewittignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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1/2 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 1, but corresponds to Latin chapter 2) 
209. miltsung(e) ‘mercy, pity, compassion’ – Lat. miserātiōnē ‘mercy, 
charity, compassion’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: mildsung. 
Corpus token frequency: 71. 
Description: OE miltsung derives from (ge)miltsian ‘to pity, to sympathise, 
compassionate; to make mild/merciful’ + -ung, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
Lat. miserātio: miserāri ‘to have compassion, pity, feel for’ (from miser ‘unhappy, 
poor, suffering, miserable’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting 
action. The verb (ge)miltsian ‘to pity, to sympathise’ is already a LT on Lat. 
miserāri (Gneuss 1955: 56). 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 56) as a Lehnbildung 
(LF). There exists also OE milts ‘mercy, pity’. There is a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the verb miltsian and the noun miltsung. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (indulgentia, respectū, miserātiōnē), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE geþōht, besārgung), but 
miltsung was coined to imitate Latin models. See also mildheortnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + efenþrōwung, midþrōwung, 
ofearmung (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), efensārgung (marked as infrequent), earming (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
210. gebedstōw(e) ‘place for/of prayer; chapel, oratory’– Lat. locō ōrātiōnīs 
‘place of prayer’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE (ge)bedstōw derives from gebed ‘prayer’ + stōw ‘place’, and is 
created to render Lat. locus ōrātiōnīs. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ōrātiōnīs 
locus, ōrātōrium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also gebaedhūs.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gebedhūs, bedærn (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
211. sigebēacen ‘prize, reward for victory, trophy; the cross (as Christian 
image) (here)’ – Lat. tropaeum ‘trophy’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sigebēacn, sigebēcn, sigetācen. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE sigebēacen is ‘trophy’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. tropaeum, is ‘cross’. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (trophaeum, 
signā), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bēam, cros (marked as 
infrequent), crūc, rōd, rōde tācen, trēow, wudu, cristelmǣl, cristes 
mǣl  (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
212. hefignes(se) ‘dullness, lack of animation; heaviness, weight; disease, 
infirmity, sickness; difficult matter; oppression, hardness, trouble, burdensomeness 
(here)’ – Lat. molestia ‘suffering, trouble, disturbance, irritation’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hefignys, hæfignes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hefignes is ‘heaviness’ . A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. molestia, is ‘trouble, hardness’. 
Comments: The word may be a LT on Lat. gravitās in the sense of ‘heaviness’. 
The word is found also in chapter 10/12 book 3, chapter 11/13 book 3, chapter 
3 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent molestia. It is 
found in chapter 3 book 4, chapter 11/9 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
ergastulum ‘prison’ (meaning the body as a prison for the soul, in both of these 
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contexts). It is found also in chapter 7/6 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
incommodum ‘suffering, disturbance, damage, disgrace’. It is found in chapter 
21/19 book 4 with the Latin equivalent dolor ‘pain, suffering, anxiety’. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (pressūrae, malōrum, 
aegrōtātiōnēs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ābisgung, 
gyrn, hearm, nīþhete, wīte, wansceaft), but hefignes acquired a new meaning in 
order to imitate Latin models. The striking polysemy of the word may be the 
result of numerous later semantic loans.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hefigtȳmnes, oferfrecednes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
2/3 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 2, but corresponds to Latin chapter 3) 
213. ondcȳðnes(se) ‘experience’ – Lat. experīmentā ‘experiment, experience, 
practice’.  
Classification: LT (static), LR (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: Since the verb andcȳðan does not seem to have existed in OE, 
ondcȳðnes must have been formed from and-/ond-, a prefix, + cȳðnes 
‘acquaintance, knowledge’ (from cȳþan ‘to make known, proclaim, announce, 
show, reveal; practice, exercise’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix). It was built 
on the model of Lat. experīmentum: experīri ‘to experiment, prove, try’ (ex-, a 
prefix, + -perior, from perīculum ‘proof, try, experiment; danger, risk’) + -mentum, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting product/result of an action. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. See also cȳþnys.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + andwīsnes (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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214. gemetfæstnis(se) ‘moral restraint, moderation, sobriety, modesty (here); 
mildness, gentleness’ – Lat. ? moderāminīs ‘guide, direction, government’.  
Classification: pure LT (a dynamic LR if the derivational pattern is not 
mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gemetfæstnes, gemetfæstnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 13. 
Description: OE (ge)metfæstnis derives from gemetfæst ‘gracious, kind, 
beneficent; mild, gentle; moderate, modest, restrained’ (gemet ‘mode, manner, 
method, way; measurement, measure, degree’ + -fæst ‘firm, stable, steady, 
fixed, strong, secure’, considered by Kastovsky (1992: 390) as a suffix), + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. moderāmen: 
moderāri ‘to moderate, set limits, direct, govern, regulate’ (from modus 
‘measure, limit, rule, norm’) + -mĕn, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting product or result of action). The adjective gemetfæst ‘moderate, 
modest, restrained’ may already be a SL on Lat. moderātus. 
Comments: The true model seems to be Lat. moderātio ‘moderation, temperance, 
indulgence’: moderāri ‘to moderate, set limits, direct, govern, regulate’ + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. There is a possibility of a 
mistaken derivational pattern: the Old English word might have been derived 
erroneously from Lat. moderātus ‘moderate, temperate’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action, instead of the right pattern mentioned 
above. In this case the Old English noun is a pure LT. The word is found also in 
chapter 12/14 with the Latin equivalent modestia ‘moderation, temperance’: 
modestus ‘moderate, temperate’ (from modus ‘measure, limit, rule, norm’ + -tus, 
a suffix used to form denominal adjectives) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns derived from adjectives. There may be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the adjective gemetfæst, the verb gemetfæstan (Gneuss 1955: 130) 
and the noun gemetfæstnis. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(moderātio, moderāmen, modestia), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. See also metgung.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forscamung (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
gehealdsumnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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215. wǣfersȳn(e) ‘spectacle, sight, show’ – Lat. spectāculō ‘spectacle’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wǣfersēon, wǣfersīen. 
Corpus token frequency: 22. 
Description: OE wǣfersȳn derives from wafian ‘to wave, gesticulate’ or wāfian 
‘to wonder, be astonished’ + sȳn ‘faculty of sight, seeing’ (from sīen/sēon ‘to 
see’), and is built on the model of Lat. spectāculum: spectāre ‘to look, observe’ 
+ -culum, a suffix. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (spectāculum, 
parabolām), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wæfþ, 
wundersēon, wundrung, wlātung), but wǣfersȳn was coined to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wǣfernes (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), webbung (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), wāfung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG wabar-siuni (with the Latin equivalent 
spectāculum) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
216. sācerdhād(es) ‘office of priest, ministry; priesthood’ – Lat. sacerdōtālī 
gradū ‘the position or office of priest’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 20. 
Description: OE sācerdhād derives from sācerd ‘priest, cleric’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. sacerdōs (Serjeantson 1935: 287), + -hād ‘state, rank, 
order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 
1992: 386). It is built on the model of Lat. sacerdōtālis gradus. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 3/5 book 3 with the same Latin 
equivalent, and again in chapter 14/19 book 3 with the Latin equivalent 
sacerdōtiī gradus. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(sacerdōtiō, episcopālī gradū), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + prēosthād, hādnotu (marked 
as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
3/5 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 3, but corresponds to Latin chapter 5; 
translation of Latin chapter 4 is absent) 
217. forhæfdnes(se) ‘parsimony, continence’ – Lat. continentiae 
‘moderation, continence’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forhæfdnys, forhæfednes, forhæfednis, 
forhæfednys, forheafdnes, forhefdnes, forhefednes. 
Corpus token frequency: 117. 
Description: OE forhæfdnes derivies from forhæfed ‘continent’, from 
forhabban ‘to stop; to disallow; to be silent about; retain; to keep back, restrain, 
refrain/abstain from’ (for-, a prefix, + habban ‘to have, own, possess’), + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. continentia: 
continens ‘continent, moderate’, from continēre ‘to break, stop; to contain, 
suppress, restrain’ (con-, a prefix, + tenēre ‘to keep, possess, occupy’), + -ĭa, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives and present participles of 
verbs. The verb forhabban ‘to keep back, restrain, refrain/abstain from’ may 
already be a SL or a LT.  
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
forhabban and the noun forhæfdnes. The word is found also in chapter 6/8 
book 3, chapter 14/17 book 3, chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 19/27 book 3 
twice, chapter 20/28 book 3, chapter 3 book 4 twice, chapter 4 book 4, chapter 
26/25 book 4 three times, chapter 28/27 book 4, chapter 31/30 book 4, chapter 
13/12 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 29/28 book 
4 with the Latin equivalent abstinentia ‘moderation, abstinence’: abstinens 
‘abstinent, temperate’, from from abstinēre ‘to keep far away, abstain’ (abs-, a 
prefix, + tenēre ‘to keep, possess, occupy’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives and present participles of verbs. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (continentia, abstinentia), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gnēadnes, behealdnes, hnēawnes, 
hēamolscip), but forhæfdnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
unforhæf(e)dnis and forwyrnednes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gnēaþlicnes, minsung, 
hæbbung (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
hæbbednes (marked as infrequent), gehealdsumnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
218. forwyrnednes(se) ‘abstinence’ – Lat. abstinentiae ‘abstinence, diet, 
starvation, moderation, integrity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE forwyrnednes derives from forwyrned ‘abstinent, prohibited’, 
from forwiernan ‘to refuse admittance, prohibit, forbid’ (for-, a prefix, + 
wiernen ‘to prevent, prohibit, keep from, to refuse, refrain from granting’), + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. abstinentia: 
abstinens ‘abstinent, temperate’, from abstinēre ‘to keep far away, abstain’ 
(abs-, a prefix, + tenēre ‘to keep, possess, occupy’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns from adjectives and present participles of verbs. The verb 
forwiernan ‘to prohibit, forbid’ may already be a SL or a LT. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
forwiernan and the noun forwyrnednes. See also forhæfdnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wiþsacung (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
219. mynsterstōw(e) ‘cathedral town, town where there is a minster/church’ – 
Lat. urbānā locā ‘urban place, town’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mynsterstōw derives from mynster ‘monastery, church, 
cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. monasterium (Serjeantson 1935: 281), 
+ stōw ‘place’. It is built on the model of Lat. urbānus locus. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. See also bisceopstōl. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopstōl (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
220. folcstōw(e) ‘countryside, village’ – Lat. rusticā locā ‘countryside, place in 
the country’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE folcstōw derives from folc ‘people, crowd, nation’ + stōw 
‘place’, and is built on the model of Lat. rusticus locus. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + uppeland (marked as 
infrequent), land (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
221. fylignes(sum) ‘doing, accomplishment’  – Lat. exsecūtiōnēm ‘execution, 
accomplishment’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE fylignes derives from fyllan/fyligan ‘to carry out, accomplish, 
perform’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. exsecūtio: 
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exsequi ‘to execute, follow, share, look for’ (ex-, a prefix, + sequi ‘to follow’) + 
-tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fremming, lǣst), but fylignes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. See also fulfremednes and gefremednes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fremednes, gefyllnes, 
gefyllednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
222. metgung(e) ‘thought, cognition, meditation; act of measuring; regulation, 
ordering, managing; moderation, temperance (here)’ – Lat. moderāminē ‘direction, 
government’/moderātio ‘moderation, temperance; rule, limitation, repression’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gemetung, gemetgung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE metgung is ‘regulation’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. moderāmen or moderātio, is ‘moderation’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of this word is not high (17). It may be a 
LT on the model of Lat. moderātio. OE metgung is derived from (ge)metgian ‘to 
consider, meditate, reflect on; to measure, regulate, order, dispose, to assign due 
measure; to mitigate, allay, moderate’ + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns, and may be built on Lat. moderātio: moderāri ‘to moderate, set limits, 
direct, govern, regulate’ (from modus ‘measure, limit, rule, norm’) + -tĭo, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The word is found also in chapter 
20/28 book 3 with the same Latin equivalent moderāmen, but with the meaning 
‘rule, observance’. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
gnēadnes, behealdnes, hnēawnes, sȳfernes), but metgung(e) acquired a new 
meaning in order to imitate Latin models. See also gemetfæstnis. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + behæfednes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
gemetfæstnes, forhæfednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
4/6 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 4, but corresponds to Latin chapter 6) 
223. bletsung(e) ‘favour; worship, honour, praise; blessing, sign of the cross 
(here)’ – Lat. benedictiōnīs ‘praise; benediction’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: blætsung, bledsung, bletsing, bletsing, 
bletsong. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE bletsung is ‘praise’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. benedictio, is ‘blessing’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 60) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL) with the remark that a LT is possible, but cannot be proved. Thus, OE 
bletsung, derived from bledsian/bletsian ‘to speak of with praise, to praise, glorify; 
to consecrate, to bless’, which is already a SL (Gneuss 1955: 59), + -ung, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns, may be built on Lat. benedictio: benedīcere ‘to speak 
good of somebody, to praise, to bless’ (bene ‘good’ + dīcere ‘to say, pronounce, 
express’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The word is 
found also in chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 3 book 4, chapter 14/11 book 4, 
chapter 1 book 5, chapter 2 book 5, chapter 3 book 5, chapter 6 book 5 twice, 
chapter 12/11 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. There is a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the verb bletsian and the noun bletsung. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalent for the word (benedictio), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cristelmǣl, rōde tācen (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
5/7 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 5, but corresponds to Latin chapter 7) 
224. godsun(a) ‘godson’ – Lat. sibi accepit in fīliūm ‘adopted him for his son’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 18. 
Description: OE godsunu derives from god ‘god’ + sunu ‘son’, and is created to 
render Lat. sibi accepit in fīliūm. 
Comments: The true model of the Old English word is hard to find. The word is 
found also in chapter 16/22 book 3 without a Latin equivalent; in chapter 17/13 
book 4 corresponding to Lat. fīliī susceptus est ‘was taken/admitted as a son’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopsunu (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
225. gelǣrednes(se) ‘knowledge, learning, erudition’ – Lat. ērudītiōnēm 
‘learning, education, culture, knowledge, cognition’.  
Classification: LT (static), LR (dynamic) 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gelǣrednys, geleorednes, geleorednys. 
Corpus token frequency: 14. 
Description: OE (ge)lǣrednes derives from gelǣred ‘learned, skillful’ (from 
(ge)lǣran ‘to teach, instruct’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built 
on the model of Lat. ērudītio: ērudīre ‘to instruct, educate, teach’ (ex-, a prefix, 
+ rud(is) ‘rude, ignorant’ + -ī, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the 
infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: A better variant is OE gelǣrnes (corpus token frequency: 31), 
which is a pure LT. The word is found also in chapter 12/14 book 3, chapter 
15/21 book 3, chapter 1 book 4, chapter 9 book 5, chapter 16/18 book 5, 
chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 
28/27 book 4 with the Latin equivalent perītia ‘experience, knowledge, ability’: 
perītus ‘expert, experienced, skillful, knowing, able, competent’ (from experīri 
‘to experience, prove, test, learn, find’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
deadjectival nouns. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
cræft, lār, lārcræft, wīsdōm), but gelǣrednes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also getȳdnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + leornes (marked as 
infrequent), leornungcræft, getȳdnes, witnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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226. onweggewitenes(se) ‘departure’  – Lat. abscessūm ‘departure, absence’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE onweggewitenes derives from āweg gewītan ‘to depart, leave, 
set out’ (āweg ‘away’, an adverb which later turned into a prefix, + gewītan ‘to 
travel, to depart, to set out’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on Lat. 
abscessus: abscēdere ‘to go away, disappear’ (abs-, a prefix, + cēdere ‘to go 
away, leave, cease’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 16/12 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent abscessio ‘departure, leave’: abscēdere ‘to go away, disappear’ + -tĭo, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gefær, færeld, forlǣt, framfær, fundung, 
ūtfær), but onweggewitenes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
āwegoncernis and gewitenes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forlǣting, forþframung, forþweg, 
onweggewite (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
forlǣtenes, forþgewitenes, wegfōr (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
227. getrēowlēasnis ‘faithlessness; heresy, wrong belief, infidelity (here)’ – 
Lat. perfidia ‘disloyalty, infidelity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: getrēowlēasnes, getrēowlēasnys, 
trēowlēasnes, trēowlēasnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 10. 
Description: OE (ge)trēowlēasnis derives from getrēowlēas ‘faithless, perfidious, 
unbelieving’ ((ge)trēow ‘loyalty, trust, faith, confidence, truth’ + -lēas, an 
adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of 
Lat. perfidia: perfidus ‘disloyal, perfidious, treacherous’ (per-, a prefix, + fidēs 
‘belief, loyalty, honesty’ + -us, an adjectival suffix) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns derived predominantly from adjectives and present participles. 
Comments: Another possible model is Lat. infidēlitās. The word is found also 
in chapter 22/30 book 3, chapter 21/23 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent.    
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungetrēownes, gedwild, 
gedwola, gedwolsprǣc (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
6/8 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 6, but corresponds to Latin chapter 8) 
228. munuclīf(es) ‘monastic state/way of life (here); monastery, convent’ – 
Lat. monachicae conversātiōnīs ‘monastic customs, monastic living’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: munclīf, munucliif. 
Corpus token frequency: 38. 
Description: OE munuclīf derives from munuc ‘monk’ + līf ‘life’, and is created 
to render Lat. monachicae conversātio. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 4 book 4, chapter 28/27 book 4 with 
the same Latin equivalent. It is found also in chapter 15/21 book 3, chapter 3 
book 4, chapter 14/11 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4 twice, chapter 27/26 book 
4 with the Latin equivalent monachica vīta. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (monachicae conversātiōnīs, monachicām vītām, 
coenobiōrum, monastēriōrum), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. See also sundorliif, munuchād and mynsterlīf. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + munuchād, mynsterlīf, regollīf 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Icel. munk-lifi (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
229. gecēgnes(se) ‘appellation, call, summoning, calling, entreaty’ – Lat. 
vocātiōnīs ‘vocation, call, appellation, invitation’ (here, in the meaning of ‘the 
call to depart this life/go to heavens).  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: gecǣnenis, gecīgednys, gecīgnes, gecīgnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE (ge)cēgnes derives from (ge)cīgan/(ge)cīegan ‘to call out, cry, 
exclaim; name; invoke, to call, summon, bid come’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. vocātio: vocāre ‘to call, invite, 
name, attract’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (vocātio, 
vocābulum, nōmen), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
cīgung, laþung), but gecēgnes(se) was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hālsung, gecīgednes, 
gecænenes (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
230. gecorenis(se) ‘choice, selection; goodness, probity (here)’ – Lat. probitātē 
‘probity, straightforwardness, frankness, honesty’.  
Classification: substitutive SL (based on a previous LT, see Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gecorenes, gecorennys. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)corenis is ‘selection’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. probitās, is ‘probity’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of the word is quite low (11), which may 
be an additional proof of the fact that the word is an indirect borrowing. It may be a 
static LT, dynamic LR on the model of Lat. sēlectio or ēlectio ‘choice, selection’. 
OE gecorenis, from gecoren ‘chosen, elected, selected’ (the past participle of 
cēosan ‘to choose, decide, accept’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, may have 
been built on Lat. sēlectio: sēligere ‘to choose, select’ (sē-, a prefix with the 
meaning ‘apart, aside’, + legere ‘to extract, choose, select’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (ēlectio, ēlectus, probitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + gecorenscipe (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
231. swētnis(se) ‘sweetness, fragrance, pleasant smell (here); pleasantness; 
kindness’ – Lat. flagrantia ‘fragrance’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: swētnes, swētnys, swǣtnes, swǣtnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 45. 
Description: OE swētnis derives from swēte ‘sweetness; sweet, fragrant, pleasant’ 
+ -nes, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. flagrantia: flagrans 
‘fragrant, splendid’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 155) as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on dulcēdo. So, Lat. dulcēdo may be the true Latin model. 
In fact, the word is found in chapter 3 book 4, chapter 25/24 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent dulcēdo ‘sweetness, pleasantness’: dulcis ‘sweet’ + -ēdo, a 
nominal suffix of deverbal and deadjectival nouns. It is found again in chapter 
13/10 book 4, chapter 13/12 book 5 twice with the Latin equivalent flagrantia 
‘heat, ardour’ (there must be a confusion with fragrantia ‘perfume, smell, 
odour’: fragrans ‘fragrant, odorous’ + -ĭa, a nominal suffix). The word is found 
also in chapter 25/24 book 4, chapter 13/12 book 5 three times with the Latin 
equivalent suāvitās ‘sweetness, tenderness’: suāvis ‘sweet, tender, pleasant’ + -tās, 
a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (dulcēdo, fragrantia, suāvitātīs, ambrosea), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE swēte, brǣþ, stenc, 
wyrtbrǣþ), but swētnis was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also 
swēte means ‘sweetness’ is an additional proof that swētnis is an indirect 
borrowing. The other meanings of the Old English word may be later 
analogical SLs on Lat. dulcedo.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + swōtnes, werodnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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232. unmǣtnis(se) ‘vastness, excessiveness, greatness (here); violence, force’ 
– Lat. nimietātēm ‘superfluity, abundance, excessiveness’. 
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: unmǣtnes, unmǣtnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE unmǣtnis derives from unmǣte ‘excessive, great, immense, huge, 
enormous’ (un-, a negative prefix, + mǣte ‘little, small, light; poor, bad; suitable, 
fitted’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. nimietās: nimius 
‘excessive, extraordinary’ (from nimis ‘too much, excessively’) + -tās, a suffix 
used to form deadjectival nouns denoting abstract notions. 
Comments: Lat. immensitās (from mētīri ‘to measure, distribute, evaluate’) may 
be a better model. The word is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 in the meaning 
‘violence, force (of the storm)’ with the Latin equivalent impetus ‘movement, 
advance, attack, fury’ (from petere ‘to go, attack’). This case may be a SL. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ungemet, ungerīm, ormǣte), 
but unmǣtnis was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ormǣtnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
7/9 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 7, but corresponds to Latin chapter 9) 
233. ārlēasnis ‘wickedness, evil, impiety’ – Lat. impietās ‘impiety, lack of 
compassion/sympathy/mercy’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ārlēasnes, ārlēasnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 29. 
Description: OE ārlēasnis derives from ārlēas ‘dishonourable, inglorious; 
merciless, harsh, wicked; impious, law-breaking’ (ār ‘reverence, respect; 
honour, glory; favour, kindness, grace; mercy, pity’ + -lēas, a negative 
adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of 
Lat. impietās: impius ‘merciless, fierce, vile, malicious’ (in-, a negative prefix, 
+ pius ‘merciful, honest, respectful, affectionate, devoted, dutiful’) + -tās, a 
suffix used to form deadjectival nouns denoting abstract notions. The adjective 
ārlēas ‘impious, law-breaking’ is already a SL (Gneuss 1955: 89). 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 89) as a possible 
Lehnbildung (LF). It is found also in chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 27/26 book 4 
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with the same Latin equivalent. There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of 
the adjective ārlēas and the noun ārlēasnis. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (inīquitās, impietās), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE fūl, mān, nīþ, wēa, wōh, yfel), but ārlēasnes was coined to 
imitate Latin models. See also ārfæstnes.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hinderscip, wōhfulnes (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), nīþscipe 
(marked as infrequent  and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), mānfulnes, āwyrgednes, yfelnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
234. āwegoncernis ‘apostasy’ – Lat. apostasia ‘apostasy, recreancy, tergiversation’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static) on Lat. abscessus. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE āwegoncernis derives from āweg oncierran ‘to go away, move 
away, turn away’, from āweg ‘away’, an adverb which later turned into a 
prefix, + oncierran  ‘to travel, go, progress, to move and change direction, turn; 
change, alter; to pervert’ (on-, a prefix, + cierran ‘to cause to move, alter 
direction; go, travel, come, approach’), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is 
built on the model of Lat. abscessus: abscēdere ‘to go away, disappear’ (abs-, a 
prefix, + cēdere ‘to go away, leave’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. The verb āweg oncierran ‘to go away, move away, turn 
away’ may already be a LR on Lat. abscēdere. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. The true model must 
have been Lat. abscessus. See also onweggewitenes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + frǣtgenge, wiþersacung (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), flēamlāst 
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(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), wiþersæc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
235. ēoredmonn ‘charioteer, horseman’ – Lat. eques ‘horseman, horse rider’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ēoredman, ēoredmen. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE ēoredman derives from ēored ‘chariot; aremed force, band’ 
(from eoh ‘war-horse, charger’) + man ‘man’, and is built on the model of Lat. 
eques: equus ‘horse; cavalry’ + -ĕs, a suffix used to form masculine nouns 
usually related to military field. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (eques), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ridda, hlēapere), but 
eoredmonn was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + scridwīsa, rǣdewiga, rīdwiga 
(all marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), wægnere (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), certare (marked as infrequent), crætwīsa (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
   
236. styrenes(sum) ‘agitated movement; turbulence, tumult, commotion; 
motion, movement, agitation (here); setting in motion, disturbance’ – Lat. 
mōtībus ‘movement, motion; motive’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: styrenys, styrnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 10 (+1 onstyrenes mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 155) 
as a possible but not demonstrable LF on mōtus, commōtio). 
Description: OE styrenes derives from styrian ‘to move, be in motion, set in 
motion; excite, agitate’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. 
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mōtus: movēre ‘to set in motion, move; excite, agitate; replace’ + -tŭs, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 9/11 book 3, chapter 12/9 book 4 
in the variant onstyrenes, in chapter 14/11 book 4, chapter 6 book 5, chapter 
21/23 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (mōtus, tumultus, perturbātiōnībus), which may testify 
to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gegrind, gelāc, styrung, gewinn, gewrixl), but 
styrenes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + drēfing (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), āstyrung, 
onstyrednes, unstillnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
237. wērignes(se) ‘exhaustion, weariness, faintness’ – Lat. lassitūdinēm 
‘fatigue, tiredness’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wērignys. 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE wērignes derives from wērig ‘tired, weary, exhausted’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on Lat. lassitūdo: lassus ‘tired, 
exhausted’ + -tūdo, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ātēorung, 
geswōgung), but wērignes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ātēorodnes, mēþnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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8/10 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 8, but corresponds to Latin chapter 10) 
238. grēnnis ‘plant; flourishing growth, greenness (here)’ – Lat. viriditātīs 
‘green, greenness, freshness, vigour’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: grænnys, grēnnes, grēnnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE grēnnis derives from grēne ‘covered with vegetation; 
greenness; green, vigorous, in leaf, soft, tender’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. viriditās: viridis ‘green, greenish, fresh, 
strong, young, vigorous’ (virēre ‘to be green, young, vigorous, to flourish’ + -ĭdis, 
a suffix used to form deverbal and denominal adjectives) + -tās, a suffix used to 
form deadjectival nouns denoting abstract notions. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE grēne, blēd, 
wæstm), but grēnnis was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also grēne 
means ‘greenness’ is an additional proof that grēnnis is an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
9/11 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 11) 
239. geswencnis(se) ‘adversity, affliction’ – Lat. vexātiōnīs ‘concussion, 
shaking, impact; torment, suffering, pain’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: geswencnes, geswincnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 8 (+ 28 geswencednes). 
Description: OE (ge)swencnis derives from (ge)swencan/(ge)swincan ‘to afflict, 
vex, oppress; ill-treat, harass, torture’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. vexātio: vexāre ‘to shake, agitate; torment, pursue, ill-
treat, vex, annoy’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (afflictio, trībulātio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE geborc, dracu, earfoþe, iermþ, 
lāþ, nīþ, sacu, sār, swǣr, geswenc, þing, unlǣdu, wāwa, wēa, wrāþ), but geswencnis 
was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also geswenc means ‘adversity, 
affliction’ is an additional proof that geswencnis is an indirect borrowing. See also 
wiðerwordnes, gedrēfnis and geswencednes.  
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedrēofnes, forþrǣstednes, 
geswincfulnes, þrycnes, wiþermēdnes (all marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), dreccing, gehrornes (both marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
gedrehtnes, folcgedrēfnes, hēandōm, þrēatnes, geþryccednes (all 
marked as infrequent), geswencednes, gedreccednes, ungeþwǣrnes, 
wiþerrǣdnes, wiþerweardnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
10/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 10, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
11/13 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 11, but corresponds to Latin chapter 13) 
240. elþēodignes(se) ‘a journey abroad; state of exile; pilgrimage (here)’ – Lat. 
peregrīnām ‘pilgrim, foreigner; foreign’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static) on Lat. peregrīnātio (a LR, both static 
and dynamic, if the derivational pattern is not considered mistaken, see 
Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: elþēodignis, elþēodignys, ellþēodignes, 
elþiodignes, elðiodignes, elðiodignis. 
Corpus token frequency: 16. 
Description: OE elþēodignes derives from elþēodig ‘foreign, unknown’ (el/ell 
‘other, different’ + þēod ‘people’ + -ig, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, 
a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. peregrīnātio, from peregrīnāri 
‘to go/stay abroad, go on pilgrimage’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal 
nouns denoting action. The verb peregrīnāri, in its turn, derives from 
peregrīnus ‘foreign, strange; a foreigner’ (per-, a prefix, + ager ‘field, plain, 
valley, country, territory, ground’ + -īnus, an adjectival suffix). 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 14/19 book 3, chapter 19/27 book 3, 
chapter 3 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. It is found in chapter 9 book 5 
with the Latin equivalent peregrīna vīta ‘life of a pilgrim’. It is found again in 
chapter 9 book 5 with the Latin equivalent peregrīnātio ‘pilgrimage, voyage to/stay 
in a foreign country’. This Latin word must be the true model for the Old English 
word. There is a possibility of a mistaken derivational pattern: the Old English 
word might have been derived erroneously from Lat. peregrīnus ‘a pilgrim’ + -tĭo, 
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instead of the right pattern, mentioned above. In thi case we deal with a dynamic 
LT. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (peregrīnātio), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wræcsīþ), but elþēodignes was coined 
to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + elþēod(g)ung (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
241. leornungmon ‘learned man, scholar (here); pupil, disciple’ – Lat. 
scolasticus ‘scholar, disciple, erudite’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: leornungman. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE leornungman derives from leornung ‘learning, discipleship, 
what is learned or taught’ + man ‘man’, and is created to render Lat. scholasticus. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE esne, 
lārēow, lārwita), but leornungmon was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + leornere, stæfleornere 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
242. leahtr(um) ‘illness, ailment, disorder; blame, slur; fault, sin, trespass 
(here)’ – Lat. vitiōrum ‘defect, fault, guilt, mistake; vice (sin?)’.   
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: læhtr, leahtor, lehtr, leohtor, leohtr. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE leahtr is ‘fault’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. vitium, is ‘sin’. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (crīmen, 
probrum, vitiōrum, noxām), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣgylt, ǣgylting (both marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), læst, synleahtor (both 
marked as infrequent), fācen, dēofolgītsung, firendǣd, gylt, syndǣd, 
unwēod, yfeldǣd (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/14 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 14) 
243. efenhlet(an) ‘partner, sharer’ – Lat. consortēm ‘co-participant, partner, co-heir’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efenhlyt. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE efenhlet derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + hlyt/hlot/hliet 
‘fate, fortune, destiny’, and is built on Lat. consors: con-, a prefix, + sors ‘fate, 
destiny, prophecy’.  
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 82) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT), together with gehlytta, midhlytto, tōgihlytto and others. It is found in 
chapter 8 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalent for the word (consors), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English 
(cf. ThOE gefēra), but efenhleta was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
244. weorðnes(se) ‘nobleness, nobility, excellence, magnificence, honourable 
position’ – Lat. dignitātīs ‘dignity, prestige, merit, credit’.  
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Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: weorþnes, wyrðnes, wyrðnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE weorðnes derives from weorð/wyrð ‘approved, honoured, 
honourable; worthy, deserving; noble; fit, becoming’ (from geweorðan ‘to 
become/attain the character of; to please, suit, agree, concur’ or weorðian ‘to 
honour, distinguish, praise, worship’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is 
built on the model of Lat. dignitās: dignus ‘worthy, deserving’ (from decēre ‘to 
correspond, conform, agree, suit, fit, match, become, befit’ + -nus, a suffix used 
to form deverbal and denominal adjectives) + -tās, a suffix used to form 
deadjectival nouns denoting abstract notions. 
Comments: OE weorðfulnes must be a pure LT on Lat. dignitās. The word is 
found later in this chapter and in chapter 11/9 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (dignitās, 
honestātēm, honōrē), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
mōd, þrymm, æþelu, ār), but weorðnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also weorð means ‘worthiness, value, worth; price’ is an additional 
proof that weorðnes is an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gemicelnes, woerþfulnes, 
weorþscipe, æþelcundnes (marked as infrequent), hēanes, æþelnes, 
weorþmund (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
245. ālēsnes(se) ‘salvation, redemption’ – Lat. redemptiōnē ‘expiation, 
salvation, redemption’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ālȳsednes, ālȳsednis, ālȳsednys, 
ālȳsendnes, ālȳsnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 13 (+97 ālȳsednes). 
Description: OE ālēsnes derives from ālīesan ‘to release, set free’ (ā-/on-, a 
prefix, + (ge)līesan ‘to undo, untie, unfasten; deliver, rescue, redeem’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. redemptio: 
redimere ‘to free, let go; to earn, get’ (re-, a prefix, + emere ‘to buy, get’) + -tĭo, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb ālīesan ‘to 
release, set free’ is already a SL (Gneuss 1955: 62). 
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Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 63) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). It is found also in chapter 14/17 book 3 (as ālȳsnes) and in chapter 23/22 
book 4 twice with the same Latin equivalent. It is found also in chapter 23/22 
book 4 with the Latin equivalent absolūtio ‘absolution, redemption’: absolvere 
‘to untie, undo, liberate, free’ (ab-, a prefix, + solvere ‘to untie, undo, open, 
liberate’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. There is 
a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb ālīesan and the noun ālēsnes. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (redemptio), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also tōlēsnes 
and ālēsend.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eftlīsing, līesing, gelīesnes (all 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ālīesendnes, 
ālīesing, hǣlnes, hǣlu, hǣlþ, hālwendnes, lǣcedōm, onlīesnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
246. cynelicnes(se) ‘kingliness, royal excellence, distinction’ – Lat. rēgiām 
dignitās ‘regality, royal excellence’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE cynelicnes derives from cynelic ‘royal, kingly’ (cyne/cyning 
‘king’ + -lic, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. rēgia: rēgius ‘royal’ (rex ‘king’ + -ĭus, an adjectival 
suffix) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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247. reccend ‘ruler, leader, king, majesty’ – Lat. rectōrēm ‘director, guide, 
governor, ruler’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 9 (+35 reccere). 
Description: OE reccend derives from (ge)reccan ‘to rule, govern, direct’ + -end, 
the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. rector: regere ‘to direct, 
rule, govern, guide, dominate’ + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 57) in the variant reccere 
as a Lehnübersetzung (LT). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(rector), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE brego, 
ealdor, fengel, frēa, fruma, ord, ordfruma, hearra, hierde, hlāford, rīca, weard, 
āgend, cyning), but reccend was coined to imitate Latin models. Later, the 
word underwent a SL and was used in the sense of ‘the Almighty’. See also 
Hǣlend, sceppend, æfterfylgend and secgend. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + frēareccere, onwealdend 
(both marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
reccere, rīcsere (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), rihtend, rihtere (marked as infrequent), 
eallwealdend, hēahcyning (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
13/15 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 13, but corresponds to Latin chapter 15) 
248. gestæðþignes(se) ‘gravity, orderly behaviour, consistency’ – Lat. gravitātīs 
‘gravity, seriousness, solemnity; value, importance, severity’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gestæððignes, gestæðþines, 
gestæþðignes, gestæþþignes, gestæþignes, stæððingnys, stæþþignes. 
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE (ge)stæðþignes derives from (ge)stæððig ‘with firm 
foundations, firm, steadfast; sober, grave, staid’ (stæððan ‘to steady, keep 
steady’ + ig, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built 
on the model of Lat. gravitās: gravis ‘heavy, massive, low; important, serious, 
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rigid, authoritative’ + -tās, a suffix used to form deadjectival nouns denoting 
abstract notions. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent constantia ‘stability, firmness, constancy, gravity’: constans 
‘consistent, firm, constant, stable’, from constāre ‘to exist, remain’ (con-, a 
prefix, + stāre ‘to stay, be fixed’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
derived predominantly from adjectives and present participles. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalents for the word (gravitās, constantia, mātūritās), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gedrēog, gedrīhþ, duguþ, ondrysnu), 
but gestæðþignes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
249. londfyrd(e) ‘army, land army; land journey (this meaning is not registered 
in ThOE)’ – Lat. terrestrī itinerē ‘terrestrial journey, land trip’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: landferd, landfyrd. 
Corpus token frequency: 5 (with the meaning ‘land journey’). 
Description: OE londfyrd derives from lond/land ‘land’ + fyrd/ferd ‘journey’, 
the past participle of fēran ‘to go, march, travel, traverse’, and is built on the 
model of Lat. terrestre iter. 
Comments: - 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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250. sciplād(e) ‘voyage’ – Lat. nāvigiō ‘boat, ship; navigation’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sciplād derives from scip ‘ship, boat’ + lād ‘locomotion, going, 
progress, way’, the past participle of līðan ‘to travel on water, sail’, and is built on 
the model of Lat. nāvigium: nāvigāre ‘to navigate, travel by sea’ (nāv(is) ‘ship’ + 
-ĭg(o), a suffix, + -ā, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -ĭum, 
a suffix used to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. ThOE also gives 
some synonyms for this notion (fær, scipfæreld, sǣfōr, sǣsīþ, segling), but 
sciplād is an indirect borrowing from Latin. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + scipgefær (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
251. secgend ‘speaker’ – Lat. relātor ‘speaker, relator, narrator’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE secgend derives from (ge)secgan ‘to speak, say, utter, relate, 
tell, to declare, announce, make known’ + -end, the present participle inflection 
which developed into a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on 
the model of Lat. relātor: referre ‘to refer, reproduce, repeat, say announce’ 
(re-, a prefix, + ferre ‘to bring, transport; refer, narrate, say, proclaim, 
announce, present, propose’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: -  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + maþelere (marked as found mostly 
in glossaries and glossed texts), maþeliend, wordliend (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: + Icel. segendr, seggendr (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 7.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/16 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 16) 
252. ymbset(e) ‘siege’ – Lat. obsidiōnē ‘siege’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE ymbsete is derived from the past participle of ymbsittan ‘to sit 
at table, sit at council; neighbour; to attack, assault, beset, surround’ (ymb 
‘about, around’ + sittan ‘to sit, live, dwell’), and is built on the model of Lat. 
obsidio: onsidēre ‘to be sited, remain, occupy, besiege’ (ob-, a prefix, + sedēre 
‘to sit, stay, dwell’) + -ĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns. The verb 
ymbsittan ‘to attack, assault, beset, surround’ may already be a LT or a SL.   
Comments: Pure LTs are OE ymbsetennes (mentioned as infrequent in ThOE) 
and ymbsetnung (marked in ThOE as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts). There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb ymbsittan and 
the nouns ymbsete, ymbsetennes, ymbsetnung. Another lexeme already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE setl), but ymbsete was coined to imitate Latin models. 
The fact that also setl means ‘siege’ is an additional proof that ymbsete is an 
indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ofsetenes,  ymbsetennes 
(marked as infrequent), ymbsetnung (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), ymbsetl (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG umbi-sez (with the Latin equivalent obsidio) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/17 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 17) 
253. līctūn(e) ‘cemetery’ – Lat. cymītēriō ‘cemetery’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: liictūn. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
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Description: OE līctūn derives from līc ‘body, dead body’ + tūn ‘town, village, 
farm, manor, enclosed land/field; dwelling place, abode, habitation; human 
habitation’, and is created to render Lat. coemētērium. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 8/7 book 4 and in chapter 13/10 
book 4 twice with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalent for the word (coemētēriō), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE līcrest, legerstōw), but līctūn was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also byrgenstōw. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + līcstōw (marked as 
infrequent), līcburg (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), līcrest, byrgenstōw (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
254. aldorapostol(es) ‘first/principle apostle’ – Lat. apostolōrum principĭs ‘first 
among the apostles’.  
Classification: HLT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ealdorapostol. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE aldorapostol derives from ealdor/aldor ‘chief, head, leader, 
ruler; ancestor’ + apostol ‘apostle’, a direct borrowing from Lat. apostolus 
(Serjeantson 1935: 286), and is built to render Lat. apostolōrum princeps. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 20/18 book 4 with the same 
Latin equivalent.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ealdorþegn (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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255. stǣrwrīter(e) ‘historian, chronicler’ – Lat. historicus ‘historian’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE stǣrwrīter derives from stǣr/steor/stēr ‘narrative, story, 
account’, a direct borrowing from Lat. historia, + wrītere ‘writer, author’,  from 
wrītan ‘to write’ + -ere, a suffix used to form agent nouns, a direct borrowing 
from Latin (Gneuss 1955: 34). It is created to render Lat. historicus. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (historicus, 
historiographus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cranicwrītere, stǣrtractere 
(both marked as infrequent amd found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), stæfleornere, stǣrleornere (both marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), (ge)wyrdwrītere (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
256. gȳtsung(e) ‘desire, want, longing; covetousness, avarice (here)’ – Lat. 
avāritiae ‘avarice, avidity’.   
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gīetaung, gītsung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE gȳtsung is ‘desire’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. avāritia, is ‘avarice’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 116) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (concupiscentiās, 
avāritia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE uncyst), 
but gȳtsung acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin models. See also 
feagītsung. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + feohgȳfernes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
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feohgeornes, gītsiendnes (both marked as infrequent), feohlufu, 
gīfernes, grǣdignes, feohgītsung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
257. oferhyd ‘proud, haughty; pride, arrogance’ – Lat. superbiae ‘arrogance, 
pride, superciliousness’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: oferhid, oferhied, oferhigd, oferhygd. 
Corpus token frequency: 36. 
Description: OE oferhyd derives from ofer ‘over, above, across’ + (ge)hygd 
‘thought, meditation; forethought, care’ (from (ge)hycgan ‘to think (about), to 
remember, call to mind; understand; resolve, determine’), or hyge ‘pride’. It is 
built on the model of Lat. superbia: superbus ‘arrogant, supercilious, proud’ 
(from super ‘over, above’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived 
from adjectives.   
Comments: There is also OE oferhyg(e)dnes which must be a pure LT. 
Kastovsky (1992: 316) mentions oferhygdian as a LR. So, there is a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the noun oferhygd and the verb oferhygdian. 
The word is found also in chapter 3 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. 
Further in this chapter one finds also OE ofermete – Lat. superbus ‘proud, 
arrogant’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (superbia, 
superciliō, animōsitātī), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
blǣd, hyge, gāl, wlenc(o)), but oferhyd was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also hyge means ‘pride’ is an additional proof that oferhyd is an 
indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hēahmōdnes, oferhogodnes, 
unmōdnes (all marked as infrequent), orgelnes (marked as found mostly 
in glossaries and glossed texts), ofermēde, oferhygdig (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG ubar-huht (with the Latin equivalent superbia) 
(B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: - 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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258. rihttīd ‘proper time, right time’ – Lat. suō temporē ‘proper time’.  
Classification: LT (static and dynamic), LR (semantic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE rihttīd derives from riht/reht ‘right’ + tīd ‘time, period’, and is 
created to render Lat. suus tempus.  
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE āndaga, 
firstmearc, hwīl, mǣl, stefn, stund, tīma), but rihttīd was coined to imitate 
Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rihttīma (marked as 
infrequent), rihtāndaga (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
259. restedag(a) ‘Sabbath, rest-day’ – Lat. sabbatī ‘Sabbath, rest-day’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ræstedæg, ræstendæg, restedæg, 
restendæg, restendag. 
Corpus token frequency: 93. 
Description: OE restedag derives from rest ‘rest, quiet, freedom from toil’ + 
dag ‘day’, and is created to render Lat. sabbatum. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 87) as a Lehnübertragung 
(LR) on the model of Hebrew schabbath ‘rest’. The word is found later in this 
chapter and in chapter 7 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (fēriātus, fēriātī dies), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
symbeldag and symbelnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hāligdæg, sabbat (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), gerestendæg, 
sunnandæg, symbeldæg (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
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• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/18 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 18) 
260. scear(e) ‘ploughshare, shears, scissors; sheep-shearing, trimming; hair-
cutting, cut; ecclesiastical tonsure (here)’ – Lat. tonsūra ‘cut; tonsure’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: scær, scar, sceor, scer, scier, scir, scyr. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE scear is ‘shearing, hear-cutting, 
cut’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. tonsūra, is ‘tonsure’. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 1 book 4, chapter 13/12 book 5, 
chapter 17/19 book 5, chapter 19/21 book 5 three times with the same Latin 
equivalent and with the same meaning. It is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 
twice and in chapter 20/22 book 5 with the Latin equivalent adtonsus (the 
perfect participle of adtondēre ‘to cut’). It is found again in chapter 19/21 book 
5 and in chapter 20/22 book 5 with the Latin equivalent corōna ‘crown, ring, 
circle’ (speaking again of a type of tonsure similar to that of St. Peter). B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (tonsūra, tondendās), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sciering (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), efesung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
261. cennend ‘parent, procreant’ – Lat. genitor ‘procreant, father, generator, author’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE cennend derives from cennan ‘to produce children; tell, make 
known, declare, announce’ + -end, the present participle inflection which 
developed into a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model 
of Lat. genitor: gignere ‘to generate, create, produce, give birth’ + -tŏr, a suffix 
used to form deverbal agentive nouns. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ealdor, 
ieldra, māgling), but cennend was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
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• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ācennend (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/19 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 19) 
262. hālg(um) ‘tamed, quieted; saint; a saint (here)’ – Lat. sanctōs ‘a saint’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hālig, holg. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hālig is ‘tame, quieted’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. sanctus, is ‘saint’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 58) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found later in this chapter twice with the same Latin equivalent (once 
marked as an adjective, but being a noun in fact, and once marked as a noun). It 
is found also in chapter 13/10 book 4 twice, in chapter 19/17 book 4, chapter 7 
book 5, once in chapter 12/11 book 5 (and twice without a Latin equivalent), 
chapter 22/24 book 5 in the function of a noun and with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sanctus, sacer, 
almus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gāst, hālga, sanct, 
wuldormago (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG heilag (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
263. oncunnis(sum) ‘accusation’ (here, accusation of sins) – Lat. 
accūsātiōnībus ‘accusation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE oncunnis derives from oncunnan/ācunnan ‘to know, be 
competent; accuse’ (on-, a prefix, + (ge)cunnan ‘to know, have knowledge’) 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. accūsātio: 
accūsāre ‘to accuse, impute, inculpate, blame, condemn’ (ad-, a prefix, + 
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caus(a) ‘cause, reason, motive, occasion’ + -ā, a thematic vowel, + -re, the 
ending of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting 
action. The verb oncunnan/ācunnan ‘to accuse’ may already be a SL.  
Comments: There existed also OE ācūsan ‘to accuse’ which must be a direct 
borrowing from Lat. accūsāre. There may be a set of indirect borrowings 
consisting of the verbs oncunnan, ācūsan and the noun oncunnis. Lat. accūsātio 
is found later in this chapter with the Old English equivalent wrōht ‘damage, 
injury, defect, hurt, loss; calumny, slander, insult; accusation’. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE lād, wrōht, wrōhtstæf), but oncunnis 
was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + meldung, oncunning, 
gewrēgednes, wrēgung (all marked as infrequent), fǣring (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
264. nēahst(ena) ‘the nearest; neighbour (here); close friend, confident’ – Lat. 
proximōrum ‘neighbouring; neighbour’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: nēaxt, nēcst, nēhst, nēxst, nēxt, nīehst, 
nīext, nihst, nixt, nyhst, nyxst, nyxt.  
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE nēahst is ‘the nearest, 
neighbouring’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. proximus, is ‘neighbour’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 118) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). The word is found also in chapter 29/28 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (proximus), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE nēahgebūr, nēahmann, 
nēahbūend), but nēahsta acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + landgemaca, nēahgehūsa 
(both marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
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nēahgebȳrild (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
265. synn(um) ‘enmity, misdeed, evil-doing, transgression; sin (here)’ – Lat. 
peccātīs ‘sin, guilt, crime, error’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sinn. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE synn is ‘misdeed’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. peccātum, is ‘sin’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 87) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found also in chapter 19/27 book 3, chapter 26/25 book 4 three times, 
chapter 27/26 book 4, chapter 6 book 5, chapter 14/13 book 5 twice, chapter 
17/19 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (culpa, peccātum, crīminē), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gylting, oferlēornes  (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), forlēornes 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), ofergǣgednes, scyld (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG sunta (with the Latin equivalents peccātum, 
culpa) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
266. ancorlīf(es) ‘solitary life’ – Lat. anchōrētica ? (anachōrēta ‘hermit’).  
Classification: HLT on Lat. anchōrētica vīta. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ancerlīf. 
Corpus token frequency: 14. 
Description: OE ancorlīf derives from ancor/ancra ‘solitary, anchorite, hermit’, 
a direct borrowing from Lat. anachōrēta, + līf ‘life’, and is created to render 
Lat. anchōrētica vīta. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 29/28 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. The true model must have been Lat. anachōrēsis or anchōrētica vīta 
‘solitary life’. The word is found later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent 
herēmītica vīta ‘life of an anchorite’. It is found again in chapter 28/27 book 4, 
chapter 30/29 book 4, chapter 1 book 5 with the Latin equivalent vīta sōlitāria 
‘solitary/isolated life’ (a LR in this case). It is found again in chapter 29/28 book 
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4 with the Latin equivalent sōlitārius ‘solitary, isolated; hermit’, and in chapter 9 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent anchōrētica vīta ‘life of a hermit’. In chapter 
13/12 book 5 OE ancorsetl(e) (corpus token frequency: 8) is found with the Latin 
equivalent sōlitāria vīta ‘life of a hermit’. See also sundorliif. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣnetlīf (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ānwunung, inbetȳnednes, 
sundorlīf (all marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
267. gecostnis(se) ‘trial, probation’ – Lat. probātiōnē ‘probation, examination, inspection’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)costnis derives from (ge)costian ‘to try, test, prove, 
approve’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
probātio: probāre ‘to prove, approve, examine, accept, judge, demonstrate’ + -
tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE costnung, cunnung, fandung), but 
gecostnis was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that OE costnung has 
the same meaning is an additional proof that gecostnis is an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + onfundelnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
268. hongewinn(um) ‘battle; manual labour’ – Lat. manuūm labōrībus 
‘manual labour’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: hondgewin. 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (all in Bede and all with the meaning ‘manual 
labour, toil, hard work’). 
Description: OE hongewinn derives from hond/hand ‘hand’ + gewinn ‘hard 
work, labour, toil’, and is built on the model of Lat. manuūm labor. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 4 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. 
It is found in chapter 29/28 book 4 once with the Latin equivalent opus manuūm 
‘manual work’ and once with the Latin equivalent labor ‘labour, work’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + handgeweorc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
269. lēoht(e) ‘light; earth, world; life (here)’ – Lat. lūcē ‘light, day; life’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lēaht, lēht, līct, līeht, līht, līoht, lȳht. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE lēoht is ‘light’. A new meaning, 
borrowed from Lat. lux, is ‘life’. 
Comments: The word is found in Old English syntagma of þissum leohte 
gelæded wære translating Lat. dē hāc lūcē fuīsset ēgressus. It is found also in 
chapter 14/20 book 3 (OE of þissum leohte leorde – Lat. ex hāc lūcē migravit), 
and then, in the same chapter, with the Latin equivalent vita ‘life’. It is also 
found in chapter 8/7 book 4 (OE of þissum leohte foreeodon – Lat. ex hāc lūcē 
praecessērant), chapter 9/8 book 4 (OE of þeossum leohte wæs atogen – Lat. dē 
hāc lūcē subtractā), chapter 16/18 book 5 (OE of þyssum leohte alæded wæs – 
Lat. ex hāc lūcē subtractō) with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (lux, vīta, lūminē, lūmināriā), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE līf, wunung), but lēoht acquired a new meaning 
in order to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
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Result: 2 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/20 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 20) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
15/21 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 15, but corresponds to Latin chapter 21) 
270. fēanis ‘paucity, fewness, scarcity’ – Lat. paucitās ‘scarcity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE fēanis derives from fēa/fēawa ‘few, small number’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. paucitās: paucus ‘few, little, 
small number’ + -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The notion must have been expressed in Old English by the word 
fēawa ‘a small number (of)’, used as a noun, while fēanes is an indirect 
borrowing from Latin.     
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gefēawnes (marked as 
infrequent), gehwǣdnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
16/22 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 22) 
271. forhogdnis(se) ‘contempt’ – Lat. dispectuī ‘consideration, perception; contempt’.  
Classification: pure LT (a dynamic LR if the derivational pattern is not 
considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE forhogdnis derives from forhogod ‘despised, despicable, 
worthless’, from forgohian ‘to despise, disrespect, disdain, hold in contempt’ 
(for-, a prefix with the meaning of intensification and perfectivity, a variant of 
forþ ‘forwards, onwards, continually’ which underwent assimilation, + hogian 
‘to think about, resolve, determine’), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is 
built on the model of Lat. dispectus: dispicere ‘to see, distinguish, examine’ (dis-, 
a prefix, + specere ‘to see, observe’) + -tŭs, suffixes used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. The verb forgohian ‘to despise, disdain’ may already be a LT.  
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Comments: The true models may be Lat. contemptus or Lat. contemptio. In 
fact, the word is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
contemptus ‘contempt’: contemnere ‘to despise, disdain’ (con-, a prefix, + 
temnere ‘to despise, disdain’) + -tŭs, suffixes used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. This LT must have experienced the influence of the two 
models: it seems to have been built morphologically on Lat. contemptio or 
dispectio, but semantically the Old English verb hogian, which lies at the basis 
of derivation, is closer to the Latin verb specere rather than to the verb temnere. 
There may be also an interference of a mistaken derivational pattern: OE 
forhogdnis (forhogod + -nes) might have been modelled on Lat. contemptio 
(contemptus + -tĭo), which is erroneous. Then the word would result to be a 
dynamic LT. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (contemptus, 
dispectiōnē), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE oll, 
hierwnes, forsewen), but forhogdnis was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forhogung, forsewennes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
272. forecwid(e) ‘prophecy (here); title, chapter heading’ – Lat. praedictum 
‘prediction, prophecy’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: Both words became nouns by conversion: OE forecwid is the past 
participle of forecweðan ‘to predict, prophesy; relate, recount, tell; preach’ and 
Lat. praedictum derives from praedictus, the perfect participle of praedīcere ‘to 
foretell, predict, prophesy’. The verb forecweðan ‘to predict, prophesy’ (fore- 
‘for, before, above’, later a prefix, + cweðan ‘to say, speak, utter, tell, make 
known, declare, announce’) may already be a LT on the model of the Latin 
verb praedīcere: prae-, a prefix, + dīcere ‘to say, pronounce, express’. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (praedictio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE sagu, gesegen, wītegung), but 
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forecwid was coined to imitate Latin models. See also Godgesprǣc, onwrigenis, 
and ætēownes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forebīcnung (marked as 
infrequent), forewītegung, forebēacen (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
17/23 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 17, but corresponds to Latin chapter 23) 
273. biscopþegnung(e) ‘office/ministry of bishop’ – Lat. episcopātus officiō 
‘office/service of bishop’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bisceopðenung, bisceopþenung, 
bysceopþenung. 
Corpus token frequency: 8 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE biscopþegnung derives from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop 
‘bishop, high priest, chief priest’, a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus, + 
þegnung ‘use, service, public office’, and is built on the model of Lat. 
episcopātus officium. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 18/24 book 3, chapter 17/13 book 
4, chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 21/23 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. It 
is found in chapter 6/5 book 4 with the Latin equivalent administrāndō 
episcopātū ‘administering episcopal functions’. It is found again in chapter 16/18 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent officium pontificātus ‘office/service of bishop’, 
and in chapter 22/23 book 5 with the Latin equivalent ministerium episcopāle 
‘office/service of bishop’. See also biscophād and dīaconðegnung. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopdōm, bisceophād, 
bisceophādþegnung (marked as infrequent), bisceopscīr, healdnes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
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Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
274. ongynnis(se) ‘an undertaking’ – Lat. coeptā ‘work undertaken, an undertaking’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ongynnesnes, onginnes, anginnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE ongynnis derives from onginnan ‘to begin; strive, endeavour’ 
(on-, a prefix, + ginnan ‘to begin’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. coeptus: coepere ‘to begin, undertake’ (con-, a prefix, 
+ apere ‘to attach, link’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting 
action. The verb onginnan ‘to strive, endeavour’ may already be a LT or a SL. 
Comments: Other possible models are Lat. inceptio and Lat. inceptus. The Old 
English word is also found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent coeptum. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(inceptīs, coeptīs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fær, anginn), 
but onginnis was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forenyme (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), foreonfong (marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
275. dēaðlicnes(se) ‘mortality, mortal state, this life’ – Lat. mortālitātīs ‘mortality’.   
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dēaþlicnes, dēadlicnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 13. 
Description: OE dēaðlicnes derives from dēadlic ‘mortal, dying, perishable’ 
(dēað/dēad ‘death’ + -(ge)lic ‘similar, equal’, later a suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. mortālitās: mortālis ‘mortal’ 
(mors ‘death’ + -ālis, a suffix used to form denominal adjectives) + -tās, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. The adjective dēadlic 
‘mortal’ may already be a LT. Gneuss (1955: 154) considers it as a possible but 
indemonstrable LF on Lat. mortālis. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 19/27 book 3 twice and in chapter 
22/30 book 3 twice with the same Latin equivalent. There may be a set of indirect 
borrowings consisting of the adjective dēaðlic and the noun dēaðlicnes. B&T (s.v.) 
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gives the Latin equivalent for the word (mortālitās), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE cwealm, morþ), but dēaðlicnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also undēaðlicnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
18/24 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 18, but corresponds to Latin chapter 24) 
276. munucstōw(um) ‘monastic place/settlement, monastery, convent’ – Lat. 
monachōrum locus ‘monastic place/settlement’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE munucstōw derives from munuc ‘monk’ + stōw ‘place’, and is 
built on Lat. monachōrum locus. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mynsterclūse, mynsterstede, 
nunhīred (all marked as infrequent), munuclīf, munsterlīf, 
mynsterhām, clauster, mynster (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
277. mōdorfæder ‘mother’s father’ – Lat. pater mātrīs ‘mother’s father’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
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Description: OE mōdorfæder derives from mōdor ‘mother’ + fæder ‘father’, 
and is built on Lat. pater mātrīs. 
Comments: The word is not found either in ThOE or in B&T and Toller dictionary.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
278. nēahmǣgð(a) ‘neighbouring province/tribe’ – Lat. fīnitimārumque 
prōvinciārum ‘neighbouring provinces’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE nēahmǣgð derives from nēah/nēan ‘near, close, neighbouring’ 
+ mǣgð ‘government; province’, and is built on Lat. fīnitima prōvincia.  
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 18/16 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent proxima prōvincia ‘neighbouring/bordering province’. Another 
lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE nēahþēod), but nēahmǣgþ was 
coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTERS 25-26 (no Old English translation) 
 
19/27 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 19, but corresponds to Latin chapter 27) 
279. āsprungennis ‘weakening, failing, failure; eclipse’ – Lat. eclipsis/eclypsis ‘eclipse’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: āsprungennes, āsprungnis. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE āsprungennis is ‘weakening, 
failing’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. eclipsis, is ‘eclipse’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of the word is quite low (5, 4 of which 
have the meaning of ‘eclipse’). So, the word may well be a LC. The word is found 
also in chapter 1 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (eclipsis, dēfectio), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + onsprungennes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), eclypsis, 
ūpsprungennes (both marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
280. sealmsong(e) ‘psalm, psalm-singing, psalmody, canonical hour, service’ – 
Lat. psalmōdiām ‘psalm-singing, psalmody’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: salmsang, salmsong, sealmsang.  
Corpus token frequency: 40. 
Description: OE sealmsong derives from sealm/salm/psalm ‘psalm, hymn, song 
of praise’, a direct borrowing from Lat. psalma (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + song 
‘song’, and is created to render Lat. psalmōdia. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 8/7 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found also in chapter 3 book 4, chapter 24/23 book 4, chapter 
26/25 book 4 twice, chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent psalmus 
‘psalm’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (psalmus, 
psalmōdiīs, melōdiām), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. See also cyricsong above and sealmscop. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sealmsangmǣrsung (marked 
as infrequent), sealmglīg (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG salm-sang (with the Latin equivalents 
psalmus, psaltērium, psalmōdia) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
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Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
281. bilwitnes(se) ‘simplicity, mildness; innocence (here)’ – Lat. simplicitātīs 
‘simplicity; simple-heartedness, ingenuousness’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bilewitnes, bilewitnis, bilewitnys, 
bilwitnys, bilwytnys, bylewitnys, bylwitnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE bilwitnes is ‘simplicity’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. simplicitās, is ‘innocence’. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 2 book 4, chapter 30/28 book 4, 
chapter 13/12 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalent for the word (simplicitās), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE unbealu), but bilwitnes acquired a new meaning in order to 
imitate Latin models. See also hlūttornis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungescæþfulnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), unscyld, 
unscyldgung (both marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), unscæþfulnes, un(ge)scæþþignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
282. fulfremednes(se) ‘completeness, perfection’ – Lat. perfectiōnē 
‘accomplishment, perfection’.  
 Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: fulfremednys, fullfremednes, 
fullfremednys. 
Corpus token frequency: 31. 
Description: OE fulfremednes derives from fullfremed ‘perfect, complete; 
completed, finished; well-instructed, well-educated’, from (ge)fullfremman ‘to 
make perfect, carry out, perform, complete, bring to conclusion; cause’ (full 
‘full, perfect, complete’ + fremman ‘to create, make, bring about; carry out, 
perform; prevail’), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on Lat. 
perfectio: perficere ‘to do, accomplish, perfect’ (per-, a prefix, + facere ‘to do, 
execute, accomplish, generate, create’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. The verb (ge)fullfremman ‘to carry out, perform, complete’ 
must be a LR on Lat. perficere. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 3 book 4, chapter 9 book 5, 
chapter 13/12 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. There may be a set of 
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indirect borrowings consisting of the verb fullfremman and the noun 
fulfremednes. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (perfectio), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See 
also gefremednes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gefyllnes, (ge)fremednes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
20/28 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 20, but corresponds to Latin chapter 28) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
21/29 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 21, but corresponds to Latin chapter 29) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
22/30 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 22, but corresponds to Latin chapter 30) 
283. hǣðenis(se) ‘paganism, false religion’ – Lat. apostasiām ‘recreancy’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. pāgānitās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hǣðenes, hǣðennes. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE hǣðenis derives from hǣðen ‘pagan’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. pāgānitās: pāgānus ‘pagan’ 
+ -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. pāgānitās. B&T (s.v.) gives 
the Latin equivalent for the word (gentīlitās), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + (in its Christian meaning) 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungelēafsumnes, īdelnes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
 
LIBER QUARTUS 
 
1 CHAPTER 
284. goldfat(um) ‘golden vase/vessel’ and seolforfat(um) ‘silver vase/vessel’  
– Lat. aureīs atque argenteīs vasīs ‘golden and silver vases/vessels’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 and 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE goldfat derives from gold ‘gold’ + fat/fæt ‘vessel, casket, cup, 
pot’ and OE seolforfat derives from seolfor ‘silver’ + fat/fæt ‘vessel, casket, 
cup, pot’. Both are built to render Lat. aureā atque argenteā vāsā. 
Comments: Seolforfat is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (bractea, lāmina aurea), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: + OS gold-fat, OHG golt-faz; OHG silbar-faz, Icel. 
silfr-bolli (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
285. nēahnunnmynstr(e) ‘neighbouring (female) monastery/convent’ – Lat. 
vīcīnō virginūm monastēriō ‘close/neighbouring female monastery’.  
Classification: HLT (double). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE nēahnunnmynster derives from nēah/nēan ‘near, close, 
neighbouring’ + nun(nan)mynster ‘monastery, convent’, from nunne ‘priestess, 
vestal virgin, nun’, a direct borrowing from Lat. nonna (Serjeantson 1935: 281), 
+ mynster ‘monastery, church, cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. 
monastērium (Serjeantson 1935: 281). It is built to render Lat. vīcīnum virginūm 
monastērium. The noun nun(nan)mynster ‘monastery, convent’ is already a HLT. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also nunmynstr(e). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + nēahmynster (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
286. weoruldgewreot(um) ‘secular writings’ – Lat. saeculāri litterātūrā 
‘secular literature’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE weoruldgewreot derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world 
‘world, earth; present life; age, mankind, humankind; life, way of life, period of 
life’ + gewrit ‘writing, scripture, written work, book, letter, document’. It is built 
on the model of Lat. saeculāris litterātūra. 
Comments: -  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
287. lēafnes(se) ‘leave, permission’ – Lat. licentia ‘licence, permission’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lǣfnes, lēafnis, lēfnes, lēfnys, lȳfnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE lēafnes derives from (ge)līefan ‘to let, allow, permit’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. licentia: licens ‘free, 
allowed, permitted’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 20/18 book 4 and in chapter 12/11 
book 5 twice with the same Latin equivalent. It is found also in chapter 5 book 
4 with the Latin equivalent dīmissio ‘order, direction’: dīmittere ‘to send, send 
away’ (dis-, a prefix, + mittere ‘to send, launch, emit’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. It is found also in chapter 6 book 5 with 
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the Latin equivalent cōpia with the meaning ‘possibility, ability, opportunity, 
chance’. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE lēaf, tīþ, 
unne, ēst, geþafung), but lēafnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact 
that also lēaf means ‘leave, permission’ is an additional proof that lēafnes is an 
indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + (ge)lēafnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
2 CHAPTER 
288. mētercræft ‘art of verse composition’ – Lat. metricae artīs ‘art of meter, 
metrical art’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mētercræft derives from mēter ‘versification, metre’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. metrum (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + cræft ‘talent, 
intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, erudition; excellence, virtue; ability, 
capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; product of art’. It is built on the model 
of Lat. metrica ars. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also mētergeweorc. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lēoþcræft 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
289. tungolcræft ‘astrology’ – Lat. astronomiae ‘astronomy’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: tungelcræft.  
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
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Description: OE tungolcræft derives from tungol ‘heavenly body, planet, star, 
constellation’ + cræft ‘talent, intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, 
erudition; excellence, virtue; ability, capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; 
product of art’. It is created to render Lat. astronomia (from astrum ‘star’). 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (astralogia, 
astronomia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + steorwiglung, 
tungolcræftwīse, tungolsprǣc (all marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), steorwigle, tungolǣ, 
tungolgescēad (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
290. gramaticcræft ‘art of grammar’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: HLR on Lat. grammatica. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE gramaticcræft derives from gramatic/grammatic ‘grammar, 
grammatical’, a direct borrowing from Lat. grammatica (Serjeantson 1935: 
287), + cræft ‘talent, intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, erudition; 
excellence, virtue; ability, capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; product of 
art’. It is created to render Lat. grammatica. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + stæfcræft, grammatican cræft 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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291. songer(e) ‘master of church singing, church singer, singer’ – Lat. cantāndī 
magister ‘master of singing’.  
Classification: HLT on Lat. cantor. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sangere. 
Corpus token frequency: 13. 
Description: OE songere derives from song/sang ‘song’ + -ere, a suffix which 
forms agent nouns, a direct borrowing from Latin (Gneuss 1955: 34). It is built 
on the model Lat. cantor: canere ‘to sing, play, announce’ + -tŏr, a suffix used 
to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 20/18 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent cantor ‘singer’. It is found in chapter 18/20 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent cantātor ‘singer, player’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (cantor), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
scop, wōþbora), but songere was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
hēahsong. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + æftersingend, midsingend 
(both marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG sangari (with the Latin equivalents cantor, 
psalmista), Icel. söngvari (Bowsorth)  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
292. hērsumnes(se) ‘readiness to obey, obedience, service; submission, 
subjection’ – Lat. oboedientiae ‘obedience, submission’.  
Classification: LR (static), LT (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hīersumnes, hȳrsumnes, hȳrsumnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 69. 
Description: OE hērsumnes derives from (ge)hērsum/hīersum ‘obedient, 
submissive’ ((ge)hīeran ‘to hear, listen, obey’ + -sum, an adjectival suffix) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. oboedientia: 
oboediens ‘obedient, submitted’, from oboedīre ‘to obey’ (ob-, a prefix, + audīre 
‘to listen, hear; obey’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 5 book 4 and in chapter 17/19 
book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent 
for the word (obedientia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
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hīernes, þēnung, geongorscipe, geongordōm), but hērsumnes was coined to 
imitate Latin models. The fact that also hīernes means ‘obedience’ is an 
additional proof that hērsumnes is an indirect borrowing. See also 
unhēarsumnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + underþēodnes, þēawfæstnes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
293. hādung(e) ‘ordination’ – Lat. ordinātiōnēm ‘nomination, ordination, consecration’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 12. 
Description: OE hādung derives from hādian ‘to consecrate, ordain’ + -ung, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns, and is built on the model of Lat. ordinātio: 
ordināre ‘to nominate, establish, order, consecrate’ (from ordo ‘order, 
disposition, norm’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
The verb hādian ‘to consecrate, ordain’ may already be a LT or a SL. 
Comments: There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb hādian 
and the noun hādung. See also hālgung.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hālgung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
294. songcræft ‘art of poetry; musician’s art, art of song’ – Lat. modulāndī (the 
gerund of modulāri ‘to measure, modulate, sing, play’).  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: sangcræft. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
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Description: OE songcræft derives from song/sang ‘song’ + cræft ‘talent, 
intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, erudition; excellence, virtue; ability, 
capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; product of art’. It is created to render a 
Latin model with the meaning ‘art of song’. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 25/24 book 4 with the Latin 
equivalent canendī dōnum ‘talent/gift of singing’. It is found in chapter 18/20 
book 5 with the Latin equivalent cantāndī sonōs ‘sounds of singing’. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (mūsica, cantāndī sonōs, canendī 
dōnum), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wōþcræft, 
wōþgifu, scopcræft, drēamcræft), but songcræft was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also lēoðcræft. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lēoþcræft, soncræft (marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), swinsungcræft 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
3 CHAPTER 
295. bēcrǣd(on) ‘reading of books, study’ – Lat. lectiōnī ‘reading; selection, election’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bōcrēde. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (+ 3 bēcrǣding and 2 bōcrǣding). 
Description: OE bēcrǣde derives from bēc ‘books’ (pl. of bōc) + rǣd(e) 
‘reading, reading lesson’ (from rædan ‘to guess, conjecture; read’), and is built 
on the model of Lat. lectio: legere ‘to gather, extract, read, recite’ + -tĭo, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. It is found later in this 
chapter in the variant bēcrǣding(e) (corpus token frequency: 3) with the same 
Latin equivalent.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + bēcrǣding, bōcweorc (both 
marked as infrequent), bōcrǣde, bōcrǣding (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
296. blissesong ‘song of joy’ - Lat. laetitiae canticum ‘song of joy’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE blissesong derives from bliss ‘joy, happiness, good will’ + 
song/sang ‘song’, and is built on the model of Lat. laetitiae canticum. 
Comments: The word is not found either in ThOE or in B&T and Toller dictionary. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
297. onfongennes(se) ‘reception, welcoming of guests; receiving, gaining, 
getting (here); act of partaking of the Eucharist’ – Lat. perceptiōnē ‘reception, 
perception; comprehension’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: onfongnis, onfongnes, onfongennis, onfengnys, 
onfengnes, onfangennys, onfangennes, onfangenes, anfangennes, andfengnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 13. 
Description: OE onfongennes derives from onfangen ‘received, accepted’, from 
onfōn ‘to receive, conceive, obtain, accept, take, seize, grasp; receive communion’ 
(on-, a prefix, + (ge)fōn ‘to take, receive, obtain, seize, grasp’), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix. It is built on Lat. perceptio: percipere ‘to take, occupy, perceive, 
obtain, comprehend, learn’ (per-, a prefix, + capere ‘to take, grip, obtain , receive’) 
+ -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 69) as a Lehnbildung 
(LF) with the Latin equivalent susceptio and with the meaning of ‘help, 
support’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (acceptio, 
susceptio, receptāculum, perceptiōnē), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old 
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English (cf. ThOE andfeng), but onfongennes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. The fact that also andfang/andfeng means ‘acceptance, receiving’ is an 
additional proof that onfongennes is an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + underfang (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), underfangennes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
298. þearfeðnis(se) ‘poverty, indigence’ – Lat. paupertātīs ‘poverty’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ðeorfnys, þearfednes, þearfednis, 
þearfendnes, þeorfnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
Description: OE þearfeðnis derives from þearfed ‘poor’ (from þearfan ‘to be 
poor, be in want’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. paupertās: pauper ‘poor’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 114) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). It is found also in chapter 28/27 book 4 with the same Latin equivalent. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (paupertās), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hīenþo, iermþ, næft, wǣdl, wǣdlung, 
wanspēd, wēaþearf), but þearfeðnis was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
nēdþearfnis and wǣðelnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fēasceaftnes, wanhafenes, 
wēþelnes (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
wanspēdignes (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), þearflicnes, wǣdelnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
299. lārēowdōm(e) ‘study, discipline; teaching, instruction (here); ecclesiastical 
authority’ – Lat. magisteriō ‘teaching, direction’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lārīowdōm. 
Corpus token frequency: 59. 
Description: OE lārēowdōm derives from lārēow ‘learned man, scholar; 
teacher; director, minister, pastor; preacher’ + -dōm ‘judgement, power, might; 
state, status’, later a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
magisterium: magister ‘director, pastor, teacher, guide’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to 
form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 28/27 book 4 with the Latin equivalent magister 
‘master, director, teacher’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(magisterium, praedicātiōnīs, magistrī), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE lār, tǣcing, getāh, wīse, gewissung), but lārēowdōm was 
coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lārdōm, lāttēowdōm, 
ontimbernes, gewīsnes (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 384) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
300. eorðbīgeng(an) ‘earth dweller, inhabitant’ – Lat. terrigenās ‘child of the 
earth, born on earth’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE eorðbīgenga derives from eorð ‘earth, soil, ground’ + bīgenga 
‘cultivator, farmer; inhabitant (here)’, and is built on the model of Lat. 
terrigena: terra ‘earth, soil’ + -gena (=-genus, a suffix derives from gignere ‘to 
generate, produce, create’). 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE būend, eardiend, wunigend), but 
eorðbīgenga was coined to imitate Latin models. 
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eorþbūend, landbūend, 
eorþware, grundbūend, eardbegenga (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), eardere (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ineardiend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
301. geþyrstignes(se) ‘audacity, presumption, willfulness, boldness; bold 
undertaking’ – Lat. audāciām ‘boldness, audacity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gedyrstignes, dyrstinys, dyrstignys, 
dyrstignes. 
Corpus token frequency: 36. 
Description: OE (ge)þyrstignes derives from (ge)þurstig/dyrstig ‘presumptuous, 
rash, bold, impudent, daring’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
the model of Lat. audācia: audax ‘bold, brave, proud’ (from audēre ‘to dare, 
desire’) + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns derived predominantly from 
adjectives and present participles. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (audācia, 
temeritās, praesumptio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
wanwilla, gīemelēast), but geþyrstignes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedyrstnes (marked as 
infrequent), gemāhnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
302. dīaconðegnung(e) ‘office/ministry of deacon’ – Lat. diāconātus officiō 
‘office/service of deacon’.  
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Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE dīaconðegnung derives from dīacon ‘deacon’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. diāconus, + þegnung ‘use, service, public office’, and is 
built on the model of Lat. diāconātus officium. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also 
biscopþegnung and dīaconhād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dīaconhād, decanhād 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
4 CHAPTER 
303. gewesnis(se) ‘quarrel, contentiousness, strife’ – Lat. dissensiōnī 
‘dissension, discord, divergence, contradiction’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede + 6 tōwesnes ‘division, partition, 
separation; disagreement, discord, dissension’). 
Description: OE (ge)wesnis derives from gewesan ‘to argue, dispute’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. dissensio: 
dissentīre ‘to disagree, differ’ (dis-, a prefix, + sentīre ‘to feel, perceive’) + -tĭo, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. It is found in 
chapter 16/12 book 4 (in the variant tōwestnis) with the same Latin equivalent. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for towesnes (dissolūtio, dispersio, 
discordia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cēas, cēast, 
gecīd, geflit, sacu, talu, þræft, unseht, gewinn, wrōht), but gewesnis was coined 
to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungemōdignes, ungemōdnes, 
unsehtnes (all marked as infrequent), wiþerwenning (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
geflitfulnes, ungesibsumnes, ungeþwǣrnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
5 CHAPTER 
304. scīr(e) ‘natives of a country; (people of a) shire, region, district, province; 
office, function; church, parish, diocese (here)’ – Lat. parrochiām ‘parish, 
church, diocese’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: scȳr. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE scīr is ‘region, district’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. parochia, is ‘diocese’. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. It may be an analogical SL on the model of Lat. prōvincia. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (prōvincia, vicāri, parochia), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bisceopdōm bisceoprīce, 
bisceopscīr, bisceopseld, rīce, setl, stōl  (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
  
305. mǣghǣmed ‘incest’ – Lat. incestum ‘incest, impure relation’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mǣghǣmed derives from mǣg ‘male/female relative’ + 
hǣmad/hæmed ‘sexual intercourse, connection, marriage’ (from hǣman ‘to have 
sexual intercourse’), and is created to render Lat. incestum, from incestus ‘impure’ 
(in-, a prefix, + castus ‘pure, innocent’). 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Another lexeme 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE sibgeleger), but mǣghǣmed was 
coined to imitate Latin models. 
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Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
6/5 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 6, but corresponds to Latin chapter 5) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
7/6 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 7, but corresponds to Latin chapter 6)  
306. unhērsumnes(se) ‘disobedience’ – Lat. inoboedientiae ‘disobedience’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ungehȳrsumnes, ungehȳrsumnys, 
unhēarsumnes, unhīersumnes, unhȳrsumnes, unhȳrsumnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 26. 
Description: OE unhērsumnes derives from un(ge)hīersum ‘disobedient’, from 
un-, a negative prefix, + hīersum/hērsum ‘obedient, submissive’ ((ge)hīeran ‘to 
hear, listen, obey’ + -sum, an adjectival suffix), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. inoboedientia: inoboediens ‘disobedient’ 
+ -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. Inoboediens 
‘disobedient’, in its turn, is derived from in-, a negative prefix, + oboediens 
‘obedient, submitted’, from oboedīre ‘to obey’ (ob-, a prefix, + audīre ‘to 
listen, hear; obey’). 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 6 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (inobedientiae, 
contrādictiōnībus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
oferhīernes), but unhērsumnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
hērsumnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mishērnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG un-gihorsami (with the Latin equivalent 
inobedientia) (B&T, s.v.)  
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• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
307. timbrend ‘builder, constructor; maker, fabricator’ – Lat. constructor 
‘constructor, founder’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: timbriend. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE timbrend derives from (ge)timbrian ‘to construct, found, build, 
establish, create’ + -end, the present participle inflection which developed into a 
suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. 
constructor: construere ‘to construct’ (con-, a prefix, + struere ‘to dispose, 
conjugate, construct, erect’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE bylda, 
cræftiga, wyrhta), but timbrend was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
308. horsbǣr ‘horse litter’ – Lat. caballārium ‘horse litter’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE horsbǣr derives from hors ‘horse’ + bǣr ‘litter, bier, pallet, 
couch’ (from beran ‘to bear, support, lift up’), and is created to render Lat. 
caballārium (from caballus ‘horse’). 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (caballārium, 
lectīca), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
8/7 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 8, but corresponds to Latin chapter 7)  
309. timbernes(se) ‘edification, instruction’ – Lat. aedificātiōnēm ‘construction, 
edification; instruction’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE timbernes derives from (ge)timbran ‘to construct, found, build, 
establish, create; instruct, edify’  + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built 
on the model of Lat. aedificātio: aedificāre ‘to construct; edify, instruct’ (aedes 
‘room, temple, house’ + facere ‘to make, do, execute, accomplish’, + -ā, a 
thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb (ge)timbran ‘to instruct, edify’ is a SL 
on Lat. aedeficāre (Gneuss 1955: 92). 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There is a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the verb getimbran and the noun timbernes. 
See also intimbernes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + getimbernes (marked as 
infrequent), getimbrung, getȳdnes, trymnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
310. lofsong(es) ‘hymn, song of praise; canticle; canonical hour, service; the 
service of Lauds (here)’ – Lat. laudīs ‘praise’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lofsang. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE lofsong is ‘song of praise’. A 
new meaning, borrowed from Lat. laus, is ‘service of Lauds’. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent and with the meaning ‘hymn, song of praise’. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (hymnus, laudīs, laudīs psalmōdiīs, canticō, 
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carmen), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also ūhtsang. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + herung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG lobe-sang (with the Latin equivalent hymnus) 
(B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
9/8 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 9, but corresponds to Latin chapter 8) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
10/8 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 10, but corresponds to Latin chapter 8) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
11/9 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 11, but corresponds to Latin chapter 9)  
311. ālēsend(es) ‘redeemer, saviour’ – Lat. redemptōrīs ‘entrepreneur, employer; 
redeemer (here)’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ālīesend, ālīsend, ālȳsend. 
Corpus token frequency: 51. 
Description: OE ālēsend derives from ālīesan ‘to release, set free’ (ā-/on-, a 
prefix, + (ge)līesan ‘to undo, untie, unfasten; deliver, rescue, redeem’) + -end, 
the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. redemptor: redimere ‘to 
free, let go; to earn, get’ (re-, a prefix, + emere ‘to buy, get’) + -tŏr, a suffix 
used to form deverbal agent nouns. The verb ālīesan ‘to release, set free’ is 
already a SL (Gneuss 1955: 62). 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 55) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb ālīesan and 
the nouns ālēsend and ālēsnes. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (redemptor, līberātor), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. See also ālēsnes. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eftlīesend (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
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hālwenda, hǣlend, onlīesend (marked as found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), nergend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/9 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 9)  
312. tōlēsnes(se) ‘desolation, destruction, ruin; death (as separation) (here)’ – 
Lat. resolūtiōnīs ‘solution, decomposition, death’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: tōlȳsednes, tōlȳsnes, tōlȳsnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE tōlēsnes derives from tōlȳsan ‘to separate, divide, dissolve, 
release from, destroy, devastate, weaken, relax, undo’ (tō-, a prefix, + (ge)līesan ‘to 
undo, untie, unfasten; deliver, rescue, redeem’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. resolūtio: from resolvere ‘to release, 
resolve, dissolve, relax, undo, untie, weaken, open, free’ (re-, a prefix, + 
solvere ‘to solve, dissolve, open, free; ruin, interrupt, untie’) + -tĭo, a suffix 
used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word may well be a later analogical SL in its Christian 
meaning. The word is found in chapter 30/29 book 4 with the same Latin 
equivalent. It is found in chapter 26/25 book 4 meaning ‘destruction of a town’ 
with the Latin equivalent dēsōlātio ‘destruction, ruin’: dēsōlāre ‘to desolate, 
abandon, deprive of inhabitants’ (dē-, a prefix, + sōl(us) ‘unique, alone, 
deserted’ + -ā, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wæl, wīg, hryre), but tōlēsnes was coined to 
imitate Latin models. See also ālēsnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + loswist, framslītnes (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), āwēstednes, 
forlǣtennes, forlorenes, tōcwȳsednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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13/10 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 13, but corresponds to Latin chapter 10) 
313. forescēawung(e) ‘scrutiny, consideration; foreseeing, divination; divine 
providence; provision (here)’ – Lat. prōvidentia ‘providence, prudence, 
foreseeing; provision’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static) (a LR, both static and dynamic, if the 
derivational pattern is not considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: forescāwung. 
Corpus token frequency: 32. 
Description: OE forescēawung derives from forescēawian ‘to think about; 
foresee, foreknow; provide, give for use’ (fore- ‘for, before, above’, later a 
prefix, + scēawian ‘to see, scrutinise, regard with favour, consider, observe, 
direct attention to, seek out, select; show, display, exhibit’) + -ung, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. prōvidentia: prōvidens 
‘prudent, secure, foreseeing’, the present participle of prōvidēre ‘to foresee; 
meditate, consider; provide’ (prō-, a prefix, + vidēre ‘to see, look, note, 
consider, examine, prove’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from 
adjectives and present participles of verbs. The verb forescēawian ‘to foresee’ 
may already be a LT on Lat. prōvidēre. 
Comments: The meaning ‘provision’ is not found in ThOE. It may be a later 
analogical SL. There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
forescēawian and the noun forescēawung. There may also be an interference of 
a mistaken derivational pattern: OE forescēawung (forescēawian + -ung) might 
have been built on Lat. prōvidentia (prōvidēre + -ĭa), which is erroneous. In 
this case, the word is a dynamic LT. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for 
the word (prōvidentia, prūdentia), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English 
(cf. ThOE onstal), but forescēawung was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 386, 388) 
Result: 4 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/11 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 11) 
314. sundorliif ‘solitary life, life as a recluse’ – Lat. vītām prīvātām 
‘private/solitary life’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration).  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sundorliif derives from sundor ‘asunder, apart; otherwise, 
differently’ + līf ‘life’, and is built on the model of Lat. vīta prīvāta.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also munuclīf 
and ancorlīf. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣnetlīf (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ānwunung, inbetȳnednes (both 
marked as infrequent), ancorlīf (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
315. gefēlnis(se) ‘feeling, sensation, perception’ – Lat. sensū ‘feeling, 
perception; idea, thought’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gefēlnes, fēlnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE (ge)fēlnis derives from (ge)fēlan ‘to feel’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. sensus: sentīre ‘to feel, perceive’ + 
-tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (sensus), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Another 
lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gewitt), but gefēlnes was 
coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gefrēdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
316. unēðelicnes ‘difficulty’ – Lat. difficultātē ‘difficulty, obstacle’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE unēðelicnes derives from unēaðelic ‘difficult, impossible’ (un-, 
a prefix, + ēaðelic ‘easy’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. difficultās: difficilis ‘difficult, hard to do’ (dis-, a prefix, + facilis 
‘easy, feasible’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Another lexeme 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE earfoþnes), but unēðelicnes was 
coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + unþyldlicnes (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
15/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 15, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
16/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
317. wǣðelnes(se) ‘poverty’– Lat. inopia ‘scarcity, lack, poverty’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. paupertās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wǣdelnes, wōedelnis. 
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE wǣðelnes derives from wǣdla ‘poor, needy’ + -nes/-nysse/-
nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. paupertās: pauper ‘poor, 
without means’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. paupertās. Wǣðelnes is 
mentioned in ThOE as generally used in glossaries or glossed texts. The word 
is found also in chapter 2 book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalents for the word (inedia, inopia, mendīcitātē), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hīenþo, iermþ, næft, wǣdl, 
wǣdlung, wanspēd, wēaþearf), but wǣðelnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. The fact that also wǣdl means ‘poverty’ is an additional proof that 
wǣðelnes is an indirect borrowing. See also þearfeðnis and nēdþearfnis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fēasceaftnes, wanhafenes, 
wēþelnes (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
wanspēdignes (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), þearflicnes, wǣdelnes, þearfednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
318. munuchād(e) ‘monastic state, monastic way of life’ – Lat. monachōrum 
collēgiō ‘monastic college, monastic association’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 40. 
Description: OE munuchād derives from munuc ‘monk’ + -hād ‘state, rank, 
order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 
1992: 386), and is built on the model of Lat. monachōrum collēgium. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 24/23 book 4 once without a 
Latin equivalent and once with the Latin equivalent monachica conversātio 
‘monastic custom, monastic living’. It is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 with the 
Latin equivalent monachicum prōpositum ‘monastic model, monastic 
intention’. It is found again in chapter 28/27 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
monachicum nōmen ‘monastic name, monastic title (of a monk)’. The word is 
found in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent monachica tonsūra 
‘monastic tonsure’. It is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent monachica vīta ‘monastic life’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (habitūm monachicūm, sanctimōniālis habitus), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
munuclīf and mynsterlīf. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + munuclīf, mynsterlīf, regollīf 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
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Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
17/13 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 17, but corresponds to Latin chapter 13)  
319. ǣlnet ‘eel net’ – Lat. rētībus anguillārībus ‘nets for eels’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ǣlnet derives from ǣl ‘eel’ + net ‘net’, and is built on the 
model of Lat. rēte anguillāre. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
320. regollīf(e) ‘monastic state, monastic way of life’ – Lat. rēgulāri vītā 
‘regular life, life regulated by a particular order/norm’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE regollīf derives from regol ‘rule, order, tenet, principle; rule 
governing a particular order; canonical prescription/rule’ + līf ‘life’, and is built 
on the model of Lat. rēgulāris vīta. 
Comments: See also munuclīf, sundorliif and munuchād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mynsterlīf, munuclīf, 
munuchād (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Icel. reglu-lif (B&T, s.v.) 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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Latin CHAPTER 14 (no Old English translation) 
 
17/15 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 17, but corresponds to Latin chapter 15) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
18/16 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 18, but corresponds to Latin chapter 16) 
321. norðgārsecg(e) ‘northern ocean’ – Lat. ōceanō septentriōnālī ‘northern ocean’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE norðgārsecg derives from norð ‘northern’ + gārsecg/secg 
‘sea; ocean’, and is built on the model of Lat. ōceanus septentriōnālis.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
19/17 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 19, but corresponds to Latin chapter 17)  
322. intimbernes(se) ‘teaching, instruction’ – Lat. instructiōnēm ‘construction, 
fabrication, disposition; education, instruction’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede + 1 ontimbernes). 
Description: OE intimbernes derives from intimbr(i)an ‘to instruct, edify’ (in-, 
a prefixe, + timbran ‘to construct, found, build, establish, create; instruct, 
edify’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
instructio: instruere ‘to construct, prepare, provide; instruct’ (in-, a prefix, + 
struere ‘to place in order, construct, prepare, direct’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to 
form deverbal nouns denoting action. The verbs intimbr(i)an (mentioned as 
infrequent in ThOE) and ontimbr(i)an, meaning ‘to instruct, edify’, are LTs 
from the Latin verb instruere (Gneuss 1955: 92). 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 93) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verbs intimbran, 
ontimbran and the nouns timbernes, intimbernes, ontimbernes. Other lexemes 
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already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE lār, tǣcing, getāh, wīse, gewissung), 
but intimbernes(se) was coined to imitate Latin models. See also timbernes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ontimbernes, timbernes 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
323. þrīgnis(se) ‘trinity’ – Lat. trīnitātēm ‘triad, unity of three, trinity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ðrīnis, ðrīnnes, ðrȳnnes, ðrȳnnys, 
þrīgnes, þrīnes, þrīnis, þrīnnes, þrīnnis, þrīnnys, þrȳnes, þrȳnis, þrȳnnes, 
þrȳnnys, þrȳnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 115. 
Description: OE þrīgnis derives from þrīe ‘three’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. trīnitās: trīnus ‘triple’ (from trīni 
‘three’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 52) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT). The word is also found later in this chapter with the same Latin equivalent. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (trīnitās), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: + OHG drinissa (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
20/18 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 20, but corresponds to Latin chapter 18) 
324. hēahsonger(e) ‘chief singer, precentor’ – Lat. archicantātor ‘precentor’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
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Description: OE hēahsongere derives from hēah ‘high, sublime, important’ + 
songere ‘master of church singing, church singer, singer’, from song/sang 
‘song’ + -ere, a suffix which is used to form agent nouns, a direct borrowing 
from Latin (Gneuss 1955: 34). It is built on the model of Lat. archicantator: 
archi-, a prefix, + cantātor ‘singer, actor’ (cantāre ‘to sing, play, announce’ + 
-tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns).  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. See also songer(e). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + foresingend (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), cantere, māgister ciriclices 
sanges (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
325. efnwyrht(an) ‘fellow, companion, associate, comrade; fellow-worker, co-
operator’ – Lat. cooperātōrē ‘cooperator, fellow-worker’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static) (a LR, both static and dynamic, if the 
derivational pattern is not considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efenwyrht. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: The verb efenwyrcan does not seem to have existed in Old 
English, so efenwyrhta must have been derived from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ 
+ wyrhta ‘worker, maker, author, creator’ (from (ge)wyrcan ‘to work do, 
perform; build, construct’) on the model of Lat. cooperātor: cooperāri ‘to 
cooperate’ (con-, a prefix, + operāri ‘to operate, work, practice, do’) + -tŏr, a 
suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns.  
Comments: There may be a mistaken derivational pattern: OE efenwyrhta (efen 
+ wyrhta) might have been built on the model of Lat. cooperātor, analysed as 
con-, a prefix, + operātor ‘worker’, which is erroneous. In this case the word is 
a dynamic LT. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
gewyrhta, midwyrhta), but efnwyrhta was coined to imitate Latin models. See 
also æfenwyrcend. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + efenwyrcend (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
326. londār(e) ‘land property’ – Lat. possessiōnēm terrae ‘land possession’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: landār. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE londār derives from lond/land ‘land’ + ār ‘property’, and is built 
on the model of Lat. possessio terrae. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (territōriō, 
possesiōnēm terrae), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ǣht, land, 
staþolǣht), but londār was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ǣhteland, landefne, landhæfen, 
landspēd (all marked as infrequent), landseten (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
327. abbuddōm(e) ‘office or rule of abbot’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: HLT on Lat. abbātia. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: abbuddoom. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (all in Bede). 
Description: OE abbuddōm derives from abbud/abbod ‘abbot’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. abbās/abba (Serjeantson 1935: 286), + -dōm ‘judgement, 
power, might; state, status’, later a nominal suffix, and is created to render Lat. 
abbātia ‘office of abbot’. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. abbātia. The word is found also 
in chapter 1 book 5 without a Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (abbātia, abbātīs jūs vel auctōritās), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + abbodhād, abbodrīce (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 384) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
21/19 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 21, but corresponds to Latin chapter 19) 
328. onwalhnes(se) ‘wholeness, integrity’ – Lat. integritātē ‘integrity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: anwalhnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE onwalhnes derives from onwealg ‘whole, entire’ (on- , a prefix, 
probably negative, + wealg ‘disgusting, nauseous, ruined, bad (?)’, probably from 
wealcan ‘to cast, fling, hurl; run high, surge; pound, grind, batter, roll’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. integritās: integer 
‘untouched, whole’ (in-, a negative prefix, + tactus, from tangere ‘to touch, hit, 
violate’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (integritās, 
castitās, pudīcitiām, religio sanctitās), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE hālnes, gesynto), but onwalhnes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ansundnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
329. hrinenes(se) ‘touch, contact’ – Lat. contactū ‘contact’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. tactus. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hrinenes, gehrinenis, gehrinenes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (+2 gehrinenes) (all in Bede). 
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Description: OE hrinenes derives from hrīnan ‘to touch’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. tactus: tangere ‘to touch’ + -tŭs, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 21/19 book 4 and in chapter 32/31 
book 4 as gehrinenis(se) with the same Latin equivalent. In this case, gehrinenis 
is a pure LT on Lat. contactus. The word is also found in chapter 4 book 5 with 
the Latin equivalent tactus ‘contact, touch’. Thus, the true model for OE hrinenes 
is Lat. tactus. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hrine, 
grāpung, hrepung, æthrine), but hrinenes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
The fact that also hrine means ‘touch, touching’ is an additional proof that 
hrinenes is an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hrīning (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), onhrine (marked as infrequent) 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
330. weoruldsorg(e) ‘worldly affairs’ – Lat. saeculī cūrās ‘worldly affairs’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: woruldsorg. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE weoruldsorg derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world ‘world, 
earth; present life; age, mankind, humankind; life, way of life, period of life’ + sorg 
‘bad feeling, sadness; anxiety’, and is created to render Lat. saeculī cūra. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (cūrārum 
seculārium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also weoruldþing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + woruldhogu (marked as 
infrequent), woruldcearu, woruldbisgung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
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• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
331. hāligreft(e) ‘religious veil’ – Lat. vēlāminē sanctimōniālis ‘veil of a 
person consecrated to God, monastic veil’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hāligryft. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE hāligreft derives from hālig ‘holy, saint’ + reft/ryft ‘veil, 
covering’, and is created to render Lat. vēlāmen sanctimōniālis.  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 24/23 book 4 with the Latin equivalent 
vestis sanctimōniālis ‘monastic dress/veil’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (theristrum, vēlāminē sanctimōniālis), which may testify to the fact 
that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
332. ūhtsang(es) ‘the hour or service of Matins’ – Lat. mātūtīnae synaxeōs 
‘religious reunion, morning service’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ūhtsong.  
Corpus token frequency: 33. 
Description: OE ūhtsang derives from ūhte ‘last hour of the night just before 
daybreak; the hour or service of Nocturnes’, a SL in its Christian meaning, + 
song/sang ‘song; service on a saint day’, also this noun is a SL. OE ūhtsang is 
built on the model of Lat. mātūtīna synaxis. 
Comments: There must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns 
ūhte, sang and ūhtesang. The word is found also in chapter 25/24 book 4 with 
the Latin equivalent laus nocturna ‘service of Nocturnes (praise to God)’. It is 
found in chapter 9 book 5 once with the Latin equivalent hymnus mātūtīnum 
‘morning hymns’ and once with the Latin equivalent mātūtīnus ‘of the 
morning; matins’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (psalmī, 
mātūtīnae synaxiōs, nocturnōs, vigiliās), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. See also lofsong. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + æftersang, dægrēdsang, 
morgengebedtīd (marked as infrequent), ūhtgebed, ūhtþegnung 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG uhti-sang (with the Latin equivalent orgia), 
Icel. ottu-söngr (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
333. lēasnis(se) ‘lying, falseness; light-mindedness, levity’ – Lat. lēvitātīs 
‘lightness, light-mindedness; lustre, elegance’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE lēasnis derives from lēas ‘empty, false, untrustworthy; 
falsehood, untruth; loose, luxurious, wanton’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. lēvitās: lēvis ‘light; inconstant, false, 
deceiving, wanton’ + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (mendācium, 
lēvitātīs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. In the sense of ‘lying, falsehood’ there are OE lēas and OE lēasung 
which also have this meaning, so lēasnes must be a LT also in this case.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lēasmōdnes (marked as 
infrequent), lēohtmōdnes, lēohtbrǣdnes, ungestæþþignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
334. rēadnis ‘redness’ – Lat. rubor ‘redness’.  
Classification: pure LT (a dynamic LR if the derivational pattern is not 
considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: rēadnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
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Description: OE rēadnis derives from rēad ‘red’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal 
suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. rubor: rubēre ‘to be/become red’ 
(rub(er) ‘red’ + -ē, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -ŏr, a 
suffix used to form abstract nouns.  
Comments: There is a possibility of a mistaken derivational pattern: the Old 
English word might have been derived erroneously from Lat. rubor, analysed as 
ruber ‘red’ + -ŏr. In this case it is a pure LT both from the static and the dynamic 
points of view. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (rubor, 
purpura, ostrō, vermiculō), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
rudu), but rēadnis was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rēadung (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
335. ungescrēpnes ‘pain, bodily discomfort’ – Lat. incommodum ‘difficulty, 
discomfort, suffering’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. incommoditās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ungescrēpnes derives from ungescrēpe ‘inconvenient, unfit, 
useless; inconvenience’ (un-, a negative prefix, + (ge)scrēpe ‘suitable, suited, 
fitted; advantage, convenience’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. incommoditās, from incommodus ‘not comfortable, 
causing suffering, inconvenient, unfit’: in-, a negative prefix, + commodus 
‘comfortable, appropriate, convenient, accommodating, suitable, advantageous’ 
(con-, a prefix, + modus ‘measure, extension, limit, norm, moderation, type, 
form’), + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. It is found in 
chapter 33/32 book 4 as ungescrǣpo ‘inconvenience’ (mentioned as rare in 
ThOE) with the same Latin equivalent. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE sār, earfoþe, gewinn, wīte), but ungescrēpnes was coined to 
imitate Latin models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + angnes, angsumnes, 
earfoþlicnes, earfoþnes, nearones, sārnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
336. hēafodstōw ‘bed-head, place for head (in the coffin, in this context)’ – Lat. 
locus capitīs ‘place for head’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE hēafodstōw derives from hēafod ‘head’ + stōw ‘place’, and is 
built on the model of Lat. locus capitīs. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Another lexeme 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hēafod), but hēafodstōw was coined 
to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTER 20 (no Old English translation) 
 
22/21 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 22, but corresponds to Latin chapter 21) 
337. ontimber ‘material, matter, substance; reason, cause (here)’ – Lat. 
māteriēs ‘matter, material; wood, trunk; cause, reason’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: antimbr, antimber. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE ontimber is ‘matter’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. māteriēs, is ‘reason, cause’. 
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Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (māteria, 
thema), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE þing, 
wīse), but ontimber acquired a new meaning in order to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 2.5 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
23/22 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 23, but corresponds to Latin chapter 22) 
338. underntīd(e) ‘third hour, the hour or service of Tierce’ – Lat. tertia hōra 
‘third hour’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 11. 
Description: OE underntīd derives from undern ‘morning; third hour, the hour 
or service of Tierce’,)’ + tīd ‘period of time’, and is built to render Lat. tertia 
hōra. OE undern ‘the hour or service of Tierce’ is already a SL. 
Comments: There is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns undern 
and underntīd. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (hōra tertia), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + undern, undernsang (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
339. wiðerwordnes(se) ‘adversity, affliction (here); contrariety, diversity; 
hostility, opposition’ – Lat. adversā ‘adversity’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. adversitās. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wiðerweardnes, wiðerweardnys, 
wiðerwordnis, wiþerweardnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE wiðerwordnes derives from wiðerweard/wiðerword ‘adverse, 
unfavourable, contrary, opposite; hostile’ (wiþer ‘against, opposite’ + werian 
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‘to turn back, drive back, repulse’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
built on the model of Lat. adversitās: adversus ‘contrary, hostile, adverse’, 
from the perfect participle of advertere ‘to turn against/to’ (ad-, a prefix 
meaning ‘to; against’, + vertere ‘to turn, rotate; translate; change; transform 
oneself’) + -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the adjective 
wiðerweard and the noun wiðerwordnes. The word is found again in the same 
chapter with the same Latin equivalent. All other meanings may be later SLs. 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (aemulō, perversius, 
arrogantie, prāvīs, adversitās, adversa fortūna, adversā, contrāriā), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gebroc, gedreof, earfoþe, (ge)swenc, 
wāwa, wēa, wrāþ, sār), but wiðerwordnes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
See also wiðerwearda, geswencnis, gedrēfnis and geswencednes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedrēofnes, gescwincfulnes, 
wiþermēdnes (all marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), dreccing, gehrorenes (both marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), gedrehtnes, hēandōm, 
folcgedrēfnes, geþryccednes (all marked as infrequent), geswencnes, 
geswencednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
340. generednis(se) ‘salvation, deliverance’ – Lat. ēreptiōnē ‘deprivation, 
withdrawal, deliverance’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)nerednis derives from genered ‘saved, protected’ (from 
(ge)nerian ‘to protect, guard from injury, keep from destruction, render secure, 
make safe, deliver, rescue’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
the model of Lat. ēreptio: ēripere ‘to extract, deprive, withdraw, take away; 
save, free’ (ex-, a prefix, + rapere ‘to take quickly, take away, steal, withdraw’) 
+ -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. A pure LT on Lat. 
ereptio is OE generenes. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
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(ēreptio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hǣlu, generenes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
24/23 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 24, but corresponds to Latin chapter 23) 
341. weoruldhād(e) ‘secular state/life, lay condition’ – Lat. saeculāri habitū 
‘secular condition/state’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: woruldhād. 
Corpus token frequency: 5 (4 of these in Bede). 
Description: OE weoruldhād derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world ‘world, 
earth; present life; age, mankind, humankind; life, way of life, period of life’ + -hād 
‘state, rank, order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix 
(Kastovsky 1992: 386). It is built to render Lat. saeculāris habitus. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter and in chapter 25/24 book 4 
twice with the same Latin equivalent. See also woruldlīf. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + woruldlīf (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
342. foresēond(e) ‘provider’ – Lat. prōvīsōrī ‘provider; prophet, seer’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE foresēond derives from foresēon ‘to foresee, provide’ (fore- 
‘for, before, above’, later a prefix, + sēon ‘to see, look, behold, perceive’) + -end, 
the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
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deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. prōvīsor: prōvidēre ‘to see 
ahead, foresee, provide, take care’ (prō-, a prefix meaning ‘in front of, 
forwards’, also temporal priority, + vidēre ‘to see, perceive, observe, notice’) + 
-tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. The verb foresēon ‘to foresee, 
provide’ may already be a SL or LT on Lat. prōvidēre. 
Comments: There may be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb 
foresēon and the nouns foresēond and forsēones. See also forsēones. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
343. wegnest(e) ‘supply for journey; viaticum (here)’ – Lat. viāticō ‘provision 
for the trip (food, money); viaticum’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: wegnyst. 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE wegnest derives from weg ‘way, road’ + nest ‘food, 
sustenance, ration’, and is built on the model of Lat. viāticum, from viāticus 
‘relative to travelling’: via ‘way, road, street, trip, journey’ + -āticus (= -cus, a 
suffix used to form deverbal and demonial adjectives). 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 25/24 book 4 and in chapter 15/14 
book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (viāticum), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
fōrmete), but wegnest was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: + OHG wega-nest (with the Latin equivalents cibāriā, 
viāticum), Icel. veg-nest (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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344. slǣpern(e) ‘dormitory’ – Lat. dormītōriō ‘bedroom, dormitory’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 7. 
Description: OE slǣpern derives from slǣpan ‘to sleep’ or slǣp ‘sleep’ + 
ærn/ern ‘habitation, dwelling, building’, later a suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. dormītōrium: dormīre ‘to sleep’ + -tŏrium, a suffix denoting places. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (dormītōrium), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: -  
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
25/24 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 25, but corresponds to Latin chapter 24) 
345. scopgereord(e) ‘poetical language’ – Lat. verbīs poēticīs ‘poetic word, 
poetic form’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE scopgereord derives from scop ‘poet, author, writer, historian’ + 
gereord ‘voice, speech, language’, and is built to render Lat. verbum poēticum. 
Comments: Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
glīwword), but scopgereord was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
346. lēoðcræft ‘art of poetry; musician’s art, art of song’ – Lat. canendī artēm 
‘art of singing’.  
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Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE lēoðcræft derives from lēoð ‘song, poem’ + cræft ‘talent, 
intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, erudition; excellence, virtue; ability, 
capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; product of art’. It is built on the model 
of Lat. canendī ars. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (hoc poēma, 
canendī artēm), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wōþcræft, 
wōþgifu, scopcræft, drēamcræft), but lēoðcræft was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also songcræft. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sangcræft, soncræft (marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), swinsungcræft 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), mētercræft (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
347. frumsceaft ‘earth/world as God’s creation; source, origin; creation of the world 
(here)’ – Lat. principium creātūrārum ‘origin/beginning of creatures, creation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE frumsceaft derives from fruma ‘beginning, origin; originator, 
creator, inventor, doer, maker’ + (ge)sceaft ‘creation, sex, generation, element, 
ordered course of events, natural state/condition’, and is built on the model of 
Lat. principium creātūrārum. 
Comments: The word seems a redundant formation (superfluous type). B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (prīma creātio, orīgo, prīmitīvē vel 
pristinē condītio, principium creātūrārum, genesis, creātūra), which may testify 
to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already 
existed in Old English (cf. ThOE ealdgeweorc, gesceaft, fyrngesceap, 
fyrnweorc, landgesceaft, woruldgesceaft), but frumsceaft was coined to imitate 
Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + frumhēowung (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
frumsetnung (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
frumweorc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: - 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
348. heofonrīc(es) ‘heavenly kingdom, kingdom of heaven’ – Lat. regnī 
caelestis ‘heavenly kingdom’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: heofenrīc, hefonrīc.  
Corpus token frequency: 18. 
Description: OE heofonrīce derives from heofon/hiofen ‘firmament; heavenly 
dwelling place; sky, heaven; glory/majesty of heaven’ + rīce ‘authority; 
kingdom, realm, empire’, and is built on the model of Lat. regnum caeleste. 
Comments: This notion is encountered very often in Old English as a noun 
phrase (e.g. heofonlecan rīces).  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fæder rīce, rīce, þrymrīce 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OS himil-riki, OFris. himel-rik, Icel. himin-riki, 
OHG himil-richi (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
349. wuldorfæder ‘father of glory, God the Father’ – Lat. patrīs glōriae 
‘father of glory’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
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Description: OE wuldorfæder derives from wuldor ‘arrogance, vain glory, 
vanity; glory, splendour, magnificence; praise, worship, honour’ + fæder 
‘father’, and is built on the model of Lat. pater glōriae. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in ThOE as used only in poetry.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fæder, godfæder, hēahfæder 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
350. leorner(as) ‘learned man, scholar, disciple’ – Lat. doctiorībus virīs 
‘learned men’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 25. 
Description: OE leornere derives from leornian ‘to learn, get to know, acquire 
knowledge, read’ + -ere, a suffix used to form agent nouns, a direct borrowing 
from Latin (Gneuss 1955: 34), and is built on the model of Lat. doctior vir. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (lectōrēm, 
discipulīs, doctorībus virīs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
esne, lārēow, wīsa, wita, wītega), but leornere was coined to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + leornungmann, stæfleornere 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), rǣdere, 
leornend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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351. gehātland(es) ‘promised land’ – Lat. terrām reprōmissiōnīs ‘promised 
land, land of promised redemption’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: behātland.  
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE (ge)hātland derives from gehāt ‘promise, stipulation, vow’ + 
land/lond ‘land’, and is built on the model of Lat. terra reprōmissiōnīs. 
Comments: -  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + behātland (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
352. ūpāstīgnes(se) ‘rising, ascent; ascension (here)’ – Lat. resurrectiōnē, et 
ascensiōnē ‘resurrection and ascension (to heaven)’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ūppāstīgnes, ūpāstigennys, ūpāstigennes, 
ūpāstīgenes. 
Corpus token frequency: 21 (10 ūpāstīgnes + 5 ūpāstigennes, all in the religious 
meaning; 6 ūppāstīgnes: 5 with the religious meaning and only 1 (in Bede, 
chapter 13/12 book 5) with a non-religious meaning of ‘climbing over the wall’). 
Description: OE ūpāstīgnes derives from ūpāstīgan ‘to ascend, go up’, from ūp 
‘up’ + āstīgan ‘to increase, go, progress, travel; go up, ascend; descend’ (ā-, a 
prefix, + (ge)stīgan ‘to go up, ascend; reach; go, progress, travel; rise’), + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. resurrectio, from 
resurgere ‘to rise, be reborn, surge’: re-, a prefix, + surgere ‘to rise, surge, be 
born’ (from subrigere, sub-, a prefix, + regere ‘to hold, direct guide, govern, 
dominate’), + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Another possible model is Lat. ascensio: ascendere ‘to rise, ascend, go up’ (ad-, 
a prefix, + scandere ‘to rise, mount, go up, ascend’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word may well be a later SL, but it is more probably a LT in its 
Christian meaning. The word is found in chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent ascensus ‘climbing, ascent (over the wall, in this context)’: 
ascendere ‘to rise, ascend, go up’ + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ascensūm, 
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ascensiōnēs), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also ǣrist.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ūpāfangnes, ūpāstīgnestīd 
(both marked as infrequent), ūpstīge (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
353. gewitenes(se) ‘death as departure’ – Lat. dēcessus ‘departure, death’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gewytennys, gewitendnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE (ge)witenes derives from gewītan ‘to travel, to depart, to set out’ 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. decessūs: 
dēcēdere ‘to go away, abandon, cease, die’ (dē-, a prefix, + cēdere ‘to go away, 
retire, cease’) + -tŭs, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE dēaþ, 
ende, geendung, gehror, hryre, lyre, hingang, hinsīþ, ūtsīþ), but gewitenes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. See also onweggewitenes.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + forþfēredneas, forþfēring, 
forþgelēorednes, forþsige (all marked as infrequent), gelēor(ed)nes, 
tōfær (marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
26/25 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 26, but corresponds to Latin chapter 25)  
354. yfelnes(se) ‘misfortune, calamity; cruelty, severity; wickedness, evil 
(here)’ – Lat. malitia ‘malignity, malice’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: yfelnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 70. 
Description: OE yfelnes derives from yfel ‘bad, evil, harmful, wicked, false’ + 
-nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. malitia: 
malus ‘bad, malign, dangerous, harmful, dishonest’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns derived from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (malignitās, 
malitia, nēquitiām), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE fūl, 
mān, nīþ, wēa, wōh, yfel), but yfelnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also yfel means ‘wickedness, evil’ is an additional proof that yfelnes is an 
indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hinderscipe, wōhfulnes (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ārlēasnes, 
āwyrgednes, mānfulnes, nīþscipe (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), unwīsnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
355. eardiend(ra) ‘inhabitant, resident’ – Lat. inhabitantium ‘inhabitant’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. habitātor.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 4 (+ 1 ineardiend and 1 oneardiend). 
Description:OE eardiend derives from eardian ‘to dwell, live in, inhabit’ + -end, 
the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix used to form 
deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the model of Lat. habitātor: habitāre ‘to 
live, dwell’ + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: The word is also found later in this chapter with the Latin equivalent 
habitātor ‘inhabitant, dweller’, which must be the true model of the Old English 
word. Ineardiend and oneardiend are also pure LTs built on Lat. inhabitantium 
or inhabitātor. Also the verbs ineardian and oneardian ‘to dwell, live in, inhabit’ 
(mentioned in ThOE as used mostly in glossed texts) are LTs on the model of the 
Latin verb inhabitāre. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
būend, wunigend), but eardiend was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eardbegenga (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), eardere (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
eorþbīgenga, weartere (both marked as infrequent), bīgenga, 
ineardiend, oneardiend, inbūend (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
356. lēasspellung(e) ‘deceitful speech, false story, idle tale’ – Lat. 
fābulātiōnūm ‘conversation, talk; story of falsehood, lie; tales’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE lēasspellung derives from lēas ‘empty, false, untrustworthy; 
falsehood, untruth; loose, luxurious, wanton’ + spell/spellung ‘narrative, history, 
tale, prose, message, homily; conversation, discussion; narrative, story, account’, 
and is built on the model of Lat. fābulātio: fābulāri ‘to speak, keep conversation; 
invent, tell lies’ (from fābula ‘conversation, discourse, story, legend, tale’) + -tĭo, 
a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action.  
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (fābulātiōnūm, 
nēniās, falsīs opīniōnībus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
fām, hīwung, lygeword, spell), but lēasspellung was coined to imitate Latin 
models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lēaspell, lēassungspell 
(marked as infrequent), lygespell (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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357. ūtwǣpnedmonn(a) ‘stranger’ (here, a man from outside a female 
monastery) – Lat. externōrum virōrum ‘men from outside’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ūtwǣpnedmonn derives from ūt ‘out, outside’ + wǣpnedmonn 
‘man, male person’, and is built to render Lat. externus vir.   
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cuma, giest, uncūþa), but 
ūtwǣpnedmonn was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + (in the Christian meaning) 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ūtacunda (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
358. orsorhnes ‘freedom from trouble, comfort, security (here); happiness, 
well-being, prosperity; carelessness’ – Lat. sēcūritās ‘absence of 
preoccupations, tranquillity, security’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: orsorgnes, orsorhnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 40. 
Description: OE orsorhnes derives from orsorg ‘untroubled, without care, safe, 
secure, free from care’ (or ‘head/front position; origin’ + sorg ‘bad feeling, 
sadness; anxiety’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model 
of Lat. sēcūritās: sēcūrus ‘secure, without fear/preoccupations, quiet’ (sē-, a 
prefix, meaning ‘without’, + cūr(a) ‘anxiety, unrest, concern, care’ + -us, a 
suffix used to form deverbal and denominal adjectives) + -tās, a suffix used to 
form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sēcūritās, 
prosperitās), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE sibb, 
gīemelēast, īeþnes), but orsorhnes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
forðspōwnis(se), ēadignes(se) and gesǣlignes(se).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
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• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + carlēasnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), carlēast 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 4.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
359. efenmæsseprēost ‘fellow priest’ – Lat. conpresbyter ‘fellow priest, 
colleague-priest’.  
Classification: HLT (dynamic), HLR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE efenmæsseprēost derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + 
mæsseprēost ‘bishop, priest, mass priest, high priest’ (the second part of this 
word is a direct borrowing from Lat. presbyter). It is built on the model of 
Lat. conpresbyter: con-, a prefix with the meaning of union, relation, + 
presbyter ‘priest’.  
Comments: See also efnbiscop. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + efensācerd (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
27/26 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 27, but corresponds to Latin chapter 26) 
360. herehand ‘war strength, power in war’ (here, hostile, devastating hand of 
the enemy army)’ – Lat. manus hostīlis ‘hostile, pitiless hand’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE herehand derives from here ‘devastation, harrying, 
plundering, rapine, spoliation; crowd’ + hand/hond ‘hand’, and is built to 
render Lat. manus hostīlis. 
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Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE hildestrengo, wīgcræft), but herehand 
was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
361. wærgcweodol(e) ‘given to cursing; curse, cursing (here)’ – Lat. maledicī 
‘cursing, given to cursing’.  
Classification: pure LT.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE wærgcweodol derives from weargcweðan/wyrgcweðan  ‘to 
curse, speak ill of’ (wearg/wyrg ‘wicked, evil, accursed’ + (ge)cweðan ‘to say, 
speak, utter, tell, make known, declare, announce’) + -ol, a suffix, and is built on 
the model of Lat. maledicus: maledīcere ‘to insult, speak ill of, curse’ (male 
‘badly’ + dīcere ‘to say, pronounce, express’) + -us, a suffix. The verb 
weargcweðan/wyrgcweðan ‘to curse, speak ill of’ is already a LT (Gneuss 1955: 
106). It is marked in ThOE (s.v.) as used mostly in glossaries and glossed texts.  
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 107) as a 
Lehnübersetzung (LT). Another possible model may be Lat. maledictio. There 
is a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb weargcweðan and the noun 
wærgcweodol. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
cursung, curs, wyrgþu), but wærgcweodol was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + weargcwedolnes (marked as 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), weargolnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
āwyrgednes, āwyrigung (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 392) 
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Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
28/27 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 28, but corresponds to Latin chapter 27) 
362. regolweard ‘authority; leader, ruler; prior (here)’ – Lat. prōpositus ‘prior’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE regolweard is ‘leader’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. prōpositus, is ‘prior’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of the Old English word is quite low 
(3). The word is found later in this chapter with the same Latin equivalent, and in 
chapter 9 book 5 with the Latin equivalent preapositus ‘governor, commander, 
superintendent’, but with the meaning of ‘prior’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin 
equivalents for the word (rēgulus, praepositus), which may testify to the fact that 
the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mynsterprafost (marked as 
infrequent), ealdor, prafost, prior  (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
363. discipulhād(a) ‘being a learner, pupillage’ – Lat. discipulātuī ‘state, 
condition of a disciple’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE discipulhād derives from discipul ‘disciple, pupil; teacher’, a 
direct borrowing from Lat. discipulus (Serjeantson 1935: 286), + -hād ‘state, 
rank, order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix 
(Kastovsky 1992: 386). It is built on the model of Lat. discipulātus: discipulus 
‘disciple, scholar’ + -ātus, a suffix used to form denominal nouns denoting 
position, office, post or condition. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 19/21 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent. Another lexeme already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
leornung), but discipulhād was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
364. dēofolcræft(es) ‘sorcery, magic, witchcraft’ – Lat. daemonicae artīs 
‘devilish craft’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dēofulcræft.  
Corpus token frequency: 4. 
Description: OE dēofolcræft derives from dēofol/dēoful ‘devil, demon’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. diabolus, + cræft ‘talent, intellectual faculty; knowledge, 
learning, erudition; excellence, virtue; ability, capacity, power; trade, calling, 
aptitude; product of art’. It is built on the model of Lat. daemoniaca ars. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
āglǣccræft, bealucræft, fīfmægen, lybcræft, wiccecræft, wiccedōm), but 
dēofolcræft was coined to imitate Latin models. See also dēofulgyld. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + yfelgeweorc (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
unrihtlyblāc (marked as infrequent), (ge)dwolcræft (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
365. getȳdnes ‘knowledge, learning, erudition; edification, instruction’ – Lat. 
perītia ‘experience, knowledge, ability’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: getȳdnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 3 (2 of which in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)tȳdnes derives from getȳd ‘skilled, learned in arts/crafts’ 
(from (ge)tyhtan ‘to suggest, bring to mind; train, instruct; urge, incite, 
persuade’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
perītia: perītus ‘expert, experienced, skillful, knowing, able, competent’ (from 
experīri ‘to experience, prove, test, learn, find’) + -ĭa, a suffix forming abstract 
deadjectival nouns. 
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Comments: The word is found in chapter 21/23 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent ērudītio ‘learning, education, culture, knowledge, cognition’: 
ērudīre ‘to instruct, educate, teach’ (ex-, a prefix, + rud(is) ‘rude, ignorant’ + -ī, 
a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (ērudītio, perītia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
cræft, lār, lārcræft, wīsdōm), but getȳdnes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
See also gelǣrednes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gelǣrednes, leornes (marked 
as infrequent), leornungcræft, witnes, getimbernes (marked as 
infrequent), getimbrung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
366. ungelǣrednes(se) ‘ignorance’ – Lat. rusticitātē ‘rudeness, simplicity, ignorance’.   
Classification: pure LT on Lat. ignōrantia. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE ungelǣrednes derives from ungelǣred ‘uneducated, rude, 
illiterate’ (un-, a prefix, + gelǣred ‘learned, skillful’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a 
nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. ignōrantia: ignōrans ‘ignorant’, 
the present participle of ignōrāre ‘not know’ (in-, a negative/privative prefix, + 
noscere ‘to know, learn, observe, conceive’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns from adjectives and present participles of verbs. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (imperītia, 
rusticitātē), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE lārlēast, 
unsnyttru, uncȳþþu, unwīsdōm), but ungelǣrednes was coined to imitate Latin 
models. See also gelǣrednes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + ungewitnes, unfrōdnes (both 
marked as infrequent), unandcȳþegnes (marked as found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), unwīsnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
29/28 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 29, but corresponds to Latin chapter 28) 
367. mēterfers(um) ‘hexameter verse’ – Lat. versībūs hērōicīs ‘heroic verses’.  
Classification: HLR (double). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE mēterfers derives from mēter ‘versification, metre’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. metrum (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + fers ‘verse, sentence’, 
a direct borrowing from Lat. versus (Serjeantson 1935: 283), and is built on the 
model of Lat. versus hērōicus. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 16/18 book 5 with the Latin equivalent 
versus hexameter ‘hexameter verse’. See also mētergeweorc. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
368. eardunghūs ‘habitation, dwelling-house’ – Lat. habitāculum ‘habitation, dwelling’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE eardunghūs derives from eardung ‘dwelling’ (from eardian 
‘to dwell, settle, occupy’ + -ung, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns) + hūs 
‘house’, and is created to render Lat. habitāculum: habitāre ‘to dwell, live’ + 
-culum, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting instruments and places. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE eardung, 
eardærn, sælþ), but eardunghūs was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that 
also eardung means ‘dwelling place, abode, habitation’ is an additional proof that 
eardunghūs may be an indirect borrowing. See also wunenes and eardungstōw.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + wunenes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
30/28 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 30, but corresponds to Latin chapter 28) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
30/29 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 30, but corresponds to Latin chapter 29) 
369. tȳdernes(se) ‘disease, infirmity, sickness; weakness’ – Lat. fragilitātē 
‘weakness, fragility’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: tīdernes, tīedernes. 
Corpus token frequency: 16. 
Description: OE tȳdernes derives from tīedre ‘ill, sick, weak, fragile’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. fragilitās: fragilis 
‘fragile, weak’ (from frangere ‘to break, split’) + -tās, a suffix used to form 
abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (infirmitātīs, 
fragilitātīs, imbēcillitātēm), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
ādl, broc, coþu, unhǣlþ, unhǣlu, unmiht, untrymþ, wāc), but tȳdernes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. See also untrymnes.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hefignes, unmihtignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
370. ælmesdǣd(a) ‘alms-giving, charitable action’ – Lat. elimosynārum 
operātiōnē ‘activity of alms-giving, charity’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 27. 
Description: OE ælmesdǣd derives from ælmes/ælmess ‘alms, charitable 
action’, a direct borrowing from Vulg. Lat. almosina (Serjeantson 1935: 286), 
+ dǣd ‘action, doing, performance’, and is built on the model of Lat. 
elimosynārum operātio. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 17/19 book 5 with the Latin 
equivalent almosina ‘alms’.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ælmesse, ælmesweorc 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
31/30 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 31, but corresponds to Latin chapter 30) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
32/31 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 32, but corresponds to Latin chapter 31) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
33/32 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 33, but corresponds to Latin chapter 32) 
371. bebyrgednes(se) ‘burial, burying’ – Lat. sepultūrae ‘burial, funerals, cremation’.  
Classification: pure LT (a LR if the derivational pattern is not considered 
mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE bebyrgednes derives from gebyrged ‘buried’ (from bebyrgan 
‘to bury, inter’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of 
Lat. sepultūra: sepelīre ‘to put under the ground; cremate’ + -ūra, a suffix used 
to form abstract nouns from verbal forms. 
Comments: Another possible model is Lat. humātio. There is a possibility of a 
mistaken derivational pattern: the Old English word might have been derived 
erroneously from Lat. sepultūra analysed as sepultus ‘buried’ + -ūra. In this 
case we deal with a pure LT both from the static and the dynamic point of view. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE byrgen, byrging), but 
bebyrgednes was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + byrignes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
372. unwlitegnes ‘disfigurement’ – Lat. dēformitātīs ‘deformity, ugliness’.  
 Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE unwlitegnes derives from unwlitig ‘deformed, ugly, not 
beautiful’: un-, a prefix, + wlitig ‘lovely, beautiful, fair’ (from wlite ‘form, 
appearance, aspect; brightness, light; beauty, fairness; adornment, decoration’, 
+ -ig, an adjectival suffix), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the 
model of Lat. dēformitās: dēformis ‘disfigured, ugly’ (dē-, a prefix, + forma 
‘form, figure, aspect; beauty’ + -is, a suffix used to form denominal adjectives) 
+ -tās, a suffix used to for abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
 
LIBER QUINTUS 
 
1 CHAPTER 
373. mæsseprēosthād(es) ‘office of mass-priest’ – Lat. presbyterātus ‘priesthood’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE mæsseprēosthād derives from mæsseprēost ‘high priest, mass-
priest’, from mæsse ‘mass’, a direct borrowing from Lat. missa (Serjeantson 
1935: 286), + prēost ‘priest’, a direct borrowing from Lat. presbyter, + -hād 
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‘state, rank, order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a nominal suffix 
(Kastovsky 1992: 386). It is built on the model of Lat. presbyterātus: presbyter 
‘priest’ + -ātus, a suffix used to form denominal nouns denoting posts, 
positions or conditions. 
Comments: The word is found in chapter 22/24 book 5 once with the same 
Latin equivalent and once with the Latin equivalent gradus presbyterātus 
‘post/position of priest’. See also prēosthād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sācerdhād, prēosthād (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
374. rōwnes(se) ‘rowing, act of rowing’  – Lat. rēmigiō ‘rowing’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE rōwnes derives from (ge)rōwan ‘to row, reach by rowing’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. rēmigium: rēmigāre 
‘to row’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. Another lexeme 
already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE rēwet), but rōwnes was coined to 
imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rōwett, rōwing (both marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results.     
 
2 CHAPTER 
375. gebaedhūs ‘chapel, oratory’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: LR on Lat. ōrātōrium. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: gebedhūs, gebædhūs. 
Corpus token frequency: 70. 
Description: OE (ge)baedhūs derives from gebed ‘supplication, request; prayer’ 
+ hūs ‘house’, and is built on the model of Lat. ōrātōrium ‘oratory, place of 
prayer’: ōrāre ‘to speak, say; ask; pray’ + -tōrĭum (= -tōrĭus, a nominal suffix 
denoting places). 
Comments: A better model must be Lat. domus ōrātiōnīs. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (ōrātōrium, domus ōrātiōnīs), which may testify 
to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also gebedstōw. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bedærn, gebedstōw (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG gabethus (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
376. hēahengl(es) ‘archangel’ – Lat. archangelī ‘archangel’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hēahengel. 
Corpus token frequency: 89. 
Description: OE hēahengl derives form hēah ‘high, sublime, important’ + 
engel/angel ‘angel’, a direct borrowing from Lat. angelus ‘messenger, angel’, 
and is built on the model of Lat. archangelus.  
Comments: The word is found in chapter 17/19 book 5 as a noun phrase hēah 
engel with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for 
the word (archangelus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hēahboda, hēalic boda 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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377. Ēastorfæsten ‘the Lent (before the Easter)’ – Lat. quadrāgēsima ‘the Lent 
(40 days before the Easter)’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ēastorfæsten derives from ēastor/ēaster/ēstre ‘Easter’ + fæsten 
‘fast’, a SL, and is built to render Lat. quadrāgēsima. 
Comments: There must be a set of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns 
fæsten and ēastorfæsten. Lat. quadrāgēsima is also found later in this chapter with 
the Old English equivalent fæsten. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (quadrāgēsima, jējūnium paschāle), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + eallencten (marked as 
infrequent), lencten, lenctenfæsten, lenctentīd, lenctentīma (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
3 CHAPTER 
378. nunmynstr(e) ‘female monastery, convent’ – Lat. monastērium virginūm 
‘female monastery’.  
Classification: HLT (double) (a static HLR if the inversion of the elements of the 
Old English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE nunmynster derives from nunne ‘priestess, vestal virgin, nun’, 
a direct borrowing from Lat. nonna (Serjeantson 1935: 281), + mynster 
‘monastery, church, cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. monastērium 
(Serjeantson 1935: 281), and is built to render Lat. monastērium virginūm. 
Comments: See also nēahnunnmynstr. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + nunhīred (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: + Icel. nunnu-klaustr (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
379. blōdlǣs ‘blood letting’ – Lat. flebotomia ‘blood letting’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. sanguinīs ēmissio. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: blōdlēs, blōdlǣt 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE blōdlǣs derives from blōd ‘blood’ + lǣs ‘letting’, from lǣtan 
‘to let; let blood; cause to escape, flow out’, and is created to render Lat. 
flebotomia or sanguinīs ēmissio. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (sanguinīs 
ēmissio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. This Latin syntagma may be the true model of the Old English 
word. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + lǣs, blōdlǣting (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
380. bēgnis(se) ‘power of bending, flexibility (here); curvature, bend, twist’ – 
Lat. flexiōnīs ‘flexion, flexure, incurvation, inflexion, bending’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: bīgnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE bēgnis derives from (ge)bīegan ‘to bend, bow, curve, swerve’ 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. flexio: 
flectere ‘to bend, turn, fold’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE bīging, 
bīgels, byge, gebyhte, wiht), but bēgnis was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also bīging, byge and bīgels mean ‘bend, curvature’ is an additional 
proof that bēgnis is an indirect borrowing. See also ymbebēgnes.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bogetung, bēsming, crymbing, 
hylding (all marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), onbēgnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), ymb(be)bīgnes (marked as infrequent), gebīgednes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
4 CHAPTER 
381. hāligwætr(es) ‘holy water’ – Lat. aqua benedicta ‘blessed/holy water’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hāligwæter. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE hāligwæter derives from hālig ‘holy, saint’ + wæter ‘water’, 
and is built on the model of Lat. aqua benedicta.  
Comments: -  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
382. fǣferādl(e) ‘fever’ – Lat. febriūm ‘fever’.    
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: fēferādl, fēforādl.  
Corpus token frequency: 21. 
Description: OE fǣferādl derives from fǣfer/fēfer/fēfor ‘fever’, a direct 
borrowing from Lat. febris (Serjeantson 1935: 277), + āðl/ādl ‘disease, 
sickness’, and is built to render Lat. febris. 
Comments: The word seems a redundant formation (precision type). B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (febris), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed 
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in Old English (cf. ThOE gedrif, hriþ, hriþādl), but fǣferādl was coined to 
imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bryneādl (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ridesoht (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), fēfer (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
5 CHAPTER 
383. frēfrend(ra) ‘comforter, one who comforts; the Holy Spirit (as paraclete, 
comforter)’ – Lat. consōlantium (from consōlāre) ‘consoler’.  
Classification: analogical SL.  
Spelling variants found in the corpus: frēfriend. 
Corpus token frequency: 13. 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE frēfrend is ‘consoler, comforter’. 
A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. consōlantium or consōlātor, is ‘the Holy 
Spirit as comforter’. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. paraclētus ‘defender, the Holy 
Spirit’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (consōlātor, 
consōlantēm, paraclētus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + frōforgāst (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
6 CHAPTER 
384. gefǣrscip(e) ‘rank, grade, order; society, guide, association; fellowship, 
union; retinue, train, company; ecclesiastical community/clergy (here)’ – Lat. 
clērō ‘clergy’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gefērscip, gefērscyp. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
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Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)fǣrscip is ‘fellowship, 
association’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. clērus, is ‘clergy’. 
Comments: The word is found again later in this chapter and in chapter 18/20 
book 5 with the same Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents 
for the word (societās, comitātus, clērus), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + prēosthīred, 
prēostgesamnung (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
385. geoguðhādnis(se) ‘youth, adolescence’ – Lat. adulescentiae ‘youth, adolescence’. 
Classification: LT (static), LR (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: giogoðhādnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE geoguðhādnis derives from geoguðhād ‘youth’, from geoguð 
‘young’ + -hād ‘state, rank, order, condition, character, form, manner’, later a 
nominal suffix (Kastovsky 1992: 386), + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is 
built on the model of Lat. adulescentia: adulescens ‘young’, the present 
participle of adolescere ‘to grow, develop’, often used as a noun with the 
meaning ‘young man, young lady’ + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract nouns 
derived predominantly from adjectives and present participles. 
Comments: A pure LT on the model of Lat. adulescentia must be OE 
geonglicnes (mentioned as infrequent in ThOE). Another possible model for 
OE geoguðhādnis must be Lat. iuventūs. And in fact, the word is found in 
chapter 13/12 book 5 with the Latin equivalent iuventūs ‘youth’: iuvenis 
‘young’ + -tūs, a suffix used to form abstract or collective nouns. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE geoguð, geoguðhād, nīwnes), 
but geoguðhādnis was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also 
geoguð and geoguðhād mean ‘youth’ is an additional proof that geoguðhādnis 
is an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria: 
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + geonglicnes  (marked as 
infrequent), frumildo (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
386. gefēr(um) ‘fellow, companion, associate, comrade, acquaintance, friend; 
member of a retinue; partner, sharer; supporter, adherent; fellow-servant; 
member of a guild; fellow-citizen, neighbour; spouse; fellow-soldier; cleric, 
clergyman (here)’ – Lat. clēricīs ‘cleric’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gefǣr. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)fēre is ‘fellow, companion’. 
A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. clēricus, is ‘cleric’. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (socius, comes, 
condiscipulus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ciricend (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), clericmann (both 
marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
cleric, godes þegn, godes þēow, prēost (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
7 CHAPTER 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
8 CHAPTER 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
9 CHAPTER 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
10 CHAPTER 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
11/10 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 11, but corresponds to Latin chapter 10) 
387. giæstern ‘lodging place, inn, place of shelter’ – Lat. hospitium 
‘hospitality, hotel, shelter, stay’.  
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Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE giæstern derives from gest/gæst/giest/gist/gyst ‘stranger, guest’ 
+ ærn/ern ‘habitation, dwelling, building’, later a suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. hospitium: hospes ‘guest, stranger; hospitable’ + -ĭum, a suffix 
used to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (hospitālis 
aula, hospitium, dīversōrium), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE inn, cumena hūs), but giestærn was coined to imitate Latin models. See 
also gestlīðnys. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + giesthūs (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
388. tūnscipe ‘inhabitants of a village or a town’ – Lat. vīcānōs ‘inhabitants 
of the village’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE tūnscipe derives from tūn ‘town, village, farm, manor, enclosed 
land/field; dwelling place, abode, habitation; human habitation’ + -scip ‘position, 
state, status, rank; pay, wage’, later a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of 
Lat. vīcānus: vīcus ‘village’ + -ānus, a suffix used to form denominal adjectives. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE tūnman, 
tūnesman), but tūnscipe was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tūngebūr (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 388) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
12/11 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 12, but corresponds to Latin chapter 11) 
No new phenomena are found. 
 
13/12 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 13, but corresponds to Latin chapter 12) 
389. āwehtnes(se) ‘excitation, arousal, stirring up’ – Lat. excitātiōnēm 
‘awakening, resurrection; excitement, encouragement’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE āwehtnes derives from āwecgan ‘to shake, move, excite’ (ā-, a 
prefix, + (ge)wecgan ‘to cause to shake’) or āweccan ‘to beget; wake, arouse; 
raise, excite, inspire, cause emotion’ (ā-, a prefix, + (ge)weccan ‘to move, set in 
motion; excite, inspire, cause, emotion’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It 
is built on the model of Lat. excitātio: excitāre ‘to make leave, send away, take 
away, remove; awaken; excite, encourage, incite’ (ex-, a prefix, + citāre ‘call, 
proclaim, cite; excite; move’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There are also OE 
āwecenes and OE onwæcenes with the same meaning, both mentioned as 
infrequent in ThOE. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
bryne, fyrwit, blæse, wielm), but āwehtnes was coined to imitate Latin models.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + āwecenes, onwæcenes (both 
marked as infrequent), ātending (marked as infrequent and found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ātendnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
390. weoruldþing ‘secular affairs’ – Lat. saeculī cūrīs ‘worldly affairs’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: worldþing, woruldðing, woruldþing. 
Corpus token frequency: 46. 
Description: OE weoruldþing derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world 
‘world, earth; present life; age, mankind, humankind; life, way of life, period of 
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life’ + þing ‘thing, circumstance, affair, business, occupation’, and is built on 
the model of Lat. saeculī cūra. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (externīs 
occupātiōnūm tumultībūs, mundānīs tumultībūs, saeculī rebus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
weoruldsorg(e). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + woruldgeþingu, woruldscipe 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
391. ymbebēgnes(se) ‘curvature, bend, twist’ – Lat. circumflexū ‘turn, bend, turnover’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LT, dynamic LR if the derivational pattern is 
not considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: Since ymbebīegan does not seem to have existed in OE, 
ymbebēgenes must have been built by combing ymbe ‘about, around’ + 
bēgnes/bīgnes ‘power of bending, flexibility, curvature, bend, twist’ (from 
(ge)bīegan ‘to bend, bow, curve, swerve’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix). 
It was built on the model of Lat. circumflexus: circumflectere ‘to turn around, 
bend around’ (circum ‘around, about’ + flectere ‘to turn, bend’) + -tŭs, a suffix 
forming deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There is a 
possibility of a mistaken derivational pattern: the Old English word might have 
been derived erroneously from Lat. circumflexus analysed as circum ‘around, 
about’ + flexus ‘turn, bend, flection, curvature’ (from flectere + -tŭs). In this 
case the Old English noun is a pure LT. Other lexemes already existed in Old 
English (cf. ThOE bīgels, bīging, byge, gebyhte, wende), but ymbebēgenes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also bīging, byge and bīgels mean 
‘bend, curvature’ is an additional proof that ymbebēgnes is an indirect 
borrowing. See also bēgnis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bogetung, bēsming, crymbing, 
hylding (all marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), onbēgnes (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts), gebīgednes, bīgnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
392. aancorstōw(e) ‘hermitage, hermit’s cell’ – Lat. locūm sēcrētae mansiōnīs 
‘place of solitary life’.  
Classification: HLT (a static and semantic HLR if the inversion of the elements of 
the Old English compound compared to the Latin model and not absolutely 
synonymous character of OE aancor and Lat. sēcrētus are taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE aancorstōw derives from ancor/ancra ‘solitary, anchorite, 
hermit’, a direct borrowing from Lat. anachoreta, + stōw ‘place’, and is built on 
the model of Lat. locus sēcrētae mansiōnīs. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (anachōrētae mansio, sōlus locus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ancorsetl, ānseld, sundorsetl 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
393. gedrehtnes(sum) ‘adversity, affliction’ – Lat. contrītiōnē ‘crushing, destruction’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)drehtnes derives from gedreht ‘strained, afflicted’ (from 
(ge)dreccan ‘to afflict, vex’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on 
the model of Lat. contrītio: conterere ‘to exhaust, trample, ruin’ (con-, a prefix, 
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+ terere ‘to hit, rub, grate’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: The word is marked as infrequent in ThOE. A pure LT on the 
model of Lat. contrītio must be OE gedrecenes. Other lexemes already existed 
in Old English (cf. ThOE gebroc, gedreof, earfoþe, (ge)swenc, wāwa, wēa, 
wrāþ, sār), but gedrehtnes was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + geswencednes, 
(ge)dreccednes, dreccing (marked as infrequent and found mostly in 
glossaries and glossed texts), gedrecenes, folcgedrēfnes (marked as 
infrequent), forþrǣst(ed)nes (marked as found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts), geswincfulnes, ungeþwǣrnes, wiþermēdnes 
(marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
geþryccednes (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
394. hel ‘damnation, perdition, reprobation; lower world, abode of the death; 
hell’ – Lat. infernus ‘inferior place, underworld; hell’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE hel is ‘inferior place, 
underworld’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. infernus, is ‘hell (in its 
Christian meaning)’. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 92) as a Lehnbedeutung 
(SL). It is found later in this chapter once with the same Latin equivalent and 
once with the Latin equivalent gehenna ‘place of punishment, hell’. It is found 
again in chapter 14/13 book 5 and in chapter 15/14 book 5 with the same Latin 
equivalent infernus ‘hell’. It is also found in chapter 15/14 book 5 once with the 
Latin equivalent inferus ‘inferior; hell’ and twice with the Latin equivalent 
Tartarus ‘hell’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (infernus, 
gehennae), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: + OHG hella (with the Latin equivalents infernus, 
gehenna, baratrum) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
395. niolnes(se) ‘abyss, chasm, ness; pit of hell (here)’ – Lat. baratrī ‘abyss, 
chasm; pit of hell’.  
Classification: analogical SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: niwelnys, niwelnes, neowolnes, 
neowelnys, neolnes. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE niolnes is ‘abyss’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. barathrum, is ‘pit of hell’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of the word is not very high (14). So, it 
may be a LC, but it is less probable, since neowolnes is found in the corpus with 
the meaning ‘abyss of the sea’ in most cases. The word is also found later in this 
chapter once with the same Latin equivalent and once with the Latin equivalent 
abyssus ‘abyss, hell’. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
(abyssus, (in) profundā), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hellegrund, hellegrut (marked 
as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), hellesēaþ, nīþhell 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 4 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
396. rihtnes(se) ‘uprightness, straightness; truth, righteousness (here), justice, 
equity; account, reckoning’ – Lat. rectitūdinē ‘exactness, precision; 
righteousness, justice, equity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE rihtnes derives from riht/reht ‘straight, erect, correct, right; 
truth, righteousness, justice, equity; reliable, true, good, trustworthy; account, 
reckoning’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
rectitūdo: rectus ‘straight, regular, normal, simple, honest, good’ + -tūdo, a 
suffix used to form abstract deadjectival nouns. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (perpendiculā, 
aequitātē, ratio), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
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borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE riht, sōþ), 
but rihtnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also riht means 
‘truth, righteousness’ is an additional proof that rihtnes is an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rihtwīsnes, sōþfæstnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OHG rehtnissa (with the Latin equivalents justitia, 
aequitās) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: - (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
14/13 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 14, but corresponds to Latin chapter 13) 
397. gēmelēasnes(se) ‘oversight, omission, negligence’ – neglegentia ‘negligence’. 
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gȳmelēasnes, gēmelēasnis, gēmelēasnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
Description: OE gēmelēasnes derives from gīemelēas ‘negligent, careless’ 
(gīeme ‘care, attention’ + -lēas, a negative adjectival suffix) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, 
a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. neglegentia: neglegens 
‘negligent, distracted’, the present participle of neglegere ‘to neglect’ (nec ‘not’ 
+ legere ‘to choose, elect, gather, take’), + -ĭa, a suffix used to form abstract 
nouns derived predominantly from adjectives and present participles. 
Comments: The word is found also in chapter 18/20 book 5 with the same 
Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word 
(negligentia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gīemelēast, 
rēcelēast, ungȳmen), but gēmelēasnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also gīemlēast means ‘negligence’ is an additional proof that 
gēmelēasnes is an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rēcelēasnes, ungecnyrdnes 
(marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
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Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
398. ofercym(e) ‘coming, arrival’ – Lat. superventū ‘sudden arrival/advent, surprise’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ofercyme is derived from the past participle of ofercuman ‘to 
come about, come upon; meet with; confute, confound; obtain, get, acquire; to 
overcome, conquer’ (ofer ‘over, above’ + cuman ‘to come’) on the model of 
Lat. superventus: supervenīre ‘arrive suddenly, surprise, surpass, come 
over/above’ (super- ‘over, above, on’ + venīre ‘to come, arrive, reach’) + -tŭs, a 
suffix forming deverbal nouns denoting action. The verb ofercuman ‘to come 
about, come upon’ may already be a LT.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There may be a set 
of indirect borrowings consisting of the verb ofercuman and the noun ofercyme. 
Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cyme, sīþ), but 
ofercyme was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also cyme means 
‘coming, arrival’ is an additional proof that ofercyme is an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + tōcyme (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 372) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
399. sealmscop ‘psalmist’ – Lat. psalmus ‘psalm’.  
Classification: HLT on Lat. psalmographus. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: salmscop, psalmscop.  
Corpus token frequency: 34. 
Description: OE sealmscop derives from sealm/salm/psalm ‘psalm, hymn, song 
of praise’, a direct borrowing from Lat. psalmus (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + 
scop ‘author, writer, poet’, and is created to render Lat. psalmographus. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. psalmographus. B&T (s.v.) 
gives the Latin equivalent for the word (psalmigraphī), which may testify to the 
fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also sealmsong. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sealmsangere (marked as 
infrequent), sealmwyrhta (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
15/14 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 15, but corresponds to Latin chapter 14) 
400. smiðcræft(e) ‘skill or art of worker in metal or wood’ – Lat. fabrīli artē 
‘smithy art, art of a blacksmith’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE smiðcræft derives from smið ‘made in metal/wood; 
blacksmith’ + cræft ‘talent, intellectual faculty; knowledge, learning, erudition; 
excellence, virtue; ability, capacity, power; trade, calling, aptitude; product of 
art’. It is built on the model of Lat. fabrīlis ars. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
401. forlorenes(se) ‘desolation, ruin’ – Lat. perditiōnīs ‘ruin, perdition’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE forlorenes derives from forloren ‘evil, reprobate, damned’, 
from forlosian ‘to cut down, destroy, crush’ (for-, a prefix meaning ‘loss, 
destruction’, intensification or perfectivity, or ‘before’, + (ge)losian ‘to die, 
perish; decay, degenerate, fall away; destroy; lose, be deprived of’), + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the model of Lat. perditio: perdere ‘to 
lose, destruct, ruin, kill’ (per-, a prefix, + dare ‘to give, assign, put; leave, 
abandon’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is found later in this chapter with the same Latin 
equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (perditio), which 
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may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wīg, wæl, hryre), but 
forlorenes was coined to imitate Latin models.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + framslītnes, loswist (both 
marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
forlǣt(en)nes, tōcwȳsednes, tōlȳsnes, āwēst(ed)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
Latin CHAPTERS 15, 16 and 17 (no Old English translation) 
 
16/18 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 16, but corresponds to Latin chapter 18) 
402. wundurhǣlo ‘wondrous healing’ – Lat. sānitātūm mīrācelā ‘wonders 
of healing’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE wundurhǣlo derives from wondor/wundur ‘wonder’ + hǣlo 
‘healing, health; salvation’, and is built to render Lat. sānitātīs mīrāculum. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
403. strægdnes(se) ‘sprinkling’ – Lat. aspersiōnēm ‘aspersion, sprinkling’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. sparsio. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
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Description: OE strægdnes derives from stregdan ‘to sprinkle, scatter’ + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. aspersio: 
aspergere ‘to scatter, sprinkle’ (ad-, a prefix, + spargere ‘to spread, extend, 
diffuse, distribute’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. A better model 
must be Lat. sparsio ‘aspersion, distribution’: spargere ‘to spread, extend, 
diffuse, distribute’ + -tĭo.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + āstregdnes (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
sprenging (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
strogdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
404. onwegālǣdnes(se) ‘removal, taking away’ – Lat. ablātiōnē ‘taking away’.  
Classification: LT (static), LR (dynamic). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: Since onwegālǣdan does not seem to have existed in OE, 
onwegālǣdnes must have been built by combining onweg/āweg ‘away’, an 
adverb which becomes a prefix, + ālǣdan ‘to carry off, remove; to lead 
out/away’ (ā-, a prefix, + lǣdan ‘to lead, guide; cause to grow, bring forth; 
carry, bring’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It was built on the model of 
Lat. ablātio: auferre ‘to take away, leave aside, withdraw, remove’ (ab-, a 
prefix, + ferre ‘to carry, bring, have; take away, remove’) + -tĭo, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
17/19 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 17, but corresponds to Latin chapter 19) 
405. hēahbysceop ‘high priest, chief priest, archbishop’ – Lat. antistēs ‘head, 
chief/first priest’.  
Classification: HLT on Lat. archiepiscopus. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: hēahbisceop. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE hēahbysceop derives from hēah ‘high, sublime, important’ + 
biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop ‘bishop’, a direct borrowing from Lat. 
episcopus, and is built to render Lat. antistēs.  
Comments: The ture model must be Lat. archiepiscopus. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (antistēs, pontifex, archiepiscopus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
ealdorbisceop. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ealdorbisceop, arcebiscop, 
ealdorsācerd, hēahsācerd, forebiscop (marked as infrequent and 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), hēafodbiscop (marked 
as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
406. mynsterlīf ‘monastic state, monastic way of life (here); monastery, 
convent’ – Lat. monasticām vītām ‘monastic life’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 8. 
Description: OE mynsterlīf derives from mynster ‘monastery, church, 
cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. monastērium (Serjeantson 1935: 281), 
+ līf ‘life’, and is built on the model of Lat. monastica vīta. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (monasticām 
vītām, coenobium, gurgustiā), which may testify to the fact that the word is really 
an indirect borrowing. See also munuclīf and munuchād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + munuchād, munuclīf, regollīf 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
407. woruldlīf(e) ‘present life; period of the world’s duration; secular state, lay 
condition (here)’ – Lat. saeculārī vītām‘secular life, worldly life’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE woruldlīf derives from weoruld/weorold/woruld/world ‘world, 
earth; present life; age, mankind, humankind; life, way of life, period of life’ + 
līf ‘life’, and is built on the model of Lat. saeculāris vīta. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. mundāna vīta. The word is 
found later in this chapter without a Latin equivalent. B&T (s.v.) gives the 
Latin equivalents for the word (mundānae vītae, commūtātio, sēculum sēculī, 
saeculārī vītām), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. See also weoruldhād. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + woruldhād (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
408. efeneald(um) ‘contemporary, coeval’ – Lat. coaetāneīs ‘coeval, contemporary’.  
Classification: LT (dynamic), LR (static). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: efneald. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: Both OE efeneald and Lat. coaetāneus are derived by means of 
conversion from the adjectives efeneald (ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + eald ‘old; 
age’) and coaetāneus (con-, a prefix, + aet(as) ‘life, age, time’ + -ānĕus (= -ĕus), 
a suffix used to form denominal adjectives) respectively.  
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Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (coaevus, 
coaetāneus), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370, 392) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
409. mynsterþēaw(as) ‘custom, manner of a religious house’ – Lat. rītūs 
monastēriālēs ‘rites, customs of a monastery’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mynsterþēaw derives from mynster ‘monastery, church, 
cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. monastērium (Serjeantson 1935: 281), 
+ þēaw ‘manner, custom, practice, usage’, and is built on the model of Lat. 
rītus monastēriālis. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mynsterwīse (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
410. glædnes(se) ‘alacrity, cheerful happiness (here); good feeling, joy; favour, 
kindness, grace’ – Lat. alacritātē ‘desire to act, vivacity’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: glædnys. 
Corpus token frequency: 14. 
Description: OE glædnes derives from glæd ‘calm; light, bright; gladness, 
cheerfulness; glad, joyful, delightful’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is 
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built on the model of Lat. alacritās: alacer ‘ardent, vivacious, glad, pleased’ 
+ -tās, a suffix used to form abstract nouns from adjectives. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (alacritātē, 
gaudiō, laetitia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE bliss, 
drēam, gefēa, liss, glæd), but glædnes was coined to imitate Latin models. The 
fact that also glæd means ‘gladness, cheerfulness’ is an additional proof that 
glædnes is an indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: - 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gefēannes, gefeohtsumnes 
(both marked as infrequent), blīþnes, gesǣlignes, wynsummung 
(marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), glædmōdnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
411. Cristesbēc ‘The Gospels’ – Lat. euangeliōrum librōs ‘sacred books of gospel’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: cristesbōc.  
Corpus token frequency: 42. 
Description: OE cristesbēc derives from Cristes ‘of the Christ’ + bēc ‘books’ 
(pl. of bōc ‘book’), and is built on the model of Lat. euangeliōrum librī. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (Christī liber, 
evangelium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + cristes ǣ, godspel, 
godspellbōc (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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412. mynsterscīr ‘management of a community’ – Lat. monastēriī ‘monastery’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mynsterscīr derives from mynster ‘monastery, church, 
cathedral’, a direct borrowing from Lat. monastērium (Serjeantson 1935: 281), 
+ scīr ‘natives of a country; (people of a) shire, region, district, province; office, 
function’. It is built to render Lat. monastērium. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
413. gedwolmann(um) ‘one who errs; heretic (here)’ – no Latin equivalent.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gedwolmen, dwolmen, dwolman. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE (ge)dwolmann is ‘the one who 
errs’. A new meaning, borrowed from Lat. haereticus, is ‘heretic’. 
Comments: The model must be Lat. haereticus ‘heretic’. There must be a set of 
indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns gedwol and gedwolmann. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (haereticus), which may testify to 
the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also gedwol. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gedwola, gedwildman, eretic, 
tōslītere (both marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries 
and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
414. sinoðgewrit ‘records of synod’ – Lat. synodī gestīs ‘acts of the synod’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
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Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sinoðgewrit derives from sinoð/seonoð ‘meeting, council, 
assembly, congregation; synod, ecclesiastical council’, a direct borrowing from 
Lat. synodus (Serjeantson 1935: 271), + gewrit ‘written work, what is written, 
letter, legal document’, and is built on the model of Lat. synodī gesta. 
Comments: The word is found only in Sweet 1940 (s.v.) and is absent in ThOE 
and in B&T.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
415. dōmsetl(e) ‘seat of judgement; tribunal, place of judgement’ – Lat. iūdiciī 
sēdē ‘seat, place of judgement’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: dōmsettl. 
Corpus token frequency: 23. 
Description: OE dōmsetl derives from dōm ‘judgement, sentence, judicial 
body/authority, power, might; state, status’ + setl ‘seat’, and is built on the 
model of Lat. iūdiciī sēdēs. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (tribūnal), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + dōmstōw, hēahsetl, 
gemōtstōw, þrymseld (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
  
416. handgewrit(e) ‘handwriting, autograph, signature (here); document in one’s 
own hand; deed, contract, agreement’ – Lat. subscriptiōnē ‘inscription, signature’.  
Classification: LR. 
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Spelling variants found in the corpus: handgewryt. 
Corpus token frequency: 5. 
Description: OE handgewrit derives from hand/hond ‘hand’ + gewrit ‘written 
work, what is written, letter, legal document’ (from wrītan ‘to write’), and is 
built on the model of Lat. subscriptio: subscrībere ‘to subscribe, write at the 
bottom/below, register, sign’ (sub-, a prefix, + scrībere ‘to write’) + -tĭo, a 
suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (chīrographum), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + handseten (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
417. wrēgend ‘accuser’ – Lat. accūsātōrēs ‘accusers’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE wrēgend derives from (ge)wrēgan ‘to agitate; denounce, 
accuse, bring a charge against’ + -end, the present participle inflection which 
developed into a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. It is built on the 
model of Lat. accūsātor: accūsāre ‘accuse, call to judgement’ (ad-, a prefix, + 
caus(a) ‘cause, motive, reason, case’ + -ā, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending of 
the infinitive) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns. 
Comments: There is also OE wrēgere (corpus token frequency: 2). Also this 
word must be a LR. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word 
wrēgend (accūsātor, dēlātōrībus), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE wrōhtbora, tēond), but wrēgend was coined to imitate Latin models.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fordēmend, hīenend, wrēgere, 
wrēhtend, wrōhtberend (marked as found mostly in glossaries and 
glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 385) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
418. līcettung(e) ‘imitation; hypocrisy; flattery; calumny, false charge (here, in 
the court of justice)’ – Lat. calumniās ‘false charge, false accusation’.  
Classification: substitutive SL. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: līcetung. 
Corpus token frequency: - 
Description: The basic original meaning of OE līcettung is ‘hypocrisy’. A new 
meaning, borrowed from Lat. calumnia, is ‘false charge’. 
Comments: The corpus token frequency of the word is not very high (13). B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (hypocrisis, calumniās, 
simulātiōnēm), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + hōl/hēl (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Polysemy: +  
Result: 3 out of 5 criteria give positive results. 
 
18/20 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 18, but corresponds to Latin chapter 20) 
419. æfenwyrcend ‘fellow-worker, co-operator’ – Lat. cooperātor ‘cooperator, 
fellow-worker’.  
Classification: pure LT (a dynamic LR if the derivational pattern is not 
considered mistaken, see Description and Comments below). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE æfenwyrcend derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + 
wyrcend ‘perpetrator, author, creator’ ((ge)wyrcan ‘to work do, perform; build, 
construct’ + -end, the present participle inflection which developed into a suffix 
used to form deverbal agent nouns). It is built on the model of Lat. cooperātor: 
cooperāri ‘to cooperate’ (con-, a prefix, + operāri ‘to operate, work, practice, 
do’) + -tŏr, a suffix used to form deverbal agent nouns.  
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There is a 
possibility of a mistaken derivational pattern: the Old English word might have 
been derived erroneously from Lat. cooperātor analysed as con-, a prefix, + 
operātor ‘worker’. In this case the Old English noun is a pure LT. Other 
lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE gewyrhta, midwyrhta), but 
æfenwyrcend was coined to imitate Latin models. See also efnwyrht(an). 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + efenwyrhta (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
420. bōcgestrēon ‘library, collection of books’ – Lat. bibliothēcām ‘library, 
bookcase, hall for the books’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE bōcgestrēon derives from bōc ‘book’ + gestrēon ‘acquisition, 
gain, profit; property; treasure, riches, wealth’ or strēowen ‘place where 
something rests’, and is created to render Lat. bibliothēca. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. In OE there is also 
bōcgesamnung, mentioned in ThOE as infrequent and used only in glossed 
texts. It may be another LC.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + bōcgesamnung (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
biblioþece, bōchūs (marked as found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
421. lēohtfat(u) ‘lamp (vessel)’ – Lat. lūmināriā ‘window; star; lamp’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: lēohtfæt. 
Corpus token frequency: 95. 
Description: OE lēohtfat derives from lēoht ‘light’ + fat/fæt ‘vessel, casket, cup, 
pot’, and is built on the model of Lat. lūminārium: lūmen ‘light, lamp’ + -ārĭum 
(from -ārĭus, a suffix used to form nouns denoting places). 
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Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (lucernārium, 
lampadēs, lanternīs, lūmināriā), which may testify to the fact that the word is 
really an indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. 
ThOE blǣcern, þæcele, cielle), but lēohtfæt was coined to imitate Latin models. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: - (high) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + fȳrencylle (marked as 
infrequent), lēohtfætels, lēohtstān (both  marked as infrequent and 
found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), glæsfæt (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + OS lioht-fat, OHG lioht-faz (with the Latin 
equivalents lucerna, lampas, lūminārium, lanterna) (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
422. frætwednes(se) ‘ornament (here, of the church), act of adorning’ – Lat. 
ornātūm ‘dress, haircut; ornament, order, beauty’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: frætwodnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 9. 
Description: OE frætwednes derives from (ge)frætwod ‘adorned, ornamented’ 
(from (ge)frætwian ‘to make perfect; prepare; adorn; dress, attire, deck’) + -nes/-
nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. ornātus: ornāre 
‘to prepare; ornate, adorn, illustrate’ + -tŭs, a suffix forming deverbal nouns 
denoting action. 
Comments: OE frætenes must be a pure LT on Lat. ornātus or ornātio. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (ornātio, ornāmentum, 
crepundia), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE wlite, 
frætwe, frætwung, gehyrst, cyrten, gleng, gerēne, wrǣtt), but frætwednes was 
coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also frætwe and frætwung mean 
‘adornment, decoration, ornament’ is an additional proof that frætwednes is an 
indirect borrowing.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + glengnes (marked as 
infrequent), frætenes (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
423. cyricsanger(e) ‘church singer, singer in choir’ – Lat. cantātōrēm ‘singer, player’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. ecclēsiae cantātor. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE cyricsangere derives from cyric/ciric ‘church’ + songere 
‘master of church singing, church singer, singer’ (song/sang ‘song’ + -ere, a 
suffix which forms agent nouns, a direct borrowing from Latin (Gneuss 1955: 
34). It is built to render Lat. ecclēsiae cantātor. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. There must be a set 
of indirect borrowings consisting of the nouns sangere, cyricsong and 
cyricsangere. The word seems to be a redundant formation (precision type). 
B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (ecclēsiae cantātor), which 
may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
cyricsong. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + midsingend (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), sangere (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
19/21 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 19, but corresponds to Latin chapter 21) 
424. hēahcræftig(an) ‘craftsman; architect (here)’ – Lat. architectōs ‘architect; 
founder, promoter, inventor’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2 (both in Bede). 
Description: OE hēahcræftiga derives from hēah ‘high, sublime, important’ + 
cræftiga ‘craftsman, builder, constructor, maker, author, creator’, and is built on 
the model of Lat. architectus.  
Comments: The meaning ‘architect’ for this Old English word is found only in 
Sweet 1940 (s.v.).  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
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• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
425. gedwolhring(as) ‘erroneous cycle (about the Easter)’ – Lat. errōneīs 
circulīs ‘erroneous cycles’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)dwolhring derives from gedwol ‘error; heresy’ + hring 
‘ring; course/cycle of time’, and is built on the model of Lat. errōneus circulus. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
20/22 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 20, but corresponds to Latin chapter 22) 
426. Ēastordæg ‘Passover; Easter day, a day in Easter week’ – Lat. pascha ‘Easter’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. diēs pascha (a static LR if the inversion of the 
elements of the Old English compound compared to the Latin model is taken 
into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ēasterdag, ēasterdæg. 
Corpus token frequency: 40. 
Description: OE ēastordæg derives from ēastor/ēaster/ēstre ‘Easter’ + dæg 
‘day’, and is built to render Lat. pascha or diēs pascha. 
Comments: The true model must have been diēs pascha ‘Easter day’. And in 
fact, the Old English word is found later in this chapter and in chapter 21/23 book 
5 with the Latin equivalent pascha diēs ‘the day of Easter’. See also Ēastortīd. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ēasterfrēolsdæg, 
ēastersunnandæg (both marked as infrequent), ēastre, ēastertīd 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
427. ongesetenes(se) ‘knowledge’ – Lat. agnitiōnē ‘knowledge (here), 
approval , acceptance, recognition’.  
Classification: LT (static and dynamic), LR (semantic), since OE gesettan and 
Lat. noscere do not precisely coincide in meaning. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ongesetenes derives from on-, a prefix, + (ge)settan ‘to put, 
set, fix, found, establish’ + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the 
model of Lat. agnitio: agnoscere ‘to recognise, understand’ (ad-, a prefix, + 
noscere ‘to learn, know, get to know, observe, recognise’) + -tĭo, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE cȳþþu, 
lārcræft), but ongesetenes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also ongytenis.   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + oncnāwung (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
oncnāw(en)nes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
428. Ēastortīd(e) ‘Passover; season of Easter’ – Lat. temporīs paschālīs ‘time 
of Easter’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. paschae tempus. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: ēastertīd. 
Corpus token frequency: 38. 
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Description: OE ēastortīd derives from ēastor/ēaster/ēstre ‘Easter’ + tīd 
‘period of time, times, days’, and is built to render Lat. tempus paschāle or 
paschae tempus. 
Comments: The true model must have been Lat. paschae tempus. The word is 
found in chapter 21/23 book 5 with the Latin equivalent pascha ‘Easter’. B&T 
(s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (paschae tempus), which may 
testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See also 
Ēastordæg. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + ēasterfrēolsdæg, 
ēastersunnandæg (both marked as infrequent), ēastre, ēasterdæg 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
429. gerehtnes(se) ‘reform, correction’ – Lat. correctiōnē ‘correction, reformation’.  
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gerihtnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE (ge)rehtnes derives from gerihtan ‘to cause to move straight, 
make straight, straighten, set right, put in order; correct, reform, put right, 
regulate, guide, instruct, amend, rectify’ (from geriht ‘straight, direct’ or rihtan 
‘to rule, govern, direct’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix. It is built on the 
model of Lat. correctio: corrigere ‘make straight; correct, amend’ (con-, a 
prefix, + reggere ‘to direct, guide, fix; govern, administer’) + -tĭo, a suffix used 
to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: -    
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + rihtlǣcung (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 7 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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21/23 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 21, but corresponds to Latin chapter 23) 
430. byrgenstōw(e) ‘place of burial’ – Lat. locūm sepulchrī ‘place of burial’.  
Classification: pure LT (a static LR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE byrgenstōw derives from byrgen ‘burial, burying; grave, burial 
place’ + stōw ‘place’, and is built on the model of Lat. locus sepulchrī. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sepulcrī locus, 
coemētērium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect 
borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE legerstōw, 
līcrest), but byrgenstōw was coined to imitate Latin models. See also līctūn. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + līcburg (marked as found 
mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), līcstōw (marked as infrequent), 
līctūn (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
22/23 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 22, but corresponds to Latin chapter 23) 
431. bisceopstōl(es) ‘cathedral town (here); bishop’s palace; bishop’s 
chair/seat’ – Lat. pontificātus ‘pontificate, papacy, popedom’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: biscepstōl, biscopstōl. 
Corpus token frequency: 28. 
Description: OE bisceopstōl derivs from biscop/biscep/bisceop/biscup/bysceop/bisscop 
‘bishop, high priest, chief priest’, a direct borrowing from Lat. episcopus, + stōl 
‘stool, seat; bishopric, see’, and is built on the model of Lat. pontificātus: 
pontifex ‘bishop, priest, pontifex’ (pons ‘bridge’ + -fex, a nominal suffix 
denoting agent) + -ātus, a suffix used to form denominal nouns meaning 
‘position, office, job’. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the word (sēdēs 
episcopālis, episcopātus, pontificātus), which may testify to the fact that the 
word is really an indirect borrowing. See also biscophād, biscopþegnung, 
ærcebiscophād, biscopscīr and mynsterstōw. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: +/- (not very high) 
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• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + mynsterstōw (marked as 
infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 5.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
22/24 CHAPTER (in some OE MSS – 22, but corresponds to Latin chapter 24) 
432. dīaconhād(e) ‘office or ministry of deacon’ – Lat. diāconātus ‘office or 
service of deacon’.  
Classification: HLT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE dīaconhād derives from dīacon ‘deacon’, a direct borrowing 
from Lat. diāconus, + -hād ‘state, rank, order, condition, character, form, 
manner’, later a nominal suffix (Kastovsky 1992: 386). It is built on the model 
of Lat. diāconātus: diāconus ‘deacon’ + -ātus, a suffix used to form denominal 
nouns denoting position, office, post or condition. 
Comments: B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalent for the word (diāconātus), 
which may testify to the fact that the word is really an indirect borrowing. See 
also dīaconðegnung. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + decanhād (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), 
dīaconþēnung (marked as infrequent) (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: +/- (Kastovsky 1992: 386) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
433. gerecenes(se) ‘proof, demonstration; interpretation, explanation (here)’ – 
Lat. interpretātio ‘interpretation’.  
Classification: pure LT on Lat. explānātio. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: gerecenys, gerecnes. 
Corpus token frequency: 6. 
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Description: OE (ge)recenes derives from (ge)reccan ‘to explain, demonstrate’ 
+ -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
explānātio: explānāre ‘to extend, develop, explain, illustrate, clarify’ (ex-, a 
prefix, + plān(us) ‘flat, easy, evident’ + -ā, a thematic vowel, + -re, the ending 
of the infinitive) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE racu, 
gerec), but gerecenes was coined to imitate Latin models. The fact that also 
racu and gerec mean ‘interpretation, explanation’ is an additional proof that 
gerecenes is an indirect borrowing. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + gerecednes, reccenes 
onwrigennes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
434. āworpenes(se) ‘what is cast away; casting out, driving out, rejection 
(here)’ – Lat. ēiectiōnēm ‘expulsion, exile, rejection’.   
Classification: pure LT. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: āworpennys. 
Corpus token frequency: 3. 
Description: OE āworpenes derives from āweorpan ‘to cast, hurl, fling; throw 
away, cast off; cast out, drive away’ (ā-, a prefix, + weorpan ‘to throw, cast, 
toss’) + -nes/-nysse/-nis, a nominal suffix, and is built on the model of Lat. 
ēiectio: ēicere ‘to throw away, send away, expel, banish, drive out/away, exile’ 
(ex-, a prefix, + iacere ‘to throw, toss, emit’) + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned in Gneuss (1955: 105) as a Lehnübersetzung 
(LT) on the model of Lat. abiectio. B&T (s.v.) gives the Latin equivalents for the 
word (abjectio, repudium), which may testify to the fact that the word is really an 
indirect borrowing. Other lexemes already existed in Old English (cf. ThOE 
geweorp, drāf), but āworpenes was coined to imitate Latin models. See also 
onweorpnes(se).   
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: + 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + forweorpnes, āworpednes 
(both marked as infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed 
texts), onwegādrifennes (marked as infrequent), tōdrǣfednes, 
āworpennes, tōworpnes, onweorpnes (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 387) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
435. efenneaht(e) ‘equinox’ – Lat. aequinoctiō ‘equinox’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE efenneaht derives from ef(e)n/æfen ‘equal, even’ + neaht/niht 
‘night’, and is built on the model of Lat. aequinoctium: aequus ‘equal, similar’ + 
nox ‘night’ + -ĭum, a suffix used to form nouns of collective and abstract meaning.  
Comments: - 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + emnihtes dæg (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
436. mētergeweorc(e) ‘poetical work, verse’ – Lat. metricō operē ‘metrical 
work, poetic work’.  
Classification: HLR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE mētergeweorc derives from mēter ‘versification, metre’, a 
direct borrowing from Lat. metrum (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + (ge)weorc 
‘work’, and is built on the model of Lat. metricus opus. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE. ThOE also gives a 
synonym for this notion (lēoþ), which may be a native term while 
mētergeweorc is an indirect borrowing from Latin. See also mēterfers. 
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: +/- 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
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• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + a direct borrowing mēter 
(Serjeantson 1935: 283) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
437. gerǣdeword ‘prose’ – Lat. plānō sermōnē ‘simple speech, simple 
discourse; prose’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE (ge)rǣdeword derives from gerǣde/gerād ‘well-arranged, 
well-ordered; constituted, of such a kind; direct’ + word ‘word’, and is built to 
render Lat. plānus sermo.  
Comments: The word is not found either in Sweet 1940 (s.v.), or in B&T and ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: - 
• Group support: - 
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 370) 
Result: 5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
438. Ymenbēc ‘books of hymns, hymnal’ – Lat. Librūm hymnōrum ‘book of hymns’.  
Classification: HLT (a static HLR if the inversion of the elements of the Old 
English compound compared to the Latin model is taken into consideration). 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE ymenbōc derives from ymen ‘hymn’, a direct borrowing from 
Lat. hymnus (Serjeantson 1935: 283), + bōc ‘book’, and is built on the model of 
Lat. liber hymnōrum. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
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• Other possible attempts at translation: + sangbōc, ymnere/hymnere 
(ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
439. stæfrǣw(e) ‘written symbols, writing; alphabet (here)’ – Lat. alfabētī ‘alphabet’.  
Classification: LC. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 2. 
Description: OE stæfrǣw derives from stæf ‘written character, letter’ + rǣw 
‘line, row’, and is built to render Lat. alphabētum. 
Comments: This Old English word might be a substitutive SL.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: - 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + stæfrōf (marked as infrequent 
and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts), ābēcēdē (ThOE, s.v.) 
• Group support: + Icel. staf-rof (B&T, s.v.)  
• Monosemy: +/- 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
 
440. sprǣccynn(a) ‘mode of speech’ – Lat. locūtiōnūm ‘phrase, locution, expression’.  
Classification: LR. 
Spelling variants found in the corpus: - 
Corpus token frequency: 1 (only in Bede). 
Description: OE sprǣccynn derives from sprǣce ‘speech; what is said; words’ 
(from sprecan ‘to speak, say’) + cynn ‘kind, sort, sex, gender’, and is built on 
the model of Lat. locūtio: loqui ‘to speak, say’ + -tĭo, a suffix used to form 
deverbal nouns denoting action. 
Comments: The word is mentioned as infrequent in ThOE.  
Gneuss’s criteria:  
• Frequency: + (low) 
• New concept: + 
• Perfect copy: +/- 
• Length and complexity: + 
• Other possible attempts at translation: + sprǣcehēow (marked as 
infrequent and found mostly in glossaries and glossed texts) (ThOE, s.v.) 
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• Group support: -  
• Monosemy: + 
• Productivity: + (Kastovsky 1992: 365) 
Result: 6.5 out of 8 criteria give positive results. 
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5. Borrowing Processes in the Light of Naturalness 
Theory 
5.1. Introduction to Naturalness Theory 
The theoretical framework of the present research is Naturalness Theory. 
The choice of this framework is justified by the fact that this theory is open to 
many other scientific disciplines and theories and by its explanatory character. 
Natural Linguistics uses all types of evidence and relies on results in many 
fields of research in order to explain how different linguistic phenomena work 
and, what is more important, why they work this way. Thus, Natural 
Linguistics integrates semiotics, markedness theory (linguistic universals), 
typological theory (language types), theory of system congruity (language 
specific competence), sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic theories in search for 
explanations of linguistic phenomena. The adoption of such a rich theoretical 
spectrum is explained by the fact that language, being a complex human 
activity involving production, perception, evaluation, etc., is characterised by 
multicausality, and, as was well expressed by Panagl (1987: 144), “a 
cumulative causality more genuinely accounts for the phenomenon of linguistic 
change”. Moreover, Cummins (1984: 43) suggests that “alternative 
interpretations, provided that they are possible, are not competitors; hence the 
availability of one in no way undermines the explanatory force of another”. 
A general structure of Naturalness Theory may be represented in the 
following way:  
 
and can be read as follows: “Universal (overt or covert) linguistic properties (I) 
are the basis of, and are filtered by, properties of language types (II); the result 
I 
universals 
(Faculte de langage) 
 
II 
type 
IV 
norm  
III 
language specific competence 
(Langue) 
V 
performance 
(Parole) 
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of the filtering I–II is the basis of, and is filtered by, language specific 
properties (III); the result of the filtering II–III is the basis of, and is filtered by, 
sociolinguistic norms (of language as an institution) (IV); the result of the 
filtering III–IV is the basis of, and is filtered by, performance properties (V) 
[…] universals (I) are not somewhere in the air or simply inherited in the 
genetic code, but they are based on the exigencies and functions of universal 
performance (V)” (Dressler 1985b: 322). In other words, “principles of 
typology elaborate on universal principles, and language-specific principles 
elaborate on typological ones. […] Further filtering is then done by 
sociolinguistic norms and finally by psycholinguistic principles of 
performance” (Dressler 1985c: 6-7). 
Naturalness Theory comprises Natural Phonology, Natural Morphology, 
Natural Syntax and Natural Text Linguistics. This means that it assumes 
distinct components of phonology, morphology and syntax. Semantics and 
pragmatics are not considered as distinct components since each of the areas 
mentioned above seems to have its own semantics and pragmatics. Moreover, 
the operation of semantics and pragmatics “reach beyond grammar in the strict 
sense” (Dressler 1995: 21). The present research concerns mostly the theory of 
Natural Morphology, since indirect borrowing techniques (in particular, loan-
formations) are closely connected with word-formation and lexicon, their main 
aim being lexical enrichment. 
Naturalness Theory is an interactionalist model, i.e. word-formation 
interacts with inflectional morphology, phonology, syntax and lexicon. 
Moreover, it is “mentalistic and aspires to psychological reality for its 
constructs” (Dressler 1986: 519). Naturalness Theory is closely connected with 
cognitive linguistics, especially as far as universal linguistic preferences and 
language acquisition are concerned. In fact, it does not assume an autonomous 
module of grammar, but tries to find cognitive and other extralinguistic bases 
for grammatical principles and preferences. 
The theory favours functional explanations, since “both linguistic universals 
and all language systems have the teleology of overcoming substantial 
difficulties of language performances (including storage/memorization, 
retrieval, evaluation) for the purpose of the two basic functions of language: the 
communicative and the cognitive function” (Dressler 1990: 76). Naturalness 
Theory either makes predictions and then proceeds to their verification against 
empirical data or explains empirical data resorting to naturalness principles and 
parameters. Dressler (1986: 520) justly notes that “predictions differ from 
explanations mainly by the time perspective” and that “predictions follow the 
deductive approach, whereas explanations also include explanation of inductive 
generalizations by a deductive theory”. 
Natural Linguistics uses two types of evidence that are equally important in 
search for an explanation of morphological principles and preferences: 
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― internal evidence: evidence within the linguistic system and within all 
components of the language (phonology, syntax, lexicon, 
morphology) derived from standard data corpora; 
― external (substantive) evidence: psychological, neurological, 
cognitive, semiotic and sociolinguistic motivation of linguistic 
phenomena, data derived from language acquisition and language 
disturbances, diachrony, language contact, etc. 
External evidence is just as important as internal one, since “formal, ‘pure’ 
linguistics cannot alone do the job of vouching for psychological reality” 
(Dressler 1986: 532). 
The main concept of Natural Linguistics is naturalness. Natural means: 
― cognitively simple; 
― easily accessible (especially to children); 
― universally preferred (derivable from the human nature); 
― unmarked, or rather less marked. 
It is confirmed by empirical evidence that the acquisition of a language “starts 
with the most unmarked (most natural) forms” (Dressler, Karpf 1994: 114). 
Natural is not seen as a binary predicate (natural vs. unnatural), but as a 
gradient one (more natural vs. less natural). Moreover, naturalness is a 
terminologically flexible notion: when it is applied to Universal Grammar, it 
means system-independent naturalness, but when it is applied to a language-
specific grammar, it means system-dependent naturalness. The main purpose of 
Natural Linguistics is to decide what is more or less natural with respect to 
Universal Grammar and/or to language-specific grammar. From the 
methodological point of view, a linguistic phenomenon should be “evaluated 
on each parameter and, then, be assigned a certain degree of naturalness on the 
corresponding scale, the maximally natural operations or technique on each 
parameter being the reference for all the other operations and techniques” 
(Bertacca 2009: 108). Thus, the naturalness of each phenomenon is relative and 
can be evaluated only with respect to other phenomena. As is evident from the 
facts mentioned above, “instead of discrete and/or binary distinctions, this 
approach often assumes continua and/or prototypical differences” (Dressler 
1995: 22). Phonological, morphological and syntactic naturalness may interact 
in a convergent or conflicting way. This is a source of relative unnaturalness in 
each of these components. 
Cross-linguistic frequency may be an indicator of the naturalness of a 
phenomenon on a certain parameter, but “any such hypothesis must be inserted 
in the deductive theory of NM [=Natural Morphology] and operational 
hypothesis must be deduced and only then inductively tested, for example by 
cross-linguistic research” (Dressler 1986: 520). This means that frequency in 
not always the synonym of naturalness. Dressler (1986: 530) suggests a very 
general prediction concerning universal naturalness, which is as follows: “the 
more natural a morphological operation on a universal parameter of 
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morphological naturalness, the more frequent (ceteris paribus) it should be, 
both cross-linguistically and within a language (in types and tokens)”. But this 
prediction is not always confirmed, since there are numerous factors which 
intervene (e.g. typological and language-specific restrictions) and prevent the 
most natural phenomena from being the most frequent. In short, one cannot 
derive naturalness from frequency, but one can expect high frequency as a 
consequence of naturalness. The predictions suggested by Naturalness Theory 
are only probabilistic. They “have to stand empirical testing in a statistically 
significant way” (Dressler 1986: 531).    
Speaking of the research done in the field of borrowings from foreign 
languages, Gusmani (1986: 9) remarks that in this type of research there is a 
tendency to appreciate more the completeness of the material gathered than the 
investigation of the true nature of the phenomena in question. Naturalness 
Theory, in many respects, should help to resolve this problem looking into the 
nature of the borrowing processes.   
As Haugen (1950: 225) points out: “Some languages import the whole 
morpheme, others substitute their own morphemes; but all borrow if there is 
any social reason for doing so, such as the existence of a group of bilinguals 
with linguistic prestige”. So, borrowing processes are motivated by socio-
linguistic factors. But what about the very mechanisms of borrowing? How can 
they be explained? Borrowings usually serve the function of lexical enrichment 
and, as all the other linguistic operations, they “may serve their functions in 
more or less efficient ways […] it seems obvious to assume that human beings 
will prefer more efficient to less efficient ways of serving linguistic functions” 
(Dressler, Dziubalska-Kolaczyk 1994: 204). 
So, the questions that I address in the present research are the following: 
― What is more natural for a language – to borrow a foreign word or to 
create a new word for a new notion using the native material?  
― How can the preference of indirect borrowing processes in Old 
English vs. the preference of direct borrowings in Middle English be 
explained? What could have caused this change in preference? 
― Which mechanisms of indirect borrowing are more natural and which 
are less natural? 
In order to answer these questions, I will discuss system-independent 
(universal) and system-dependent (on the example of the English language) 
naturalness of borrowings and, as a consequence, I will build the respective 
scales of naturalness. I would like to stress the fact that the system-independent 
naturalness scale for borrowings, proposed in Sections 4.2., is only a theoretical 
prediction derived from the semiotic notion of sign and the principles of 
system-independent naturalness. To prove the validity of this scale, a cross-
linguistic study in the field of borrowings should be carried out. This may 
become one of the future perspectives for the study of borrowings. For time and 
space reasons, the present research is dedicated mostly to the explanation of the 
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borrowing phenomena in English, and particularly in Old English. It provides 
empirical support for predictions regarding Old English borrowings and proves the 
validity of the system-dependent scale of naturalness for borrowings in Old English.  
Thus, I will start with the discussion of system-independent (universal) 
naturalness regarding borrowings and create a system-independent scale of 
borrowings. Then, this scale, being a universal, general prediction, will be confronted 
with the data acquired from the analysis of borrowings in HE, used as a 
representative of Old English. This operation will enable me to see whether the 
universal prediction is borne out in Old English or not. If it is not, I will have to 
explain the deviations by resorting to typological and system-dependent naturalness 
principles and extralinguistic facts regarding Old English and its speakers.   
So, one may see that the character of the present research is explanatory. 
The majority of studies done on borrowings so far seem to be descriptive. 
Fischer (2003: 102) notes that semantic typology, as well as morphological 
typology of borrowings, is purely descriptive. There are attempts to describe 
the reasons for borrowing (cf. Weinreich 1964: 56-62), but “surprisingly little 
effort has been devoted to the question of why certain types of borrowing seem 
to be more frequent than others” (Fischer 2003: 100). So, the present research is 
an attempt to bridge this gap and to compare the Old English, Middle English 
and New English situations with respect to lexical borrowing in the framework 
of Natural Linguistics. 
In view of the fact that Natural Linguistics operates within a semiotic 
framework, some important facts regarding language should be mentioned. 
Dressler and Merlini Barbaresi (1994: 9) argue that “all linguistic signs are, at 
least minimally, conventional/symbolic, but they may, at the same time, contain 
iconic and/or indexical aspects […] iconicity means similarity between signans 
and signatum in the mind of the interpreter”.  
There exists a semiotic hierarchy of verbal signs: 
― words are primary signs; 
― morphemes and morphological rules are secondary signs; 
― phonemes and phonological rules are tertiary signs. 
This priority of words probably can explain why OE mildheortnes (<Lat. 
misericordia) was preferred to constructionally and semantically more 
transparent earmheortnes. In the latter, all the parts/morphemes of the model 
are faithfully copied and are transparent, but the meaning of the whole word in 
this case is not really deducible from the sum of the meanings of its parts. In the 
former, on the other hand, the meaning of the whole word is 
morphosemantically more transparent, even if the first morpheme does not 
precisely coincide in its semantics with the first morpheme of the Latin model. 
Thus, it is evident that the semantic transparency of the entire word is more 
important than the faithful rendering of the semantics of the morphemes that 
constitute the word.  
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If all borrowings are considered as signs, they should be identified with 
particular types of signs. Loan-translations, loan-renditions and loan-creations 
resemble icons, more precisely diagrams, which represent the relation of the 
parts of one thing (in this case, the model) by analogous relation in its own 
parts (the replica). This analogy can vary in the degree of precision which is the 
highest in the case of loan-translations and the lowest in the case of loan-
creations. An icon is the most natural sign, because “it is the only way of 
communicating an idea directly” (Bertacca 2009: 110), so it should be preferred 
over other signs. 
Semantic loans can be identified with indexes which stand for the object 
they refer to. Indexes are less natural than icons. Actually, all indirect 
borrowings are indexes since they refer to a model, but in semantic loans 
(especially, analogical semantic loans) this indexicality is very important. 
Analogical semantic loans presuppose the addition of a new meaning on the 
basis of the common meanings shared by the model and the replica. In this 
case, the new meaning is an index of the common shared meanings of the 
model and the replica. Substitutive semantic loans lack such indexicality and 
thus they are even less natural than analogical semantic loans. Dressler (1990: 
80) notes that “in all indices a small distance between indexical signans and 
signatum is preferred”. Such distance is smaller in the case of analogical 
semantic loans, while substitutive semantic loans are much more distant from 
their model in terms of indexicality.  
Direct borrowings, in their turn, can be identified with symbols – the least 
natural signs of all. They have only a conventional connection between the 
signatum and the signans since they usually lack morphotactic or 
morphosemanatic transparency or motivation. In addition, non-nativised direct 
borrowings, which retain phonetic and/or morphological characteristics of the 
source language, are less natural than nativised ones, which have been adapted 
to the native phonology and morphology. Nativised direct borrowings acquire 
certain characteristics (morphemes) which help to identify them with a certain 
class of native words.  
Indirect borrowing processes usually presuppose a model (a word of a 
foreign language) and a replica (a corresponding word/meaning created in the 
borrowing language on the model of a foreign word). So, these processes of 
copying of a model can be seen as legisigns. Legisigns are laws that are signs. 
They are conventional rules that connect signatum and signans. In the case of 
borrowings, the signatum is the input of a respective rule and the signans is the 
output (actualisation in performance of a legisign). 
The main task with respect to the borrowing processes, as mentioned above, 
is to decide what is more natural for a language – to borrow a foreign word or 
to create a new one using the native material. If the question is put this way 
(speaking in general, not considering any particular borrowing language which 
borrows words from a particular donor language), it is in the domain of the 
universal/system-independent naturalness.  
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5.2. System-independent Naturalness of Borrowings 
Bertacca (2009: 98) notes that the theory of system-independent naturalness 
“aims to explain perception-based naturalness”, i.e. naturalness “based on 
human neuro-biological properties and, in particular, on perception”. Such 
naturalness is universal and is valid for the speakers of any natural language. 
Dressler (1985b: 322) argues that “universals have the function of serving 
performance in communication and cognition”.  
In order to state the degree of naturalness of a phenomenon, one should 
evaluate the phenomenon with respect to various parameters and create the 
relative scales of naturalness. In a scale of naturalness the most natural 
operation is followed by successively less natural operations.  
The degree of naturalness of a linguistic operation is deduced from 
parameters and principles, on the basis of which predictions can be made. 
Moreover, the presence of a more natural phenomenon presupposes the 
presence of a less natural one, and more natural phenomena are expected to be 
cross-linguistically more frequent.  
In this section I am going to evaluate the degree of naturalness of borrowing 
operations, relying on the semiotic parameters and principles of system-
independent naturalness. 
Dressler (1986: 531) argues that “morphological operations are means for 
symbolizing meanings and can be more or less efficient in doing so […] they 
are instruments more or less apt for serving their function”. The same can be 
said about indirect borrowing operations. They are means for symbolising 
meanings, and their efficiency differs. My main task is to find out which of 
these operations are more efficient. 
It is evident from the facts mentioned above that semiotics is used by Naturalness 
Theory as an intermediate metalinguistic explanatory level. From the semiotic point 
of view, in accordance to what has been said in Section 5.1., the scale of naturalness 
for borrowings (based on the notion of sign) should be as follows: 
Score 1: LTs 
Score 2: LRs 
Score 3: LCs 
Score 4: Analogical SLs 
Score 5: Substitutive SLs 
Score 6: Nativised direct borrowings 
Score 7: Non-nativised direct borrowings. 
One more important point about Naturalness Theory is that it is closely related 
to preference theory. Dressler (2005: 268) remarks that “naturalness does not 
refer to any global or overall preference, but to what is universally preferred 
separately on each of a restricted number of naturalness parameters established 
deductively by universal markedness theory”. The preference for certain 
parameters is expressed by the principles of naturalness discussed below. 
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Thus, one should pay attention not only to semiotic considerations, but also 
to certain principles of system-independent naturalness theory. Such principles, 
elaborated by Mayerthaler (1987: 48-50), are based on human perception, 
which means that “the extralinguistic bases of these principles are the 
fundamental activities of cognition and communication, that is, the production 
and the perception of signs, which in turn imply the tasks of memorization, 
stockage, discrimination, selection, etc., all of these being further extralinguistic 
factors which contribute to determining linguistic structures” (Bertacca 2009: 
114). The principles of system-independent naturalness are given in the 
hierarchical order of priority below: 
1. The principle of uniformity/biuniqueness presupposes the formula 
“one meaning – one form” and is based on biologically given 
preferences of the human brain for uniform encoding, which facilitates 
the constant perception of objects. 
2. The principle of transparency states that a form is transparent if it obeys 
the principle of compositionality. Here, morphotactic transparency and 
morphosemantic transparency are to be distinguished: 
2a morphotactic transparency means the coincidence of the syllable 
boundaries with the morpheme boundaries, i.e. it “refers to the ease 
of identifying and segmenting morphs within a morphologically 
complex word or word-form” (Dressler 1995: 25); 
2b morphosemantic transparency presupposes that the meaning of a 
complex word can be deduced from the meanings of its constituent 
parts, i.e. it “refers to the ease of identifying the semantic 
contributions of each part to the semantics of the whole that is 
made up of these parts” (Dressler 1995: 25). Bertacca (2009: 111) 
underlines: “Constructional diagrammaticity is strictly connected to 
the parameter of morphotactic transparency, which derives from 
the principle of morphosemantic transparency”. 
Thus, “the more transparent a sign the less operations are necessary in 
semiosis to access it (be it in perception or production or evaluation etc.)” 
(Dressler 1995: 25). 
3. The principle of constructional iconicity: if (and only if) a 
semantically more marked category is encoded as more featured than 
a less marked category, the encoding is said to be iconic. Otherwise it 
is non-/countericonic. Dressler (1995: 22) notes that “iconicity always 
refers to a similarity between a signans and a signatum in the mind of 
the interpreter (who produces an interpretant)”. The human brain 
prefers iconic images, because of the “the role of iconic memory in 
memory mechanisms […], the role of analogy (thus diagrammaticity) 
in cognition […], the importance of analogy in language acquisition” 
(Dressler 1986: 531). 
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4. The principle of indexicality presupposes the direct reference of the signans 
(output) to the signatum (input). Optimally direct and close connection 
between signans and signatum is characteristic of a good index. 
One more important principle should be taken into consideration: the principle 
of linguistic economy. It is the consequence of cognitive load and overload.  
All these principles are closely related to each other. A form is maximally 
unmarked or natural if it fulfils all the above mentioned principles 
simultaneously. Otherwise, it is more or less marked.  
These principles may show convergent or conflicting interaction. Let us 
have a look at convergent interaction first. For instance, “iconicity combines 
with indexicality […] the indexical signans is in an iconic relationship to the 
indexical signatum […] the closer the distance is between signans and signatum 
[…] the more extensive iconicity is between signans and signatum” (Dressler 
1995: 25). Diagrammaticity may act as a regulative factor of transparency, i.e. 
“a relatively high degree of morphosemantic transparency tends to be reflected 
in a relatively high degree of morphotactic transparency” (Dressler 1995: 25). 
As for conflicts between parameters, the conflicting interaction between 
diagrammaticity and linguistic economy can often be observed. Economy 
usually wins out if the meaning of a sign is easy to recover. In this conflict the 
principle of indexicality often acts as a regulative factor. 
In order to illustrate a conflict between the naturalness principles better, let 
us return to the example of OE mildheortnes/earmheortnes – Lat. misericordia, 
analysed in Section 5.1., where mildheortnes was preferred to earmheortnes. 
This example illustrates “a classical dialectic naturalness conflict between the 
tendency toward morphosemantic and lexical biuniqueness” (Dressler 1986: 
539). In this conflict either morphosemantic (earmheortnes) or lexical 
(mildheortnes) biuniqueness wins out. And since words have semiotic priority 
over morphemes, there is no surprise in the fact that lexical biuniqueness 
(mildheortnes) has priority and wins out over morphosemantic biuniqueness in 
this very case. After all, “storage of the whole item favors the priority of form-
meaning relations that hold between the whole signatum and the whole signans 
(with lexical biuniqueness presenting an optimum)” (Dressler 1986: 539). 
Now let us apply the above mentioned principles to indirect borrowings. 
Biuniqueness. Loan-formations (loan-translations, loan-renditions and loan-
creations) are usually biunique. But the same can be said about direct 
borrowings, which usually remain monosemic. Semantic loans, in their turn, 
are unique, and thus more ambiguous, and consequently less natural than the 
borrowings mentioned above. 
Transparency. Morphotactically, loan-formations are usually quite 
transparent. One may speak of morphotactic transparency of semantic loans 
only when they are complex words, but not when they are represented by 
simple words. As far as direct borrowings go, they usually lack morphotactic 
transparency and are seen as simple words. Morphosemantically, loan-
formations usually have a high degree of transparency, while semantic loans 
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may be less transparent (especially substitutive ones). Direct borrowings lack 
morphosemantic transparency.  
Iconicity. In the present context, mainly constructional iconicity is 
concerned. It presupposes that addition in meaning should be paralleled by 
addition in form. From this point of view, loan-formations and direct 
borrowings are more iconic than semantic loans, in which addition in meaning 
is not paralleled by addition in form (no new words are created, but the existing 
words acquire new meanings). Loan-renditions are less iconic than loan-
translations, and loan-creations are the least iconic of the three. Semantic loans 
are rather non-iconic. 
Indexicality. As has already been mentioned above, all indirect and direct 
borrowings are indexes, since they refer to their models in the source language. 
When speaking of borrowings, semantic, morphological and phonetic 
indexicality should be distinguished. All borrowings possess semantic 
indexicality, since they all share their meaning with that of a foreign model. 
Loan-formations, in addition to semantic indexicality, possess a certain degree 
of morphological indexicality, because they show the above mentioned direct 
connection between signans and signatum in their morphological structure. 
Loan-translations are the best indexes in this respect, loan-renditions are less 
indexical and loan-creations only indirectly refer to the model, and thus are bad 
indexes. Direct borrowings, in addition to semantic indexicality, show quite a 
good connection of the replica with the model from the point of view of 
phonetic indexicality. So, they possess a high degree of phonetic indexicality. 
In semantic loans, as mentioned above, the new meaning acts as an index of the 
common shared meanings of the model and the replica. So, from the point of 
view of indexicality, they are among the least natural borrowings (together with 
loan-creations), because they are characterized only by semantic indexicality.  
Thus, the scale given above is valid also with respect to the principles of 
system-independent naturalness, though some changes may be observed in the 
bottom part of the scale: 
Score 1: LTs are the most natural borrowings, since they show a high degree 
of iconicity, morphotactic and morphosemantic transparency, 
biuniqueness and morphological and semantic indexicality. 
Score 2: LRs are less natural than LTs, because they are less iconic and indexical 
than LTs, even though they may be equally transparent and biunique. 
Score 3: LCs are even less natural than LTs and LRs, since they are less 
iconic and have a lower degree of indexicality than LTs and 
LRs, even though they may be equally biunique and transparent. 
Score 4 and 5: Direct borrowings (nativised and non-nativised) are less 
natural than LFs, since they are morphotactically and 
morphosemantically opaque, even though they may be 
equally biunique and iconic, and have a high degree of 
phonetic indexicality. 
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Score 6 and 7: SLs (analogical and substitutive) are less natural than LFs 
and direct borrowings because, in the case of simple 
words, they totally lack morphosemantic and morphotactic 
transparency. But even if they are morphotactically and 
morphosemantically transparent (in the case of complex 
words), they are non-iconic and lack biuniqueness. As for 
indexicality, it is only semantic and is rather weak (or non-
existent) in the case of substitutive semantic loans. 
To resolve the problem of the non-coincidence in the bottom parts of the 
naturalness scale based on the notion of sign and the naturalness scale based on 
the principles of system-independent naturalness, and to arrive at a unified scale 
of naturalness, let us resort to extralinguistic evidence, to the principle of 
economy and the characteristics of a prototypical speaker. As justly noted by 
Bertacca (2003: 192), “the internal and the external factors which contribute to 
language change cannot be easily separated, and of course they do not exclude 
but rather complement each other”. 
According to Naturalness Theory, the things which are easier to handle for 
the human brain are more natural. Here, the genotypical brain, seen as an aspect 
of the human genotype (Universal Grammar), and the phenotypical brain, 
shaped in the course of acculturation in a given social and linguistic context 
(language-specific grammar), should be distinguished. What is more 
natural/easy for the human brain in general and what is more natural/easy for 
the brain of a speaker of a particular language and a member of a particular 
speech community – are two different things. In this section the genotypical 
brain is considered. 
All markedness relations are based on properties of the prototypical speaker 
which are biologically given and more or less culturally bound. Speaking of 
system-independent naturalness, one should consider first of all the biological 
core (human sensorium) and possibly exclude sociolinguistic factors. The more 
accessible any given entity is to the human sensorium, the less marked (more 
natural) it will be.  
So, in the case of borrowings, the prototypical speaker will be a person who has 
a certain linguistic competence in his/her native language, but is hardly bilingual 
and even less so multilingual (since no particular donor language is regarded, and 
borrowings may arrive from practically any language of the world). 
Now, what is more natural for the kind of speaker described above – to 
borrow a foreign word or to create a new one in his/her own language to 
describe a new notion? 
As has been mentioned above, the prototypical speaker is hardly 
bilingual/multilingual, so every word of a foreign language, introduced in the 
borrowing language, let us say, by a translator, is a simple word for prototypical 
speakers: they do not know any words, or morphemes, or morphological rules 
of the donor language, so they cannot analyse complex words and thus 
perceives them as simple.  
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Simple words are the hard core of storage. They are not morphosemantically 
or morphotactically transparent, and they lack motivation. So, they are more 
difficult to handle, especially if there is a large amount of them, because our 
memory has certain limits. 
As has already been mentioned, words have epistemological priority over 
morphemes. This is confirmed by the fact that the borrowing of morphemes is 
much rarer than the borrowing of words. Gusmani (1986: 137-165) negates the 
possibility of borrowing of morphemes at all and maintains that foreign 
morphemes penetrate into the borrowing language rather by induction than by 
simple borrowing. This means that when foreign words with one and the same 
morpheme (very likely, a productive morpheme in the donor language) enter 
the borrowing language, these words with time may become analysable on the 
basis of this common morpheme. Thus, one cannot say that the morpheme was 
borrowed, since it was not introduced into a borrowing language by direct 
imitation. It was rather induced in the recipient language after the borrowed 
words which possessed this morpheme became analysable. Gusmani (1986: 
140) proposes the term of second grade borrowings as alternative to induced 
morphemes. I consider such cases as second grade borrowings, rather than 
inductions, because in any case they represent foreign material, extracted and 
adopted in the borrowing language for derivational or inflectional purposes. 
This material historically bears a foreign identity, and in the term “induced 
morpheme” there is little if anything that reminds us of its foreign origin.    
If, on the other hand, rather than introducing a direct borrowing, a translator 
introduces an indirect one into the recipient language (a loan-translation, a loan-
rendition or a loan-creation), the prototypical speaker is expected to have fewer 
difficulties in handling this item, since: 
― it is formed with the help of morphemes and according to word-formation 
rules familiar to the prototypical speaker, so such a word is usually more 
transparent morphosemantically and morphotactically (it is motivated); 
― it is biunique (at least when it is introduced); 
― and it is very probably iconic. 
As is underlined by Kornexl (2003: 202), indirect borrowings possess a 
considerable amount of explanatory capacity, which is quite impossible in the 
case of direct borrowing.  
As for semantic loans, they are easier to handle for prototypical speakers 
than direct borrowings, since they are actually the words of their native 
language which are stored in their mental lexicon. The speakers have only to add 
a new meaning and store it among the other meanings of a given word, whereas, in 
the case of direct borrowings, the speakers have not only to store a new meaning 
(or a shade of meaning), but they are also to store a new form (a foreign word), 
which is morphosemantically and morphotactically opaque. In short, semantic 
loans are cognitively less marked than direct borrowings, and thus preferable. 
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So, speaking generally, indirect borrowings are less marked and more 
natural than direct ones, since they seem to be more iconic and transparent. 
Another proof of this fact comes from popular etymology, when speakers of a 
language, in search for transparency and iconicity, try to reinterpret a foreign 
word giving it motivation. This change is very natural, because it leads from 
what is more marked to what is less marked. 
Concluding, I should say that in the light of system-independent naturalness 
(taking into account the notion of sign, system-independent principles of naturalness 
and external evidence), the scale of naturalness for borrowings is as follows:  
Score 1: LTs 
Score 2: LRs 
Score 3: LCs 
Score 4: Analogical SLs 
Score 5: Substitutive SLs 
Score 6: Nativised direct borrowings 
Score 7: Non-nativised direct borrowings. 
I would like to underline once again that the naturalness scale proposed above 
is only a theoretical prediction derived from the semiotic parameters and 
principles of system-independent naturalness, and that it needs confirmation by 
facts, which can be acquired through a cross-linguistic research on borrowings. 
Dressler (1985b: 327) justly notes that “we must motivate the occurrence of 
the most unnatural phenomena in the first place”. So, the question is: if indirect 
borrowings are more natural, why do direct ones exist at all? The answer to the 
question lies in the following facts: 
― There exist naturalness conflicts, since within complex systems it is 
usually impossible to optimise several parameters simultaneously. It is 
well known that all the principles and parameters “on which naturalness 
depends and which are the basis for naturalness scales are 
interdependent; this means that they may reinforce each other or conflict 
with each other” and “a high degree of naturalness on one parameter 
may result in a lower degree of naturalness on another” (Bertacca 2009: 
114-115). For instance, semantic loans are indirect borrowings. They 
should be considered more natural than direct borrowings with regard to 
the parameter of linguistic economy, but on the parameter of 
biuniqueness a semantic loan, being a generator of polysemy, loses 
against a direct borrowing which is definitely more biunique. Or, in the 
case of OE mildheortnes, the indirect borrowing is morphotactically 
transparent, but morphosemantic transparency of the whole compound 
requires a sacrifice on the level of semantics of the constituent 
morphemes (the correspondence of the constituent parts of the model 
and the replica is not perfect).  
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― There are also certain sociolinguistic and language-specific factors 
which influence the choice of one or another linguistic technique. These 
factors are discussed in detail below.  
 
 
5.3. System-dependent Naturalness of Borrowings 
A concept of morphological naturalness based exclusively on system-
independent factors is too narrow and often leads to incorrect predictions. 
Sometimes one comes across certain morphological phenomena which do not 
differ in system-independent naturalness, but, nevertheless, speakers favour one 
of these phenomena. Here, system-dependent naturalness comes in play. 
Sometimes it may contradict universal morphological preferences, and one of 
the aims of Naturalness Theory is “to try to find typological reasons why 
languages of a given type use relatively “bad” techniques at all” (Dressler 1984: 
78). So, in this section I am going to consider typological and language-specific 
constraints on universal naturalness preferences concerning borrowings. The 
phenotypical brain (the brain shaped in the course of acculturation in a given 
social and linguistic context) will be taken into consideration, and the question 
about what is more or less natural for Old English speakers and Middle English 
speakers, and not just for speakers of any language, will be discussed.  
In Naturalness Theory, “unmarked” often means “frequent” and “marked” 
means “infrequent”. Thus: more natural = less marked = more frequent (and 
vice versa, less natural = more marked = less frequent). 
Let us first see the frequency of different types of indirect borrowings in Old 
English in Gneuss (1955) and in my data from HE: 
Gneuss gives the following estimation of the results which he obtained from 
the study of the Vespasian Psalter: out of 344 borrowings from Latin into Old 
English 52 are direct and 292 indirect. Out of 292 indirect borrowings: 
• 109 are LTs; 
• 91 are SLs; 
• 82 are LRs; 
• 10 are LCs (Gneuss 1955: 156).  
My data from HE give the following results: out of 442 indirect borrowings 
found in the text, 371 are LFs and 71 SLs. Out of these: 
• 205 are pure LTs; 
• 91 are LRs; 
• 46 are mixed type (LT-LRs); 
• 44 are analogical SLs; 
• 29 are LCs;  
• 27 are substitutive SLs (for a more detailed account see Section 4). 
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Analysing this type frequency data, I should say that from the static as well as 
from the dynamic points of view, loan-translations are the most frequent type of 
indirect borrowings. The second place is taken by loan-renditions. If analogical 
and substitutive SLs are put together, they would take the third place in the 
rating, followed by the mixed type showing the transition from LTs to LRs, and 
by LC. Thus, the following scale for indirect borrowings in Old English based 
on type frequency is obtained: 
Score 1: LTs 
Score 2: LRs 
Score 3: SLs 
Score 4: mixed type (LT-LRs) 
Score 5: LCs. 
It may also be expressed as follows, if one separates analogical and substitutive 
SLs and considers a very slight quantitative difference of analogical SLs and 
mixed type (44 vs. 46) on one hand, and of LCs and substitutive SLs (29 vs. 27) 
on the other hand: 
Score 1: LTs 
Score 2: LRs 
Score 3: analogical SLs and mixed type (LT-LRs) 
Score 4: LCs and substitutive SLs. 
With respect to the system-independent naturalness scale, semantic loans have 
changed their place and have gone up the scale both in the rating gained from 
Gneuss’s data and in that obtained from my data. The only difference is that in 
Gneuss’s data they follow LTs immediately while in my data they are 
surpassed by LRs. In any case, the tendency of SLs to go up the scale is evident 
and needs an explanation. The answer is to be found in the conflict of 
naturalness parameters. 
Regarding SLs, the principle of transparency comes in conflict with the 
principle of linguistic economy. It was mentioned in Section 5.2. that semantic 
loans (analogical and substitutive) are less natural than loan-formations because 
they totally lack morphosemantic and morphotactic transparency, they are non-
iconic and lack biuniqueness. However, on the parameter of linguistic economy 
semantic loans are much more natural than loan-formations, because they do 
not create new words which have to be memorised/stored, but they use existing 
words, already stored in the memory of the speaker. Thus, the speaker has to 
memorise only a new meaning of an already existing word, and not a new word 
with a new meaning. As was mentioned in Section 5.2., economy usually wins 
out if the meaning of a sign is easy to recover, and the principle of indexicality 
often acts as the regulative factor in the conflict between the principle of 
economy with other principles. The indexicality of analogical semantic loans is 
quite high, and this fact is one more point in favour of the naturalness and, as a 
consequence, of the preference for this borrowing technique. 
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So, it is evident that in Old English the naturalness on the parameters of 
transparency, iconicity and biuniqueness was often sacrificed for the greater 
naturalness on the parameter of linguistic economy. This may also be 
connected with the fact that Old English was an inflecting/fusional language, 
and, according to Dressler (1985a: 342, 1987: 120, 2005: 278), this language 
type is characterised by less iconicity, transparency and biuniqueness, i.e. these 
parameters are not valued very highly. All these facts confirm the “diachronic 
tendency toward more local efficiency, or toward more efficiency on specific 
parameters” (Dressler 1986: 531). 
Anyway, frequency considerations are not enough to state the degree of 
naturalness of any phenomenon. Also the naturalness parameters, discussed in 
Section 5.2., and the principles of system-dependent naturalness should be regarded. 
Wurzel (1987: 59-96) introduces two more principles for system-dependent 
naturalness in addition to those of system-independent naturalness discussed above: 
― system-congruity; 
― class-stability. 
These principles have priority over system-independent principles, i.e. they rank 
higher. The following sub-sections (5.3.1. and 5.3.2.) provide the application of 
these principles to borrowings in Old English and Middle English. 
 
5.3.1. System-Congruity of Borrowings 
Speaking of system-congruity, it should be mentioned that any language has 
specific structural properties which determine its structural typology and 
distinguish it from other languages. These properties are called system-defining 
structural properties. When system-defining structural properties have been 
established, they form a classificatory matrix and it will be easy to determine to 
what extent individual morphological phenomena of the system correspond to 
them, that is to determine their system-congruity. 
The system-defining structural properties of a language have a system-
stabilising effect: languages always show the trend towards uniformity and 
towards the decomposition of non-system-congruous phenomena. 
Speakers of a language always favour those morphological phenomena 
which are intuitively more normal for them than others. Normalcy for a speaker 
depends on his/her linguistic experience, i.e. on the language-specific structural 
properties. So, normal also means the one which dominates in the language and 
determines the structural typology of the language at a certain stage of its 
development. The properties which are the most dominant are also the most 
adequate/congruous for the system. Naturally, normalcy varies greatly from 
language to language, and also in diachrony, since a language may change its 
typology in time. One should admit that what was normal for an Old English 
speaker, was not so normal for a Middle English speaker. 
As was mentioned above, indirect borrowings seem to be more natural than 
direct ones (from the point of view of system-independent naturalness). This 
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reflects perfectly the situation in Old English, which abounds in indirect 
borrowings, and they are much more numerous than direct ones. But what is 
wrong with Middle English? Why does the language change its strategy and 
start to prefer direct borrowings to indirect ones in the Middle English period? 
Why would a language change its strategy towards a less natural choice? This 
is the question that is to be answered with the help of Wurzel’s system-
dependent naturalness theory and typology. 
In order to explain the difference regarding borrowing processes in Old and 
Middle English, the following factors are to be taken into consideration: 
― linguistic factors (typological differences between Old English and 
Middle English); 
― extralinguistic factors (historical, sociolinguistic considerations). 
Typological considerations are very important. Dressler (1985b: 324) prefers to 
single out an intermediate language-type level between the levels of universal 
and language-specific naturalness: “A language type is made up of a 
combination of preferred options from all parameters of naturalness. Since the 
different parameters of naturalness come into conflict […], a language cannot 
choose the most natural options from all parameters. A particular language type 
is then characterized (and constituted) by the particular choice of very natural 
options from some parameters and of rather unnatural (or marked) options from 
other parameters of naturalness”. 
Indirect borrowings (mainly, loan-translations, loan-renditions and loan-
creations) have much to do with word-formation, since they are all complex 
words (derived or compound), created in a language in order to render foreign 
models. Aronoff (1979: 19) argues that “the list of words which a speaker has 
at his command at a given moment is not closed. The speaker always has the 
capacity to make up new words, which he can then add to his repertoire”. This 
capacity is largely at work in the process of indirect borrowings. So, something 
should be said about naturalness in word-formation. 
In Naturalness Theory, word-formation is described in terms of word-
formation rules which are represented by affixation or other operations such as 
conversion. The approach to word-formation is operational/procedural and 
functional. It stresses two main functions of the language: 
― communicative function; 
― cognitive function. 
Word-formation serves both main functions.  
Moreover, there are two specific functions of word-formation: 
― lexical enrichment: the formation of new words has to do with the 
cognitive function of language and is served best by labelling the 
concepts needed as precisely as possible; 
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― morphotactic (structural) and semantic motivation of existing words: 
it facilitates the communicative function as well as storage in 
memory and is performed best by very detailed description.  
It is evident that the consequences of the two functions (labelling and detailed 
description) come into conflict with one another, since the techniques very apt 
for labelling (the best being the coinage of simple names) are not very adequate 
for description, and good descriptive techniques are rather bad ways of 
labelling. Thus: 
― there are languages in which optimal labelling techniques are highly 
valued. These languages are usually of the isolating type and have 
little word-formation. They use unmotivated terms, either inherited 
or loaned, and repetitive or abbreviatory devices. 
― There are languages which prefer descriptive techniques. These 
languages are usually of the polysynthetic/incorporating or 
introflecting type, they possess a high degree of motivation and tend 
to have rich word-formation. 
Now let us use this information with regard to borrowing processes. In this 
respect, Old English (fusional/inflecting language) seems to be a language with 
a high motivation and preference for descriptive techniques, and thus shows 
preference for indirect borrowings, whereas Middle English (already losing part 
of its fusional character and changing towards the isolating type) is a language 
with optimal labelling techniques and it prefers direct borrowings. 
The conclusion is: preference for descriptive techniques in word-formation 
is a system-defining structural property of Old English, while preference for 
labelling techniques is a system-defining structural property of Middle English. 
In accordance with these system-defining structural properties, Old English and 
Middle English favour indirect and direct borrowings respectively.  
New words are created in the language to satisfy the function of lexical 
enrichment. These words must be precise and reliable signs (biuniqueness is 
favoured) (Dressler 2005: 329-330). Indirect borrowings as well as direct 
borrowings tend to be biunique, so they are very reliable signs. 
Comparing Modern English and Modern German (both are Germanic 
languages), one may see that German uses much more often the technique of 
indirect borrowing compared to English (e.g. German prefers Fernsehen, 
Wagen, Flugzeug to Television, Automobil, Aeroplan; note Germ. Ausnahme 
vs. Engl. exception, Germ. Ausdruck vs. Engl. expression, Germ. Gewissen vs. 
Engl. conscience, etc.). Moreover, unlike in English, a great number of Old 
High German indirect borrowings “have apparently made their way into the 
common language and survived into Modern German” (Kornexl 2003: 209). 
How can such difference in behaviour of the two languages be accounted for? 
Extralinguistic factors are, of course, extremely important when speaking of 
the preference for certain borrowing processes. Dressler (1985a: 288) notes that 
social factors are constitutive for language, and “they [extralinguistic factors] 
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limit the choice of operations open to languages and favour/disfavour 
alternative operations”. Thus, very often scholars resort to extralinguistic 
explanations. Gusmani (1986:136), for instance, maintains that in the course of 
time some direct borrowings in German were substituted by indirect ones due 
to the indisputable preference for motivated terms as well as to the fact that 
direct borrowings are often unable to lose their foreign connotation, not to 
mention linguistic nationalism. But why, then, Modern English has chosen 
another strategy? Why did it deny “the indisputable preference for motivated 
terms” in favour of opaque direct borrowings? Of course, also here some 
extralinguistic factors may be proposed, for instance, bilingualism.  
If we take a look at the situation in sciences nowadays, we see that there are 
a lot of terms borrowed from foreign languages directly. Why so? Again, these 
terms may be absolutely opaque or even unknown to a layman, but quite 
transparent to a specialist in a certain field. Due to globalization, scientists and 
students of different scientific disciplines are nowadays quite bilingual, so it is 
not a problem for them to deal with foreign terms. Students of languages and 
computer programmers quite often use the techniques of code switching and 
code mixing due to their advanced bilingualism/multilingualism. The growth of 
bilingualism in general in the present-day world promotes the penetration of 
direct borrowings in all the languages, but in different degrees. Thus, 
bilingualism is a very strong extralinguistic factor which promotes the usage of 
the technique of direct borrowing. 
Unfortunately, one cannot rely on this factor while speaking of the earlier 
periods in the history of English, since the situation of the past is not really 
clear and one has to rely only on written records. And then, if one says that the 
English prefer direct borrowings because they are more bilingual than in the 
past, than does one have to maintain that the Germans who prefer indirect 
borrowings are less bilingual than the English? This sounds absolutely 
ridiculous. Gusmani (1986: 83) adds that in a cultured environment, where 
there is a good knowledge of a foreign language, there will be a tendency to 
reproduce with major loyalty a foreign model, while in a less cultured 
environment there will be more want for assimilation. He, though, concludes 
that all this is valid only as a general hypothesis. And it is true, because 
following Gusmani’s reasoning, one could have easily arrived at an even more 
ridiculous conclusion than the one expressed above, i.e. that the Germans are 
less educated and cultured than the English because they prefer motivated 
indirect borrowings to direct ones. Also Pisani (1947: 79, note 9), speaking of 
indirect borrowings, concludes that generally such techniques of enrichment of 
the lexicon on the model of more civilised languages are typical of 
underdeveloped societies. So, one should conclude again that the Germans are 
underdeveloped compared to the English. Such unacceptable conclusions 
demonstrate the limits of application of extralinguistic factors in the 
explanation of preference for a certain type of borrowing. Often they generate 
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some kind of ad hoc explanations valid for certain circumstances but invalid in 
general for other analogous situations. 
The situation with English and German may be explained with the help of 
linguistic factors. The importance of taking into consideration the structure of 
the recipient language is underlined by Diller (2003: 59), who notes about 
English verbs that “owing to morphological changes, especially the loss of the 
infinitive endings, the [English] language had become more hospitable to verbs 
of foreign origin”. Modern English is a language on the way to the isolating 
type and thus it favours labelling techniques, while Modern German is 
definitely a fusional/inflecting language which prefers descriptive techniques. 
This is one more cause which influences the preference of the former for direct 
borrowings and the preference of the latter for indirect borrowings. But if we take 
French, which is a fusional/inflecting language (at least, in its verbal inflection), 
like German, and thus is expected to prefer descriptive techniques, we may see 
that, strangely enough, it prefers labelling techniques, has a great number of 
opaque lexicon and prefers direct borrowings. How can this be explained? 
Probably, when speaking of preference for direct and indirect borrowings, 
one should also take into consideration the status of motivation in a language. 
i.e. the percentage of motivated and non-motivated lexicon. Ullmann (1959: 
92) notes: “The dosage of the two rival factors, conventionality and motivation, 
is one of the most characteristic features of any synchronous system, compared 
with other tongues or with earlier or later stages in the history of the same 
language”. He continues, saying that already Saussure distinguished between 
‘lexical’ languages (showing preference for motivated terms) and 
‘grammatical’ languages (showing preference for conventionality), e.g. the 
preference for conventionality may be seen in English vs. German, in Chinese 
vs. Sanskrit and Primitive Indo-European, in French vs. Italian. The same 
language at different stages of its development can change its preference from 
descriptive (motivated) to denominative (conventional) techniques in lexicon or 
vice versa. But there are no languages with exclusively motivated or 
exclusively conventional lexicon. The principle of economy and linguistic 
factors such as sound change result in the loss of motivation and thus multiply 
the number of opaque words. On the other hand, phenomena such as folk-
etymology and word-formation increase the number of transparent items in the 
lexicon of a language. Thus, there is always a certain balance between 
motivated and non-motivated lexical items.  
Returning to our problem, one may see that German is much richer in 
compounds and derivatives than English, French or Italian (Ullmann 1962: 
106-108), and thus has a very high percentage of motivated terms. So, the 
words which arrive in these languages from other languages must be adjusted 
to this peculiarity of the system which requires the maximal transparency and 
motivation of the lexicon. English, being a language which prefers labelling 
techniques, would have less motivated terms than German. So, the request for 
transparency is not as urgent as in German, and the borrowings remain opaque. 
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The situation is different in Modern French. Being a fusional/inflecting 
language (at least, in its verbal inflection), like German, it is expected to prefer 
descriptive techniques. Nevertheless, its lexicon is mostly opaque and non-
motivated, i.e. it prefers labelling techniques. How can one account for such an 
abnormal choice? First of all, let us have a look at the situation with motivation 
in this language. Ullmann (1962: 109-110) notes that French is notorious for its 
weak derivation and tendency towards opacity in the structure of words. This 
opacity is mainly due to the intensive sound changes which drastically reduced 
the phonetic substance of Latin words; they changed beyond recognition and, 
as a consequence, many etymological connections were wiped out, to the extent 
that “there are few languages where they [sound changes] have played havoc 
with it on the same scale as in French” (Ullmann 1962: 110). Moreover, 
opacity was increased by the reluctance to use native derivation and preference 
for direct borrowings form classical languages (Greek and Latin) in the task of 
filling gaps in the French lexicon. Many transparent words which existed in Old 
French were left without attention and fell into disuse. This preference for 
direct borrowings may be explained as follows: despite the fact the French is a 
fusional/inflecting language which is expected to prefer descriptive techniques, 
the sound change reduced drastically the number of motivated terms in this 
language, and as a consequence it lost its preference for descriptive techniques 
in the sphere of word-formation. The transparency of a lexeme is no more an 
urgent requirement of this language, so it accepts direct borrowings without any 
problems, since the majority of its native words are opaque. 
Let us conclude saying that German prefers motivated items and indirect 
borrowings, French possesses mostly non-motivated lexicon and thus prefers 
direct borrowings. As far as English goes, due to its mixed character, it may be 
placed in between, but it tends more towards non-motivated terms and thus 
towards the preference for direct borrowings.    
Prestige is another important extralinguistic factor which plays an important 
role in the preference for direct borrowings. When speakers, having at their 
disposal a native equivalent term, prefer to use a foreign one, they want to 
underline their acquaintance with a foreign language and its terminology (foreign 
terms often sound “more prestigious” than native ones because they are used in 
specific scientific/technical domains). Thus, to some extent, by using foreign 
terms speakers are “boasting” of their competence in a foreign language. 
Some of the extralinguistic considerations, as mentioned above, may be 
more or less convincing, but one should not exaggerate in their application, 
otherwise one may easily fall victim to his/her imagination in trying to explain 
the facts which, in the absence of other, more reliable linguistic proofs, one fails 
to explain. To my mind, extralinguistic factors do not suffice to explain the 
preference for a certain type of borrowings in certain languages. 
Now let us turn to the situation in Old and Middle English, starting with the 
evaluation of the extralinguistic situation.  
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Let us compare the speaker of Old English and the speaker of Middle 
English, keeping in mind borrowing processes from Latin: 
― Old English speakers were Anglo-Saxons who conquered the British 
Isles and were not really acquainted with Latin, since the Germanic 
tribes had never been conquered by the Roman Empire. 
Nevertheless, they had had some kind of contact with the speakers 
of Latin, because there were many Germans acting as mercenaries in 
the Roman Army and, of course, the Germans had some commercial 
contact with the Romans. But this influence can hardly be 
considered important and all-pervasive from the linguistic point of 
view. The British Romanised Celts were much more likely bilingual 
because their territory was conquered by the Romans and was made 
a part of the Roman Empire for a certain period. Latin was the 
language of the government and of the higher stratum of society, 
and everybody who wanted to improve his/her life had to learn 
Latin. When the Anglo-Saxons arrived in the British Isles in the fifth 
century they drove the Romanised Celts to the remote areas of the 
islands, so one cannot say that there was a close contact situation 
between the two tribal units which could have resulted in extensive 
lexical borrowing processes from the Celtic dialects or from Latin 
via the Romanised Celts into the Anglo-Saxon dialects. Thus, one 
can conclude that the Anglo-Saxons who lived in the British Isles 
were the speakers of Old English with a very limited (if any) 
knowledge of Latin, this knowledge mainly originating from the fact 
that Latin was the language of the church after Christianity had been 
introduced into Anglo-Saxon society. As Jespersen (1952: 44) 
remarks: “People did not know so much Latin as they learned later, 
so these learned words, if introduced, would not have been 
understood”. And, in addition, he cites the words of Alfred the 
Great: “there were very few on this side of the Humber who could 
understand their [Latin] rituals” (Jespersen 1952: 44). Then he 
concludes: “it is rather the natural thing for a language to utilise its 
own resources before drawing on other languages” (Jespersen 1952: 
44). But the thing is not as easy as it sounds. Here the term “natural” 
is definitely used in the sense of intuitively plausible and has 
nothing to do with the value it has today in Natural Linguistics. 
Furthermore, the capacity of the language to rely on its own 
resources prior to borrowing foreign words depends greatly on the 
particular extralinguistic situation and on the characteristics of the 
speakers of a given language.  
― As for Middle English speakers, they witnessed the Norman 
Invasion and the introduction of French as the language of 
administration, court and army. Thus, French was much more 
institutionalised in English society of that time, than Latin in Old 
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English. Everybody who wanted to achieve something in life had to 
learn French. However, one cannot really speak of bilingualism 
here. Fischer (2003: 109) remarks that “the native speakers of 
French never amounted to more than ten per cent of the population 
and bilingualism was not widespread”. Even less can be said about 
Latin, because in this case “we have an exceptional contact 
situation, the donor being a ‘dead’, though highly prestigious 
language, universally used in the church and functioning as the main 
idiom of learning in Anglo-Saxon England” (Kornexl 2003: 196). 
The prestige of Latin was indisputable. Later, during the period of 
the Renaissance, “some, indeed, felt that English was in any case not 
an appropriate vehicle for the expression of the new learning” 
(Crystal 2005: 60). Crystal also discusses the sixteenth-century 
controversy over the use of foreign words in English and lists the 
supporters of foreign terms (e.g. Thomas Elyot, George Pettie) as 
well as the opponents (e.g. Thomas Wilson, John Cheke). Whatever 
the reasons are, “most of the native coinages invented by 
contemporary writers as alternatives to Latin loans have failed to 
survive” (Crystal 2005: 61). Moreover, from the twelfth century on, 
one may observe the growth of literacy in England. Schools were 
established in many towns and cities. Some were grammar schools 
independent of the Church, while others were attached to a 
cathedral. All of these schools taught Latin, because most books 
were written in this language. Latin was important, because it was 
the educated language of almost all Europe, and was therefore 
useful in the spread of ideas and learning. As has already been 
mentioned above, Latin was seen as a richer language than English 
or any other European language. So, probably the growth of literacy 
increased also the knowledge of Latin among the population of the 
country. And this growth continued in the following centuries, 
especially after the introduction of printing by William Caxton.  
The above mentioned facts enable me to propose some conclusions: 
― For Old English speakers, who were predominantly monolingual and 
little (if at all) acquainted with Latin, it must have been easier to deal 
with indirect borrowings rather than with direct ones. Dressler and 
Merlini Barbaresi (1994: 11) suggest that “language is best 
described and understood as a system of goal-directed actions within 
its social framework”. So, probably the presence of so many indirect 
borrowings in Old English is also justified by the fact that the main 
purpose of the translators at that time was to explain the things which 
otherwise would not have been understood, whereas in later periods 
“the main factor responsible for borrowing was not the need of the 
recipient language for new terms and concepts, but the desire to adorn 
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the language” (Diller 2003: 64). And this desire was satisfied by 
borrowing words directly from the highly admired Latin language; 
― For Middle English speakers, who probably possessed greater 
literacy and were more acquainted with Latin, the situation changed. 
Latin, being a dead language, was mostly written and read. So, Latin 
words were mostly imported by educated people and for educated 
people. Latin words, morphemes and word-formation rules probably 
did not seem to an educated Middle English speaker so strange and 
foreign as they might have seemed to an Old English speaker. Even 
if they did, s/he had to cope with the situation. Thus, not all of the 
Latin words were seen as simple, non-transparent and unmotivated. 
This resulted in the fact that, through the knowledge of Latin, Latin 
words acquired transparency and motivation for educated Middle 
English speakers, and consequently there was less necessity to 
create new words in the native language to translate the new notions 
introduced by Latin terms. These terms were borrowed directly and 
did not present so much difficulty in handling them as it seemed to 
be the case in Old English. 
As was mentioned above, extralinguistic factors are important, but not 
sufficient to explain the preference for certain types of borrowings. Let us add 
that Middle English (and even more so Modern English, as was mentioned 
above) was a language on the way to the isolating type and thus it favoured 
labelling techniques, while Old English was definitely a fusional/inflecting 
language which preferred descriptive techniques. As for the percentage of 
motivated lexicon, Old English possessed much more motivated words than 
Middle English, which started to borrow extensively from French and classical 
languages, and the borrowings were direct. One may observe the 
decomposition of non-system-congruous phenomena in Old English as well as 
in Middle English: 
― In Old English, direct borrowings resulted to be non-system-
congruous due to the fact that they were opaque and went against 
the preference for descriptive techniques. Thus, they were often 
substituted by loan-creations or underwent the process of folk-
etymology, which gave motivation to unmotivated borrowed words 
and practically turned direct borrowings into indirect ones (see the 
case of meregrot and mereswȳn in Section 4). 
― Already in Middle English, many Old English motivated indirect 
borrowing were lost and substituted by direct borrowings (OE 
mildheortnes – ME mercy, OE undēaðlicnes – ME immortality) 
because they resulted non-system congruous due to the fact that 
there was no more necessity for transparent terms and labelling was 
preferred to description.  
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The Middle English preference for direct borrowings is rather unnatural from 
the point of view of system-independent naturalness, but it might be quite 
natural from the point of view of system-dependent naturalness.  
It should be mentioned that when the linguistic system of the donor 
language and of the borrowing language differ very much, LRs may become 
more natural than LTs and take up the first place in the scale of naturalness for 
indirect borrowings. In this conflict between the necessity of precise imitation 
of a model and the necessity to follow the requirements of the borrowing 
system, the latter usually will win. A creator of a borrowing cannot always 
ignore and bypass the laws and patterns of his/her own language, since the 
material s/he tries to import should be comprehensible to the speakers of the 
borrowing language, i.e. it should be coherent and adapted to the requirements 
of the borrowing system. For instance, the Italian replica of the English model 
sky-scraper is grattacielo (gratta ‘scrape’ + cielo ‘sky’) and not *cielogratta 
(which would be more loyal copy of the original), because such a compound 
does not fit into the Italian derivational patterns and thus violates the 
requirements of this linguistic system. This is a good motive to avoid the LT 
*cielogratta as a replica, since such a word would seem abnormal to an Italian 
speaker, and to introduce a LR grattacielo as more acceptable. Finally, the 
process of creation of indirect borrowings has something in common with the 
process of translation, and here one should mention that literal, word-for-word 
translation is not always the best way to render a foreign linguistic substance. 
The process of translation consists in perceiving (reading or hearing) a foreign 
linguistic substance, in comprehending the message which is transmitted by this 
substance, and finally in translating the message into the native language using 
the items and rules for combining them provided by the receiving linguistic 
system. Such rules cannot be ignored. That is why, again, LRs in certain 
circumstances are more natural than LTs. Pinker (1995: 57), for instance, 
suggests that our thoughts are “couched in some silent medium of the brain – a 
language of thought, or “mentalese” – and merely clothed in words whenever 
we need to communicate them to a listener”. He adds: “Knowing a language, 
then, is knowing how to translate mentalese into strings of words and vice 
versa” (Pinker 1995: 82). This seems exactly what happens in the process of 
translation from foreign languages and creation of indirect borrowings.  
In conclusion, let us note that indirect borrowings seem to be more “hearer-
friendly” while direct ones more “speaker-friendly”. Comparing indirect and 
direct borrowings, Gusmani (1986: 15) remarks that the effort and the 
originality are definitely major in the first case. This means that it is easier for a 
creator of a loan to produce a direct borrowing rather than an indirect one. On 
the other hand, for the “hearers”, or receivers, or users of a new word it is easier 
to perceive an indirect borrowing which is more motivated, than an absolutely 
opaque direct borrowing. 
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5.3.2. Class Stability of Borrowings 
It should be noted that Wurzel’s class stability has to do with inflectional 
morphology. All the words can be grouped into inflectional classes according 
to their inflectional-morphological properties. Depending on what type of 
paradigm structure conditions hold for the respective inflectional classes, 
Wurzel (1987: 80) singles out: 
― stable inflectional classes: classes whose paradigms follow the 
implicative pattern of a paradigm structure condition which 
exclusively applies or dominates the words with the respective 
extramorphological properties; 
― unstable inflectional classes: classes whose paradigms follow an 
implicative pattern which does not agree with the paradigm structure 
condition which dominates the words having the respective 
extramorphological properties; 
― stability-indifferent inflectional classes: classes of words with 
extramorphological properties which lack a dominant paradigm 
structure condition. 
The dominant paradigm structure conditions determine the direction of class 
changes in the inflectional system. There is a strong trend towards 
decomposing unstable and stability-indifferent inflectional classes. The 
transition from unstable to stable complementary classes normally happens by 
word-by-word transferal.  
With respect to borrowings, I suggest that there are two classes of borrowings: 
― direct borrowings (subclasses: loan-translations, loan-renditions, loan-
creations, analogical and substitutive semantic loans); 
― indirect borrowings (subclasses: nativised and non-nativised direct borrowings). 
In Old English, the most stable subclass was that of loan-translations. The other 
subclasses were unstable. In Middle English, the most stable class was that of 
nativised direct borrowings, the other subclasses being unstable.  
Also here, the tendency towards the decomposition of unstable classes may 
be observed. The analysis of Gneuss’s data reveals that very often in Old 
English there were several attempts at indirect borrowing of certain words from 
Latin: certain semantic loans were accompanied by the attempts at loan-
translation or loan-rendition (see Gneuss 1955, numbers 24, 25, 26, 36, 41, 85); 
loan-renditions accompanied by attempts at loan-translation (Gneuss 1955, 
numbers 26, 97, 121, 133); loan-creations accompanied by attempts at loan-
translation (Gneuss 1955, number 145). From the analysis of my data, I may add 
that direct borrowings were often substituted by loan-creations (see Comments 
on meregrot and mereswȳn in Section 4). So, there is an evident tendency 
towards the decomposition of the unstable classes of loan-renditions, semantic 
loans and loan-creations in favour of the stable class of loan-translations, and 
towards the decomposition of direct borrowings in favour of loan-creations. 
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In Middle English and later in Modern English, one witnesses the 
decomposition of the unstable class of non-nativised borrowings in favour of 
the stable class of nativised borrowings (e.g. antennae > antennas). 
It is evident that stable classes act as attractors for the members of unstable classes. 
 
 
5.4. Naturalness in Word-formation and Borrowings 
Returning to the question of naturalness in word-formation, let us underline 
some important issues. Dressler and Merlini Barbaresi (1994: 46) argue that 
“operations of concatenative morphology (composition, affixation, and other 
additive operations) are preferred over operations of modification (e.g. ablaut, 
umlaut), of zero morphology, and of subtraction” and add that “in (very 
natural) affixation, addition of intentional meaning is diagrammatically 
reflected by addition of form, whereas in (antidiagrammatic, thus very 
unnatural) subtraction, addition of meaning is contradicted by subtraction of 
form”. This leads them to conclude that “crosslinguistically, concatenative 
morphology will be most frequent, productive and stable, while subtractive 
morphology will be very rare and, where it exists, rather unproductive and 
unstable” (Dressler, Merlini Barbaresi 1994: 46). 
According to the predictions mentioned above, determinative compounds, 
possessing great diagrammatic iconicity, are very frequent among loan-
formations in Old English (e.g. wīngeard, sǣwiht, mereswȳn, meregrot, 
sealtsēaþ, etc.). As far as derivation goes, the majority of loan-formations are 
created by means of affixation, the most iconic derivational technique. 
As has already been mentioned above, conversion is seen as a 
morphological metaphor by the Naturalness Theory, and “metaphor represents 
a mere parallelism or similarity recognized ad hoc (thus, metaphors are the 
weakest – or least iconic – icons)” (Dressler 1995: 21). Nevertheless, 
conversion (as a morphological metaphor) has the advantage of morphological 
economy and is signalled by a difference in the inflectional and syntactic 
context. Dressler (1995: 34) notes that here “lack of diagrammaticity is in 
conflict with metaphoricity” and “in this conflict, lack of diagrammaticity is, 
ceteris paribus, more important than metaphoricity, because diagrams have 
higher degree of iconicity than metaphors”. Consequently, the cross-linguistic 
frequency of conversion should be low due to the unnaturalness on the 
parameter of diagrammaticity. This is confirmed by my Old English data, 
where the usage of non-iconic conversion in loan-formations is rather rare (e.g. 
underðēod) compared to affixation. 
Anti-iconic subtraction is encountered extremely rarely in loan-formations 
(e.g. forðgeong from forðgangan). Dressler (1984: 80, 83) justly notes: “The 
worst techniques on a scale of naturalness are used only in very special 
conditions where other factors can be made responsible as intervening 
variables”, and adds that these worst techniques are “historical accidents to be 
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explained by typological and diachronic research” and “their historic origin can 
be traced back to naturalness conflicts”. 
So, with regard to the parameter of iconicity, Old English favours more 
natural word-formation rules in the process of indirect borrowing. 
As far as morphosemantic and morphotactic transparency goes, Old English 
compound loan-formations always aim at maximal transparency (both members 
of a compound must be transparent: e.g. wīngeard, sǣwiht, mereswȳn, sealtsēaþ, 
etc.). Again, let us turn our attention to the case of mildheortnes, where mildheort 
is morphosemantically more transparent/motivated than the alternative 
earmheort. The meaning of mildheort seems better predictable than that of 
earmheort; that is why it wins over earmheort.  
This tendency towards transparency and iconicity results in some cases in 
what was called above redundant formations, as well as in popular etymology. 
See again the case of meregrot (Section 4): mere ‘sea, ocean’ + grot/greot 
‘particle, sand’ is morphotactically transparent. Morphosemantically, it is 
probably not so transparent (it seems rather metaphoric), but still it is better 
than a completely opaque direct borrowing.  
Old English derivational loan-formations also strive for maximal 
transparency, and, of course, the semantic transparency of the head is more 
important here than that of the non-head: in loan-formations affixes sometimes 
seem to be used randomly and are often ambiguous. 
 
 
5.5. On the Naturalness of Hybrid Loan-formations  
I have decided to consider hybrid loan-formations and folk-etymology 
separately because they are peculiar cases of loan-formation processes, 
different from the bulk of other loan-formations. 
It was argued in Section 3.3.1. that hybrid loan-formations lie in the area of 
transition between direct and indirect borrowings, because they are partially 
transparent (in their native element) and partially opaque (in their foreign 
element). So, in the scale of naturalness they will be placed between these two 
types of borrowings:  
• from the point of view of system-independent naturalness, hybrid LFs 
will be less natural than pure LFs which employ only native material, 
but they will be more natural than direct borrowings, since at least one 
of their components is native and thus transparent; 
• from the point of view of system-dependent naturalness: for languages 
preferring labelling techniques, hybrid LFs will be more natural than pure 
LFs but less natural than direct borrowings, since they contain at least one 
element which shows attempts at description which is not favoured in 
such languages; for languages preferring descriptive techniques, hybrid 
LFs will be less natural than pure LFs but more natural than direct 
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borrowings, since they contain at least one element which shows attempts 
at description which is favoured in such languages.    
 
 
5.6. Folk-etymology and its Degree of Naturalness 
In the introduction to his dictionary of folk-etymologies in English, Palmer 
(1969: xiv) says: “The fact is, man is an etymologizing animal”. Thus, 
“etymologizing” is inherent in man. Folk-etymology or popular etymology is 
an interesting phenomenon which can be found in many languages because it is 
rooted in the human nature and helps us to process and store in the memory the 
words of a language. This phenomenon is closely related to borrowing, as will 
be evident from the discussion offered below. 
The term “folk-etymology” has often been justly criticised on the basis of 
the fact that folk-etymology is not characteristic only of the folk or common 
people’s speech, but it is also observed in the linguistic material produced by 
educated people. “Associative etymology” is probably a more adequate name 
for the phenomenon in question (Ullmann 1962: 101), but the term “folk-
etymology” has been used so frequently and has gained so much popularity that 
the phenomenon is more easily recognised under this latter label. 
 
5.6.1. Defining Folk-etymology 
The term “Volksetymologie” was coined by Ernst Wilhelm Förstemann 
(1852) and was borrowed afterwards in many languages of the world by means 
of loan-translation. From the nineteenth century onwards, the phenomenon of 
folk-etymology has received much attention. It has been largely described in 
the works on onomastics, dialectology and folklore of different languages, 
which presented numerous examples of folk-etymologies. It has also been dealt 
with in semantic and word-formation studies, which considered it as a 
phenomenon closely connected with motivation, semantic isolation of words 
(i.e. the impossibility to attribute a word to a certain word-family), analogy, 
slips of the tongue and ear, mistakes in reading and writing. Traditionally, folk-
etymology has been regarded as a non-intentional, synchronic process. 
There are numerous definitions of folk-etymology depending on the 
approach and the scientific framework in the light of which it is considered. I 
adopt the following definition: folk-etymology is a process of morphological 
and/or semantic reinterpretation or reanalysis of semantically and/or 
morphologically opaque lexical items (foreign or unfamiliar and difficult native 
words) on the basis of well-known native lexemes of similar form or meaning 
(or both), which results in the acquisition of transparency by opaque terms. 
Since folk-etymology always presupposes the association of an opaque 
word or its parts with some more transparent, well-known items, the result of 
the process will be a complex (derived or compound) word in most cases. 
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Nevertheless, also simple words may be the result of folk-etymology. This 
happens mostly when an opaque term is substituted with a more transparent 
simple word.  
Thus, folk-etymology is a process which relates the whole word or its parts 
to other words of the native language. Although such relations are historically 
erroneous, from the point of view of a speaker they are quite plausible. 
Speakers usually do not care about the history of a word. They consider the 
word in its synchronic dimension, and their attempts at giving a motivation to 
words are based on the synchronic approach. After all, the true origin of a word 
and the etymological image it evokes in use may be absolutely different, 
consequently; it often occurs that one has to attribute higher efficiency to 
another association, which is therefore erroneous, or at least one should take it 
into more serious consideration (Pisani 1947: 130). Thus, folk-etymology may 
often be more efficient on the synchronic level than the true historical 
etymology of a word. Comparing folk-etymology and historical etymology, Orr 
underlines: “More vital, more “operative” than the latter, it does instinctively, 
intuitively and at the first attempt what the other does deliberately, with a great 
array of books and index cards” (cited by Ullmann 1962: 104, footnote 2). 
 
5.6.2. Recent Studies on the Nature of Folk-etymology 
A general overview of the phenomenon of folk-etymology and state of art is 
given by Fill (2004). He lists folk-etymology among the phenomena of re-
motivation and reinterpretation which are said to resolve the problems of 
memory processing and storage and represent the change from opaqueness to 
transparency. Fill (2004: 1622) notes that folk-etymology or secondary 
motivation is “now regarded as frequent, natural, and indispensable for a living 
language” and that this phenomenon is “extremely widespread, particularly in 
colloquial speech and substandard varieties, and that the instances brought to 
the notice of researchers represent only a fraction of the actually existing 
cases”. Thus, folk-etymology “becomes a frequent every-day phenomenon with 
ideolectal differences, or rather a dynamic process based on the “synchronic 
etymological competence” of the speaker” (Fill 2004: 1622). Folk-etymology is 
presented as a fairly universal phenomenon which often has to do with 
language acquisition and word retention. So, it is frequent in child language, in 
second language acquisition and in the language of aphasics. Speaking of the 
semantic relation between the parts and the whole of the word, Fill (2004: 
1620) notes: “Analysis into familiar elements seems to be more important at 
first than the semantic connexion of these elements with the whole” and adds 
that “morphological transparency seems to be more important than 
constructional transparency, i.e. rule-dependent semantic relation between the 
elements and the whole”. He also remarks that “there is as yet no 
comprehensive study of the phenomena under discussion in specific dialects, let 
alone in larger groups of non-standard varieties” (Fill 2004: 1623). 
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Folk-etymology is regarded as an individual activity. For instance, Panagl 
(1982: 12) argues that folk-etymology is not a collective process, but a 
spontaneous and non-intentional individual activity; the role of the speech 
community is only that of a “resonator” which accepts and helps to spread the 
results of this individual activity. It seems quite obvious that the creator of folk-
etymologies is not the folk, but an individual. Panagl (1982:17-18) also notes 
that the degree of its diffusion varies a lot in different languages and depends 
on the language type and language history: he argues that the languages with 
clear morphological boundaries (e.g. agglutinative languages) and with few 
direct borrowings from foreign languages would have very few folk-
etymologies since the lexemes in such languages are predominantly 
transparent. Panagl considers folk-etymology as a compensatory device which 
helps to keep the balance between the opaque and the transparent lexicon of a 
language. He calls folk-etymology a window on the psychological reality of 
language change (Panagl 1982: 21]). Folk-etymology is definitely a 
phenomenon rooted in the human brain, and it is a very interesting research 
area for psycholinguistics and cognitive linguistics, which, unfortunately, has 
not been given due attention yet.  
An interesting study on folk-etymology is that of Rundblad and Kronenfeld. 
They explore the semantic and cultural nature of folk-etymology, the 
mechanisms underlying it and the insights it offers regarding the society of its 
speakers. Rundblad and Kronenfeld (2000: 20) argue that although folk-
etymologies are highly individual constructions, they seem to adhere to 
collective reality, since language is a social phenomenon and language changes, 
in order to be successful, must conform to shared patterns of understanding. 
The authors maintain that folk-etymologies serve to lighten our memory load 
and to ensure understanding. They also reveal how speakers regard linguistic 
and cultural matters. Their examples illustrate what folk-etymologies may tell 
us about the speech community in which they are used and how the culture and 
society we live in affect the way we perceive reality and language. From the 
cognitive perspective, the authors underline “the tendency for humans to see 
multisyllabic words as being constructed as compounds or derivatives” and 
“the search for patterns in language”, which invite language users to look for 
meaningful components in longer words, give meanings to opaque 
components, and folk-etymologise (Rundblad, Kronenfeld 2000: 29-30). 
Further, Rundblad and Kronenfeld state that folk-etymology is the issue of 
collective reality and thus is governed by speech maxims of clarity and 
efficiency. They maintain that speakers can choose not to use opaque terms and 
to avoid opaqueness in order not to be misunderstood. This statement seems 
doubtful, first of all, because folk-etymology is mostly a non-intentional 
process, and in the above mentioned circumstances it seems to acquire an 
intentional character. Furthermore, it is difficult to imagine a speaker who, 
while creating a folk-etymology, thinks about the efficiency of communication 
with other speakers. Folk-etymology, which originates as a highly individual 
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process, has extremely “egoistic” motives at its basis: that is, when facing an 
opaque word, speakers are more interested in giving it motivation, because a 
transparent term is easier to memorise and store, rather than in potential 
misunderstanding in future. This means that speakers think in the first place 
about making the word transparent for themselves, not for other speakers. The 
concern of being misunderstood is not the reason why folk-etymologies occur, 
as Rundblad and Kronenfeld suggest, although it may be one of the reasons 
why certain folk-etymologies spread in a speech community, if they are seen as 
useful for communication.  
Rundblad and Kronenfeld (2003: 120) approach the process from the 
functional perspective, describe it as a “regular process in folk word 
construction and interpretation” and argue that “not only are folk etymologies 
perfectly natural and logical, but indeed useful”. They distinguish between 
conscious (e.g. learned) and unconscious (e.g. occurring in language 
acquisition) folk-etymologies because their functions are different. It may be 
so, but the mechanism underlying these two types is identical. Rundblad and 
Kronenfeld (2003: 121) also deny the attribution of folk-etymology to 
analogical processes, since analogy is not a regular process, while folk-
etymologies seem to follow clearly regular and discernible patters: “In folk 
etymology, there are patterns in that words and expressions are changed and 
that the changes often follow some kind of resemblance, but there are no 
patterns whatsoever as to what the folk etymologised words will end up as”. 
According to Rundblad and Kronenfeld, folk-etymology involves a semantic 
shift away from the original meaning of the word as a whole. They maintain 
that the process does not start as a semantic innovation, but rather as a formal 
innovation, since folk-etymologies do not always result in semantic change.  
In their articles, Rundblad and Kronenfeld seem to deal only with accepted 
and institutionalised folk-etymologies. Folk-etymology is considered as cultural 
innovation which has right for existence only if it is meaningful to the 
community of its users, useful and systematic. The authors apply the so-called 
“invisible hand theory” to explain the process of folk-etymology. They try to 
prove that folk-etymology and the changes it involves are almost inevitable. 
Keller (1989: 113), who applies invisible hand theory to language, argues that 
“natural languages are characterized by their unplanned purposefulness”. He 
also notes that “invisible-hand theory is individualistic because it attempts to 
explain a complex social structure as a cumulative consequence of individual 
actions” (Keller 1989: 121). Thus, according to Rundblad and Kronenfeld 
(2003: 128), “even though individuals act intentionally, their actions often feed 
consequences that were not part of their intentions”. Rundblad and Kronenfeld 
maintain that folk-etymologies occur when speakers are forced to make choices 
based on speech maxims which will change opaque words into transparent ones 
and, in turn, will create folk-etymologies. If these new words are more easily 
recognizable, understood, better applicable and more communicative, then 
folk-etymology is unavoidable. Nyman (1994: 254) further suggests that “if the 
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end result is found to be beneficial, it will get functionalized by a collective 
rational act consisting in an epidemic mimesis”. The collective reality and 
invisible hand explanation, offered by Rundblad and Kronenfeld, is good for 
accounting for how the phenomenon spreads and becomes institutionalized, but, to 
my mind, it does not explain how folk-etymology originates, since the creation of a 
folk-etymology is not a collective process concerned with the usage of language as 
a means of communication, but an individual psychological activity which helps to 
resolve primarily the problems of memorisation and storage of lexemes. As 
Nyman (1994: 234) justly remarks, “individual aspect is a necessary ingredient in 
explaining language change”.   
A more recent study on folk-etymology is that of Maiden (2008), who 
argues that morphological transparency is more important than semantic one in 
the process of creation of folk-etymology. He maintains that the majority of 
folk-etymologies are “nonsensical” since their meaning is potentially 
misleading (Maiden 2008: 312). Maiden remarks that, when facing an opaque 
word, a speaker searches his mental lexicon for phonologically appropriate 
lexical formatives which could be combined in order to give the word 
morphotactic transparency. These formatives are treated by the speaker just as 
signantia, or elements for the creation of a complex word. For instance, 
speaking of the English word butterfly, Maiden (2008: 317) notes: “the butter 
of butterfly is so to speak ‘the formative butter minus its lexical meaning’”. It is 
difficult to disagree with this point of view, taking into consideration the fact 
that a lot of folk-etymologies, created by students of foreign languages, for 
example, and not only, are absolutely “nonsensical”, but they do work as 
mechanisms for storing and retrieving the newly-learned words. Maiden insists 
that such “nonsensical” folk-etymologies confirm the fact that the very process 
of folk-etymologising is not the result of semantic change or semantic re-
motivation, but it is a kind of morphological re-motivation of opaque words, 
which starts off from the form of a word and is sometimes accompanied also by 
semantic re-motivation. 
 
5.6.3. Folk-etymology and its Place among Borrowings 
Malkiel (1970: 78) remarks that among other lexical items, borrowings are 
the ones which more easily fall victim to folk-etymology. Why so?  
First of all, it should be noted that not all types of borrowings are subject to 
folk-etymology in the same degree. Since indirect borrowings employ native 
material in order to render a foreign model, they are generally quite transparent 
and comprehensible. So, seemingly there is no need for folk-etymology to 
intervene to make these terms transparent, because they already possess this 
characteristic. Actually, indirect borrowings are working in the same direction 
as folk-etymology: they give motivation to opaque words and multiply 
transparent lexicon. But folk-etymology sometimes interferes also in the 
process of loan-formation. Gusmani (1986: 263, footnote 38) remarks that in 
the sphere of loan-formations created by composition, it often happens that the 
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lexemes which resemble the model also on the level of the significant are 
privileged as components of the replica. This point will be proved by the 
examples given below. 
Direct borrowings, in their turn, belong to the type of words which are often 
called opaque or denominative. As such, they result absolutely bare of 
motivation and of minimal connections with other words and categories of the 
borrowing language. After the introduction into a borrowing language, direct 
borrowings usually undergo the processes of morphological and phonetic 
adaptation. But still, such words remain opaque as to their derivational and 
semantic structure. This is one of the main differences between direct and 
indirect borrowings.  
Dressler and Ladanyi (1998: 40) argue that “it is more difficult to integrate 
words coming from a foreign language [marked alternative] than indigenous 
words [unmarked alternative]”. This is why folk-etymology is one of the most 
effective mechanisms of adaptation. Gusmani (1986: 80, 180) says that folk-
etymology is the most advanced, vivid and radical form of lexical adaptation of 
direct borrowings, because this process adapts a foreign word to the 
morphological structure of the borrowing language, and the word looks 
absolutely native to the eyes of the speakers. This process may have two 
consequences: it may lead to the substitution of a direct borrowing by a new 
term created by folk-etymology, or a direct borrowing may remain in the 
language side by side with a new word created on its basis by means of folk-
etymology, and the two words should be seen as synonyms. For instance, 
ModE sparrowgrass and ModE asparagus cannot be considered one and the 
same word in its nativised and non-nativised form respectively. Sparrowgrass 
should rather be considered as a loan-creation generated by means of folk-
etymology which is a synonym to the direct borrowing asparagus.  
Since direct borrowings are seen as opaque (especially by monolingual 
speakers), there is no surprise in the fact that they become susceptible to folk-
etymology. In this case, folk-etymology once again works in the direction of 
transforming opaque items into transparent ones resorting to native resources. 
Jacob Grimm notes that if a foreign word falls in the well of the language, it is 
mixed and amalgamated with this language in all senses, until it gets all the 
colors of it and assumes the native aspect in spite of its foreign air (cited by 
Wartburg, Ullmann 1971: 174).  
Returning to hybrid loan-formations, one should note that hybrid loan-
formations are often the result of partial folk-etymology affecting direct 
borrowings, though this is not always the case. 
Palmer’s dictionary of folk-etymologies gives numerous examples of folk-
etymologies in English. Many of them emerged as reinterpretations of foreign 
words and borrowings from foreign languages. Most of the examples present 
evident changes in form compared to the original foreign words which are their 
models. This is not surprising. Foreign words are almost always seen as opaque 
and rarely resemble perfectly certain native words in sound. In some cases the 
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change in form is minimal and the process of re-motivation consists in the 
simple substitution of an opaque foreign word with an already existing native 
word of similar sounding. The result of such a substitution is usually a 
morphologically simple word, but also complex words may be encountered: 
(24) ModE alpine (Palmer 1969: 7) – a reinterpretation of orpine (<O.Fr. 
orpin), originally from Lat. auripigmentum with allusion to the 
golden-coloured flowers of the species, evidently linked to the Alps 
in its folk-etymological variant. Other variants are harping Johnny 
(Palmer 1969: 163) and orphan-John (Palmer 1969: 266).  
(25) OE biscop-wyrt (Palmer 1969: 29) – a reinterpretation of Lat. hibiscus, 
confounded with episcopus and thus substituted by OE biscop. 
Another possibility of re-motivation of an opaque foreign word is the creation 
of a new, morphologically complex (derived or compound) word whose 
elements resemble phonetically the parts of a foreign model: 
(26) ModE battledoor (Palmer 1969: 24) – a rendering of Sp. batidor, 
originally ‘a bat used in washing’, by compounding of battle and door.  
(27) OE of-lǣte (Palmer 1969: 262) – a rendering of Lat. oblāta ‘the 
sacramental bread or wafer used in the Mass’, seen as a derivative of 
of-lǣtan ‘to leave’, i.e. the offering.  
Folk-etymologies without change of form are more frequent in the domain of 
native lexicon. But such instances can be found also in the case of borrowing 
when a foreign word is very close in sound to a native word (for Old English, 
see example (34)): 
(28) ModE bull (in the sense of a blander, an absurd statement, nonsense) 
(Palmer 1969: 43) – a rendering of Ir. bull ‘nonsense’, literally 
‘inflated, empty talk’ (<Fr. bulle < Lat. bulla ‘a bubble’), probably in 
the minds of present-day speakers associated with bull as an animal. 
Thus, the purpose of folk-etymology is either to identify opaque foreign words 
with already existing native words which show at least some resemblance in 
sound and (hopefully) in meaning to the model or to create a new word whose 
elements are native or already known and phonetically resemble the foreign 
word. The first case is represented by folk-etymologies acquired by simple 
substitution and those without change in form (see examples (24), (25), (28)). 
These folk-etymologies look very much like semantic loans. I would call them 
folk-etymological semantic loans or phonologically-triggered semantic loans, 
since they differ from common semantic loans in the fact that they aim at 
maintaining the phonetic form of the model and often also disregard the 
semantic vicinity of the model and the replica. Here the phenomena of 
polysemy and homonymy come in play. 
The second case is represented by new words created due to folk-etymology 
(see examples (26), (27)). To my mind, in this case the result of the operation of 
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folk-etymology is a loan-formation triggered by the phonetic resemblance of 
the model with some words of the borrowing language which become 
components of the replica. The creator of such an innovation is guided by the 
phonetic form of a foreign word and the associations it produces. The only 
difference of these loan-formations from a bulk of other loan-formations is that 
they share phonetic similarity with the model. So, to distinguish this type from 
other cases of loan-formations, I will call it a “phonologically-triggered loan-
formation”. In a way, this type of folk-etymology is a very good compromise 
between loans and loan-formations, and thus it represents a borderline case 
between direct and indirect borrowing. Even if folk-etymology works on an 
already existing direct borrowing, it may still be considered as a loan-
formation, because the very actuation of the process of folk-etymology means 
that a certain direct borrowing is still seen as a foreign word, something 
incomprehensible, not really assimilated and alien to the native language of the 
speaker who faces it.  
Phonologically-triggered loan-formations result to be of two types: 
• phonologically-triggered loan-renditions – at least one morphological 
constituent of the replica corresponds semantically (sometimes, also 
phonetically) to the model or to one of its elements, while other 
morphological constituents resemble a part of the model only 
phonetically (but not semantically) (see example (34));  
• phonologically-triggered loan-creations – no morphological 
constituents of the replica semantically correspond to the model or 
to its constituent parts, but the model and the replica bear a phonetic 
similarity (see example (30)).  
The existence of phonologically-triggered loan-translations is almost 
impossible, since loan-translation presupposes the semantic equivalence of all 
morphological constituents of the replica to those of the model, and it is quite 
difficult to find such correspondence, taking into consideration also the 
necessity of phonetic resemblance of the constituents for folk-etymology. In 
any case, if the constituents of the replica and of the model are semantically 
equivalent, the LT would result perfectly correct and it would be impossible to 
speak of any folk-etymological effect in such a case.  
As far as semantic motivation goes, the following facts should be noted.  
There are a certain number of examples which seem really perfect and make 
sense both from the morphological and the semantic point of view. That is, they 
show connection of form and meaning to the concept they designate: 
(29) ModE anthymn (Palmer 1969: 10) – a variant of anthem (<Lat. 
antifona), partially transparent due to its connection to hymn (a word 
of foreign origin already assimilated).  
(30) OE mere-grot (Palmer 1969: 236) – a reinterpretation of Lat. 
margarīta ‘a pearl’ (a word borrowed from an oriental language), 
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seen as a compound of mere ‘sea’ + grot ‘grain of sand’, i.e. 
meaning ‘sea-particle’, which is semantically quite plausible. 
(31) OE ankyr (Palmer 1969: 9) – a reinterpretation of Lat. anachōrēta 
‘a hermit’, seen as a compound of ān ‘one, alone’ + cer (<cerran ‘to 
turn, move’), as if one who lives alone, semantically justified. 
On the other hand, there are also a large number of examples which seem to be 
“senseless” or meaningless from the semantic point of view: 
(32) ModE ancient (Palmer 1969: 8) – a reinterpretation of ensign 
(<O.Fr. enseigne), originally from Lat. insignia ‘flag, banner’, 
linked to ancient (a word of foreign origin already assimilated), 
apparently lacking semantic motivation.  
(33) OE lufestice (Palmer 1969: 226) – a rendering of Lat. 
livisticum/ligusticum ‘the Ligurian plant’, associated with the native 
luf ‘love’ for some reason. 
It has been mentioned repeatedly and transpires from the examples given above 
that folk-etymology mostly works on foreign words or direct borrowings. The 
result is usually a phonologically-triggered SL or a phonologically-triggered 
LC. These cases show a strong tendency to maintain the phonetic form of the 
original/model. But among the examples provided by Palmer there are also 
cases which seem to be LTs influenced by folk-etymology, i.e. part of the 
model is translated without paying any attention to maintaining the phonetic 
form of the model, and part of it is transformed maintaining the phonetic 
resemblance and often disregarding the semantic aspect. Such cases can be 
called folk-etymological LRs: 
(34) ModE all saint’s wort (Palmer 1969: 7) – a mistaken rendering of 
Fr. toute-saine ‘all-heal’. Fr. toute is translated correctly by Engl. 
all, whereas Fr. saine ‘heal’ is mistaken for ‘saint’ and is rendered 
by Engl. saint, which resembles part of the model in sound but not 
in meaning; and thus a folk-etymological LR takes place. 
(35) OE īdel-gild (Palmer 1969: 186) – a mistaken rendering of Lat. 
īdōlolatrīa ‘idol-worship’. In this LR Lat. īdōl(um) ‘idol’ is rendered 
mistakenly by OE īdel ‘vain, idle’, which resembles part of the model in 
sound but not in meaning; and thus a folk-etymological LR takes place, 
the meaning being changed form ‘idol-worship’ to ‘idle worship’. 
Such folk-etymological loan-formations confirm the fact that folk-etymology 
intervenes also in the process of indirect borrowing; it is really an all-pervasive 
process balancing on the border between direct and indirect borrowing. Folk-
etymological loan-formations aim not only at semantic and morphological 
transparency (as all common loan-formations do), but also at maintaining the 
phonetic form of the original word (the foreign model).    
Rundblad and Kronenfeld (2003: 129-130) maintain that “folk-etymologies 
only exist if they are meaningful to the community of their users”. But the data 
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from Palmer’s dictionary show that “senseless” folk-etymologies do exist. 
Really meaningful folk-etymologies, where morphological motivation is 
accompanied by semantic motivation which connects the concept to the 
meaning, are not easy to create. The existence of “senseless” folk-etymologies 
may seem perplexing at first sight. If folk-etymologies aim at transparency, 
why do they result senseless in so many cases? It is only a question of priority. 
It is evident that meaningfulness is not the primary and the most relevant 
characteristic of this phenomenon. “Senseless” folk-etymologies confirm the 
fact, already expressed by Fill (2004: 1620), that the speaker is primarily 
concerned with morphological motivation of an opaque word rather than with 
semantic motivation. Thus, semantic motivation seems to be on the back 
burner. This agrees with the statement of Rundblad and Kronenfeld (2003: 124) 
that folk-etymologies should be “treated primarily as instances of formal 
innovation”. It also confirms the general idea expressed by Maiden (2008), who 
insists that the very process of folk-etymologising is not the result of semantic 
change or semantic re-motivation, but it is a kind of morphological re-
motivation of opaque words, which starts off from the form of a word and is 
sometimes accompanied also by semantic re-motivation. So, formal/phonetic 
similarity of a foreign word and its variant emerging due to folk-etymology is 
crucial. The process is triggered by formal similarity.  
The priority of morphological motivation in folk-etymologies makes one 
think that, as a psychological process, folk-etymologising must originate from 
the needs of memory-processing and word-finding in the first place, and only 
secondly from the necessity to see clearly the meaning of a word in its form. It 
seems that, when facing an opaque word, a speaker is primarily concerned with 
connecting it to familiar words, no matter whether this connection results 
senseless. When this step is done, the speaker usually tries to make sense of the 
newly-created word, i.e. he looks for possibilities to connect the meaning of the 
new word or parts of it to the concept it designates, creating a legend, a history, 
a myth, justifying the existence of the new word: 
(36) ModE care-awayes (Palmer 1969: 50) – a corruption of caraway 
(<Lat. carui), as if the plant was good for dispelling cares, or taking 
cares away. 
(37) OE eotul-vare (Palmer 1969: 112) – a rendering of Lat. Ītalīci ‘the 
Italians’, influenced by the native eotol ‘voracious’ or eoton ‘a 
devouring giant’, and understood as ‘the gluttonous men’ which 
were probably believed to be so. 
The importance of semantic motivation is also confirmed by the existence of 
several folk-etymological variants of a word in some cases. One of the variants 
is usually semantically more plausible than the others: 
(38) ModE asterisks (Palmer 1969: 14) – a reinterpretation of hysterics 
(<Lat. hystericus), other variants being high-strikes, sterakels and 
stirricks (Palmer 1969: 171, 373, 175 respectively). 
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Asterisks and sterakels seem devoid of semantic transparency 
(probably, asterisks may be connected to risk?), while stirricks is 
partially motivated by the native to stir and high-strikes is absolutely 
transparent, since hysterics is actually high strikes or violent fits of 
ill-temper affecting the nervous system. 
The above mentioned facts mean that speakers do not limit themselves to 
morphological motivation, but they do elaborate also the semantic aspect of the 
newly created word. So, the fact that semantic motivation is on the back burner 
in the process of folk-etymologising does not mean that it is irrelevant and 
unimportant. It is just a secondary concern, but, to my mind, just as necessary 
and essential as morphological motivation. After all, the cases which may seem 
to a linguist as perfectly “senseless”, may not be such for a common speaker 
who would, in most cases, try to find sense even in the most seemingly 
senseless forms: 
(39) ModE lamb-skin-it (Palmer 1969: 206) – meaning ‘a game at 
cards’, a corruption of Fr. lansquenet ‘a Lance-knight or German 
footman; also a game at cards’ (<Germ. Landsknecht ‘mercenary’), 
reinterpreted as a compound of lamb + skin + it, seemingly 
senseless, but probably implying the game at which an innocent tyro 
would be fleeced. 
There is one more question to be settled: who is the creator and generator of 
folk-etymologies? Grzega (2003: 32) states: “Mostly, however, folk-
etymological adaptations are normally not triggered off by the name-giver and 
borrower, but by the speech community, which subsequently tries to adopt the 
word”. This is not always the case, though. Folk-etymology may be a very 
adequate technique of borrowing (often this eventuality depends on the 
characteristics of the borrower: whether s/he is an educated person, bilingual, 
etc.), and this fact finds confirmation in the article by Olúgbóyèga on 
translation in Nigeria. Since Yoruba lacked words for the increasing number of 
new concepts coming in from English, Olúgbóyèga (1981: 18) suggested 
exploiting as a technique of translation the combination of ‘phonemic’ and 
‘literal’ translation (i.e. what I have called a phonologically-triggered loan-
creation) as a “natural as opposed to an artificial way of translating these 
concepts”, underlining the fact that “purely illiterate and half-literate Yoruba 
folks employ it as their various needs warrant”. The author presents a number 
of examples of “natural translation” based on folk-etymology versus “artificial 
translation” based on circumlocutions. Folk-etymology is considered natural 
because it permits “to transmit the message from the Source Language (SL) to 
the target Language (TL) as fully as possible” (Olúgbóyèga 1981: 20). 
Olúgbóyèga’s suggestion is quite legitimate: if native speakers prefer this 
mechanism of borrowing of foreign words, why should a translator ignore it? 
Folk-etymology, thus, is considered as a normal, natural and most appropriate 
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way of borrowing, at least by the speakers of Yoruba, as Olúgbóyèga’s data 
show.  
 
5.6.4. Naturalness of Folk-etymology 
In this section I will consider folk-etymology in connection with the process of 
lexical borrowing. As was mentioned above, the results of folk-etymology in this 
case are loan-renditions, loan-creations or semantic loans triggered by the phonetic 
form of a foreign word. They acquire the name of phonologically-triggered loan-
renditions, phonologically-triggered loan-creations and phonologically-triggered 
semantic loans. My main task is to evaluate the degree of naturalness of these items 
and their place in the scale of naturalness for borrowings.  
In Section 5.2. I have stated that the scale of naturalness for borrowings 
based on the notion of sign, system-independent principles of naturalness and 
external evidence is as follows:  
Score 1: LTs 
Score 2: LRs 
Score 3: LCs 
Score 4: Analogical SLs 
Score 5: Substitutive SLs 
Score 6: Nativised direct borrowings 
Score 7: Non-nativised direct borrowings. 
Now, the place of folk-etymology in this scale should be found. When speakers 
of a language resort to folk-etymology, they try to reinterpret a foreign (opaque) 
word by giving it motivation. By doing this, they are actually manifesting their 
need for transparency and iconicity. Foreign words or direct borrowings are 
seen as more marked. Bertacca (2003: 170-171) underlines that linguistic 
contact is one of the factors which generate markedness, and  remarks: “It is 
conceivable in fact that an ‘accumulation’ of marked elements in a linguistic 
component is impossible beyond certain limits […] because this would 
seriously impair its functionality”. Thus, in the case of borrowings, such 
accumulation may be reduced by the interference of folk-etymology, which 
serves transparency and works against markedness and opacity. Such a change 
is very natural. Moreover, speaking of folk-etymology, one enters the domain 
of word-formation (as well as when one speaks about other indirect borrowings 
compared to direct ones). According to Dressler (1987: 100), the two main 
functions of word-formation are “lexical enrichment […] serving the cognitive 
function of language” and “morphotactic and semantic motivation […] 
facilitating the communicative function of language”. Direct borrowings ignore 
the latter function, and consequently they lose against folk-etymological 
constructions, which aim at transparency and thus facilitate communication. 
I have defined folk-etymologies in the sphere of borrowings as 
phonologically-triggered semantic loans, phonologically-triggered loan-
renditions and phonologically-triggered loan-creations. Phonologically-
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triggered loan-renditions and loan-creations are usually biunique and tend to 
remain such, like other common loan-formations. So, on the parameter of 
biuniqueness they will rank higher than phonologically-triggered semantic 
loans, which are unique and more ambiguous, like common semantic loans. On 
the parameter of transparency, phonologically-triggered loan-renditions and 
loan-creations tend to be morphotactically transparent, so they will definitely 
rank higher than direct borrowings and semantic loans, which are usually 
morphotactically opaque. These loan-formations are also quite transparent 
morphosemantically, since their main purpose is to motivate an opaque word at 
any cost. So, they will take over direct borrowings and semantic loans also in 
this respect. As for constructional iconicity, I have mentioned that loan-
formations and direct borrowings are more iconic than semantic loans, which 
totally lack iconicity, and that loan-creations are less iconic than loan-renditions 
and loan-translations, because they usually do not imitate the morphological 
structure of their model. From this point of view, phonologically-triggered 
loan-renditions and loan-creations behave like common loan-renditions and 
loan-creations. Thus, on the parameter of iconicity, phonologically-triggered 
loan-renditions would rank higher than phonologically-triggered loan-creations 
and semantic loans. So far, phonologically-triggered loans resemble in 
naturalness their common prototypes. 
The true difference comes on the parameter of indexicality. It was 
mentioned above that loan-creations (together with semantic loans) are the least 
indexical compared to loan-translations, loan-renditions and direct borrowings, 
because they refer to the model only indirectly (i.e. possess only semantic 
indexicality). But the situation with phonologically-triggered loan-creations, 
loan-renditions and semantic loans is different. Phonologically-triggered loan-
renditions, apart from possessing a certain degree of morphological 
indexicality, show a high degree of phonetic indexicality, so they are more 
natural than common loan-renditions. Also phonologically-triggered loan-
creations and semantic loans, showing phonetic resemblance to the model, have 
a very high degree of phonetic indexicality, even if their morphological 
indexicality is low (not to say non-existent). This means that they are less 
natural than phonologically-triggered loan-renditions, but more natural than 
common loan-creations and semantic loans. Thus, the indexicality of 
phonologically-triggered loan-renditions, loan-creations and semantic loans is 
similar to that of direct borrowings.  
Taking into consideration all the facts mentioned above, phonologically-
triggered loan-renditions, loan-creations and semantic loans should be located 
in the system-independent scale of naturalness as follows: 
Score 1: Loan-translations 
Score 2: Phonologically-triggered loan-renditions 
Score 3: Loan-renditions 
Score 4: Phonologically-triggered loan-creations 
Score 5: Pure/common loan-creations 
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Score 6: Phonologically-triggered semantic loans 
Score 7: Analogical semantic loans 
Score 8: Substitutive semantic loans 
Score 9: Nativised direct borrowings 
Score 10: Non-nativised direct borrowings. 
In short, phonologically-triggered loan-renditions, phonologically-triggered 
loan-creations and phonologically-triggered semantic loans are more natural 
than common loan-renditions, loan-creations and semantic loans from the point 
of view of indexicality since, apart from semantic indexicality and 
morphological indexicality (in the case of phonologically-triggered loan-
renditions), they possess a high degree of phonetic indexicality, absent in 
common loan-formations and semantic loans. Despite having an equal degree 
of indexicality with direct borrowings, phonologically-triggered loan-renditions 
and loan-creations are more natural than direct borrowings, because they also 
show a high degree of morphosemantic and morphotactic transparency, which 
direct borrowings lack. Thus, if folk-etymology is seen as a transition from 
direct to indirect borrowing, it seems obvious that it lies on the way to 
improving naturalness, judging by the scale above. It shares its better 
indexicality with direct borrowings and its better morphotactic and 
morphosemantic transparency with common loan-formations, improving thus 
its overall naturalness.  
Migliorini (1963: 91) notes that the new words coined by people experience 
some difficulty in entering the national circulation, but often they succeed, and 
the folk/ dialectal literature and newspaper chronicles help oral transmission. 
Olschansky (1996: 202) adds that, since the language is primarily spoken and 
only secondarily written, also folk-etymology is primarily a phenomenon of the 
spoken language and, consequently, it is more current in spoken rather than in 
written language. Thus, the conclusion is that, despite the fact that folk-
etymology possesses such a high degree of naturalness (it is surpassed only by 
loan-translations), it is rare in the written and standard language, although it is a 
very frequent phenomenon in oral speech (in particular, in dialectal speech, 
children’s speech, speech of old or less-educated people) and in the written 
records which reproduce these types of speech.  
Folk-etymology seems to be a very productive phenomenon. Let us 
underline again the facts mentioned in Section 3.7., i.e. productivity should not 
be confused with type or token frequency. Productivity is more basic than 
frequency, and both type and token frequency are derived from productivity. 
Frequency is not necessarily the indispensable attribute of naturalness. Bertacca 
(2009: 123, 131) argues that “frequency is an epiphenomenon of naturalness”, 
that “natural forms are not necessarily the most frequent” and that “type 
frequency depends on productivity, but it may be limited by other factors”. So, 
despite the fact that folk-etymology has low token frequency, it may be 
considered a productive technique. The fact is that “observable effects of 
productivity are co-determined by sociolinguistic and stylistic norms and by the 
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pragmatics of referential inconsistencies, of degrees of need, of cotext and 
context” (Dressler, Ladanyi 1998: 46). 
In fact, the resistance to the penetration of folk-etymology into the standard 
language is largely due to extralinguistic factors, especially prescriptivism. 
Poruciuc (1991: 53) confirms that “folk-etymological shifts are more numerous 
in periods when (or in areas where) there are no, or very few normative 
factors”. Folk-etymology has often been seen as an erroneous interpretation of 
a word, and errors are not permitted in the standard language. A word which 
underwent folk-etymology may become a norm and may be accepted in the 
standard language only if it is extremely frequent.  
As was already mentioned above, folk-etymologies seem to be the transition 
phenomenon which lies on the border between direct and indirect borrowing. It 
is evident that the direction of transformation in this case is from direct to 
indirect borrowing. Some folk-etymologies clearly show the gradual process of 
transformation of a foreign word or a direct borrowing via semi-transparent 
hybrid formation (partially native and transparent, partially foreign and opaque) 
into a fully transparent native word created by means of a phonologically-
triggered loan creation:  
(40) ModE alabaster (<O.Fr. alabastre), reinterpreted initially as alablaster 
and later as all-plaister and yallow-plaster (Palmer 1969: 7, 453). 
A totally opaque alabaster is transformed into semi-transparent 
alablaster linked to the native blaster (which seems an absolutely 
arbitrary, senseless connection) and acquires partial morphological 
motivation. In the case of all-plaister, total morphological 
motivation and partial (or total?) semantic motivation (probably, 
plaister is chosen to allude to the white colour of the substance, like 
that of plaster) takes place. Yallow-plaster, in its turn, is totally 
transparent both from the morphological and the semantic points of 
view (alabaster resembles plaster but often has yellowish colour 
rather than white). 
These examples show once again the movement towards a more transparent 
word both from the morphological and the semantic points of view, the 
movement from an opaque direct borrowing towards a phonologically-
triggered loan-formation or semantic loan.  
Folk-etymology, being in most cases a phonologically-triggered loan-
creation which lies on the border between direct and indirect borrowing, is both 
“speaker-friendly” and “hearer-friendly”, because its phonetic substance is 
close to that of the foreign model, but simultaneously it possesses a high degree 
of motivation. 
One more issue which should not be left out is the presence of so-called 
senseless folk-etymologies. They are usually quite transparent morphologically 
(if they are complex words), but from the semantic point of view they do not 
make any sense. So, what can be said about their degree of naturalness? Of 
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course, with respect to sensed folk-etymologies, senseless ones lose on the 
parameter of morphosemantic transparency, which is the only difference from 
the former. Very often, they are semantically opaque and seem just a senseless 
combination of morphemes. Undoubtedly, some “legend” may be created by a 
speaker to justify the existence of such senseless neo-formations, but they 
remain more difficult to handle and to remember compared to sensed folk-
etymologies, which have semantic transparency as a support, as well as 
morphotactic transparency. Thus, senseless folk-etymologies lose against 
sensed ones with respect to the principle of semantic transparency and rank 
lower in the scale of naturalness. With respect to common LRs, LCs and SLs, 
senseless folk-etymologies lose on the parameter of semantic transparency 
again, but they posses a high degree of phonetic indexicality, which is non-
existent in common LRs, LCs and SLs. As has been mentioned above, the 
principle of morphosemantic transparency has hierarchical priority over the 
principle of indexicality. So, common LRs, LCs and SLs, being semantically 
more transparent, win over senseless folk-etymologies. Thus, the system-
independent scale of naturalness for borrowings acquires the following shape: 
Score 1: Loan-translations 
Score 2: Sensed phonologically-triggered loan-renditions 
Score 3: Common loan-renditions 
Score 4: Senseless phonologically-triggered loan-renditions 
Score 5: Sensed phonologically-triggered loan-creations 
Score 6: Pure/common loan-creations 
Score 7: Senseless phonologically-triggered loan-creations 
Score 8: Sensed phonologically-triggered semantic loans 
Score 9: Analogical semantic loans 
Score 10: Substitutive semantic loans 
Score 11: Senseless phonologically-triggered semantic loans 
Score 12: Nativised direct borrowings 
Score 13: Non-nativised direct borrowings. 
 
5.6.5. Some Conclusions 
Taking into consideration all the facts discussed above, the following 
conclusions can be drawn.  
Unfortunately, it should be underlined that the lack of truly consistent and 
systematic material concerning folk-etymologies in modern languages is one of 
the major problems in this field of research at the moment. Descriptive studies 
often supply just a bunch of examples, and serious conclusions cannot be 
drawn on the basis of such sporadic data. 
Indeed, folk-etymology is a phenomenon which has to be respected and 
further investigated. It manifests itself in different linguistic situations and 
many spheres of the language. Numerous folk-etymologies invisible to scholars 
of a language are hidden in the brain of every human being. Only by means of 
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an interview a scientist would be able to discover them. It is quite sure that 
common speakers (non-linguists) would have a considerable amount of legends 
about the origin of the words of their own language (and other languages they 
know) and about their membership in certain groups created on the basis of 
associations, which were acquired by means of folk-etymology. These, 
however, do not prevent them from using their language correctly. So, the value 
of folk-etymology should not be underestimated. Folk-etymology shows that 
speakers do not see language as something fixed and rigid. It is not a ready-
made dress to be worn as it is. It is a fabric which speakers transform according 
to their needs guided by their personal linguistic competence and experience. 
Folk-etymologies are the testimonies of the “turbulent life” of languages which 
constantly change in the hands of their speakers.  
Folk-etymology plays an extremely important role in the process of lexical 
borrowing from foreign languages. It works directly on foreign words or on 
direct borrowings and is an important mechanism of their adaptation and 
integration. It may affect direct borrowings as well as indirect borrowings, as 
has been demonstrated by the examples given above. As a result of this 
influence, three phenomena can be distinguished: phonologically-triggered 
semantic loans, phonologically-triggered loan-renditions and phonologically-
triggered loan-creations. All of these aim at maintaining the phonetic form of a 
foreign model, and this distinguishes them from common semantic loans and 
loan-formations. Thus, they work towards not only semantic and morphological 
transparency (as all common indirect borrowings do), but also towards phonetic 
transparency with regard to the model. 
Both sensed and senseless folk-etymologies are possible, which is proved by 
numerous examples of seemingly senseless folk-etymologies. This also means 
that it is not absolutely necessary for a folk-etymology to be sensed in order to 
be institutionalised. Senseless folk-etymologies, though, lose against sensed 
ones in their degree of naturalness on the parameter of morphosemantic 
transparency, and thus sensed folk-etymologies are supposed to be preferred by 
speakers, since they are also semantically transparent, which helps their storage.  
The priority of morphological motivation in folk-etymologies does not mean 
that semantic motivation is optional, even if superficially it may seem so. The 
semantic motivation of a word created by folk-etymology may be difficult, but not 
impossible. The existence of several attempts at re-motivation of one and the same 
opaque word confirms the necessity of semantic plausibility and transparency.  
Folk-etymology is the transition phenomenon which lies in the area between 
direct and indirect borrowing. It challenges the existence of opaque direct 
borrowings by the creation of phonologically-triggered semantic loans and 
loan-formations. Thus, folk-etymology is another proof to the fact that indirect 
borrowings are more natural than direct ones from the point of view of system-
independent naturalness. I maintain that phonologically-triggered semantic 
loans and loan-formations possess a higher degree of naturalness than that of 
common loan-renditions, loan-creations, semantic loans and direct borrowings 
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and are surpassed only by loan-translations. Moreover, folk-etymology, as a 
process working on borrowings, is both speaker-friendly (or creator-friendly) 
and hearer-friendly (or receiver-friendly). This fact adds up to its popularity and 
explains its high frequency in oral speech and in the minds of speakers. This 
phenomenon, as well as hybrid loan-formations, definitely represents a change 
from opacity towards transparency and thus paves the way for improving the 
naturalness of lexical items.  
Thus, folk-etymology is quite a natural and normal linguistic phenomenon. 
It is widespread and all-pervasive due to the fact that it possesses a high degree 
of naturalness. As a method of adaptation and integration of foreign words and 
direct borrowings, folk-etymology works in the direction from less natural to 
more natural phenomena, and thus is seen as a true vehicle of naturalness. 
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Appendix 
 
Some Independent Parallel Developments Found in HE 
 
This section contains the list of independent parallel developments (nouns) 
found in HE by comparing its Latin and Old English versions. The texts used 
for analysis are Venerabilis Baedae Opera Historica by C.Plummer (1961) and 
The Old English Version of “Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English 
People” by T. Miller (1959-1963). The dictionaries used are Il Vocabolario 
della Lingua Latina by L. Castiglioni and S. Mariotti (2007) for Latin; The 
Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon by H. Sweet (1940), A Concise Anglo-
Saxon Dictionary by J. R. C. Hall (1916), and A Thesaurus of Old English by J. 
Roberts, C. Kay and L. Grundy (2000) for Old English.  
The parallel developments below resemble mostly LTs (more rarely LRs), 
but they have been discarded as lacking necessary parameters (positive values 
on Gneuss’s criteria) for being regarded indirect borrowings. The items are 
arranged in order of their occurrence in the text. Each Old English word is 
given together with its Latin equivalent found in the Latin version of the text. 
Moreover, other Latin correspondences found in the text are also provided. 
  
LIBER PRIMUS 
 
1. wīsdōm ‘knowledge; learning; experience’ – Lat. scientiam [scientia] 
‘science; knowledge; cognition’. 
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
sapientia ‘wisdom; prudence; science’; prūdentia ‘wisdom; prudence; 
experience; competence’. 
 
2. smēaung(e) ‘reflection; thought; inquiry; intention’ – Lat. meditātione 
[meditātio] ‘reflection; meditation’. 
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: 
tractātus ‘treatise; treaty; discussion’. 
 
3. frēondscipe ‘friendship’ – Lat. amīcitia ‘friendship; alliance; sympathy’.  
 
4. smyltnys(se) ‘tranquillity; silence; mildness; smoothness; quiet’ – Lat. 
serēnitāte [serēnitās] ‘tranquillity; quiet; silence; transparency’. 
 
5. ēhtnys(se) ‘persecution’ – Lat. persecūtio ‘persecution’. 
 
6. ēhter(as) ‘persecutors’ – Lat. persecūtores [persecūtor] ‘persecutors; 
accusers; adversaries’.  
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7. þēnung(e) ‘service; use’ – Lat. obsequium ‘reverence; respect; service 
(also funeral)’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
ministerium ‘service; function’; ūsŭs ‘use; utility; advantage; custom’; 
officium ‘service; function; position; favour’. 
 
8. druncennesse ‘intoxication; drunkenness’ – Lat. ēbreitāti [ēbreitās] ‘drunkenness’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: pōtātĭo 
‘drinking-bout, drinking spree’. 
 
9. þēowdōm ‘servitude, slavery’ – Lat. servitium ‘slavery, servitude’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
servitūs ‘slavery, service’; famulātus ‘service; devotion’ and in the 
variants þēowhād and þēowdōmhād. 
 
10. nȳdðearf(e) ‘need, what is needed’ – Lat. necessārie [necessārius] 
‘necessary, indispensable things’  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: 
necessitas ‘necessity’. 
 
LIBER SECUNDUS 
 
11. onsȳne ‘face; aspect’ – Lat. aspectus ‘sight; view; aspect’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: faciēs ‘face’.  
 
LIBER TERTIUS 
 
12. forðfōre ‘daeth’ – Lat. obitum [obitus] ‘death’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: exitus 
‘exit; death’; dēpositio ‘deposition; end; loss’; mors ‘death’. 
 
13. mōdrige ‘maternal aunt’ – Lat. mātertera ‘maternal aunt’.  
 
14. lǣcedōm(e) ‘art of healing; cure, remedy (here)’ – Lat. medēllam 
[medēla] ‘remedy; medicine’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
remedium ‘remedy; medicine; aid’; medicāmen ‘medicine; remedy’. 
  
15. lufiend ‘lover, amateur’ – Lat. amātor ‘lover, amateur’.  
 
16. cneohthād(a) ‘boyhood’ – Lat. pueritiae [pueritia] ‘boyhood; 
childhood; youth’.  
 
17. herenes(se) ‘praise’ – Lat. laudes [laus] ‘praise’.  
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The word is a perfect parallel development compared to Lat. laudātio ‘praise’.  
 
18. frēodōm ‘freedom’ – Lat. lībertātem [lībertās] ‘liberty; freedom; independence’.  
 
19. gesīðscip(e) ‘a company of people; fellowship; society; union; association’ 
– Lat. societātem [societās] ‘society; union; alliance; association’. 
 
20. gehērend ‘hearer; listener’ – Lat. audītores [audītor] ‘hearer; listener’.  
 
21. geþafung(e) ‘consent; permission; submission; toleration’ – Lat. 
consensus ‘agreement; consensus; harmony’.  
 
LIBER QUARTUS 
 
22. fultemend ‘helper’ – Lat. cooperātor ‘cooperator’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: 
adiūtrix ‘helper, promoter’. 
 
23. beorhtnes ‘brightness’ – Lat. clāritās ‘clarity; brightness; splendour’. 
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
splendor ‘splendour; transparency; clearness; clarity; lucidity’; fulgor 
‘light; splendour’. 
 
24. blindnis(se) ‘blindness’ – Lat. caecitātis [caecitās] ‘blindness’.  
 
25. gelīcnes(se) ‘similitude, likeness’ – Lat. similitūdinem [similitūdo] ‘resemblance’.  
 
26. geþwǣrnis(se) ‘unanimity; concord; agreement; gentleness’ – Lat. 
concordia ‘unanimity; harmony’. 
 
27. geoguðhāde ‘youth; adolescence’ – Lat. adulescentia ‘adolescence’.  
 
28. gifend(es) ‘giver’/syllend ‘donor; giver’ – Lat. largītoris [largītor] 
‘generous donor’. 
The word is a perfect parallel development compared to Lat. dōnātor 
‘donor; giver’. 
 
29. dǣaðdæges ‘day of death’ – Lat. diēs mortis ‘day of death’. 
 
LIBER QUINTUS 
 
30. ēcnes(se) ‘eternity’ – no Latin equivalent. 
The word is a perfect parallel development compared to Lat. aeternitas 
‘eternity’.  
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31. sciplīðend(um) ‘navigator; voyager’ – Lat. nāvigāntibus (the present 
participle of nāvigāre ‘to navigate’) ‘navigator’.  
 
32. beddstōw(e) ‘bed; bedstead’ – Lat. lectulo [lectulus] ‘bed’.  
 
33. gemētnes(se) ‘invention; discovery; finding’ – Lat. inventiōnis 
[inventio] ‘finding; invention’. 
 
34. dēopnese ‘deepness’ – Lat. profunditātis [profunditās].  
 
35. fægernes(se) ‘beauty’ – Lat. uenustātis [venustās] ‘elegance; beauty; grace’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: grātia 
uēnusti. 
 
36. geferscype ‘escort’ – Lat. comitātui [comitātus] ‘escort’  
 
37. gehȳrnesse ‘hearing’ – Lat. audītui [audītus] ‘hearing’.  
 
38. rihtwīsnesse ‘reasonableness’ – Lat. ratiōnis [ratio].  
The word is a perfect parallel development compared to Lat. ratiōnālitās 
‘ability to reason’. 
 
39. ingong(e) ‘entrance’ – Lat. ingressum [ingressus] ‘entrance’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: 
introitus ‘entrance; access’. 
 
40. wintertīd(e) ‘wintertime’ – Lat. tempore brūmāli [tempus brūmālis] 
‘cold time, winter time’.  
 
41. reðnes(se) ‘fierceness; severity; harshness; cruelty; ferocity’ – Lat. 
atrōcitāte [atrōcitās] ‘atrocity; cruelty; violence’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: saevitia 
‘ferocity; fury; cruelty; violence’; asperitās ‘rigidity; severity; fierceness’. 
 
42. ingongend(an) ‘those who enter’ – Lat. intrantes ‘those who enter’.  
 
43. glēawnes(se) ‘intelligence; sagacity; diligence; cleverness’ – Lat. 
solertiam [solertia] ‘ingenuity; ability; dexterity; intelligence’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondences: 
indoles ‘innate quality; character; nature; inclination; intellect; 
intelligence’; ingenium ‘nature; quality; character; intelligence; genius’. 
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44. uutgong ‘exit; outlet; passage’ – Lat. exitum [exitus] ‘exit; passage; departure’.  
The word is also found with the following Latin correspondence: 
ēgressus ‘departure; exit; passage’. 
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Index 
Indirect Borrowings (Nouns) Found in HE 
a-ae 
aancorstōw, 305 
abbuddōm, 265 
 
æ 
æfenerfeweard, 150 
æfenwyrcend, 320 
ǣfenglōmmung, 53 
ǣfestnys, 71 
æfterfylgend, 144 
æfteryldo, 87 
ælmesdǣd, 291 
ǣlnet, 261 
ærcebiscophād, 155 
ǣrendgewrit, 57 
ǣrendraca, 83 
ǣrist, 157 
ætēacnes, 108 
ætēownes, 101 
 
af-aw 
aldorapostol, 220 
aldorbold, 172 
aldorlicnes, 117 
ālēsend, 255 
ālēsnes, 214 
ancorlīf, 227 
andettere, 67 
ānnes, 102 
ārēdnes, 55 
ārfæstnes, 64 
ārlēasnis, 206 
āsprungennis, 235 
āwegoncernis, 207 
āwehtnes, 303 
āworpenes, 329 
 
b 
(ge)baedhūs, 294 
bærnnis, 30, 170 
bebyrgednes, 292 
bēcrǣde, 245 
(ge)bed, 64 
(ge)bedstōw, 191 
bēgnis, 297 
behealdend, 52 
besmitenes, 132 
bīgang, 70 
bīgenga, 149 
bilwitnes, 237 
bisceopstōl, 327 
biscopgegyrla, 143 
biscophād, 94 
biscopscīr, 168 
biscopseðl, 143 
biscopþegnung, 232 
bletsung, 200 
blissesong, 246 
blōdlǣs, 297 
blōdryne, 131 
bōcgestrēon, 321 
bōclond, 154 
boda, 165 
brōðorlīcnes, 106 
burhwarumen, 79 
byrgenlēoð, 147 
byrgenstōw, 327 
bysmrung, 139 
 
c 
cēapstōw, 149 
ceasterwar, 85 
(ge)cēgnes, 203 
(ge)cēlnis, 187 
cennend, 224 
clǣnnis, 161 
clǣsnung, 127 
cnēoris, 109 
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(ge)corenis, 204 
(ge)costnis, 228 
cristesbēc, 316 
cwealmnys, 79 
cynegewǣdu, 60 
cynelicnes, 215 
cyningcyn, 187 
cȳpeman, 148 
cyricsangere, 323 
cyricsong, 189 
cȳþnys, 75 
 
d 
dǣlneomend, 164 
dēaðlicnes, 233 
dēofolcræft, 288 
dēofulgyld, 66 
dīacongegyrla, 143 
dīaconhād, 328 
dīaconðegnung, 249 
discipulhād, 287 
dōmsetl, 318 
(ge)drēfnis, 162 
(ge)drehtnes, 305 
drihtn, 59 
(ge)dwol, 82 
(ge)dwolhring, 324 
(ge)dwolmann, 317 
dysignes, 164 
 
e 
ēadignes, 181 
ealdorbisceop, 178 
ealdorburg, 99 
eardiend, 282 
eardunghūs, 290 
eardungstōw, 90 
ēastordæg, 324 
ēastorfæsten, 296 
ēastortīd, 325 
ēastsǣ, 154 
ēaðmōdnes, 174 
efeneald, 314 
efenhlet, 213 
efenmæsseprēost, 285 
efenneaht, 330 
efenwyrhta, 264 
efnbiscop, 165 
efnceasterwar, 103 
elþēodignes, 211 
ēoredman, 208 
eorðbīgenga, 248 
 
f 
fǣferādl, 298 
færnis, 186 
(ge)fǣrscip, 299 
fæsten, 99 
feagītsung, 177 
fēanis, 230 
(ge)fēlnis, 258 
feornis, 115 
(ge)fēre, 301 
flōwnis, 129 
folcstōw, 198 
fordēmednes, 60 
forecwid, 231 
foregenga, 118 
forescēawung, 257 
foresēond, 274 
foresetenes, 138 
forhæfdnes, 196 
forhogdnis, 230 
forlǣtnes, 183 
forlegenes, 136 
forlorenes, 310 
forsēones, 137 
forðgeong, 29, 30, 86, 360 
forðlǣdnis, 124 
forðspōwnis, 32, 156 
forwyrnednes, 197 
fōtādl, 169 
frætwednes, 322 
frēfrend, 299 
(ge)fremednes, 58 
fremsumnes, 124 
frēonama, 160 
frigenes, 106 
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frumsceaft, 277 
fulfremednes, 237 
fulluht, 76 
fulwihtbæð, 182 
fulwihtstōw, 184 
fylignes, 198 
 
g 
(ge)gadrung, 122 
gāst, 148 
gēmelēasnes, 308 
geofu, 125 
geoguðhādnis, 300 
gestlīðnys, 63 
giæstern, 301 
glædnes, 315 
godcundnes, 178 
godgyld, 68 
godspel, 131 
god(ge)sprǣc, 173 
godsunu, 200 
godwrecnis, 110 
goldfat, 239 
gramaticcræft, 242 
grēnnis, 37, 210 
gȳtsung, 221 
 
h 
hǣlend, 97 
hǣlo, 104 
hǣðenis, 238 
hādung, 244 
hālgung, 26, 116 
hālig, 225 
hālignes, 182 
hāligreft, 268 
hāligwæter, 298 
hālwendnes, 27, 56 
handgewrit, 318 
(ge)hātland, 280 
hēafodstōw, 271 
hēahbysceop, 313 
hēahcræftiga, 323 
hēahengl, 295 
hēahfæder, 145 
hēahsongere, 263 
hēanes, 54 
hefignes, 192 
hel, 306 
heofonrīce, 278 
herehand, 285 
hērsumnes, 243 
hidercyme, 26, 57, 95 
hongewinn, 228 
horsbǣr, 253 
hrēonis, 170 
hrinenes, 266 
hūsl, 163 
hūslfat, 142 
hūsulportic, 146 
(ge)hwyrfednes, 103 
hȳrd, 147 
 
i 
ingewitnis, 132 
inlīhtnes, 152 
inswōgennis, 33, 161 
intimbernes, 262 
 
l 
(ge)lǣrednes, 201 
landbīgenga, 92 
lārēowdōm, 248 
lēafnes, 240 
(ge)lēafsum, 81 
leahtr, 212 
lēasnis, 269 
lēasspellung, 283 
lēodhata, 189 
lēoht, 229 
lēohtfat, 321 
leornere, 279 
leornungman, 212 
lēoðcræft, 276 
līcettung, 320 
līctūn, 219 
lofsong, 254 
londār, 265 
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londfyrd, 217 
lustfulnis, 140 
 
m 
mægen, 78 
mǣghǣmed, 251 
mǣgð, 118 
(ge)mængnis, 134 
(ge)mǣnsumnis, 112 
mæsseprēost, 105 
mæsseprēosthād, 293 
mæssesong, 42, 101 
martyrdōm, 77 
menniscnys, 59 
meregrot, 51, 357, 359, 360, 
361, 369 
mereswȳn, 50, 357, 359, 
360, 361 
mētercræft, 241 
mēterfers, 290 
mētergeweorc, 330 
(ge)metfæstnis, 194 
metgung, 199 
micelnis, 138 
mildheortnes, 24, 31, 32, 
108, 338, 342, 346, 357, 361 
miltsung, 32, 191 
mōdorfæder, 234 
mōnaðāðl, 122 
monþwǣrnes, 33, 114 
munucgegyrela, 68 
munuchād, 260 
munuclīf, 203 
munucstōw, 234 
mynsterlīf, 313 
mynsterscīr, 317 
mynsterstōw, 197 
mynsterþēaw, 315 
 
n 
nēahnes, 176 
nēahmǣgð, 235 
nēahnunnmynster, 239 
nēahst, 226 
nearonis, 176 
nēdþearfnis, 152 
nēownys, 76 
(ge)nerednis, 273 
(ge)nihtsumnys, 87 
niolnes, 307 
norðgārsecg, 262 
norðportic, 155 
nunmynster, 296 
nyttnes, 179 
 
o 
ofercyme, 309 
oferfērnes, 96 
oferflōwnis, 41, 128 
oferhyd, 222 
onbryrdnys, 73 
oncunnis, 33, 225 
ondcȳðnes, 193 
ondetnys, 61 
ondweardnes, 115 
onfongennes, 246 
ongesetenes, 33, 325 
ongynnis, 233 
ongytenis, 172 
onhyrenes, 120 
onlīcnys, 73 
onsægdnes, 69 
onsymbelnes, 163 
ontimber, 271 
onwalhnes, 266 
onwegālǣdnes, 312 
onweggewitenes, 202 
onweorpnes, 169 
onwrigenis, 174 
orsorhnes, 284 
 
p 
prēosthād, 62 
 
r 
(ge)rǣdeword, 331 
rēadnis, 269 
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reccend, 216 
(ge)recenes, 328 
regollīf, 261 
regolweard, 287 
(ge)rehtnes, 326 
restedag, 223 
(ge)restscipe, 126 
rihtnes, 307 
rihttīd, 223 
rōdetācn, 158 
rōwnes, 294 
(ge)rȳne, 121 
 
s 
sācerdhād, 38, 41, 195 
(ge)sǣlignes, 185 
sǣting, 175 
sǣwiht, 50, 360, 361 
scear, 224 
sceppend, 120 
sceðenis, 171 
sciplād, 218 
scīr, 251 
scopgereord, 276 
(ge)scyldnys, 84 
sealmscop, 309 
sealmsong, 236 
sealtsēaþ, 52, 360, 361 
secgend, 218 
seolforfat, 239 
seonoðstōw, 153 
(ge)setenes, 151 
setl, 146 
sigebēacen, 192 
sinoðgewrit, 317 
slǣpern, 276 
smiðcræft, 310 
(ge)somnung, 134 
songcræft, 244 
songere, 243 
sōþfæstnys, 53 
sprǣccynn, 332 
stæfrǣw, 332 
stǣrwrīter, 221 
(ge)stæðþignes, 216 
stilnes, 158 
strægdnes, 311 
styrenes, 208 
sundorliif, 257 
sūðmǣgþ, 159 
(ge)swencednes, 166 
(ge)swencnis, 210 
swētnis, 205 
symbeldag, 81 
symbelnes, 29, 156 
synn, 227 
 
t 
timbernes, 254 
timbrend, 253 
tōlēsnes, 256 
tōslitnys, 80 
(ge)trēowlēasnis, 202 
trymnys, 65 
tungolcræft, 241 
tūnscipe, 302 
tȳdernes, 291 
(ge)tȳdnes, 288 
 
þ 
(ge)þeahtere, 180 
þearfeðnis, 247 
(ge)þēodnes, 110 
þēodscip, 119 
þoncmeotung, 140 
þrīgnis, 263 
þrōwung, 74 
(ge)þyrstignes, 249 
 
u 
ūhtsang, 268 
unālȳfednes, 107 
unclǣnnes, 133 
undēaðlicnes, 123, 357 
underntīd, 272 
underðēod, 28, 72, 360 
underþēodnys, 82 
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unēðelicnes, 258 
unforhæf(e)dnis, 127 
ungelǣrednes, 289 
ungelēafsum, 167 
ungelēafsumnes, 111 
ungesǣlignes, 184 
ungescrēpnes, 270 
unhērsumnes, 252 
unmǣtnis, 206 
unrehthǣmed, 135 
unrihtwīfung, 167 
unrihtwillung, 141 
unscæððednis, 188 
untrymnes, 129 
unwīsnes, 113 
unwlitegnes, 293 
ūpāstīgnes, 280 
ūtwǣpnedmonn, 284 
 
w 
wæcce, 64 
wǣfersȳn, 195 
wællhrēownys, 40, 88 
wærgcweodol, 286 
wæstmbǣrnys, 91 
wǣðelnes, 259 
wealhstod, 97 
weaxnis, 160 
wēdenheortnis, 190 
wegnest, 275 
weorðnes, 213 
weoruldgewreot, 240 
weoruldhād, 274 
weoruldmen, 89 
weoruldsorg, 267 
weoruldþing, 303 
wērignes, 209 
(ge)wesnis, 250 
wībed, 93 
wīgbedhrægl, 142 
wilsumnes, 74 
wīngeard, 49, 360, 361 
(ge)witenes, 281 
wiþcoren, 41, 89 
wiðerwearda, 100 
wiðerwordnes, 272 
wiþfeohtend, 69 
wiðmetenes, 180 
woruldlīf, 314 
wrēgend, 319 
wuldor, 95 
wuldorfæder, 278 
wundurhǣlo, 311 
wunenes, 36, 98 
wyrcnes, 77 
 
y 
yfelnes, 281 
ymbebēgenes, 304 
ymbsete, 219 
ymenbōc, 331 
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Conclusion 
My analysis demonstrates that indirect borrowing processes have more 
profound effects on the borrowing language. Gusmani (1986: 287-288) notes that: 
− semantic loans alter the structure of meaning; 
− loan-formations establish relations between form and meaning which 
were non-existent before; 
− the borrowing of morphemes influence the grammar of the language.   
In the present research I have tried to prove that indirect borrowings are 
universally more natural than direct borrowings. From the point of view of 
system-independent naturalness, indirect borrowings are the most natural 
borrowings, and direct ones are the least natural. Among indirect borrowings, 
LTs are the most natural borrowings since they show a high degree of iconicity, 
morphotactic and morphosemantic transparency, biuniqueness and 
morphological and semantic indexicality. LRs are less natural than LTs because 
they are less iconic and indexical than LTs, even though they may be equally 
transparent and biunique. LCs are even less natural than LTs and LRs, since 
they are less iconic and have a lower degree of indexicality than LTs and LRs, 
even though they may be equally biunique and transparent. SLs (analogical and 
substitutive) are less natural than LFs and direct borrowings because, in the 
case of simple words, they totally lack morphosemantic and morphotactic 
transparency. But even though they are morphotactically and 
morphosemantically transparent (in the case of complex words), they are non-
iconic and lack biuniqueness. As for indexicality, it is only semantic and is 
rather weak (or non-existent) in the case of substitutive semantic loans. Still, 
SLs win out over indirect borrowings on the principle of linguistic economy. 
Direct borrowings (nativised and non-nativised) are less natural than LFs since 
they are morphotactically and morphosemantically opaque, even though they 
may be equally biunique and iconic, and have a high degree of phonetic 
indexicality. They also lose against SLs on the principle of linguistic economy, 
as has been mentioned above.  
The Old English data confirms the scale of system-independent naturalness 
of borrowings. The only exception are SLs, which seem to be viewed as more 
natural than LCs and direct borrowings in Old English, and consequently are 
more frequent. This is due to the fact that in Old English, as in many other 
inflectional languages, the naturalness on the parameters of transparency, 
iconicity and biuniqueness is often sacrificed for the greater naturalness on the 
parameter of linguistic economy.  
Two transitional phenomena, hybrid loan-formations and phonologically-
triggered loan-formations (or folk-etymologies) clearly show the general 
tendency of borrowings in the direction from a less natural direct borrowing 
towards a more natural indirect borrowing. 
Of course, the Old English data is not enough to prove the validity of the 
system-independent scale of naturalness, proposed in this thesis. A cross-
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linguistic study in the field of borrowings is necessary. This may become one 
of the future perspectives for the study of borrowings. The present research has 
provided empirical support for predictions regarding Old English borrowings 
and an explanation of the preference for indirect borrowings in Old English as 
opposed to the preference for direct ones in Middle and Modern English.  
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